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COVID-19 DEATHS

Deaths caused 

by COVID-19

Deaths among people 

who had COVID-19 

at the time of death; 

cause(s) may or may not 

have been COVID-19

(report to CDC)



DEATH REPORTING PROCESS
1. Death occurs and is reported to the state in 2 ways:

a. by a physician, coroner/medical examiner on a death certificate through the 
routine death certificate registration process.

b. by health care providers, coroners, and local public health to the state 
epidemiologists.

2. State Vital Statistics shares information from death certificates with 
the epi/surveillance team, including deaths among cases, and death 
certificates identifying COVID-19 as the cause of death.

3. The state reports deaths to CDC: 1. All deaths through vital records registration           
and  2. COVID-19 deaths through epidemiologist reporting.



CDC-APPROVED CASE DEFINITION



EXAMPLE DEATH CERTIFICATE



ICD-10 DEATH REPORTING 

• COVID-19 deaths are identified using a new ICD–10 code. 

• When COVID-19 is reported as a cause of death — or when it is 
listed as a “probable” or “presumed” cause — the death is 
coded as U07.1. 

• This can include cases with or without laboratory confirmation. 



CDC GUIDANCE- CAUSE OF DEATH

When COVID-19 is reported as a 
cause of death on the death certificate, 
it is coded and counted as a death due to 

COVID-19. COVID-19 should not be 
reported on the death certificate if it 

did not cause or contribute 
to the death.“ ”



CDC ON DATA QUALITY

Getting high quality cause-of-death 
information can be challenging, especially 

during emergencies. Certifiers may be 
faced with heavy workloads, may not have 
access to complete information about the 

death, or may not be well trained in how to 
prepare quality cause-of-death statements.“ ”



MEMORIALS

• x

• x

• x



● Dr. Eric France, Chief Medical Officer

● Dr. Rachel Herlihy, State Epidemiologist

● Kirk Bol, Manager, Vital Statistics

● Alex Quintana, State Registrar, Vital 

Records

Q & A

Media questions and answers  Moderator: Mariah La Rue, CDPHE
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Colorado COVID-19 Case and Outbreak Definitions  
12/7/21-6/1/21 

 

Case Definitions -- used for individual persons 

Case definition updated 08/18/2020 based on CSTE position statement (released 8/7/2020): 
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.cste.org/resource/resmgr/ps/positionstatement2020/Interim-20-ID-02_COVID-19.pdf 
 
Confirmed:  
Case who has tested positive using a molecular amplification test (such as PCR) 
 
Probable:  

(1) Meets clinical criteria* AND epidemiologic linkage† with no confirmatory laboratory testing**  for SARS-CoV-2 
OR 

(2) Has tested positive using an antigen test in a respiratory specimen, with report date on or after 8/17/2020. 
OR 

(3) Has a death certificate that lists COVID-19 disease or SARS-CoV-2 as an underlying cause of death or a significant 
condition contributing to death with no confirmatory laboratory testing performed for COVID-19.  

 
Suspect^: 
Someone with no prior history of being a confirmed or probable case 

(1) who has tested positive using an antibody test in serum, plasma, or whole blood (IgA, IgG, IgM, total antibody)  
OR 

(2) Has tested positive for specific antigen by immunocytochemistry in an autopsy specimen 
 OR 

(3) Meets clinical criteria* AND epidemiologic linkage† with no positive test result and a negative molecular 
amplification test (such as PCR) in the fourteen days after symptom onset.  

 
Notes: 
*Clinical Criteria: patient must have one of the following AND no alternative more likely diagnosis 

● At least two of the following symptoms: fever (measured or subjective), chills, rigors, myalgia, headache, sore 
throat, nausea or vomiting, diarrhea, fatigue, congestion or runny nose  

OR 
● Any one of the following symptoms: cough, shortness of breath, or difficulty breathing, new olfactory disorder, 

new taste disorder 
OR 

● Severe respiratory illness with at least one of the following: 
○ Clinical or radiographic evidence of pneumonia 
○ Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) 

 
†Epidemiologic Linkage: patient must have one of the following in the 14 days prior to symptom onset 

● Close contact‡ with a confirmed or probable case of COVID-19 disease 
OR 

● Member of a risk cohort as defined by public health authorities during an outbreak 

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.cste.org/resource/resmgr/ps/positionstatement2020/Interim-20-ID-02_COVID-19.pdf
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**Beginning October 19, 2020, CDPHE interprets “no confirmatory laboratory testing” as the absence of any positive 
molecular test.   
 
‡Close Contact: defined as being within 6 feet for at least a period of 15 minutes to 30 minutes or more depending upon 
the exposure. In healthcare settings, this may be defined as exposures of greater than a few minutes or more. Data are 
insufficient to precisely define the duration of exposure that constitutes prolonged exposure and thus a close contact. 
Determination of close contact should be made irrespective of whether the person with COVID-19 or the contact was 
wearing a face mask. 
 
^Antibody tests and suspect cases 

● All antibody positive results will be entered as suspect cases in CEDRS. 

● IgM, IgA positive results may indicate acute infection and should be followed up for interview. If the individual 
has COVID-related symptoms within 30 days or has an epi-link, let your CDPHE epi team know and they will 
update the case status to “probable.”  Appropriate disease control recommendations should be made for 
isolation. 

● IgG positive only (or with IgM negative) and total antibody positive results do not need public health-follow up. 

 
Distinguishing new cases 
A repeat positive test for SARS-CoV-2 RNA using a molecular amplification detection test within 3 months 
of the initial report should not be enumerated as a new case for surveillance purposes. To date, there has 
been minimal evidence of re-infection among persons with a prior confirmed COVID-19 infection and 
growing evidence that repeat positive RNA tests do not correlate with active infection when viral culture is 
performed. Similarly the experience with other coronaviruses is that reinfection is rare within the first 
year. NOTE: The time period of 3 months will be extended further when more data becomes available 
to show risk of reinfection remains low within one year of the initial report. 
 
 
 

Death Definition -- used for individual persons 

 
A death in a COVID case is defined as a death if: 

the decedent died within 30 days of collection date if the decedent was a Colorado resident and is considered a case, 

either probable or confirmed  

OR  

the decedent has a death certificate that lists COVID-19 disease or SARS-CoV-2 as an underlying cause of death or a 

significant condition contributing to death with no confirmatory laboratory testing performed for COVID-19.  

 
 

Outbreak Definitions -- used for facilities and groups of ill people 
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Outbreak definitions applied for all outbreaks reported on and after April 10, 2020.  
 
Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak:  
Two or more Confirmed cases of COVID-19 in a facility or (non-household) group with onset in a 14 day period. 

[or] 
One Confirmed case and two or more Probable cases of COVID-19 in a facility or (non-household) group with onset in a 
14 day period. 
 
Notes: 
Use CSTE case definitions (above) to apply outbreak definitions.   
 

Outbreak Definitions -- special settings 

 

Residential Care Facilities: 
Skilled nursing facilities, assisted living residences, intermediate care facilities, and group homes 

 
Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak in a Residential Care Facility:  
Two or more Confirmed cases of COVID-19 among residents/staff in a facility with onset in a 14 day period. 

[or] 
One Confirmed case and two or more Probable cases of COVID-19 among residents/staff in a facility with onset in a 14 day 
period. 
 
How to determine if you have an outbreak: 

● When determining if an outbreak has occurred in a facility, to assess whether disease transmission occurred in 
the facility: 

○ Exclude residents with a diagnosis of COVID-19 known at time of admission to the facility. 
○ Exclude residents who test positive for COVID-19 in the 14 days after admission AND are in observation 

for signs/symptoms of COVID-19 and following appropriate Transmission-Based Precautions to prevent 
transmission to others in the facility. 

 
Who to include in case counts and linelists: 

● Include all staff at the facility: healthcare workers, administrative staff, kitchen staff, maintenance staff, etc. 
● Exclude residents admitted to facility with COVID-19 or who tested positive for COVID-19 in the 14 days after 

admission IF they were placed in appropriate Transmission-Based Precautions to prevent transmission to others 
in the facility.  

● If a single staff person with COVID-19 works in multiple facilities with outbreaks, they should be included in case 
counts for the outbreak with the earliest onset date. 

 
For an outbreak in a residential healthcare setting to resolve, weekly testing must continue until no new cases of 
COVID-19 infection are identified for a period of at least 14 days since the most recent positive result. Testing must be 
conducted in accordance with state requirements.  
 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HRriYxHmqP9RpYTx9jk2qZFocvTkXvsqgmJ38NgYQxY/edit
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All other Healthcare Settings: 
Non-residential care settings that provide inpatient and/or outpatient services 

 
Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak in a Healthcare Facility:  
Two or more Confirmed COVID-19 cases in staff/patients with onset in a 14 day period with epi-linkage 

[or] 
One Confirmed case and two or more probable cases of COVID-19 among staff/patients with onset in a 14 day period 
with epi-linkage 
 
Epi-linkage is defined as: 

● Patients in the same unit or ward within 14 days 
● Patients cared for by the same healthcare worker within 14 days 
● Patients cared for by a staff members with COVID-19 within 14 days 
● Staff who worked together and had potential to be within 6 ft of one another for a cumulative 15 minutes or 

longer within 24 hours and had onset within 14 days 
 

How to determine if you have an outbreak: 
● When determining if an outbreak has occurred in a facility: 

○ Exclude patients with a diagnosis of COVID-19 (suspected or confirmed) at  time of the appointment or 
admission  

○ Include admitted patients if they develop symptoms and/or test positive for COVID at least 7 days after 
hospital admission 

 
Who to include in case counts and linelists: 

● Include all staff at the facility: healthcare workers, administrative staff, kitchen staff, maintenance staff, etc. 
● Exclude patients with a diagnosis of COVID-19 (suspected or confirmed) at  time of the appointment or 

admission  
● Include admitted patients if they develop symptoms and/or test positive for COVID at least 7 days after hospital 

admission 
 
Resolution of outbreaks in healthcare settings: 
 
A COVID-19 outbreak in a healthcare setting is considered resolved when: 
28 days have passed since the symptom onset date (or collection date, if asymptomatic) of the last newly identified 
COVID-19 case. 
 
Inpatient facilities implementing outbreak testing, may also follow the test-based method for outbreak resolution.  
 
 

Correctional Settings 

Including state prisons, county and city jails, community corrections, detention settings, work release facilities. 
 
Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak in a Correctional Setting:  
Two or more Confirmed COVID-19 cases in residents/inmates/detainees/etc with onset in a 14 day period. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HRriYxHmqP9RpYTx9jk2qZFocvTkXvsqgmJ38NgYQxY/edit
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 [or] 
One confirmed and two or more probable COVID-19 cases in residents/inmates/detainees/etc with onset in a 14 day 
period. 
 
Notes: 

● A resident with a diagnosis of COVID-19 known at time of admission to the facility should not be the only lab 
confirmed case for the purposes of outbreak definition. Residents who test positive at booking (or within 48 
hours of entry into correctional setting) may be excluded from cases counts. 

● Criteria to define an outbreak excludes staff; though staff should be included in case counts.  
● Staff include all staff in the correctional setting: guards, law enforcement, healthcare workers, administrative 

staff, kitchen staff, maintenance staff, etc. 
● If a single staff person with COVID-19 works in multiple correctional facilities, they should be included in case 

counts for the outbreak with the earliest report data. 
 
Resolution of outbreaks in correctional settings: 

1. Resolution in facilities using  widespread testing: A COVID-19 outbreak in a correctional facility is considered 
resolved when: 

a. All incarcerated/detained individuals & staff in affected units with unknown COVID status are tested 
using PCR testing.  
AND  

b. Testing in affected units is conducted weekly (separated by at least 7 days) for two full rounds of testing.  
AND  

c. No new cases (confirmed or probable) are identified in incarcerated/detained individuals during this 
time. 
AND  

d. Staff are following universal masking while in the facility.  
AND  

e. Any newly identified positive staff members have been isolated and excluded from the workplace.  
 

2. Resolution in facilities not using widespread testing:  A COVID-19 outbreak in a correctional facility is considered 
resolved when: 

a. 28 days have passed since the symptom onset date (or collection date, if asymptomatic) of the last 
newly identified incarcerated/detained COVID-19 case 
AND 

b. No newly identified COVID-19 like illness are identified in incarcerated/detained individuals 
AND  

c. Staff are following universal masking while in the facility.  
AND  

d. Newly identified positive staff members have been isolated and excluded from the workplace.  
 

 
 

Schools 

Including all public and private schools, childcare settings, and other educational settings for children.  
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Confirmed outbreak definition 

Two or more confirmed COVID-19 cases among students/teachers/staff from separate households with onset within 14 
days in a single classroom/cohort/activity or other close contact in the school setting (including transportation to- from- 
school and affiliated events). 

[or] 
One confirmed case and two or more probable cases of COVID-19 among students/teachers/staff from separate 
households with onset within 14 days in a single classroom/cohort/activity or other close contact in the school setting 
(including transportation to- from- school and affiliated events). 
 
Outbreaks will be named for the school, not cohort or activity, regardless of whether they are identified in a 
class/cohort, school or extracurricular activity associated with the school. Subsequent cases will be included under 
the current active outbreak. Investigation may still occur at the cohort level.  

 

Suspected outbreak definition 

One confirmed COVID-19 case and one Probable case of COVID-19 with COVID-like symptoms among 
students/teachers/staff from separate households with onset within 14 days in a single classroom/cohort/activities. 
 [or] 
Two or more Probable COVID-19 cases among students/teachers/staff from separate households with onset within 14 
days in a single classroom/cohort/activities. 
 
 

Other Settings 

Other settings that may have outbreaks include: factories, workplaces with crowded work conditions (including control 
rooms), camps, schools, childcare centers, and independent living facilities/senior communities that do not offer 
healthcare.  
 
For these outbreaks, use the general outbreak definitions: 
 
Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak:  
Two or more Confirmed cases of COVID-19 in a facility or (non-household) group with onset in a 14 day period. 
 [or] 
One confirmed and two or more probable COVID-19 cases in a facility or (non-household) group  with onset in a 14 day 
period. 
 

When is an outbreak over? 

 
Unless noted in the definitions above, outbreak resolution is defined as 28 days after the onset of symptoms of the last 
case.  
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Frequently Asked Questions + Tips to applying case and outbreak definitions 

 
● How was the case definition developed? Case definitions are developed by epidemiologists around the country 

and voted on by state epidemiologists through the Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologists (CSTE). The 
COVID-19 case definition may be updated by CSTE as more data about testing is available.  

● How were the outbreak definitions developed? The outbreak definitions were developed by epidemiologists at 
CDPHE. They sought to create standardized outbreak definitions that could be consistently applied to multiple 
settings. The outbreak definitions may be changed if the CSTE case definition is updated. 

● In which order should I use these definitions? Apply case definitions to individual cases first. Then apply the 
outbreak definitions. 

● If a person has symptoms compatible with the Probable Case Definition, but has a negative PCR test for 
COVID-19, are they a Probable Case of COVID-19? If the negative PCR test was in the 14 days after symptom 
onset, the person is not a probable case.  If the negative PCR test was performed more than 14 days after 
symptom onset (or before symptom onset), the case should be counted as a probable case.Providers should 
continue infection precautions and retest if clinical suspicion for COVID-19 is high, especially in hospitalized 
patients (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/disposition-hospitalized-patients.html).  

○ People with close contact or known exposures to a case of COVID-19  must complete their quarantine 
period. 

○ Local public health may choose to perform contact tracing on a case with a negative test if suspicion is 
high, even if the case no longer meets the probable case definition.  

● What if a provider diagnoses a person with COVID even though they have a negative test?  Surveillance case 
definitions and clinical case definitions are different.  A surveillance case definition is used to capture case 
counts consistently. It does not reflect how a case is clinically managed by a healthcare provider. 

● When should I assign a case status as probable?  You may have a case that you are investigating that meets 
probable case definition and then has a negative molecular test within 14 days of onset, resulting in the case 
being suspect.  Any disease control efforts should be based on exposure, symptoms and your concerns about 
transmission. The disease control related to an exposure (such as a child in a classroom being quarantined) is 
different than a case status.   

● How should indeterminate results be interpreted? Indeterminate (or inconclusive) results can be considered 
similarly to as if the patient was not tested (although should be repeated if possible); therefore a patient with an 
indeterminate result should be considered probable if they otherwise meet the probable case definition.  

● How will the county of residence/exposure be assigned? 

○ The county where the case primarily lives should be used to complete the “event county” field on the 
CEDRS event page. 

○ If the case lives in another state or another country, “event county” should be completed with “out of 
state” or “international”, respectively. 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/disposition-hospitalized-patients.html
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○ Out of state cases who are exposed and investigated in Colorado should have the “County Where 
Exposure Occurred, if Event County is 'Out of State'” field in the surveillance form completed using the 
county where the case was staying when they were identified so CDPHE can continue track where 
COVID-19 cases are occurring.   

○ Information from “event county”, not “County Where Exposure Occurred, if Event County is 'Out of 
State'” will be used to populate county-level data on the COVID-19 website. 

○ Out of state cases who are identified in Colorado but thought to have been exposed elsewhere should 
have event county completed as “out of state” and “County Where Exposure Occurred, if Event County 
is 'Out of State'” should be blank. 

● How do you know a case wasn't exposed elsewhere in the community and not the outbreak facility? It is 
possible that a person may have been exposed elsewhere (and we can rarely prove where any individual was 
exposed with a person-to-person pathogen), but when a person worked/lived/spent time in a facility with a 
known outbreak, we attribute their illness to the outbreak even if there is no definitive determination that the 
case acquired the illness at the facility. This approach is consistent across all outbreak types. 

 
● Is there a difference between confirmed and probable death? No, while there are confirmed and probable 

definitions for cases, there are not for death. A probable case can have an outcome of death. Please see “Death 
Definition--used for individual persons” section above.  
 

● What if a case lives in another state? Out of state cases can be part of a Colorado outbreak (and included in 
outbreak case counts) if their exposure was part of a Colorado outbreak.  
Cases that reside out of state, but are exposed/identified in Colorado are not counted in Colorado surveillance 
case counts. Please see “How will the county of resident/exposure be assigned?” question above.  
 

● What if employees are housed together for work---does that make them household contacts? If the housing is 
provided by or required by work, we do not consider the employees lodging together as household contacts 
since these settings are an extension of the workplace. Examples include: dorm-style housing for agricultural 
workers, hotel rooms for construction workers while on site, or employees asked to stay with colleagues near a 
work site. 
 

● What if cases in the outbreak normally live outside of Colorado? Outbreak cases who normally reside outside 
of Colorado still must be reported to public health and will be counted in the outbreak.  
 

● An employee/resident at a facility with an outbreak was diagnosed with COVID-19, but they hadn’t been at 
work recently. Are they still an outbreak case? If the case was in the facility during the 14 days before their 
onset (symptom onset or for asymptomatic cases, the test date), the case will be counted in the outbreak. 
 

● Can an outbreak be associated with an event, rather than a facility? Yes, an outbreak may be associated with 
an event such as a social gathering or sporting event. An outbreak associated with an event would be defined as 
two or more confirmed cases of COVID-19 from separate households with onset within 2 to 14 days of the 
event. Event outbreaks will be reported with the name of the event. 
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● When do you epi-link probable cases? Epi-linked cases must have onset after the first confirmed case’s onset or 
the outbreak is reported. An epi-linked probable case cannot happen before the case or outbreak to which it is 
linked.  
 

● If a confirmed case is reported more than 14 days before an outbreak started, should the case be counted in 
the outbreak? No, this case would not be counted in the outbreak if the case’s onset date was more than 14 
days before the onset of the first case in the outbreak.  
 

● If a facility with an outbreak does multiple rounds of testing and a new case is identified 29 or more days after 
the last case, can the outbreak still close? Yes, the outbreak will still close because 28 days have elapsed 
without new cases. However, if two or more residents test positive after day 28, a new outbreak will be 
reported.  
 

● Should public health seek evidence of confirmatory laboratory diagnoses for cases reported by facilities on 
outbreak line lists? If a case is reported as confirmed on an outbreak line list, but not found in CEDRS, public 
health should confirm the diagnosis using medical records, electronic laboratory reporting, asking the case 
during case interview, and other methods. Testing and symptom information will be used to determine case 
status of each outbreak case. Cases listed as confirmed on an outbreak line list will be reclassified as probable 
until confirmation of lab testing and entry into CEDRS.   
If a facility has questions about reclassification of the case, explain that public health is working to confirm case 
status without releasing private health information about the employee. 
 

● Which cases should be contacted for interview and contact tracing?All confirmed and probable cases should be 
interviewed (including contact tracing) and provided isolation instruction.  Suspect cases are not prioritized for 
interview. 
 

● How can we distinguish mild COVID-19 from other mild, transient, common symptoms from other causes? 
While the classic triad presentation of COVID-19 (fever, cough, shortness of breath) is now fairly recognizable, 
some people with COVID-19 may only have mild or few symptoms, many of which may be common and non-
specific. When such mild and non-specific symptoms occur, it may be difficult to distinguish between a mild case 
of COVID-19 or other causes.  
In general, if a patient has COVID-19 symptoms that seem to be persistent (even if mild), are out of character 
from the patient’s baseline, are associated with a general unwell feeling, and/or begin 2-14 days after a 
potential exposure to the virus, such patients should be considered possible or even probable (if 
epidemiologically-linked) COVID-19 cases until proven otherwise.  
If a patient has a symptom that is mild, transient, and non-specific that is either clearly explained by another 
condition diagnosed by a healthcare provider or is clearly within the patient’s normal baseline (e.g., sneezing 
after cutting grass in a person with grass allergies, typical headache in a person with migraines, a child throwing 
up after eating too quickly), they can be reasonably considered to not likely have COVID-19. However, they 
should continue following COVID-19 prevention guidance.  
 

● If a case is asymptomatic, what date do you use for “onset” to determine the start or end of an outbreak? If a 
case is asymptomatic, specimen collection date is used as a proxy for identifying and ending outbreaks. 
However, in the CEDRS records, mark “asymptomatic” and do not enter an onset date.  A blank onset date for 
asymptomatic cases is not counted as missing for investigation metrics.  

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
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● How are outbreaks named? 

Outbreak Type Outbreak Naming Convention Example 

Healthcare facility Name of facility (licensure number) ABC Assisted Living (123456) 

Retail Business (non chain) Business name Restaurant A 
Grocery B 
Retail Shop C 

Chain/business with multiple 
locations 

Name (location number) 
If no location number: 
Name (location description) 

Grocery B #123 
Restaurant A (City B) 

Construction Site  Name or address of construction 
project 

123 Main St Construction Site 
School A Construction Site 

Event or social gathering Description of event or gathering 
(location) 

Adolescent gathering (City A) 
Sport tournament (City B) 

Office or work group Name of Business Business A 

School, university, childcare, camp Name of school, university, childcare, 
camp 

Childcare A 
University B 
Camp C 

Corrections, law enforcement Name of program or facility County A Jail 
County B work release 

Second and subsequent outbreaks in 
the same facility 

Name of Facility: month OB 
confirmed 

ABC Assisted Living (123456): June 
2020 
*Go back and add month OB 
confirmed to first OB* 

 



 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT:  

COVID-19 MEDIA LINE: 303-900-2849 (Please leave a message) 

Email: media_info@state.co.us  

 
 

State continues to enhance COVID-19 data 

Additional death certificate data will affect Colorado mortality count this week 

 

DENVER: Starting this week, visitors to the state health department’s COVID-19 web site will notice new 

data points and additional deaths that had previously not appeared in the state’s mortality count.  

 

The Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment will now provide COVID-19 death data by 

date of death. Previously, the department reported deaths based on the day it received the information. 

The state does not always receive death data on the day a person dies. 

 

The state obtains death data from a variety of sources. Health care providers, coroners, and local public 

health all report directly to the state’s epidemiology and surveillance team. The state also receives data 

through death certificate information. After a death, the state generally receives death certificate 

information within three days.  

 

Starting this week, CDPHE epidemiologists began to review the cause of death information on death 

certificates and began to enter COVID-19 caused deaths into the state’s database if those deaths had not 

previously been reported to the state. Due to the lag in time between when a person dies and when the 

state receives the death certificate information, there could continue to be a short delay in getting and 

reporting some of the data to the public. 

 

This data entry will include adding “probable” COVID-19 deaths. A death is classified as  “probable” if the 

decedent was a Colorado resident who had no known positive laboratory test for COVID-19 but the death 

certificate lists as a cause of death “COVID-19” or an equivalent. Because of this review and data entry of 

death certificates by epidemiologists, we anticipate an increase in the total number of COVID-19 deaths 

in Colorado by about 130 this week. This is not because those individuals died this week, but because 

their deaths have now been recorded in the state system.  

 

In addition, the state has been collaborating with the Colorado Hospital Association to share data that 

helps provide a picture of the level of demand that the pandemic disease is placing on hospitals across 

mailto:media_info@state.co.us


the state.  Starting today, the state’s hospital data dashboard will display information on current 

ventilator usage and availability across all Colorado hospitals, as well as the number of hospitalized 

patients who are suspected  -- but not confirmed -- of having COVID (known as “patients under 

investigation”). This information is requested from Colorado hospitals on a daily basis and shared by the 

state with permission from the Colorado Hospital Association; any questions about the data should be 

directed to the Colorado Hospital Association. 

 

The department also issued a public health order to provide guidance to hospitals regarding what 

information to provide to the state.  

 

Additional changes to data in the next few days include: 

● An increase in the number of cases identified due to widespread targeted testing in specific 

communities or facilities. 

● A decrease in the case counts at the county level due to the removal of out-of-state cases from 

Colorado’s data. In the early stages it was important to include these cases, as it was an indication 

of the transmission in a particular community. As more widespread transmission has occurred, this 

information is no longer needed. Removing out-of-state cases also ensures cases are not counted 

twice (e.g. in both states). In addition, international cases will be moved to a separate category, 

but still included in Colorado case counts. 

● Additional changes in case counts will occur due to the general updating of data. This includes 

entering positive cases not previously reported from out-of-state labs, and additional reporting of 

cases related to outbreaks. 

 
Continue to stay up to date by visiting covid19.colorado.gov. 

 

#### 

 

 

El estado continúa mejorando los datos del COVID-19, 

datos adicionales de certificados de defunción afectarán los recuentos de mortalidad esta semana en 

Colorado 

  

DENVER: A contar de esta semana, los visitantes del sitio web de COVID-19 del departamento de salud del 

estado empezarán a notar nuevos datos y fallecimientos adicionales que previamente no habían aparecido 

en el recuento de mortalidad del estado.  

  

El Departamento de Salud Pública y Medio Ambiente de Colorado (CDPHE, siglas en inglés) ahora 

proporcionará datos de fallecimientos por el COVID-19 según la fecha de defunción. Previamente, el 

departamento reportaba defunciones en base al día que recibía la información. El estado no siempre 

recibe los datos de defunción el mismo día que fallece la persona.  

  

https://covid19.colorado.gov/hospital-data
https://covid19.colorado.gov/sites/covid19/files/Hospital%20Reporting.42120.pdf
https://covid19.colorado.gov/


El estado obtiene datos de defunciones desde diversas fuentes. Todos los proveedores de atención 

médica, médicos forenses y agencias locales de salud pública reportan directamente al equipo de 

epidemiología y control. El estado también obtiene la información mediante los certificados de 

defunción. Generalmente, después de un fallecimiento, el estado recibe la información del certificado de 

defunción dentro de un periodo de tres días. 

  

A partir de esta semana, los epidemiólogos del CDPHE iniciaron la revisión de la información de causa de 

muerte en certificados de defunción y comenzaron a ingresar las defunciones causadas por el COVID-19 a 

la base de datos estatal (en caso que esas defunciones no hayan sido previamente reportadas al estado). 

Debido al periodo de demora entre el fallecimiento de una persona y el momento en que el estado recibe 

la información del certificado de defunción, podría seguir existiendo un pequeño retraso entre obtener y 

reportar una parte de los datos al público.  

  

Este ingreso de datos incluirá agregar defunciones “probables” a causa del COVID-19. Una defunción se 

clasifica como “probable” cuando el difunto era un habitante de Colorado que no tuvo un resultado 

positivo conocido del COVID-19, pero cuyo certificado de defunción indica que la causa de muerte fue 

“COVID-19” o una causa equivalente. Debido a esta revisión e ingreso de datos de certificados de 

defunción por parte de los epidemiólogos, esta semana anticipamos un aumento de 130 fallecimientos a 

causa del COVID-19 en el número total de defunciones en Colorado. Esto no se debe a que estas personas 

hayan fallecido esta semana, si no a que sus defunciones fueron registradas esta semana en el sistema 

estatal. 

  

Además, el estado ha colaborado con la Asociación de Hospitales de Colorado (Colorado Hospital 

Association) para compartir datos que ayuden a proveer una idea del nivel de demanda que la 

enfermedad pandémica está generando en los hospitales de todo el estado. A contar de hoy, el tablero de 

datos hospitalarios del estado mostrará información sobre el uso y disponibilidad actual de ventiladores 

en todos los hospitales de Colorado, además del número de pacientes hospitalizados con sospecha de 

estar contagiados de COVID, pero cuyo resultado no ha sido confirmado (denominados “pacientes bajo 

investigación”). La información se solicita a los hospitales de Colorado diariamente y el estado la 

comparte con la autorización de la Asociación de Hospitales de Colorado. Cualquier pregunta sobre los 

datos se debe dirigir a la Asociación de Hospitales de Colorado.  

  

El departamento también emitió una orden de salud pública para proporcionar orientación a los 

hospitales en relación con la información que deben proveerle al estado. 

  

Los cambios adicionales a los datos durante los próximos días incluirán: 

●      Un aumento en el número de casos identificados debido a la realización extendida y focalizada 

de pruebas de detección en comunidades o centros específicos.  

●      Una reducción en el recuento de casos a nivel de condado debido a la eliminación de casos 

fuera del estado de la base de datos de Colorado. En las primeras etapas, era importante incluir 

https://covid19.colorado.gov/hospital-data
https://covid19.colorado.gov/hospital-data
https://covid19.colorado.gov/sites/covid19/files/Hospital%20Reporting.42120.pdf


estos casos ya que era una indicación de la propagación en una comunidad en particular. Debido a 

que se ha desarrollado la propagación extendida, esta información ya no es necesaria. La 

eliminación de los datos de casos fuera del estado también garantiza que los casos no se cuenten 

dos veces (por ejemplo, en dos estados). Además, los casos internacionales se pasarán a otra 

categoría separada, sin embargo, igualmente serán incluidos en los recuentos de casos de 

Colorado.   

●      Ocurrirán cambios adicionales en los recuentos de casos debido a la actualización general de 

los datos. Esto incluye ingresar casos positivos no previamente reportados de laboratorios fuera 

del estado y reporte adicional de casos relacionados con brotes.  

  
Manténgase actualizado visitando la página covid19.colorado.gov. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT:  

COVID-19 MEDIA LINE: 303-900-2849 (Please leave a message) 

Email: media_info@state.co.us  

 
 

State explains COVID-19 death data reporting 

Additional death data to be presented in dashboard 

 

DENVER (May 15, 2020): The Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) today 

explained the way it has been counting deaths among people with COVID-19 and announced an addition to 

data reporting going forward.  

 

CDPHE explained that to date, its data dashboard included deaths among all people who had COVID-19 at 

the time of death. This included deaths caused by COVID-19 and deaths among people who had COVID-19 

at the time of death, but the cause or causes may not have been attributed to COVID-19 on the death 

certificate. This is the standard way states report to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

(CDC).  

 

Going forward, the state will present both numbers: Deaths among COVID-19 cases and deaths due to 

COVID-19. Data is available on the dashboard available at covid19.colorado.gov/data/case-data. As of 

May 15, the state reported 1,150 deaths among people who had COVID-19. The number of deaths 

confirmed to have been caused by COVID-19 is 878 as of May 9, as reported by the CDC. It is important to 

note that the data reported on the dashboard up to this point, and to CDC, is shared for disease 

surveillance and tracking purposes. It is separate from the state official death records, which are 

maintained through death certificates. 

 

The state also emphasized that it does not unilaterally change information on death certificates and does 

not question or try to change a physician’s diagnosis or causes-of-death determination. 

 

“Every single death is tragic, regardless of the circumstances,” said Dr. Eric France, chief medical officer 

at CDPHE. “We know this virus can be deadly and can complicate other serious medical conditions and 

hasten death. As public health practitioners, we need to look at data that helps us understand disease 

transmission and protect people.” 

 

mailto:media_info@state.co.us
https://covid19.colorado.gov/data/case-data


“We understand it is confusing that there are different systems and ways of counting deaths. It’s 

important to understand the difference between the official cause of death and the list of deaths among 

COVID-19 cases,” said Dr. Rachel Herlihy, state epidemiologist. 

 
At 7 p.m., the State Capitol, along with cities, counties and other organizations, will be turning their 

building lights red to honor those who have fallen victim to this deadly virus. The state is encouraging 

buildings and businesses across the state to turn their lights red at 7 p.m. and for police and fire 

departments to turn their lights on at 7 p.m. for one minute. Coloradans can participate by wearing a 

mask or face covering and observe a moment of silence at 7 p.m. Coloradans are also encouraged to post 

on social media to raise awareness about the remembrance event. 

 

The slides from today’s media availability are available here. 

 
Continue to stay up to date by visiting covid19.colorado.gov. 

 

#### 

 

  
Manténgase actualizado visitando la página covid19.colorado.gov. 
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About Our Data 
 
What you need to know about Colorado’s COVID-19 data dashboard: 
Colorado’s dashboard displays preliminary case and fatality information. This data is reported 
into Colorado’s Electronic Disease Reporting System (CEDRS) by a variety of agencies that are 
the original source of collecting the data: 

● Private labs 
● Public labs 
● Hospital infection prevention specialists 
● State and local public health officials.  

 
How up-to-date is this data? 
The data in the dashboard is updated daily at 4 p.m. and reflects all cases reported as of the 
previous day and information present for those cases as of 2 p.m. the day it is published.This 
reporting gap gives our epidemiologists time to review the data and improve its accuracy.  
 
Please note that the data is only as up-to-date as what has been reported to the state. You may 
notice lags in data or spikes in numbers as labs, hospitals, facilities and local agencies enter 
their data into the CEDRS system. 
 
Why do the numbers change/differ from my local health department? 
Information on this dashboard may change as new or different information is discovered through 
case investigations performed at the local level. Labs, hospitals, and state and local public 
health agencies enter initial data into CEDRS. Then, local health agency epidemiologists 
investigate the cases to gather more information. As they gather more information about a case, 
they update the data reported to their local public health agencies and to the state via CEDRS. 
Therefore, numbers and information provided by local agencies may be more up-to-date than 
this statewide dashboard. 
 
How is it determined which county a case belongs in? 

● Cases and deaths are attributed to the county of residence of each individual. 
● People who test positive for COVID-19 in Colorado while visiting are included in the 

county where they were identified. 
 
What’s the difference between confirmed and probable cases? 
The total number of cases includes both confirmed and probable cases.   
 

● Cases are considered confirmed when there has been a positive molecular amplification 
test (such as PCR) performed by a lab.  

● Cases are considered probable when they meet one of the following criteria:  
○ (1) Meets clinical criteria* AND epidemiologic evidence**  with no confirmatory 

laboratory testing. 
OR 

○ (2) Meets clinical criteria* AND tested positive using an antigen or serologic test.  



OR 
○ (3) A person has an epidemiologic link** AND has tested positive using an 

antigen or serologic test 
OR 

○ (4) A death certificate lists COVID-19 disease or SARS-CoV-2 as a cause of 
death or a significant condition contributing to death with no confirmatory 
laboratory testing performed for COVID-19. 

■ *Clinical Criteria: patient must have one of the following AND no alternative more likely diagnosis: 
at least two of the following symptoms: fever, chills, rigors, myalgia, headache, sore throat, new 
olfactory and taste disorder(s) OR at least one of the following symptoms: cough, shortness of 
breath, or difficulty breathing OR severe respiratory illness with at least one of the following: 
clinical or radiographic evidence of pneumonia, or acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). 

■ **An epidemiologically-link is close contact with a confirmed or probable case of COVID-19 disease 
OR travel to or residence in an area with sustained, ongoing community transmission OR a 
member of a risk cohort as defined by public health authorities during an outbreak. 

● A person can test negative for COVID-19 and still count as a probable case if they meet 
probable case definition (1) meets clinical criteria* AND epidemiologic evidence**  with no 
confirmatory laboratory testing. 

○ CDPHE interprets “no confirmatory laboratory testing” as the absence of a 
positive test, not the absence of any test.   

○ There are many reasons a test can produce a false negative result. This can 
happen when a person is tested too early in their incubation period or too long 
after symptoms improve and there isn't enough viral material for the test to 
detect. It can also happen if a sample was collected improperly or not handled or 
stored at proper temperatures.  

○ If the negative test is accompanied by a low suspicion of COVID-19 or a more 
likely alternative diagnosis, the person should not be counted as a probable 
case. 

 
Race/ethnicity data 

● Data presented on this dashboard represents about 75% of all reported COVID-19 
cases. Cases with an unknown race or ethnicity are excluded from these calculations, so 
it does not  provide an accurate view of statewide trends.  

● The state is working with hospitals and medical providers that interact directly with 
patients in order to encourage them to collect and report this data.  

● As an important note, race and ethnicity can be challenging data to collect and report 
accurately if a medical provider does not ask the individual to report the data, the 
provider is relying on perceived race/ethnicity, which can be inaccurate.  

 
Recovery and Hospital Data 

● With more than 5.7 million residents in Colorado, and thousands of reported cases and 
hospitalizations, CDPHE does not have the capacity to maintain individual contact with 
each person who may have had COVID-19 across the state. Instead, we rely on a broad 
network of individual health care providers and hospitals to report the data that shows up 
on our dashboard.  



● The Colorado Hospital Association has started reporting discharge data, this  helps to 
provide a snapshot of people who have recovered from the most severe illnesses related 
to COVID-19.  

● All hospital data is collected and maintained by the individual hospitals, and is shared 
in aggregate form by the state of Colorado in partnership with the Colorado Hospital 
Association. Our data sharing agreement with the hospitals does not permit the state 
to release facility-level data. For that information, contact the individual hospital that 
maintains that data. For questions and more information about hospital data, please 
contact the Colorado Hospital Association. 

 

How are deaths associated with COVID-19 reported in Colorado? 

Colorado provides death data related to COVID-19 in two ways: 
 

1. Deaths due to COVID-19: 
○ The CDC vital records death data is based on CDC coding of death 

certificates, and it reflects the number of deaths due to COVID-19, 
based on the expert judgment of health care providers and coroners.  

■ The number comes from death certificates where COVID-19 is 
listed as the cause of death or a significant condition contributing 
to death. 

2. Deaths among people with COVID-19: 
○ The CDPHE epidemiological death data reflects people who died who 

also had COVID-19. It comes from two sources: 
■ From health care providers and laboratories that report cases to 

the state using a national case definition. 
■ From state-reviewed death certificates where COVID-19 is listed 

as the cause of death or a significant condition contributing to 
death. These death certificates may not have yet been coded by 
the CDC’s National Center for Health Statistics. 

○ Public health systems across the country use epidemiological death data 
to rapidly classify and count cases and deaths consistently. 

○ The national standardized case definition for counting COVID-19 deaths 
for epidemiological purposes is set by the Council of State and Territorial 
Epidemiologists and approved by the CDC. This includes both confirmed 
and probable case deaths: 

■ A death is classified as a confirmed case if the decedent had a 
positive COVID-19 lab test. 

■ A death is classified as a probable case if the decedent meets 
probable case definition or the death certificate lists “COVID-19” 



or an equivalent as a cause of death but does not have a positive 
lab test.  

Important things to know about these two datasets: 

● The numbers of deaths due to COVID-19 and deaths among people with 
COVID-19 should not be added together to determine a total death count. They 
are separate numbers. 

● The numbers of deaths due to COVID-19 and deaths among people with 
COVID-19 are reported from two different systems that are updated on 
different timelines. These numbers cannot be compared day-to-day to 
determine how many deaths have occurred in each category. 

● The number of deaths due to COVID-19 are not necessarily included in the 
number of deaths among people with COVID-19. After review, at either the 
state or national level, some deaths may not be counted as COVID-19 deaths. 
This is rare, and the expectation is in the end, the numbers will closely align.  

● The deaths due to COVID-19 are provisional counts and often track several 
weeks behind other data. The number reported indicates the number of deaths 
from records that have been analyzed as of the date indicated. However, due 
to the one- to eight-week timeframe it can take to completely process death 
records, counts from previous weeks are continually revised as more records 
are received and processed.  

● More information about CDC’s COVID-19 Death Data and Resources. 

 

 
 
Questions that still need to be answered: 
 
Why can’t I see some data that is specific to my county? Gender and age range? Race and 
ethnicity data? How many people have been tested? 
 
I’ve heard that COVID-19 cases and deaths are being severely under-counted/over-counted. Is 
that true? How much can I trust this data? 
 
Why don’t you have data for high-risk professions such as healthcare workers and first 
responders?  
 
Why don’t you report information on cases involving preexisting conditions and comorbidities?  
 
 

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/covid-19.htm


Change to case definition language on the website -  
 
 
Content pulled from  Data FAQs “What’s the difference between confirmed and 
probable cases?” 

 

The total number of cases includes both confirmed and probable cases.   

● Cases are considered confirmed when there has been a positive molecular 
amplification test (such as PCR) performed by a lab.  

● A case is  considered probable when:  
○ (1) An individual meets clinical criteria* AND there is an epidemiologic 

link,**  but no lab test to confirm. 
OR 

○ (2) A person has tested positive with an antigen test from a respiratory 
specimen, with symptoms beginning on or after 8/17/20.  
OR 

○ (3) A death certificate lists COVID-19 disease or SARS-CoV-2 as a cause of 
death or a significant condition contributing to death, but there is no lab 
test to confirm. 

■ *Clinical criteria: patient must have one of the following AND no 
alternative more likely diagnosis: (1) at least two of the following 
symptoms: fever, chills, rigors, myalgia, headache, sore throat, 
nausea or vomiting, diarrhea, fatigue, congestion, or runny nose 
OR (2) at least one of the following symptoms: cough, shortness of 
breath or difficulty breathing, new olfactory disorder, new taste 
disorder OR (3) severe respiratory illness with at least one of the 
following: clinical or radiographic evidence of pneumonia, or 
acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). 

■ **An epidemiological link is close contact with a confirmed or 
probable case of COVID-19 disease OR a member of a risk group as 
defined by public health authorities during an outbreak. 

 
● It is possible a person can test negative for COVID-19 and still be infected with 

COVID-19. 
○ There are many reasons a test can produce a false-negative result. This 

can happen when a person is tested too early in the incubation period or 
too long after symptoms improve and there isn't enough viral material 

https://covid19.colorado.gov/frequently-asked-questions-faq#Data


for the test to detect. It can also happen if a sample was collected 
improperly or not handled or stored at proper temperatures.  

○ If the negative test is accompanied by a low suspicion of COVID-19 or a 
more likely alternative diagnosis, the person is likely not infected with 
COVID-19.  However, if the person who tests negative is symptomatic 
and has had close contact with a case, repeat testing should be 
considered in consultation with their provider. 

 
Talking Points for change in reporting probable cases - reactive statements only 
 

● Beginning October 1, except in limited circumstances, CDPHE no longer reports 
individuals who receive a negative COVID-19 PCR diagnostic test in the 14 days after 
their symptom onset as a probable case. This is not a change in the case definition, but 
a change in the way CDPHE is applying the case definition.  
 

● One of the criteria in the probable case definition is an individual with symptoms of 
COVID-19 who is also a close contact of someone with COVID-19, even if they don’t 
have a confirmatory lab test.  
 

● Prior to October 1, CDPHE interpreted “no confirmatory lab test” as the absence of a 
positive test, not the absence of any test. Therefore, people who had symptoms and 
were a close contact of someone with COVID-19 could still have been counted as a 
probable case even with a negative test. 

○ If the negative test was accompanied by a low suspicion of COVID-19 or a more 
likely alternative diagnosis, the individual would not have been counted as a 
probable case. 

 
● There can be many reasons a test can produce a false-negative. This can happen when 

a person is tested too early in the incubation period or too long after symptoms improve 
and there isn't enough viral material for the test to detect. It can also happen if a sample 
was collected improperly or not handled or stored at proper temperatures. 

 
● As more information is learned about COVID-19, and we know more about collection 

and testing methods, the department continues to revise its approach to the response. 
This includes taking into account what other states are reporting and aligning with best 
practices nationwide.  

 
● This change in reporting will not be applied retroactively.  



Questions about Recent Controversies/Cases 
 
At his recent news conference, the Governor said “no one should be second-guessing a 
coroner” in reference to the recent case in Montezuma County. Did he get ahead of 
himself there? 

● It’s important to recognize the system I was speaking about is not changing death 
certificates, it is not making a judgment of a cause and not questioning a health care 
provider or coroner. It is a system that is independent of that. These are different 
systems. They are counting data in different ways - they overlap in some ways but not 
completely. 

● (Response to follow-up) We recognize that there has been confusion -  we want to 
provide clarifying information that distinguishes between individuals who have death 
certificate that says death due to COVID-19 vs an individual that has a positive COVID-
19 death. 

 
There was a complaint from the Someren Glen nursing home that they reported four 
COVID-19 deaths, and the state reported seven. Can you explain what those specific cases 
were - dying from COVID-19 or dying with COVID-19? 

●  I don’t have the details on Someren Glen. Those are decisions made by the medical 
opinions of medical professionals, coroners and physicians. CDPHE does not change 
those decisions.  

 

Explanations 
A lot of people don’t trust the numbers. How do I explain to them that after saying we 
were past the 1,000 death threshold, that it’s now 878? Why wasn’t this change made 
weeks ago? 

● E - For weeks now we’ve been running and running and using the surveillance system 
for the definition of death and had our heads down to serve the people of colorado. 
We’ve been hearing stories and we appreciate the questions to change the way we are 
sharing this data. 

● 878 deaths between Feb 1 - May 9. That’s COVID listed as cause of death on death 
certificates. There’s a lag in that number, and there are always more death 
certificates coming in. 

● While we have 878 and it’s what we know today - we have been less focused on this. 
 
How do we explain these two separate numbers to our readers? 

● There have been 1,150 among COVID-19 cases and 878 deaths due to COVID-19. That’s 
a succinct way of expressing the difference. Either way the numbers are too high. 
There’s much to be done to control the spread. Follow our safer at home 
recommendations. 



● There are two different systems counting things differently - it’s important to ensure 
that we are using the terminology that Dr. France has shared. 

● We anticipate that these numbers will converge - that there is significant lag in 
reporting of deaths due to COVID for death certificates because of the time it takes to 
register a death certificate. The lag used to be greater and we are in a better position 
to report this data.   

● It’s important to note how important it is to have a standard measure used across 
states. Used to compare our numbers vs others. Having that standard measure so that 
we can be confident that it’s being measured in Florida the same as in Colorado. 

 

Data Methodology Questions 
You don’t report influenza deaths this way, do you? 

● We do have similar criteria for similar diseases. Influenza is not a reportable disease in 
Colorado. These case definitions exist for many communicable diseases nationally. It is 
not uncommon that death certificates and case definitions are divergent - most of the 
time they line up very closely. 

 
If a resident of a long-term care facility dies in a hospital or other medical facility outside 
the nursing home, is that recorded as a death in the long-term care facility? (Follow-up): 
Do you get data directly from the facility, or do you investigate death certificates on your 
own? 

● If the death occurred from a resident who lived in the facility it is attributed to the 
facility.  

● Both - we ask for facilities to report information to us. We have an investigation 
process with local public health authorities.  Part of our process is also looking at 
death certificate data.  

 
Do other states break out cases this way? 

● I’m not certain. I do know that there are states that are counting cases the same way - 
I don’t know if they are separating them out.  

 
Have you changed a death certificate due to COVID-19? 

● The answer is no we have not. Some coroners have reached out for information on how 
best to complete death certificates, we again are deferential to their best medical 
opinion. In our processing death certificates, if there are questions on wording, we 
will follow-up and ask for clarification. 

 
Will you apply this method of counting deaths to historical data? 

● We do plan to go back and offer clarifying information.  
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Colorado COVID-19 Case and Outbreak Definitions  
 

Case Definitions -- used for individual persons 

Case definition based on CSTE position statement (released 4/6/2020): 
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.cste.org/resource/resmgr/2020ps/Interim-20-ID-01_COVID-19.pdf 
 
Confirmed:  
Case who has tested positive using a molecular amplification detection test (such as PCR) 
 
Probable:  

(1) Meets clinical criteria* AND epidemiologic evidence† with no confirmatory laboratory testing 
OR 

(2) Meets clinical criteria* AND has tested positive using an antigen or serologic test 
 OR 

(3) Has an epidemiologic link† AND has tested positive using an antigen or serologic test 
OR 

(4) Has a death certificate that lists COVID-19 disease or SARS-CoV-2 as a cause of death or a significant condition 
contributing to death with no confirmatory laboratory testing performed for COVID-19.  

 
Notes: 
*Clinical Criteria: patient must have one of the following AND no alternative more likely diagnosis 

● At least two of the following symptoms: fever (measured or subjective), chills, rigors, myalgia, headache, sore 
throat, new olfactory and taste disorder(s)  

OR 
● At least one of the following symptoms: cough, shortness of breath, or difficulty breathing 

OR 
● Severe respiratory illness with at least one of the following: 

○ Clinical or radiographic evidence of pneumonia, or 
○ Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) 

 
†Epidemiologic Linkage: patient must have one of the following in the 14 days prior to symptom onset 

● Close contact‡ with a confirmed or probable case of COVID-19 disease 
OR 

● Travel to or residence in an area with sustained, ongoing community transmission of SARS-CoV-2 
OR 

● Member of a risk cohort as defined by public health authorities during an outbreak 
 
‡Close Contact: defined as being within 6 feet for at least a period of 10 minutes to 30 minutes or more depending upon 
the exposure. In healthcare settings, this may be defined as exposures of greater than a few minutes or more. Data are 
insufficient to precisely define the duration of exposure that constitutes prolonged exposure and thus a close contact. 
 
 
 
 

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.cste.org/resource/resmgr/2020ps/Interim-20-ID-01_COVID-19.pdf
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Death Definitions -- used for individual persons 

 
A death is classified as confirmed if the decedent was a Colorado resident who had a positive SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) 

laboratory test. 

 
A death is classified as probable if the decedent was a Colorado resident and the case meets probable case definition 
and then has an outcome of death OR who  had no known positive laboratory test for SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) but the 
death certificate lists “COVID-19” or an equivalent as a cause of death.  
 

Outbreak Definitions -- used for facilities and groups of ill people 

Outbreak definitions applied for all outbreaks reported on and after April 10, 2020.  
 
Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak:  
Two or more Confirmed cases of COVID-19 in a facility or (non-household) group with onset in a 14 day period. 
 
Suspected COVID-19 Outbreak:  
Two or more Probable COVID-19 cases (or one Confirmed COVID-19 case and one or more Probable COVID-19 cases) in a 
facility or (non-household) group with onset in a 14 day period. 
 
Notes: 
Use CSTE cases definitions (above) to apply outbreak definitions.   
 

Outbreak Definitions -- special settings 

 

Healthcare Settings 

Healthcare settings include long-term care facilities, assisted living facilities, independent living facilities/senior 
communities that offer healthcare, inpatient rehab facilities, and long-term acute care hospitals. Acute-care hospitals 
and out-patient healthcare settings (ambulatory surgical centers, infusion centers, medical offices, and dialysis centers) 
are typically excluded, but public health is available for consultation.  
 
Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak in a Healthcare Facility:  
Two or more Confirmed COVID-19 cases in residents with onset in a 14 day period. 
 
Suspected COVID-19 Outbreak in a Healthcare Facility:  
Two or more Probable COVID-19 cases (or one Confirmed COVID-19 case and one or more Probable COVID-19 cases) in 
residents with onset in a 14 day period. 
 
How to determine if you have an outbreak: 

● When determining if an outbreak has occurred in a facility, to assess whether disease transmission occurred in 
the facility: 

○ Exclude residents with a diagnosis of COVID-19 known at time of admission to the facility 
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○ Exclude ill staff  
● During the time when COVID-19 is circulating locally, the occurrence of acute febrile respiratory illness in several 

residents within a short time frame should be considered highly suspect for COVID-19 until proven otherwise.  
● There may be atypical presentation of COVID-19 in older adults and facilities are encouraged to test. 

 
Who to include in case counts and linelists: 

● Include all staff at the facility: healthcare workers, administrative staff, kitchen staff, maintenance staff, etc. 
● Include residents admitted to facility with COVID-19 
● If a single staff person with COVID-19 works in multiple facilities with outbreaks, they should be included in case 

counts for the outbreak with the earliest onset date . 
   
 

Correctional Settings 

Including state prisons, county and city jails, community corrections, detention settings, work release facilities. 
 
Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak in a Correctional Setting:  
Two or more Confirmed COVID-19 cases in residents/inmates/detainees/etc with onset in a 14 day period. 
 
Suspected COVID-19 Outbreak in a Correctional Setting:  
Two or more Probable COVID-19 cases (or one Confirmed COVID-19 case and one or more Probable COVID-19 cases) in 
residents with onset in a 14 day period. 
 
Notes: 

● A resident with a diagnosis of COVID-19 known at time of admission to the facility should not be the only lab 
confirmed case for the purposes of outbreak definition 

● Criteria to define an outbreak excludes staff; though staff should be included in case counts.  
● Staff include all staff in the correctional setting: guards, law enforcement, healthcare workers, administrative 

staff, kitchen staff, maintenance staff, etc. 
● If a single staff person with COVID-19 works in multiple correctional facilities, they should be included in case 

counts for the outbreak with the earliest report data. 
 

Other Settings 

Other settings that may have outbreaks include: factories, workplaces with crowded work conditions (including control 
rooms), camps, schools, childcare centers, and independent living facilities/senior communities that do not offer 
healthcare.  
 
For these outbreaks, use the general outbreak definitions: 
 
Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak:  
Two or more Confirmed cases of COVID-19 in a facility or (non-household) group with onset in a 14 day period. 
 
Suspected COVID-19 Outbreak:  
Two or more Probable COVID-19 cases (or one Confirmed COVID-19 case and one or more Probable COVID-19 cases) in a 
facility or epi-linked group with onset in a 14 day period. 
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When is an outbreak over? 

 
Outbreak resolution is defined as 28 days after the onset of symptoms of the last case.  
 
 
 
 
 

Frequently Asked Questions + Tips to applying case and outbreak definitions 

 
● How was the case definition developed? Case definitions are developed by epidemiologists around the country 

and voted on by state epidemiologists through the Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologists (CSTE). The 
COVID-19 case definition may be updated by CSTE as more data about testing is available.  

● How were the outbreak definitions developed? The outbreak definitions were developed by epidemiologists at 
CDPHE. They sought to create standardized outbreak definitions that could be consistently applied to multiple 
settings. The outbreak definitions may be changed if the CSTE case definition is updated. 

● In which order should I use these definitions? Apply case definitions to individual cases first. Then apply the 
outbreak definitions. 

● If a person has symptoms compatible with the Probable Case Definition, but tests negative for COVID-19, are 
they a Probable Case of COVID-19? Yes, they would count as a probable case of COVID-19 because of criteria (1) 
meets clinical criteria AND epidemiologic evidence with no confirmatory laboratory testing. 

○ CDPHE interprets “no confirmatory laboratory testing” as the absence of a positive test, not the absence 
of any test.  There are many reasons a test can be negative.  If a person has compatible symptoms and a 
strong epi link they should be counted as a probable case. 

○ Providers should continue infection precautions even in the setting of a negative test if clinical suspicion 
is high (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/disposition-hospitalized-patients.html).  

○ If the negative test is accompanied by a low suspicion of COVID-19 or a more likely alternative diagnosis, 
the person should not be counted as a probable case. 

● How should indeterminate results be interpreted? Indeterminate (or inconclusive) results can be considered 
similarly to as if the patient was not tested (although should be repeated if possible); therefore a patient with an 
indeterminate result should be considered probable if they otherwise meet the probable case definition.  

● How are results of antibody tests used in these case definitions?  Any positive using an antigen or serologic test 
with compatible symptoms or an epi link would count as a probable case of COVID-19 because of criteria (2) 
Meets clinical criteria* AND has tested positive using an antigen or serologic test and criteria (3) Has an 
epidemiologic link† AND has tested positive using an antigen or serologic test.   

○ All IgM, IgA, IgG and total antibody positive results will be entered as suspect cases in CEDRS. 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/disposition-hospitalized-patients.html
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○ IgM and IgA positive results indicate acute infection and should be followed up for interview. If the 
individual has COVID-related symptoms or has an epi-link, let your CDPHE epi team know and they will 
update the cases status to “probable.”  Appropriate disease control recommendations should be made. 

○ IgG positive only (or with IgM negative) results do not need public health-follow up. 

● How will the county of residence/exposure be assigned? 

○ The county where the case primarily lives should be used to complete the “event county” field on the 
CEDRS event page. 

○ If the case lives in another state or another country, “event county” should be completed with “out of 
state” or “international”, respectively. 

○ Out of state cases who are exposed and investigated in Colorado should have the “County Where 
Exposure Occurred, if Event County is 'Out of State'” field in the surveillance form completed using the 
county where the case was staying when they were identified so CDPHE can continue track where 
COVID-19 cases are occurring.   

○ Information from “event county”, not “County Where Exposure Occurred, if Event County is 'Out of 
State'” will be used to populate county-level data on the COVID-19 website. 

○ Out of state cases who are identified in Colorado but thought to have been exposed elsewhere should 
have event county completed as “out of state” and “County Where Exposure Occurred, if Event County 
is 'Out of State'” should be blank. 
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Colorado COVID-19 Case and Outbreak Definitions  
 

Case Definitions -- used for individual persons 

Case definition updated 08/18/2020 based on CSTE position statement (released 8/7/2020): 
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.cste.org/resource/resmgr/ps/positionstatement2020/Interim-20-ID-02_COVID-19.pdf 
 
Confirmed:  
Case who has tested positive using a molecular amplification test (such as PCR, rapid molecular/NAAT, etc) 
 
Probable:  

(1) Meets clinical criteria* AND epidemiologic linkage† with no confirmatory laboratory testing**  for SARS-CoV-2 
OR 

(2) Has tested positive using an antigen test in a respiratory specimen, with report date on or after 8/17/2020. 
OR 

(3) Has a death certificate that lists COVID-19 disease or SARS-CoV-2 as an underlying cause of death or a significant 
condition contributing to death with no confirmatory laboratory testing performed for COVID-19.  

 
Suspect^: 
Someone with no prior history of being a confirmed or probable case 

(1) who has tested positive using an antibody test in serum, plasma, or whole blood (IgA, IgG, IgM, total antibody)  
OR 

(2) Has tested positive for specific antigen by immunocytochemistry in an autopsy specimen 
 OR 

(3) Meets clinical criteria* AND epidemiologic linkage† with no positive test result and a negative molecular 
amplification test (such as PCR) in the fourteen days after symptom onset.  

 
Notes: 
*Clinical Criteria: patient must have one of the following AND no alternative more likely diagnosis 

● At least two of the following symptoms: fever (measured or subjective), chills, rigors, myalgia, headache, sore 
throat, nausea or vomiting, diarrhea, fatigue, congestion or runny nose  

OR 
● Any one of the following symptoms: cough, shortness of breath, or difficulty breathing, new olfactory disorder, 

new taste disorder 
OR 

● Severe respiratory illness with at least one of the following: 
○ Clinical or radiographic evidence of pneumonia 
○ Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) 

 
†Epidemiologic Linkage: patient must have one of the following in the 14 days prior to symptom onset 

● Close contact‡ with a confirmed or probable case of COVID-19 disease 
OR 

● Member of a risk cohort as defined by public health authorities during an outbreak 
 

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.cste.org/resource/resmgr/ps/positionstatement2020/Interim-20-ID-02_COVID-19.pdf
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**Beginning October 19, 2020, CDPHE interprets “no confirmatory laboratory testing” as the absence of any positive 
molecular test.   
 
‡Close Contact: defined as having direct contact or being within 6 feet for a total of 15 minutes or more. In healthcare 
settings, this may be defined differently. Data are insufficient to precisely define the duration of exposure that 
constitutes prolonged exposure and thus a close contact. Determination of close contact should be made irrespective of 
whether the person with COVID-19 or the contact was wearing a face mask. 
 
^Antibody tests and suspect cases 

● All antibody positive results will be entered as suspect cases in CEDRS. 

● IgM, IgA positive results may indicate acute infection and should be followed up for interview. If the individual 
has COVID-related symptoms within 30 days or has an epi-link, let your CDPHE epi team know and they will 
update the case status to “probable.”  Appropriate disease control recommendations should be made for 
isolation. 

● IgG positive only (or with IgM negative) and total antibody positive results do not need public health-follow up. 

 
Distinguishing new cases 
A repeat positive test for SARS-CoV-2 RNA using a molecular amplification detection test within 3 months 
of the initial report should not be enumerated as a new case for surveillance purposes. To date, there has 
been minimal evidence of re-infection among persons with a prior confirmed COVID-19 infection and 
growing evidence that repeat positive RNA tests do not correlate with active infection when viral culture is 
performed. Similarly the experience with other coronaviruses is that reinfection is rare within the first 
year. NOTE: The time period of 3 months will be extended further when more data becomes available 
to show risk of reinfection remains low within one year of the initial report. 
 
COVID-19 vaccine breakthrough cases 
Cases with SARS-CoV-2 RNA or antigen detected on a respiratory specimen collected > 14 days after completing the 
primary series of an FDA-authorized COVID-19 vaccine. 
 
 

Death Definition -- used for individual persons 

 
A death in a COVID case is defined as a death if: 

the decedent died within 30 days of collection date if the decedent was a Colorado resident and is considered a case, 

either probable or confirmed  

OR  

the decedent has a death certificate that lists COVID-19 disease or SARS-CoV-2 as an underlying cause of death or a 

significant condition contributing to death with no confirmatory laboratory testing performed for COVID-19.  

 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/contact-tracing/contact-tracing-plan/appendix.html#contact
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html
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Outbreak Definitions -- used for facilities and groups of ill people 

 
Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak for all settings/events unless otherwise stated under special settings:  
This includes: factories, workplaces, events, parties/gatherings, shelters, and independent living facilities/senior 
communities that do not offer healthcare.  
 
Five or more  confirmed or probable cases of COVID-19, of which at least one case has had a positive molecular 
amplification test or antigen test, in a facility or (non-household) group with onset in a 14 day period. 
 

● Antigen tests must be in a respiratory specimen. 
● No more than 14 days between the earliest and latest onsets (or test dates if asymptomatic) of the five 

cases used to initiate an outbreak.  
● The 5 or more cases that are used to meet outbreak definition must be from at least 5 different 

households. Residence halls, camp cabins, employer-provided housing, and cells in a correctional facility 
are not considered households.  

 
 

Outbreak Definitions -- special settings 

 

Residential Care Facilities: 
Skilled nursing facilities, assisted living residences, intermediate care facilities, and group homes 

 
Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak in a Residential Care Facility:  
Two or more Confirmed cases of COVID-19 among residents/Health Care Personnel or (HCP) in a facility with onset in a 14 day 
period. 

[or] 
One Confirmed case and two or more Probable cases of COVID-19 among residents/Health Care Personnel or (HCP) in a 
facility with onset in a 14 day period. 
 
How to determine if you have an outbreak: 

● When determining if an outbreak has occurred in a facility, to assess whether disease transmission occurred in 
the facility: 

○ Exclude residents with a diagnosis of COVID-19 known at time of admission to the facility. 
○ Exclude residents who test positive for COVID-19 in the 14 days after admission AND are in observation 

for signs/symptoms of COVID-19 and following appropriate Transmission-Based Precautions to prevent 
transmission to others in the facility. 

 
Who to include in case counts and linelists: 

● Include all staff, essential service providers and providers of healthcare. 
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● Exclude residents admitted to the facility with COVID-19 or who tested positive for COVID-19 in the 14 days after 
admission IF they were placed in appropriate Transmission-Based Precautions to prevent transmission to others 
in the facility.  

● If a single Health Care Personnel or (HCP)  with COVID-19 works in multiple facilities with outbreaks, they should 
be included in case counts for the outbreak with the earliest onset date. 

 
For an outbreak in a residential healthcare setting to resolve, follow the outbreak testing decision tree for residential 
settings (found at the end of this document).  
 

 

All other Healthcare Settings: 
Non-residential care settings that provide inpatient and/or outpatient services 

 
Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak in a Healthcare Facility:  
Five or more Confirmed or probable cases of COVID-19, of which at least one case has had a positive molecular 
amplification test or antigen test, in staff/patients with onset in a 14 day period with epi-linkage. 
 
Epi-linkage is defined as: 

● Patients in the same unit or ward within 14 days 
● Patients cared for by the same healthcare worker within 14 days 
● Patients cared for by a staff members with COVID-19 within 14 days 
● Staff who worked together and had potential to be within 6 ft of one another for a cumulative 15 minutes or 

longer within 24 hours and had onset within 14 days 
 

How to determine if you have an outbreak: 
● When determining if an outbreak has occurred in a facility: 

○ Exclude patients with a diagnosis of COVID-19 (suspected or confirmed) at  time of the appointment or 
admission  

○ Include admitted patients if they develop symptoms and/or test positive for COVID at least 7 days after 
hospital admission 

 
Who to include in case counts and linelists: 

● Include all staff at the facility: healthcare workers, administrative staff, kitchen staff, maintenance staff, etc. 
● Exclude patients with a diagnosis of COVID-19 (suspected or confirmed) at  time of the appointment or 

admission  
● Include admitted patients if they develop symptoms and/or test positive for COVID at least 7 days after hospital 

admission 
 
Resolution of outbreaks in healthcare settings: 
 
A COVID-19 outbreak in a healthcare setting is considered resolved when: 
28 days have passed since the symptom onset date (or collection date, if asymptomatic) of the last newly identified 
COVID-19 case. 
 

https://cdphe.colorado.gov/initiating-outbreak-testing-in-residential-care-facilities
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Inpatient facilities implementing outbreak testing, may also follow the test-based method for outbreak resolution.  
 
 
 

Correctional Settings 

Including state prisons, county and city jails, community corrections, detention settings, work release facilities. 
 
Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak in a Correctional Setting:  
Two or more Confirmed COVID-19 cases in residents/inmates/detainees/etc with onset in a 14 day period. 
 [or] 
One confirmed and two or more probable COVID-19 cases in residents/inmates/detainees/etc with onset in a 14 day 
period. 
 
Notes: 

● A resident with a diagnosis of COVID-19 known at time of admission to the facility should not be the only lab 
confirmed case for the purposes of outbreak definition. Residents who test positive at booking (or within 48 
hours of entry into correctional setting) may be excluded from case counts. 

● Criteria to define an outbreak excludes staff; though staff should be included in case counts.  
● Staff include all staff in the correctional setting: guards, law enforcement, healthcare workers, administrative 

staff, kitchen staff, maintenance staff, etc. 
● If a single staff person with COVID-19 works in multiple correctional facilities, they should be included in case 

counts for the outbreak with the earliest report data. 
● This document is not intended to be used as guidance for disease control and mitigation. Refer to Outbreak 

response recommendations for correctional settings for testing recommendations.  
 
Resolution of outbreaks in correctional settings: 

1.  A COVID-19 outbreak in a correctional facility is considered resolved when: 
a. 28 days have passed since the symptom onset date (or collection date, if asymptomatic) of the last 

newly identified incarcerated/detained COVID-19 case 
AND 

b. No newly identified COVID-19 like illness are identified in incarcerated/detained individuals 
AND  

c. Staff are following universal masking while in the facility.  
AND  

d. Newly identified positive staff members have been isolated and excluded from the workplace. 
 
OR 
 

2. If widespread testing includes everyone (incarcerated/detained individuals & staff) in the facility,then the 
outbreak can be resolved when: 

a. All incarcerated/detained individuals & staff in affected units with unknown COVID status are tested 
using PCR testing.  
AND  

b. Testing per recommendations in affected units is conducted. Testing guidance can be found here.   

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dnbwjNDuU8jWdBF0M2iQlPbNdXo7o3UrY-DLdB9J2Qo/edit#heading=h.ijytp3pei92p
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__drive.google.com_file_d_1JfMpoTSVxnm1t5EU9yqQ4IzJCQ9C2-2Dpu_view&d=DwMFaQ&c=sdnEM9SRGFuMt5z5w3AhsPNahmNicq64TgF1JwNR0cs&r=G1Dhj1eYo9d-BsymyVcI9EnpPfBJDNP1IE5ndoX6GQY&m=CeYjc0rJlQ8q6nDIsTlRz8Lmi_l_hKENkjOt6C6sbFE&s=-X6jjecHAXrPH5o6DLD5GxXvr45sgf5CTqEBmM3O-FU&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__drive.google.com_file_d_1JfMpoTSVxnm1t5EU9yqQ4IzJCQ9C2-2Dpu_view&d=DwMFaQ&c=sdnEM9SRGFuMt5z5w3AhsPNahmNicq64TgF1JwNR0cs&r=G1Dhj1eYo9d-BsymyVcI9EnpPfBJDNP1IE5ndoX6GQY&m=CeYjc0rJlQ8q6nDIsTlRz8Lmi_l_hKENkjOt6C6sbFE&s=-X6jjecHAXrPH5o6DLD5GxXvr45sgf5CTqEBmM3O-FU&e=
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JfMpoTSVxnm1t5EU9yqQ4IzJCQ9C2-pu/view
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AND  
c. No new cases (confirmed or probable) are identified in incarcerated/detained individuals during this 

time. 
AND  

d. Staff are following universal masking while in the facility.  
AND  

e. Any newly identified positive staff members have been isolated and excluded from the workplace.  
 
 

Schools 

Including all public and private schools, childcare settings, other educational settings for children, and higher education.  
 
Confirmed outbreak definition 

Five or more cases of COVID-19, of which at least one case has had a positive molecular amplification test or antigen 
test, among students/teachers/staff from separate households with onset within 14 days in a single classroom/activity 
or other close contact in the school setting (including transportation to- from- school and affiliated events). 
 
K-12 Outbreaks will be named for the school, not classroom or activity, regardless of whether they are identified in a 
class, school or extracurricular activity associated with the school. Subsequent cases will be included under the 
current active outbreak.  
 
Higher education 
Outbreaks can be named for specific groups or teams, or if there is a university-wide outbreak, all cases will be included 
in the university-wide outbreak.  
 

When is an outbreak over? 

 
Unless noted in the definitions above, outbreak resolution is defined as 28 days after the onset of symptoms of the last 
case.  
 

Frequently Asked Questions + Tips to applying case and outbreak definitions 

 
Case definition FAQ’s: 

1. How was the case definition developed? Case definitions are developed by epidemiologists around the country 
and voted on by state epidemiologists through the Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologists (CSTE). The 
COVID-19 case definition may be updated by CSTE as more data about testing is available.  

2. If a person has symptoms and epi-linkage compatible with the Probable Case Definition (without positive 
antigen test result), but has a negative PCR test for COVID-19, are they a Probable Case of COVID-19? If the 
negative PCR test was in the 14 days after symptom onset, the person is not a probable case.  If the negative 
PCR test was performed more than 14 days after symptom onset (or before symptom onset), the case should be 
counted as a probable case.Providers should continue infection precautions and retest if clinical suspicion for 
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COVID-19 is high, especially in hospitalized patients (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/hcp/disposition-hospitalized-patients.html).  

○ People with close contact or known exposures to a case of COVID-19  must complete their quarantine 
period. 

○ Local public health may choose to perform contact tracing on a case with a negative test if suspicion is 
high, even if the case no longer meets the probable case definition.  

3. What if a provider diagnoses a person with COVID even though they have a negative test?  Surveillance case 
definitions and clinical case definitions are different.  A surveillance case definition is used to capture case 
counts consistently. It does not reflect how a case is clinically managed by a healthcare provider. 

4. When should I assign a case status as probable?  You may have a case that you are investigating that meets 
probable case definition by symptom and epi-linkage criteria (without a positive antigen test result) and then 
has a negative molecular test within 14 days of onset, resulting in the case being suspect.  Any disease control 
efforts should be based on exposure, symptoms and your concerns about transmission. The disease control 
related to an exposure (such as a child in a classroom being quarantined) is different than a case status.   

5. How should indeterminate results be interpreted? Indeterminate (or inconclusive) results can be considered 
similarly to as if the patient was not tested (although should be repeated if possible); therefore a patient with an 
indeterminate result should be considered probable if they otherwise meet the probable case definition.  

6. How will the county of residence/exposure be assigned? 

○ The county where the case primarily lives should be used to complete the “event county” field on the 
CEDRS event page. 

○ If the case lives in another state or another country, “event county” should be completed with “out of 
state” or “international”, respectively. 

○ Out of state cases who are exposed and investigated in Colorado should have the “County Where 
Exposure Occurred, if Event County is 'Out of State'” field in the surveillance form completed using the 
county where the case was staying when they were identified so CDPHE can continue track where 
COVID-19 cases are occurring.   

○ Information from “event county”, not “County Where Exposure Occurred, if Event County is 'Out of 
State'” will be used to populate county-level data on the COVID-19 website. 

○ Out of state cases who are identified in Colorado but thought to have been exposed elsewhere should 
have event county completed as “out of state” and “County Where Exposure Occurred, if Event County 
is 'Out of State'” should be blank. 

7. Is there a difference between confirmed and probable death? No, while there are confirmed and probable 
definitions for cases, there are not for death. A probable case can have an outcome of death. Please see “Death 
Definition--used for individual persons” section above.  
 

8. What if a case lives in another state? Out of state cases can be part of a Colorado outbreak (and included in 
outbreak case counts) if their exposure was part of a Colorado outbreak.  

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/disposition-hospitalized-patients.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/disposition-hospitalized-patients.html
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Cases that reside out of state, but are exposed/identified in Colorado are not counted in Colorado surveillance 
case counts. Please see “How will the county of resident/exposure be assigned?” question above. 
 

9. Which cases should be contacted for interview and contact tracing? All confirmed and probable cases should 
be interviewed (including contact tracing) and provided isolation instruction.  Suspect cases are not prioritized 
for interview. 
 

10. How can we distinguish mild COVID-19 from other mild, transient, common symptoms from other causes? 
While the major symptoms of COVID-19  classic triad presentation of COVID-19 (fever, cough, shortness of 
breath) areis now fairly recognizable, some people with COVID-19 may only have mild or few symptoms, many 
of which may be common and non-specific. When such mild and non-specific symptoms occur, it may be difficult 
to distinguish between a mild case of COVID-19 or other causes.  
In general, if a patient has COVID-19 symptoms that seem to be persistent (even if mild), are out of character 
from the patient’s baseline, are associated with a general unwell feeling, and/or begin 2-14 days after a 
potential exposure to the virus, such patients should be considered possible or even probable (if 
epidemiologically-linked) COVID-19 cases until proven otherwise.  
If a patient has a symptom that is mild, transient, and non-specific that is either clearly explained by another 
condition diagnosed by a healthcare provider or is clearly within the patient’s normal baseline (e.g., sneezing 
after cutting grass in a person with grass allergies, typical headache in a person with migraines, a child throwing 
up after eating too quickly), they can be reasonably considered to not likely have COVID-19. However, they 
should continue following COVID-19 prevention guidance.  
 

Outbreak definition FAQ’s:  

11. How were the outbreak definitions developed? The outbreak definitions were developed by epidemiologists at 
CDPHE. They sought to create standardized outbreak definitions that could be consistently applied to multiple 
settings. 

12. In which order should I use these definitions? Apply case definitions to individual cases first. Then apply the 
outbreak definitions. Probable cases can be used to establish an outbreak and additional cases may be added as 
part of the risk cohort.  

13. How do you count a case who works and/or lives in two facilities having outbreaks? Each case is counted one 
time. If a case worked and/or lived in two facilities having concurrent outbreaks, the case is counted with the 
outbreak with the earlier “date determined to be an outbreak.” 

 
14. How do you know a case wasn't exposed elsewhere in the community and not the outbreak facility? It is 

possible that a person may have been exposed elsewhere (and we can rarely prove where any individual was 
exposed with a person-to-person pathogen), but when a person worked/lived/spent time in a facility with a 
known outbreak, we attribute their illness to the outbreak even if there is no definitive determination that the 
case acquired the illness at the facility. This approach is consistent across all outbreak types. 

15. What if employees are housed together for work---does that make them household contacts? If the housing is 
provided by or required by work, we do not consider the employees lodging together as household contacts 
since these settings are an extension of the workplace. Examples include: dorm-style housing for agricultural 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
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workers, hotel rooms for construction workers while on site, group housing or apartments provided by resorts 
for their employees, or employees asked to stay with colleagues near a work site. 
 

16. What if cases in the outbreak normally live outside of Colorado? Outbreak cases who normally reside outside 
of Colorado still must be reported to public health and will be counted in the outbreak.  
 

17. An employee/resident at a facility with an outbreak was diagnosed with COVID-19, but they hadn’t been at 
work recently. Are they still an outbreak case? If the case was in the facility during the 14 days before their 
onset (symptom onset or for asymptomatic cases, the test date), the case will be counted in the outbreak. 
 

18. Do secondary cases count towards an outbreak? No. Cases that were not in the outbreak setting during their 
incubation or infectious period should not be included in the outbreak.  
 

19. Can an outbreak be associated with an event, rather than a facility? Yes, an outbreak may be associated with 
an event such as a social gathering or sporting event. An outbreak associated with an event would be defined as 
five or more cases of COVID-19, of which at least one case has had a positive molecular amplification test or 
antigen test, from separate households with onset within 2 to 14 days of the event. Event outbreaks will be 
reported with the name of the event. 
 

20. Does timing matter when epi-linking cases? The order of epi-linking cases does not matter, as it is often a result 
of testing practices. For example, if 7 students in a classroom have symptoms compatible with COVID-19 one 
week and an 8th student gets tested the following week (and tests positive), the previous 7 kids are epi-linked 
probable cases.  
 

21. How do we apply the epi-linkage criteria to 5 or more cases? In order to meet the minimum of 5 epi-linked 
cases, each of those 5 cases would need to be linked to at least one of the other cases, and all cases in the group 
must be connected by epi linkage. 
 

22. Should we count positive unproctored, self- administered, at home tests towards an outbreak? Yes. 
Unproctored, self-administered tests are becoming more common but are unlikely to make it into our 
surveillance systems (CEDRS, Dr. J.) and since we would like to identify as many outbreaks as possible, we would 
like to include all possible sources to identify cases.  
 

23. If a confirmed or probable case is reported more than 14 days before an outbreak started, should the case be 
counted in the outbreak? No, this case would not be counted in the outbreak if the case’s onset date was more 
than 14 days before the onset of the first case in the outbreak.  
 

24. If a  business identifies a new case 29 or more days after the last case, can the outbreak still close? Yes, the 
outbreak will still close because 28 days have elapsed without new cases. However, If a sufficient number of new 
cases with appropriate epi linkage meeting outbreak definition occur, a new outbreak will be reported." 
 

25. Should public health seek evidence of confirmatory laboratory diagnoses for cases reported by facilities on 
outbreak line lists? If a case is reported as confirmed on an outbreak line list, but not found in CEDRS, public 
health should confirm the diagnosis using medical records, electronic laboratory reporting, asking the case 
during case interview, and other methods. Testing and symptom information will be used to determine case 
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status of each outbreak case. Cases listed as confirmed on an outbreak line list will be reclassified as probable 
until confirmation of lab testing and entry into CEDRS.   
If a facility has questions about reclassification of the case, explain that public health is working to confirm case 
status without releasing private health information about the employee.k 
 

26. If a case is asymptomatic, what date do you use for “onset” to determine the start or end of an outbreak? If a 
case is asymptomatic, specimen collection date is used as a proxy for identifying and ending outbreaks. 
However, in the CEDRS records, mark “asymptomatic” and do not enter an onset date.  A blank onset date for 
asymptomatic cases is not counted as missing for investigation metrics.  
 

27. Should cases that meet the surveillance definition of COVID-19 reinfection or vaccine breakthrough be 
included in an outbreak? Yes. Because a case that meets the reinfection or vaccine breakthrough definition is 
counted as a distinct COVID-19 event and requires public health intervention (e.g., isolation, contact tracing), 
such cases should also be included in determining if/when an outbreak has occurred and included in outbreak 
counts. 
 

28. Are visitors included in residential facility outbreak case counts? A positive result in a visitor tested prior to a 
visit to a residential facility would not automatically count as a facility case, even if the visitor had been in the 
facility within the prior 14 days. It would be counted as a facility case if there is a specific epi link identified. 
 

29. How are outbreaks named? 

Outbreak Type Outbreak Naming Convention Example 

Healthcare facility Name of facility (licensure number) ABC Assisted Living (123456) 

Retail Business (non chain) Business name Restaurant A 
Grocery B 
Retail Shop C 

Chain/business with multiple 
locations 

Name (location number) 
If no location number: 
Name (location description) 

Grocery B #123 
Restaurant A (City B) 

Construction Site  Name or address of construction 
project 

123 Main St Construction Site 
School A Construction Site 

Event or social gathering Description of event or gathering 
(location) 

Adolescent gathering (City A) 
Sport tournament (City B) 

Event/activity organized by one 
group, but hosted at another group’s 
space 

Event/Activity at Location Girl Scout troop #1 at Church A 
Fundraiser A at Restaurant B 
Soccer Camp A at School B 

Office or work group Name of Business Business A 

School, university, childcare, camp, or 
affiliated extracurricular taking place 
at school, university, childcare, or 
camp 

Name of school, university, childcare, 
camp 

Childcare A 
University B 
Camp C 
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Corrections, law enforcement Name of program or facility County A Jail 
County B work release 

and subsequent outbreaks in the 
same facility 

Name of Facility: month OB 
confirmed 

ABC Assisted Living (123456): June 
2020 
*Go back and add month OB 
confirmed to first OB* 

 
30. When is an outbreak’s address or business name suppressed? 

Suppressing an address: When the outbreak location is in a person’s home (ex. Home daycares, host homes) or 
the outbreak address is a sensitive location that shouldn’t be made public (domestic abuse shelter, youth 
corrections homes) 
Suppressing name: When the outbreak location is in a person’s home and the business name contains their 
name. For example, a home daycare named “Matilda’s Day Camp” would be suppressed but that same daycare 
named “Little One’s Day Camp” would not. Such allows us to protect a case’s identity but ensures the public has 
information they need to assess risk. 



Colorado COVID-19 Case and Outbreak Definitions

Case Definitions -- used for individual persons

Case definition updated 08/18/2020 based on CSTE position statement (released 8/7/2020):

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.cste.org/resource/resmgr/ps/positionstatement2020/Interim-20-ID-02_COVID-19.pdf

Confirmed:

Case who has tested positive using a molecular amplification test (such as PCR), rapid molecular/NAAT, etc)

Probable:

(1) Meets clinical criteria* AND epidemiologic linkage† with no confirmatory laboratory testing**  for SARS-CoV-2

OR

(2) Has tested positive using an antigen test in a respiratory specimen, with report date on or after 8/17/2020.

OR

(3) Has a death certificate that lists COVID-19 disease or SARS-CoV-2 as an underlying cause of death or a significant

condition contributing to death with no confirmatory laboratory testing performed for COVID-19.

Suspect^:

Someone with no prior history of being a confirmed or probable case

(1) who has tested positive using an antibody test in serum, plasma, or whole blood (IgA, IgG, IgM, total antibody)

OR

(2) Has tested positive for specific antigen by immunocytochemistry in an autopsy specimen

OR

(3) Meets clinical criteria* AND epidemiologic linkage† with no positive test result and a negative molecular

amplification test (such as PCR) in the fourteen days after symptom onset.

Notes:

*Clinical Criteria: patient must have one of the following AND no alternative more likely diagnosis

● At least two of the following symptoms: fever (measured or subjective), chills, rigors, myalgia, headache, sore

throat, nausea or vomiting, diarrhea, fatigue, congestion or runny nose

OR

● Any one of the following symptoms: cough, shortness of breath, or difficulty breathing, new olfactory disorder,

new taste disorder

OR

● Severe respiratory illness with at least one of the following:

○ Clinical or radiographic evidence of pneumonia

○ Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)

†Epidemiologic Linkage: patient must have one of the following in the 14 days prior to symptom onset

● Close contact‡ with a confirmed or probable case of COVID-19 disease

OR

● Member of a risk cohort as defined by public health authorities during an outbreak

**Beginning October 19, 2020, CDPHE interprets “no confirmatory laboratory testing” as the absence of any positive

molecular test.
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‡Close Contact: defined as having direct contact or being within 6 feet for a total of 15 minutes or more. In healthcare

settings, this may be defined differently. Data are insufficient to precisely define the duration of exposure that

constitutes prolonged exposure and thus a close contact. Determination of close contact should be made irrespective of

whether the person with COVID-19 or the contact was wearing a face mask.

^Antibody tests and suspect cases

● All antibody positive results will be entered as suspect cases in CEDRS.

● IgM, IgA positive results may indicate acute infection and should be followed up for interview. If the individual

has COVID-related symptoms within 30 days or has an epi-link, let your CDPHE epi team know and they will

update the case status to “probable.”  Appropriate disease control recommendations should be made for

isolation.

● IgG positive only (or with IgM negative) and total antibody positive results do not need public health-follow up.

Distinguishing new cases

A repeat positive test for SARS-CoV-2 RNA using a molecular amplification detection test within 3 months

of the initial report should not be enumerated as a new case for surveillance purposes. To date, there has

been minimal evidence of re-infection among persons with a prior confirmed COVID-19 infection and

growing evidence that repeat positive RNA tests do not correlate with active infection when viral culture is

performed. Similarly the experience with other coronaviruses is that reinfection is rare within the first

year. NOTE: The time period of 3 months will be extended further when more data becomes available

to show risk of reinfection remains low within one year of the initial report.

COVID-19 vaccine breakthrough cases

Cases with SARS-CoV-2 RNA or antigen detected on a respiratory specimen collected > 14 days after completing the

primary series of an FDA-authorized COVID-19 vaccine.

Death Definition -- used for individual persons

A death in a COVID case is defined as a death if:

the decedent died within 30 days of collection date if the decedent was a Colorado resident and is considered a case,

either probable or confirmed

OR

the decedent has a death certificate that lists COVID-19 disease or SARS-CoV-2 as an underlying cause of death or a

significant condition contributing to death with no confirmatory laboratory testing performed for COVID-19.
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Outbreak Definitions -- used for facilities and groups of ill people

Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak for all settings/events unless otherwise stated under special settings:

This includes: factories, workplaces, events, parties/gatherings, and independent living facilities/senior communities that

do not offer healthcare.

Five or more  confirmed or probable cases of COVID-19, of which at least one case has had a positive molecular

amplification test or antigen test, in a facility or (non-household) group with onset in a 14 day period.

● Antigen tests must be in a respiratory specimen.

● No more than 14 days between the earliest and latest onsets (or test dates if asymptomatic) of all cases.

● The 5 or more cases that are used to meet outbreak definition must be from at least 5 different

households. Residence halls, camp cabins, employer-provided housing, and cells in a correctional facility

are not considered households.

Outbreak Definitions -- special settings

Residential Care Facilities:
Skilled nursing facilities, assisted living residences, intermediate care facilities, and group homes

Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak in a Residential Care Facility:

Two or more Confirmed cases of COVID-19 among residents/staff in a facility with onset in a 14 day period.

[or]

One Confirmed case and two or more Probable cases of COVID-19 among residents/staff in a facility with onset in a 14 day

period.

How to determine if you have an outbreak:

● When determining if an outbreak has occurred in a facility, to assess whether disease transmission occurred in

the facility:

○ Exclude residents with a diagnosis of COVID-19 known at time of admission to the facility.

○ Exclude residents who test positive for COVID-19 in the 14 days after admission AND are in observation

for signs/symptoms of COVID-19 and following appropriate Transmission-Based Precautions to prevent

transmission to others in the facility.

Who to include in case counts and linelists:

● Include all staff at the facility: healthcare workers, administrative staff, kitchen staff, maintenance staff, etc.

● Exclude residents admitted to the facility with COVID-19 or who tested positive for COVID-19 in the 14 days after

admission IF they were placed in appropriate Transmission-Based Precautions to prevent transmission to others

in the facility.

● If a single staff person with COVID-19 works in multiple facilities with outbreaks, they should be included in case

counts for the outbreak with the earliest onset date.
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For an outbreak in a residential healthcare setting to resolve, follow the outbreak testing decision tree for residential

settings (found at the end of this document).

All other Healthcare Settings:
Non-residential care settings that provide inpatient and/or outpatient services

Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak in a Healthcare Facility:

Five or more Confirmed or probable cases of COVID-19, of which at least one case has had a positive molecular

amplification test or antigen test, in staff/patients with onset in a 14 day period with epi-linkage.

Epi-linkage is defined as:

● Patients in the same unit or ward within 14 days

● Patients cared for by the same healthcare worker within 14 days

● Patients cared for by a staff members with COVID-19 within 14 days

● Staff who worked together and had potential to be within 6 ft of one another for a cumulative 15 minutes or

longer within 24 hours and had onset within 14 days

How to determine if you have an outbreak:

● When determining if an outbreak has occurred in a facility:

○ Exclude patients with a diagnosis of COVID-19 (suspected or confirmed) at  time of the appointment or

admission

○ Include admitted patients if they develop symptoms and/or test positive for COVID at least 7 days after

hospital admission

Who to include in case counts and linelists:

● Include all staff at the facility: healthcare workers, administrative staff, kitchen staff, maintenance staff, etc.

● Exclude patients with a diagnosis of COVID-19 (suspected or confirmed) at  time of the appointment or

admission

● Include admitted patients if they develop symptoms and/or test positive for COVID at least 7 days after hospital

admission

Resolution of outbreaks in healthcare settings:

A COVID-19 outbreak in a healthcare setting is considered resolved when:

28 days have passed since the symptom onset date (or collection date, if asymptomatic) of the last newly identified

COVID-19 case.

Inpatient facilities implementing outbreak testing, may also follow the test-based method for outbreak resolution.

Correctional Settings

Including state prisons, county and city jails, community corrections, detention settings, work release facilities.

Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak in a Correctional Setting:
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Two or more Confirmed COVID-19 cases in residents/inmates/detainees/etc with onset in a 14 day period.

[or]

One confirmed and two or more probable COVID-19 cases in residents/inmates/detainees/etc with onset in a 14 day

period.

Notes:

● A resident with a diagnosis of COVID-19 known at time of admission to the facility should not be the only lab

confirmed case for the purposes of outbreak definition. Residents who test positive at booking (or within 48

hours of entry into correctional setting) may be excluded from case counts.

● Criteria to define an outbreak excludes staff; though staff should be included in case counts.

● Staff include all staff in the correctional setting: guards, law enforcement, healthcare workers, administrative

staff, kitchen staff, maintenance staff, etc.

● If a single staff person with COVID-19 works in multiple correctional facilities, they should be included in case

counts for the outbreak with the earliest report data.

● This document is not intended to be used as guidance for disease control and mitigation. Refer to Outbreak

response recommendations for correctional settings for testing recommendations.

Resolution of outbreaks in correctional settings:

1. A COVID-19 outbreak in a correctional facility is considered resolved when:

a. 28 days have passed since the symptom onset date (or collection date, if asymptomatic) of the last newly

identified incarcerated/detained COVID-19 case

AND

b. No newly identified COVID-19 like illness are identified in incarcerated/detained individuals

AND

c. Staff are following universal masking while in the facility.

AND

d. Newly identified positive staff members have been isolated and excluded from the workplace.

OR

2. If widespread testing includes everyone (incarcerated/detained individuals & staff) in the facility,then the

outbreak can be resolved when:

a. All incarcerated/detained individuals & staff in affected units with unknown COVID status are tested

using PCR testing.

AND

b. Testing per recommendations in affected units is conducted. Testing guidance can be found here.

AND

c. No new cases (confirmed or probable) are identified in incarcerated/detained individuals during this

time.

AND

d. Staff are following universal masking while in the facility.

AND

e. Any newly identified positive staff members have been isolated and excluded from the workplace.
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Schools

Including all public and private schools, childcare settings, other educational settings for children and higher education.

Confirmed outbreak definition

Five or more cases of COVID-19, of which at least one case has had a positive molecular amplification test or antigen test,

among students/teachers/staff from separate households with onset within 14 days in a single classroom/activity or

other close contact in the school setting (including transportation to- from- school and affiliated events).

K-12 Outbreaks will be named for the school, not classroom or activity, regardless of whether they are identified in a

class, school or extracurricular activity associated with the school. Subsequent cases will be included under the

current active outbreak.

Higher education

Outbreaks can be named for specific groups or teams, or if there is a university-wide outbreak, all cases will be included

in the university-wide outbreak.

When is an outbreak over?

Unless noted in the definitions above, outbreak resolution is defined as 28 days after the onset of symptoms of the last

case.

Frequently Asked Questions + Tips to applying case and outbreak definitions

1. How was the case definition developed? Case definitions are developed by epidemiologists around the country

and voted on by state epidemiologists through the Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologists (CSTE). The

COVID-19 case definition may be updated by CSTE as more data about testing is available.

2. How were the outbreak definitions developed? The outbreak definitions were developed by epidemiologists at

CDPHE. They sought to create standardized outbreak definitions that could be consistently applied to multiple

settings.In which order should I use these definitions? Apply case definitions to individual cases first. Then apply

the outbreak definitions.

3. If a person has symptoms and epi-linkage compatible with the Probable Case Definition(without positive

antigen test result), but has a negative PCR test for COVID-19, are they a Probable Case of COVID-19? If the

negative PCR test was in the 14 days after symptom onset, the person is not a probable case.  If the negative PCR

test was performed more than 14 days after symptom onset (or before symptom onset), the case should be

counted as a probable case.Providers should continue infection precautions and retest if clinical suspicion for

COVID-19 is high, especially in hospitalized patients

(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/disposition-hospitalized-patients.html).
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○ People with close contact or known exposures to a case of COVID-19  must complete their quarantine

period.

○ Local public health may choose to perform contact tracing on a case with a negative test if suspicion is

high, even if the case no longer meets the probable case definition.

4. What if a provider diagnoses a person with COVID even though they have a negative test? Surveillance case

definitions and clinical case definitions are different. A surveillance case definition is used to capture case counts

consistently. It does not reflect how a case is clinically managed by a healthcare provider.

5. When should I assign a case status as probable? You may have a case that you are investigating that meets

probable case definition by symptom and epi-linkage criteria (without a positive antigen test result) and then has

a negative molecular test within 14 days of onset, resulting in the case being suspect.  Any disease control efforts

should be based on exposure, symptoms and your concerns about transmission. The disease control related to

an exposure (such as a child in a classroom being quarantined) is different than a case status.

6. How should indeterminate results be interpreted? Indeterminate (or inconclusive) results can be considered

similarly to as if the patient was not tested (although should be repeated if possible); therefore a patient with an

indeterminate result should be considered probable if they otherwise meet the probable case definition.

7. How will the county of residence/exposure be assigned?

○ The county where the case primarily lives should be used to complete the “event county” field on the

CEDRS event page.

○ If the case lives in another state or another country, “event county” should be completed with “out of

state” or “international”, respectively.

○ Out of state cases who are exposed and investigated in Colorado should have the “County Where

Exposure Occurred, if Event County is 'Out of State'” field in the surveillance form completed using the

county where the case was staying when they were identified so CDPHE can continue track where

COVID-19 cases are occurring.

○ Information from “event county”, not “County Where Exposure Occurred, if Event County is 'Out of

State'” will be used to populate county-level data on the COVID-19 website.

○ Out of state cases who are identified in Colorado but thought to have been exposed elsewhere should

have event county completed as “out of state” and “County Where Exposure Occurred, if Event County is

'Out of State'” should be blank.

8. How do you count a case who works and/or lives in two facilities having outbreaks? Each case is counted one

time. If a case worked and/or lived in two facilities having concurrent outbreaks, the case is counted with the

outbreak with the earlier “date determined to be an outbreak.”

9. How do you know a case wasn't exposed elsewhere in the community and not the outbreak facility? It is

possible that a person may have been exposed elsewhere (and we can rarely prove where any individual was

exposed with a person-to-person pathogen), but when a person worked/lived/spent time in a facility with a

known outbreak, we attribute their illness to the outbreak even if there is no definitive determination that the

case acquired the illness at the facility. This approach is consistent across all outbreak types.
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10. Is there a difference between confirmed and probable death? No, while there are confirmed and probable

definitions for cases, there are not for death. A probable case can have an outcome of death. Please see “Death

Definition--used for individual persons” section above.

11. What if a case lives in another state? Out of state cases can be part of a Colorado outbreak (and included in

outbreak case counts) if their exposure was part of a Colorado outbreak.

Cases that reside out of state, but are exposed/identified in Colorado are not counted in Colorado surveillance

case counts. Please see “How will the county of resident/exposure be assigned?” question above.

12. What if employees are housed together for work---does that make them household contacts? If the housing is

provided by or required by work, we do not consider the employees lodging together as household contacts

since these settings are an extension of the workplace. Examples include: dorm-style housing for agricultural

workers, hotel rooms for construction workers while on site, group housing or apartments provided by resorts

for their employees, or employees asked to stay with colleagues near a work site.

13. What if cases in the outbreak normally live outside of Colorado? Outbreak cases who normally reside outside

of Colorado still must be reported to public health and will be counted in the outbreak.

14. An employee/resident at a facility with an outbreak was diagnosed with COVID-19, but they hadn’t been at

work recently. Are they still an outbreak case? If the case was in the facility during the 14 days before their

onset (symptom onset or for asymptomatic cases, the test date), the case will be counted in the outbreak.

15. Can an outbreak be associated with an event, rather than a facility? Yes, an outbreak may be associated with an

event such as a social gathering or sporting event. An outbreak associated with an event would be defined as five

or more cases of COVID-19 from separate households with onset within 2 to 14 days of the event. Event

outbreaks will be reported with the name of the event.

16. Does timing matter when epi-linking cases? The order of epi-linking cases does not matter, as it is often a result

of testing practices. For example, if 7 students in a classroom have symptoms compatible with COVID-19 one

week and an 8th student gets tested the following week (and tests positive), the previous 7 kids are epi-linked

probable cases.

17. How do we apply the epi-linkage criteria to 5 or more cases? In order to meet the minimum of 5 epi-linked

cases, each of those 5 cases would need to be linked to at least one of the other cases, and all cases in the group

must be connected by epi linkage

18. Should we count positive unproctored, self- administered, at home tests towards an outbreak? Yes.

Unproctored, sSelf-administered tests are becoming more common but are unlikely to make it into our

surveillance systems (CEDRS, Dr. J.) and since we would like to identify as many outbreaks as possible, we would

like to include all possible sources to identify cases.

19. If a confirmed or probable case is reported more than 14 days before an outbreak started, should the case be

counted in the outbreak? No, this case would not be counted in the outbreak if the case’s onset date was more

than 14 days before the onset of the first case in the outbreak.
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20. If a  facility or business identifies a new case 29 or more days after the last case, can the outbreak still close?

Yes, the outbreak will still close because 28 days have elapsed without new cases. However, If a sufficient
number of new cases with appropriate epi linkage meeting outbreak definition occur, a new outbreak will be
reported.

21. Should public health seek evidence of confirmatory laboratory diagnoses for cases reported by facilities on

outbreak line lists? If a case is reported as confirmed on an outbreak line list, but not found in CEDRS, public

health should confirm the diagnosis using medical records, electronic laboratory reporting, asking the case

during case interview, and other methods. Testing and symptom information will be used to determine case

status of each outbreak case. Cases listed as confirmed on an outbreak line list will be reclassified as probable

until confirmation of lab testing and entry into CEDRS.

If a facility has questions about reclassification of the case, explain that public health is working to confirm case

status without releasing private health information about the employee.k

22. Which cases should be contacted for interview and contact tracing?All confirmed and probable cases should be

interviewed (including contact tracing) and provided isolation instruction.  Suspect cases are not prioritized for

interview.

23. How can we distinguish mild COVID-19 from other mild, transient, common symptoms from other causes?

While the classic triad presentation of COVID-19 (fever, cough, shortness of breath) is now fairly recognizable,

some people with COVID-19 may only have mild or few symptoms, many of which may be common and

non-specific. When such mild and non-specific symptoms occur, it may be difficult to distinguish between a mild

case of COVID-19 or other causes.

In general, if a patient has COVID-19 symptoms that seem to be persistent (even if mild), are out of character

from the patient’s baseline, are associated with a general unwell feeling, and/or begin 2-14 days after a potential

exposure to the virus, such patients should be considered possible or even probable (if epidemiologically-linked)

COVID-19 cases until proven otherwise.

If a patient has a symptom that is mild, transient, and non-specific that is either clearly explained by another

condition diagnosed by a healthcare provider or is clearly within the patient’s normal baseline (e.g., sneezing

after cutting grass in a person with grass allergies, typical headache in a person with migraines, a child throwing

up after eating too quickly), they can be reasonably considered to not likely have COVID-19. However, they

should continue following COVID-19 prevention guidance.

24. If a case is asymptomatic, what date do you use for “onset” to determine the start or end of an outbreak? If a

case is asymptomatic, specimen collection date is used as a proxy for identifying and ending outbreaks. However,

in the CEDRS records, mark “asymptomatic” and do not enter an onset date.  A blank onset date for

asymptomatic cases is not counted as missing for investigation metrics.

25. Should cases that meet the surveillance definition of COVID-19 reinfection or vaccine breakthrough be

included in an outbreak? Yes. Because a case that meets the reinfection or vaccine breakthrough definition is

counted as a distinct COVID-19 event and requires public health intervention (e.g., isolation, contact tracing),

such cases should also be included in determining if/when an outbreak has occurred and included in outbreak

counts.

26. Are visitors included in residential facility outbreak case counts? A positive result in a visitor tested prior to a

visit to a residential facility would not automatically count as a facility case, even if the visitor had been in the

facility within the prior 14 days. It would be counted as a facility case if there is a specific epi link identified.
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27. How are outbreaks named?

Outbreak Type Outbreak Naming Convention Example

Healthcare facility Name of facility (licensure number) ABC Assisted Living (123456)

Retail Business (non chain) Business name Restaurant A
Grocery B
Retail Shop C

Chain/business with multiple
locations

Name (location number)
If no location number:
Name (location description)

Grocery B #123
Restaurant A (City B)

Construction Site Name or address of construction
project

123 Main St Construction Site
School A Construction Site

Event or social gathering Description of event or gathering
(location)

Adolescent gathering (City A)
Sport tournament (City B)

Office or work group Name of Business Business A

School, university, childcare, camp Name of school, university, childcare,
camp

Childcare A
University B
Camp C

Corrections, law enforcement Name of program or facility County A Jail
County B work release

Second and subsequent outbreaks in
the same facility

Name of Facility: month OB
confirmed

ABC Assisted Living (123456): June
2020
*Go back and add month OB
confirmed to first OB*

28. When is an outbreak’s address or business name suppressed?

Suppressing an address: When the outbreak location is in a person’s home (ex. Home daycares, host homes) or

the outbreak address is a sensitive location that shouldn’t be made public (domestic abuse shelter, youth

corrections homes)

Suppressing name: When the outbreak location is in a person’s home and the business name contains their

name. For example, a home daycare named “Matilda’s Day Camp” would be suppressed but that same daycare

named “Little One’s Day Camp” would not. Such allows us to protect a case’s identity but ensures the public has

information they need to assess risk.

Last updated 6/1/2021
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COVID-19 Death Reporting



Reported COVID-19 Cas es
n=21,938

Deaths  Among COVID-19 
Cas es

n=1,215

Confirmed 
Deaths  due 
to COVID-19

n=878



Reported COVID-19 Cas es
n=21,938

Deaths  Among COVID-19 
Cas es

n=1,215 Identified in Colorado 
as of May 17, 2020



Deaths Among COVID-19 
Cas es

n=1,215



Deaths Among COVID-19 
Cas es

n=1,215

Why Count Deaths This Way?

Rapid
Simple
Systematic
Population level approach
NOT intended for precise clinical diagnosis or cause of death 
determination



Deaths Among 
COVID-19 Cas es

n=1,215

Identified in Colorado 
as of 

May 17, 2020



Deaths Among 
COVID-19 Cas es

n=1,215
Confirmed Deaths  
due to COVID-19

n=878

Identified in Colorado 
as of 

May 17, 2020

Confirmed 
Deaths  due 
to COVID-19

n=878



Deaths Among 
COVID-19 Cas es

n=1,215
Confirmed Deaths  
due to COVID-19

n=878

Identified in Colorado 
as of 

May 17, 2020

Confirmed 
Deaths  due 
to COVID-19

n=921

Identified in Colorado 
as of 

May 16, 2020 
(reported through 
end of prior week)



Deaths Among 
COVID-19 Cas es

n=1,215
Confirmed Deaths  
due to COVID-19

n=878

Identified in Colorado 
as of 

May 17, 2020

Confirmed 
Deaths  due 
to COVID-19

n=921

Identified in Colorado 
as of 

May 16, 2020 
(reported through 
end of prior week)

and delayed by 
several weeks as 
death certificates 

are completed, filed, 
and coded



Deaths Among 
COVID-19 Cas es

n=1,215
Confirmed Deaths  
due to COVID-19

n=878

Confirmed 
Deaths  due 
to COVID-19

n=878

Because of different 
reporting timeframes, the 
difference between these 
two numbers is NOT the 
current number of deaths 
among COVID-19 cases 
that were not due to 
COVID-19

Deaths  Among COVID-19 Cas es
n=1,215

Most of this difference is due 
to a lag in death certificate 
reporting



Deaths Among 
COVID-19 Cas es

n=1,215
Confirmed Deaths  
due to COVID-19

n=878

Confirmed 
Deaths  due 
to COVID-19

n=878

Because of different 
reporting timeframes, the 
difference between these 
two numbers is NOT the 
current number of deaths 
among COVID-19 cases 
that were not due to 
COVID-19

Deaths  Among COVID-19 Cas es
n=1,215
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Other states are deliberating about their own processes. Contact these states to request the information.
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Other states are deliberating about their own processes. Contact these states to request the information.
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Other states are deliberating about their own processes. Contact these states to request the information.
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Other states are deliberating about their own processes. Contact these states to request the information.
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Other states are deliberating about their own processes. Contact these states to request the information.
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Other states are deliberating about their own processes. Contact these states to request the information.
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Other states are deliberating about their own processes. Contact these states to request the information.
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Other states are deliberating about their own processes. Contact these states to request the information.
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Other states are deliberating about their own processes. Contact these states to request the information.
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Other states are deliberating about their own processes. Contact these states to request the information.
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About COVID-19 

Collapse All 
What is a coronavirus, and what is COVID-19? 

● Coronaviruses are a large family of viruses. Not all coronaviruses are COVID-19. 
● A novel (or new) coronavirus is a strain of virus that has not been previously 

identified in humans. 
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● COVID-19 is a type of novel coronavirus that is spreading from person to person 
in many countries and states, including Colorado. 

How is COVID-19 spread? 

● COVID-19 spreads from person to person and is thought to be transmitted 
mainly through respiratory droplets produced when an infected person coughs 
or sneezes, similar to how influenza and other respiratory viruses spread. 

● It may be possible that a person can get COVID-19 by touching a surface or 
object that has the virus on it and then touching their own mouth, nose, or 
possibly their eyes, but this is not thought to be the main way the virus 
spreads. 

What are the symptoms of COVID-19? 

● Symptoms, especially early on, may be mild and feel like a common cold. Early 
symptoms could include a combination of cough, body aches, fatigue, and 
chest tightness. A fever may not appear until several days into the illness, and 
some people may never develop a fever throughout the duration of the illness. 
People who have symptoms should get tested and self-isolate. 

● More advanced symptoms include fever, cough, shortness of breath, or 
breathing difficulties, and more. These people also should get tested, self-
isolate, and contact a medical provider as necessary.  

● In more severe cases, infection can cause pneumonia, severe acute respiratory 
syndrome, kidney failure, and death.  

How long do COVID-19 symptoms last? 

It depends on the severity of the illness. 

How long does it take to start showing symptoms after being exposed to 
COVID-19? 

2-14 days. 

How serious is COVID-19? Who is at risk? 
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● Reported illnesses have ranged from mild symptoms to severe illness and 
sometimes death. 

● According to the World Health Organization, about 80% of COVID-19 cases are 
mild. 

● Anyone can experience severe illness from this disease, but there are a number 
of groups at higher risk of severe illness, including:  

○ People who are 65 and older. 
○ People with chronic lung disease or moderate to severe asthma. 
○ People who have serious heart conditions. 
○ People who have weakened immune systems. 
○ People determined to be at high risk by a licensed health care provider. 

How is COVID-19 prevented and treated? 

● There is currently no vaccine to prevent COVID-19, but vaccine research is 
underway. 

● There is no specific, evidence-based treatment for COVID-19 at this time, but 
there are studies involving promising treatments, such as the antiviral 
medication Remdesivir.  

● Many of the symptoms can be treated, and therefore treatment is based on the 
patient’s clinical condition. Many people will be able to recover on their own. 

● Scientists are reporting progress with clinical trials of an antiviral medication 
called Remdesivir, but trials are still in progress to find out whether this is a 
suitable and effective treatment. 

Who is at risk for COVID-19? 

At this time, it is safe to assume that everyone is at risk of getting COVID-19. That is 
why it is so important to keep up with and follow state and local public health orders. 

Can food and drinking water be contaminated with COVID-19? 

● Generally speaking, food is not contaminated with coronaviruses, and cooking 
would kill any virus in the food. 

● According to the American Water Works Association and the Water Environment 
Federation, normal chlorination treatment should be sufficient to kill the virus 
in drinking water systems. Their conclusion is based on studies of Severe Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome. 
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Does COVID-19 stay in the air? 

There is still a lot to learn about COVID-19, and we can’t be sure how long this virus 
stays in the air. We advise taking a cautious approach to prevent spread. 

Can packages or products shipped from other places be contaminated 
with COVID-19? 

There is likely a very low risk of spreading the virus from products or packages that 
are shipped over days and weeks. Coronaviruses are generally spread through 
respiratory droplets and don’t survive well on surfaces. There is no evidence that 
COVID-19 is transmitted through imported goods or shipped packages. 

Does COVID-19 live in swimming pools? 

Normal swimming pool disinfection techniques are thought to be effective against 
COVID-19.  

What is a close contact? 

● For COVID-19, close contact includes: 
● Living in the same household as a sick person with COVID-19. 
● Caring for a sick person with COVID-19. 
● Being within 6 feet of a sick person with COVID-19, although just passing by a 

person for a few seconds should not cause you to be overly concerned. 
● Being in direct contact with fluids from a sick person with COVID-19. This 

includes being coughed on, kissing, sharing utensils, etc. 

What is “community spread?” 

Community spread (or transmission) means there are cases and outbreaks in many 
communities where people are spreading the virus to other people. 

Can a person with COVID-19 spread the disease without having 
symptoms? 

We are still learning about the virus, but we believe that the majority of spread is 
through symptomatic cases, but presymptomatic and asymptomatic spread may also 
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occur. For that reason, it is critical for people to follow physical distancing 
recommendations, wear cloth face coverings, and wash their hands. 

Are people of non-U.S. descent at higher risk for getting or spreading 
COVID-19? 

No. Like any other virus, no identity, community, ethnic, or racial group is more at 
risk for getting or spreading COVID-19.  

Why is the disease called coronavirus disease 2019, COVID-19? 

The name of this disease is Coronavirus Disease 2019, abbreviated as COVID-19. In 
COVID-19, ‘CO’ stands for ‘corona,’ ‘VI’ for ‘virus,’ and ‘D’ for disease. Formerly, this 
disease was referred to as “2019 novel coronavirus” or “2019-nCoV.” 

How did this outbreak begin?  

On Dec. 31, 2019, Chinese health officials alerted the World Health Organization of 
several cases of pneumonia in Wuhan City, Hubei Province of China. The pneumonia 
was caused by a virus that did not match any other known virus. 

Has the cause of COVID-19 been identified? 

Early on, many of the patients in the outbreak in Wuhan, China reportedly had some 
link to a large seafood and animal market, suggesting initial animal-to-person spread. 
Now, person-to-person spread is occurring. 

Businesses and employment 

Collapse All 
Do I need a doctor's note or negative test clearing me to return to work 
after I was sick? 

The Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment does not have, and 
cannot provide, you with a letter clearing you to go back to work. If you had 
symptoms consistent with COVID-19, you should isolate yourself for 10 days after 
symptoms started, and continue isolating yourself until you are fever-free (without 
the use of fever-reducing medications) for 3 days. Public health is not requiring 
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people to have a negative test to return to work. If your employer is requiring this, 
you may want to contact your doctor, or another health care provider, or direct your 
employer to this Q and A. 

My workplace is asking for documentation that proves I was told to 
quarantine. Where do I get this? 

It depends on who advised you to quarantine. If public health instructed you to 
quarantine, get documentation from that specific public health agency (such as Tri-
County, Denver Public Health, etc.). If a health care provider instructed you to 
quarantine, contact that provider to get the documentation. 

How do I file for unemployment/does my business qualify for 
unemployment? 

As we are a separate entity from the Colorado Department of Labor and Employment, 
we cannot offer direct assistance on filing for unemployment. We recommend 
consulting the CDLE site for questions about unemployment or calling them at (303) 
318-8000.  

Where can I find information on government-issued loans for my 
business? Other financial assistance (non-unemployment)? 

The Colorado COVID-19 Business Resource Center. 

How do I report a business that is not in following public health guidance? 

If you suspect that someone is violating public health orders, you should contact your 
local public health department. 

Data 

Collapse All 
How many cases of COVID-19 have there been in Colorado? ... in the 
U.S.? ... in the world? How many people have died? 

● Find the latest data for Colorado on our Colorado COVID-19 data dashboard.  
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● Centers for Disease Control and Prevention website for information about the 
United States. 

● World Health Organization website for information about other countries. 

How up-to-date is Colorado’s data? 

● It varies depending on the data source and when the data is reported to the 
state. 

● Vital records data is updated periodically after the CDC codes the data. We 
report out vital records data to account for deaths from COVID-19.  

● Epidemiological data, like the number of confirmed cases, is updated daily at 4 
p.m. and accounts for all cases reported to the state as of the previous day 

● Facility outbreak data is updated every Wednesday at 4 p.m. 
● Please note that the data is only as up-to-date as what has been reported to 

the state. You may notice lags in data or changes in numbers as labs, hospitals, 
facilities and local agencies report their data to the state.  

Why do the numbers change/differ from my local health department? 

Information on the state’s dashboard may change as new or different information is 
discovered through case investigations performed at the local level. Labs, hospitals, 
and state and local public health agencies enter initial data into a database. Then, 
local health agency epidemiologists investigate the cases to gather more information. 
As they gather more information about a case, they update the data.  

How is it determined which county a case belongs in? 

Cases and deaths are attributed to the county of residence of each individual. 

What’s the difference between confirmed and probable cases? 

The total number of cases includes both confirmed and probable cases.   

● Cases are considered confirmed when there has been a positive molecular 
amplification test (such as PCR) performed by a lab.  

● A case is  considered probable when:  
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○ (1) An individual meets clinical criteria* AND there is an epidemiologic 
link,**  but no lab test to confirm. 
OR 

○ (2) A person has tested positive with an antigen test from a respiratory 
specimen, with symptoms beginning on or after 8/17/20. 
 OR 

○ (3) A death certificate lists COVID-19 disease or SARS-CoV-2 as a cause of 
death or a significant condition contributing to death, but there is no lab 
test to confirm. 

■ *Clinical criteria: patient must have one of the following AND no 
alternative more likely diagnosis: (1) at least two of the following 
symptoms: fever, chills, rigors, myalgia, headache, sore throat, 
nausea or vomiting, diarrhea, fatigue, congestion, or runny nose 
OR (2) at least one of the following symptoms: cough, shortness of 
breath or difficulty breathing, new olfactory disorder, new taste 
disorder OR (3) severe respiratory illness with at least one of the 
following: clinical or radiographic evidence of pneumonia, or 
acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). 

■ **An epidemiological link is close contact with a confirmed or 
probable case of COVID-19 disease OR a member of a risk group as 
defined by public health authorities during an outbreak. 

● It is possible a person can test negative for COVID-19 and still be infected with 
COVID-19. 

○ There are many reasons a test can produce a false-negative result. This 
can happen when a person is tested too early in the incubation period or 
too long after symptoms improve and there isn't enough viral material 
for the test to detect. It can also happen if a sample was collected 
improperly or not handled or stored at proper temperatures.  

○ If the negative test is accompanied by a low suspicion of COVID-19 or a 
more likely alternative diagnosis, the person is likely not infected with 
COVID-19.  However, if the person who tests negative is symptomatic 
and has had close contact with a case, repeat testing should be 
considered in consultation with their provider. 

What does the race/ethnicity data show? 

● Data presented on this dashboard represents more than 80% of all reported 
COVID-19 cases. Cases with an unknown race or ethnicity are excluded from 
these calculations, so it does not provide an accurate view of statewide trends.  
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● The state is working with hospitals and medical providers that interact directly 
with patients to encourage them to collect and report this data.  

● As an important note, race and ethnicity data can be challenging to collect and 
report accurately if a medical provider does not ask the patient to self-report 
it.   

What do the recovery and hospital data show? 

● We currently rely on a broad network of individual health care providers and 
hospitals to report the data that shows up on our dashboard.  

● The Colorado Hospital Association reports discharge data, which provides  a 
snapshot of people who have recovered from the most severe illnesses related 
to COVID-19.  

● All hospital data is collected and maintained by the individual hospitals and is 
shared in aggregate by the state in partnership with the Colorado Hospital 
Association. Our data-sharing agreement with the hospitals does not permit the 
state to release facility-level data. For that information, contact the individual 
hospital that maintains that data. For questions and more information about 
hospital data, please contact the Colorado Hospital Association. 

What do the death data mean? 

Colorado provides death data related to COVID-19 in two ways: 

● Deaths caused by COVID-19: 
○ The vital records death data is based on CDC coding of death 

certificates, and it reflects the number of deaths due to COVID-19, 
based on the expert judgment of health care providers and coroners.  

■ The number comes from death certificates where COVID-19 is 
listed as the cause of death or a significant condition contributing 
to death. 

■ This number is determined by the CDC and is updated daily for 
dates through the previous Saturday.   

● Deaths among people who died with COVID-19: 
○ The epidemiological death data reflects people who died with COVID-

19, but COVID-19 may not have been the cause of death listed on the 
death certificate. It comes from two sources: 

■ From health care providers and laboratories that report cases to 
the state using a national case definition. 
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■ From state-reviewed death certificates where COVID-19 is listed 
as the cause of death or a significant condition contributing to 
death. These death certificates may not yet have been coded by 
the CDC. 

■ This information is required by the CDC and is crucial for public 
health surveillance, as it provides more information about disease 
transmission and can help identify risk factors among all deaths 
across populations. 

Why do you report epidemiological death data? Why does it matter if 
someone died with COVID-19 if it didn’t cause it? 

● Public health systems across the country use epidemiological death data to 
rapidly classify and count cases and deaths consistently. The vital records 
death data, which accounts for deaths caused by COVID-19, take much longer 
to obtain. 

● The Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologists set a national standardized 
case definition for counting COVID-19 deaths for epidemiological purposes, and 
the CDC approved it. The case definition includes both confirmed and probable 
case deaths: 

○ A death is classified as a confirmed case if the case had a positive 
COVID-19 lab test. 

○ A death is classified as a probable case if the case meets the probable 
case definition or the death certificate lists “COVID-19” or an equivalent 
as a cause of death, but it does not have a positive lab test.  

What else do I need to know about the death data? 

● The numbers of deaths due to COVID-19 and deaths among people with 
COVID-19 should not be added together to determine a total death count. They 
are from separate data sources. 

● The numbers of deaths due to COVID-19 and deaths among people with 
COVID-19 are reported from two different systems that are updated on 
different timelines. These numbers cannot be compared day-to-day to 
determine how many deaths have occurred in each category. 

● The number of deaths due to COVID-19 are not necessarily included in the 
number of deaths among people with COVID-19. After review, at either the 
state or national level, some deaths may not be counted as COVID-19 deaths. 
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This is rare, and the expectation is that in the end the numbers will closely 
align.  

● The deaths due to COVID-19 are provisional counts and often track several 
weeks behind other data. The number reported indicates the number of deaths 
from records that have been analyzed as of the date indicated. However, due 
to the one- to eight-week timeframe it can take to completely process death 
records, counts from previous weeks are continually revised as more records 
are received and processed.  

● The deaths due to COVID-19 are provisional counts and often track several 
weeks behind the epidemiological data. The number reported indicates the 
number of deaths from records that have been analyzed as of the date 
indicated. However, due to the one- to eight-week timeframe it can take to 
completely process death records, counts from previous weeks are continually 
revised as more records are received and processed.  

● More information about CDC’s COVID-19 Death Data and Resources. 

What does the case summary data mean? 
3-Day average of cases of COVID-19 by date reported to the state 

● What this graph shows: Each column represents a three-day average of the 
number of COVID-19 cases, by the date the cases are reported to public health. 

● What to know about this data:  
○ This graph shows the same data as the Cases of COVID-19 by date 

reported to the state graph, but averages 3 days worth of data into one 
column. 

■ A 3-day average provides a more accurate picture of trends and 
smooths out data from reporting delays or other processes that 
may create artificial peaks and valleys. 

○ This graph does not track the number of newly-diagnosed cases from 
day to day. 

○ The reported date of a case can be re-assigned to an earlier date on rare 
occasions.  

○ The day someone got sick, the day they were tested, and the day public 
health was notified of the positive results might be several days apart 

Cases of COVID-19 by date reported to the state  
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● What this graph shows: The number of COVID-19 cases being reported to 
public health each day because someone had a positive lab test or had 
symptoms of COVID-19 and were linked to someone with a positive lab test.  

● What to know about this data:  
○ This graph does not track the number of newly-diagnosed cases from 

day to day. 
○ The reported date of a case can be re-assigned to an earlier date on rare 

occasions.  
○ The day someone got sick, the day they were tested, and the day public 

health was notified of the positive results might be several days apart. 

Cases of COVID-19 by date of illness onset 

● What this graph shows: The estimated date of when symptoms began for cases 
of COVID-19 reported to public health. 

● What to know about this data:  
○ This graph does not track the number of newly-diagnosed cases each 

day. 
○ This graph is referred to as the “epi curve” and shows the frequency of 

new cases based on the date of onset of disease. Over time, this graph 
will provide the best picture of the actual progression of illness during 
an outbreak.  

○ This graph will change every day as new cases are investigated and 
information is entered about when symptoms started for each person. 
Cases that test positive today could show up with a symptom onset date 
of several days or weeks prior.  

○ Date of symptom onset is usually obtained after public health is able to 
investigate a case. Because it takes time to investigate cases, this graph 
is often several weeks behind in providing an accurate picture of 
transmission. 

Cumulative number of cases of COVID-19 in Colorado by reported date to the state 

● What this graph shows: A cumulative total of the new number of COVID-19 
cases that correspond to the date the case was reported to public health.  

● What to know about this data: 
○ This graph shows that we continue to have cases reported every day. 



○ This graph does not track the number of cases reported from one day to 
the next 

○ As long as cases continue to be reported, this graph will always go up. 
○ The reported date of a case can be re-assigned to an earlier date on rare 

occasions.  

Cumulative number of cases of COVID-19 in Colorado by date of illness onset 

● What this graph shows: A cumulative total of the cases by the estimated date 
of when symptoms began.  

● What to know about this data::  
○ This graph does not track the number of newly-diagnosed cases each 

day. 
○ This graph will change every day as new cases are investigated and 

information is entered about when symptoms started for each person.  
○ Date of symptom onset is usually obtained after an epidemiologist is able 

to investigate a case. Due to the time it takes to investigate cases, this 
graph is often several weeks behind in providing accurate cumulative 
totals by onset date of illness. 

Cases of COVID-19 in Colorado by county 

● What this graph shows: The number of people testing positive for, or 
determined as a probable case of, COVID-19 in each county. 

● What to know about this data: 
○ Sometimes there is missing information or errors in preliminary data 

regarding county of residence. As more information is learned through 
case investigations, these numbers may change. 

Case Rates per 100,000 People in Colorado by county 

● What this graph shows: The rate of people testing positive for, or determined 
as a probable case of, COVID-19 in each county.  

○ NOTE ABOUT RATES: Because population sizes vary widely, rates are 
often used instead of counts to better compare the level of disease 
across different populations. This is done by dividing the number of 



cases in a community by the population of that community, and then 
multiplying that number by 100,000. Regardless of the true population of 
any given county, an estimated comparison can be made across 
populations by using a baseline of 100,000 people.  

● What to know about this data::  
○ Caution should be used when interpreting rates in counties with small 

populations. In smaller populations with fewer cases, there is not enough 
information to make a valid comparison. Rates are not shown for 
counties with less than 5 cases.  

○ People who test positive in Colorado while visiting are included in the 
county where they were identified. 

○ Sometimes there is missing information or errors in preliminary data 
regarding county of residence. As more information is learned through 
case investigations, these numbers may change. 

Number of deaths among COVID-19 cases  in Colorado by date of death 

● What this graph shows: The number of deaths among people diagnosed with 
COVID-19 or with COVID-19 listed on their death certificate, recorded by the 
date a death occurred.  

● What to know about this data: 
○ Due to standard delays in the process of recording deaths in Colorado, it 

may be several days between the day a death occurs and the day the 
death appears in this graph. This means the number of deaths reported 
may change on a day-to-day basis (particularly within the past week) as 
reports of new deaths are received. 

○ This graph includes deaths among people with COVID-19 - COVID-19 may 
or may not be listed as the cause of death on the death certificate. 

Cumulative number of deaths among COVID-19 cases in Colorado by reported date to the state 

● What this graph shows: The cumulative number of deaths reported among 
people diagnosed with COVID-19 or with COVID-19 listed on their death 
certificate, corresponding to the date a person was reported to have COVID-19. 
The date a death is reported is often not the same as the actual date of death 
or the same as the date the case was initially reported to public health. 

● What to know about this data: 
○ This graph does not track the date a death was reported  



○ This graph does not track the number of deaths reported from one day 
to the next 

■ Although we are tracking and collecting the date of death for 
each case, it can take several days before we receive a death 
certificate and are able to match the death to a known case. 
CDPHE is working with other state partners to streamline the 
process of reporting date of death in a more timely manner. 

○ This graph includes deaths among people with COVID-19 - COVID-19 may 
or may not be listed as the cause of death on the death certificate. 

○ This graph will change every day as new deaths occur and those deaths 
are attributed to when cases were first reported for each person.. 

○ The furthest column to the right provides an accurate accounting of the 
total deaths of COVID-19 to date.  

Cumulative number of deaths among COVID-19 cases in Colorado by date of illness onset 

● What this graph shows: The cumulative number of deaths among people 
diagnosed with COVID-19 or with COVID-19 listed on their death certificate, 
corresponding to the date a person began experiencing symptoms. 

● What to know about this data:  
○ This graph does not track the date a death was reported  
○ This graph does not track deaths from one day to the next 

■ Although we are tracking and collecting the date of death for 
each case, it can take several days before we receive a death 
certificate and are able to match the death to a known case. 
CDPHE is working with other state partners to streamline the 
process of reporting date of death in a more timely manner. 

○ This graph includes deaths among people with COVID-19 - COVID-19 may 
or may not be listed as the cause of death on the death certificate. 

○ The furthest column to the right provides an accurate accounting of the 
total deaths of COVID-19 to date. 

Cumulative number of hospitalized cases of COVID-19 in Colorado by date reported to the state 

● What this graph shows: A cumulative running total of the number of people 
hospitalized with COVID-19, corresponding to the date their illness was 
reported.  

● What to know about this data: 



○ Knowing how many people have been hospitalized helps us understand 
the severity of disease. 

○ As long as cases continue to be hospitalized, this graph will always go 
up. 

○ This graph does not track the cumulative number of people who are 
newly-hospitalized each day. 

○ This graph does not track the number of people who have been 
discharged from the hospital. 

■ Admission and discharge dates are not readily available for each 
patient. CDPHE is currently working with other partners to 
streamline this data and make it available. 

Cumulative number of hospitalized cases of COVID-19 in Colorado by date of illness onset 

● What this graph shows: A cumulative running total of the number of people 
hospitalized with COVID-19, corresponding to the date they began experiencing 
symptoms.  

● What to know about this data: 
○ This graph does not track the number of newly-hospitalized cases each 

day. 
○ This graph does not track the number of people who have been 

discharged from the hospital. 
■ Admission and discharge dates are not readily available for each 

patient. CDPHE is currently working with other partners to 
streamline this data and make it available.  

○ This graph will change every day as new cases are investigated and 
information is entered about when symptoms started for each 
hospitalized person. Cases that are hospitalized today could show up 
with a symptom onset date of several days or weeks prior.  

○ Date of symptom onset is usually obtained after an epidemiologist is able 
to investigate a case. Due to the time it takes to investigate cases, this 
graph is often several weeks behind in providing an accurate picture of 
hospitalizations. 

Positivity data from clinical laboratories 



● What this graph shows: The total number of tests reported to CDPHE as being 
performed each day - and the percent of those tests that are positive for 
COVID-19.  

○ The number of tests from CDPHE’s state laboratory are indicated in tan, 
the number of tests from other commercial labs are indicated in blue. 
Test numbers correspond to the scale on the left side of the graph. 

○ The red line indicates the percent of tests reported that are positive. 
The percent of positive tests correspond to the scale on the right side of 
the graph. 

● What to know about this data: 
○ The percent of positive tests is helpful for public health to track 

whether symptoms of people being tested are caused by COVID-19 (a 
higher positivity rate) or if their symptoms are being caused by 
something else (a lower positivity rate). 

○ Total number of people tested might be underestimated because while 
most laboratories report all COVID test results to CDPHE, they are only 
required to report positive results. 

Testing encounters 

● This data is a cumulative total from the positivity graph, which shows the total 
number of people tested each day. Many people get tested multiple times, and 
each of those tests is counted in the positivity graph as long as the tests were 
taken on separate days. If an individual was tested more than once in a given 
day, they will only be counted once for each day they have been tested.   

● The Testing Encounters totals are higher than those represented in the People 
Tested numbers because in the People Tested numbers, individuals only are 
counted once, regardless of how many times they have been tested.  

What does the incidence data mean? 

Methods for the two-week cumulative incidence map and the epidemic curve map are 
based on guidance from the CDC. National-level maps can be accessed here.  

Two-Week Cumulative Incidence Rate 
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The two-week cumulative incidence rate summarizes new cases reported in the past 
two weeks per 100,000 people. It looks at recent incidence to capture the potential 
burden of currently ill people who may be infectious and/or currently accessing 
healthcare.  

The sum of each region’s number of reported cases in the past two weeks (in other 
words, the difference between the total number of cases from two weeks ago from 
the current total number of cases) is divided by that region’s population. The 
resulting rate is multiplied by 100,000 to get a two-week cumulative incidence rate 
per 100,000 people. 

● Low: There have been 10 or fewer new cases per 100,000 people in the past 
two weeks. 

● Moderate: There have been between 10 and 50 new cases per 100,000 people 
in the past two weeks. 

● Moderately high: There have been between 50 and 100 new cases per 100,000 
people in the past two weeks. 

● High: There have been more than 100 new cases per 100,000 people in the past 
two weeks. 

Current Epidemic Curve 

The current epidemic curve categorizes counties into phases of the epidemic curve 
based on two-week incidence and recent slope. It provides a more detailed view into 
the burden of illness and the trajectory of new illnesses.  

Counties are categorized based on (1) the number of new cases per 100,000 in the 
past two weeks, and (2) the trajectory of the three-day moving average daily 
incidence per 100,000. By hovering over each region, you can see a figure detailing 
how three-day moving averages of daily incidence and the corresponding phase of the 
epidemic curve have changed over the past month.  

The ‘Two-Week Cumulative Incidence Rate’ section above details how the number of 
new cases per 100,000 in the past two weeks is calculated for each region. 



Three-day moving average daily incidence rates per 100,000 are calculated for each 
region by first totaling the number of new cases by date reported to the state. The 
total number of cases reported on each day is divided by each region’s population, 
and multiplied by 100,000 to get a daily incidence rate per 100,000 people. The 
three-day moving average is the mean of daily incidence rates per 100,000 for the 
current and past two days.  

● Low incidence growth: There have been ten or fewer new cases per 100,000 in 
the past two weeks. Incidence is low, but increasing. 

● Elevated incidence growth: There have been more than ten new cases per 
100,000 in the past two weeks. Incidence is high and increasing. 

● Elevated incidence plateau: There have been more than ten new cases per 
100,000 in the past two weeks. Incidence is high and remaining stable. 

● Sustained decline: Incidence is consistently decreasing.  
● Low incidence plateau: There have been ten or fewer new cases per 100,000 

in the past two weeks. Incidence is low and remaining stable. 

Region-Specific Incidence 

For regions with >5 cases in the past two weeks, a smoothing trend line was fit to 
three-day moving average incidence by date reported to the state.  

The magnitude and direction of change of the smoothing trend line is shown below 
incidence. This line describes the changes that are occurring in the above smoothing 
trend line. 

Variable explanations 
Variable explanations 

Variable name Explanation 

Setting name Name of facility with outbreak. 

https://covid19.colorado.gov/frequently-asked-questions-faq#collapse-accordion-18436-13
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Setting type Type of facility with outbreak (from list in Outbreak 
database). 

If setting type is other, 
specify 

If Type of facility is "Other" or there are additional 
details about facility type, they will be listed here. 

Colorado county (exposure 
location) 

County where facility is located 

Date illnesses were 
determined to be an 
outbreak 

Date that public health determined the illness at a 
facility is a confirmed outbreak of COVID-19 

Number of residents positive 
for COVID-19 (lab confirmed) 

Number of RESIDENTS who are confirmed cases of 
COVID-19 [note: in a correctional setting, these are 
inmates/detainees] 

Number of residents with 
probable COVID-19 (NOT lab 
confirmed) 

Number of RESIDENTS who are probable cases of 
COVID-19 

Number of COVID-19 deaths 
(lab confirmed/confirmed) 

Number of RESIDENTS who are confirmed cases of 
COVID-19 who died 

Number of COVID-19 deaths 
(NOT lab 
confirmed/probable) 

Number of RESIDENTS who are probable cases of 
COVID-19 who died 



Number of staff who are 
positive for COVID-19 (lab 
confirmed) 

Number of STAFF who are confirmed cases of 
COVID-19 

Number of staff with 
probable COVID-19 (NOT lab 
confirmed) 

Number of STAFF who are probable cases of COVID-
19 

Number of COVID-19 staff 
deaths (lab 
confirmed/confirmed) 

Number of STAFF who are confirmed cases of 
COVID-19 who died 

Number of COVID-19 staff 
deaths (NOT lab 
confirmed/probable) 

Number of STAFF who are probable cases of COVID-
19 who died 

Number of attendees who are 
positive for COVID-19 (lab 
confirmed) 

Number of ATTENDEES who are confirmed cases of 
COVID-19 [Note: may be campers, students, etc] 

Number of attendees with 
probable COVID-19 (NOT lab 
confirmed) 

Number of ATTENDEES who are probable cases of 
COVID-19 

Number of COVID-19 
attendee deaths (lab 
confirmed/confirmed) 

Number of ATTENDEES who are confirmed cases of 
COVID-19 who died 



Number of COVID-19 
attendee deaths (NOT lab 
confirmed/probable) 

Number of ATTENDEES who are probable cases of 
COVID-19 who died 

Investigation status Outbreak is ongoing if investigation status = ACTIVE. 
Outbreak is over if investigation status = RESOLVED. 

 

In what types of facilities are outbreaks reported? 

● In health care settings, including long-term care facilities, assisted living 
facilities, independent living facilities/senior communities that offer health 
care, inpatient rehab facilities, and long-term acute care hospitals. 

● In correctional settings, including state prisons, county and city jails, 
community corrections, detention settings, work release facilities. 

● In other settings, including factories, workplaces with crowded work 
conditions, camps, schools, child care centers, and independent living 
facilities/senior communities that do not offer health care.  

What is the definition of a confirmed outbreak of COVID-19? 

● Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak: Two or more Confirmed cases of COVID-19 in a 
facility or (non-household) group with onset in a 14 day period. 

● Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak in a Healthcare Facility: Two or more 
Confirmed COVID-19 cases in residents with onset in a 14 day period. 

● Confirmed COVID-19 Outbreak in a Correctional Setting: Two or more 
Confirmed COVID-19 cases in residents/inmates/detainees/etc with onset in a 
14 day period. 

Why is the definition of an outbreak different for every kind of facility? Does facility size play a factor? 

In general, the definition is the same: Two or more confirmed cases that began in a 
14-day period. The definition for non-hospital health care facilities is more specific 



because outbreaks of any kind in these facilities tend to spread very rapidly and 
because the residents are at higher risk of severe illness and death. A more lenient 
definition means interventions to control the outbreak can occur more quickly.  

We use illness in residents to define outbreaks in nursing homes and correctional 
settings because it's a better indicator of spread of infection in the facility. Once 
we’ve identified there is an outbreak, staff are included in the case counts.  

When is an outbreak considered over? 

A COVID-19 outbreak is over when 28 days have passed with no new illness. 

What happens when there is an outbreak at a facility? 

1. A facility suspects an outbreak based on defined criteria and notifies local or 
state public health. 

2. Public health assesses the facility’s current practices and provides the facility 
with l assistance and support regarding infection prevention, personal 
protective equipment, testing strategies, and staffing recommendations. 

3. The facility implements appropriate mitigation measures, focusing on 
controlling the outbreak. 

4. The facility submits a final outbreak report to CDPHE once the outbreak is 
considered over. 

Who notifies families of residents when there is an outbreak in a nursing home? 

CDPHE 's nursing home rules require that all nursing homes have a policy regarding 
notification to a resident's representative. Notifications must be made for incidents, 
accidents, and changes of status, which could include illness. These rules do not 
specify notification of a family member when a resident is ill, but each facility's policy 
should address when and for what reasons notifications to resident representatives 
occur. CDPHE recommends communication with residents and families in the COVID-
19 Preparation and Rapid Response guidance. To be as transparent as possible during 
the pandemic, CDPHE is releasing facility outbreak information before investigations 
are complete. Anyone can go to covid19.colorado.gov for the latest weekly update. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XedRlgn7JmeJD9gVhRgnPmpVlXsVm4hd
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ej-1kbX20euOGJHkcgO5zJb1TTD1Lf87/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ej-1kbX20euOGJHkcgO5zJb1TTD1Lf87/view


What if I suspect there is an outbreak at a facility that is not on this list? 

Outbreaks should be reported to the local public health agency in the county where 
the suspected outbreak is located. 

When is outbreak data updated? 

The state updates information about outbreaks weekly on Wednesdays by about 4 
p.m. 

What are other challenges in collecting outbreak data during a COVID-19 outbreak? 

Although public health is typically notified immediately about a possible outbreak, 
specific information, like the number of cases, is not available until epidemiologists 
can investigate the facility to gather more details. There are many complexities in 
this type of investigation that require further information gathering and analysis to 
provide an accurate account of the outbreak. Some of these factors include: 

● Some sites, such as hospice care facilities, have populations that already 
exhibit a variety of illnesses and who experience a higher mortality rate than 
the general population. It is not necessarily obvious whether someone is ill or 
died due to COVID-19 or due to their existing medical conditions. 

● Some residents of the facilities have do-not-resuscitate orders in place. This 
can mean that they will not receive advanced medical care and testing that 
might determine the cause of their death.  

● Laboratory-confirmed positive cases are only reported as long as facilities are 
testing. Once there is confirmed transmission in a facility, it isn’t necessary to 
continue testing all new cases since they meet the probable case definition. 

● All facilities must report probable cases, as well as confirmed cases, to public 
health. Probable cases change frequently as epidemiologists investigate further 
and facilities require additional testing to rule out other respiratory illnesses. 
Facilities must report a full accounting of probable cases after an outbreak is 
over. 

Does this data represent all cases (confirmed and probable) in a facility? 

https://cohealthviz.dphe.state.co.us/t/OPPIPublic/views/LPHAContactInformation/LPHAContactInfo?:embed=y&:showShareOptions=true&:display_count=no&:showVizHome=no


Because facilities are focused on disease control measures during an outbreak, the 
number of cases reported for each facility may be incomplete. A full accounting of all 
cases in an outbreak is made available when a facility submits their final report at the 
end of the outbreak. 

How do you know a case wasn't exposed elsewhere in the community and not the outbreak facility? 

It is possible that a person may have been exposed elsewhere (and we can rarely 
prove where any individual was exposed with a person-to-person pathogen), but when 
a person worked/lived/spent time in a facility with a known outbreak, we attribute 
their illness to the outbreak even if there is no definitive determination that the case 
acquired the illness at the facility. This approach is consistent across all outbreak 
types. 

Diagnosed with/exposed to COVID-19 

Collapse All 
I have been diagnosed with or am showing symptoms of  COVID-19 – 
what should I do? 

● If you tested positive for COVID-19 using a PCR test, stay away from others and 
follow the instructions on how to isolate.  

● If you have a positive test result for COVID-19, public health may contact you 
to collect information about your exposures and give you more information 
about preventing transmission to others. 

○ If you develop symptoms, contact your health care provider or take 
advantage of other testing sites to get tested. Follow the instructions on 
how to isolate. 

● Coloradans who are sick and receive negative COVID-19 test results should 
continue to stay home while they are sick and should consult with their health 
care provider about the need for additional testing and the appropriate time to 
resume normal activities. 

● If you need medical advice, call a health care provider or nurse line. It is 
important to CALL ahead BEFORE going to see a health care provider, urgent 
care, or emergency room in order to limit the spread of COVID-19. Tell them 
your symptoms and where or how you might have been exposed. 

● If you are having a medical emergency, call 911. Tell the dispatcher your 
symptoms. 

https://covid19.colorado.gov/frequently-asked-questions-faq#collapse-accordion-18471-1
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https://search.211colorado.org/search?terms=COVID-19%20Testing&page=1&location=Colorado&service_area=colorado
https://covid19.colorado.gov/how-to-isolate


I think I have been exposed to COVID-19, but I’m not showing symptoms 
- what should I do? 

● If you think you have been exposed to COVID-19, but you don’t have symptoms, 
follow the instructions on how to quarantine for 14 days after exposure. You 
may also want to get tested, but wait at least seven days after the date you 
think you were exposed to get tested using a PCR test. 

○ If you get tested too early, there may not be enough viral material for 
the test to detect. 

○ While it’s a good idea to wait about seven days to be tested after the 
date of exposure if you don’t have symptoms, some people may not 
become ill for up to 14 days. For that reason, people who have been 
exposed to COVID-19 should minimize their contact with others for 14 
days from the date of their exposure, even if they test negative before 
the full two weeks have passed. 

Masks 

Collapse All 
Where can I find mask guidance? 

Guidance for wearing masks. 

Pets 

Collapse All 
Can I give my household pets COVID-19? Can they give it to me or other 
animals? 

● While it is believed to be rare, there have been some animals that have gotten 
COVID-19 from their owners or caregivers. 

● At this time there is no evidence to suggest that any animals, including pets or 
livestock, can spread COVID-19 to people. 

What should I do about my pets if I am sick? 

● Further studies are needed to understand if and how different animals could be 
affected by COVID-19. This is why it's very important to protect your pets by 
limiting contact if you are sick with either suspected or confirmed COVID-19.  
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● When possible, have another member of your household care for your animals 
while you are sick. 

● Avoid contact with your pet including, petting, snuggling, being kissed or 
licked, sharing food, and sleeping with your pet. 

● If you must care for your pet or be around animals while you are sick, wash 
your hands before and after you interact with them. 

What if my pet becomes sick? 

● As the number of people with COVID-19 in the U.S. increases, it is possible that 
we may see additional pets develop illness. If your pet does develop mild 
respiratory symptoms, isolate them alone in a room with their bed, food and 
water, and other necessities. 

● Call your veterinarian to let them know that your pet has symptoms and that 
you are isolating them at home. 

● If your pet’s symptoms worsen, contact your veterinarian. Let them know that 
your pet needs to be evaluated. 

What should I do when taking my pet out? 

● o not let pets interact with people or animals outside the household. If a 
person inside the household becomes sick, isolate that person from everyone 
else, including pets. 

● Keep cats indoors as much as possible to keep them from interacting with other 
animals or people. 

● Walk dogs on a leash, maintaining at least 6 feet from other people and 
animals. 

● Avoid dog parks or public places where large numbers of people and dogs 
gather. 

Should my pet be tested? 

Testing of symptomatic animals for COVID-19 is rare. It can be allowed in a joint 
decision between the state veterinarian and the state public health veterinarian in 
consultation with the National Veterinary Services Laboratory. It's critical to conserve 
testing resources for people. 

Plasma donation 
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Collapse All 
What is convalescent plasma? 

Convalescent plasma is plasma donated by people who have fully recovered from 
COVID-19 infection. This plasma contains antibodies that might be helpful in treating 
patients hospitalized with COVID-19 infections. 

Where can I donate convalescent plasma? 

● The Children’s Colorado Blood Donor Center is currently collecting 
convalescent plasma donations to help combat COVID-19. 

○ The donor must have had a confirmed positive COVID-19 test and be 
symptom free for 14 days. They also must qualify for all of the 
regulatory requirements for a blood donation.  

○ Donors must be at least 17 years old. 
○ For those interested in donation, the center has a phone line: (720) 777-

3557 and email: convalescentplasma@childrenscolorado.org for more 
information.              

● Vitalant Blood Donation Centers and the Red Cross also collect convalescent 
plasma: 

○ https://www.vitalant.org/COVIDFree 
○ https://www.redcrossblood.org/donate-blood/dlp/plasma-donations-

from-recovered-covid-19-patients.html 
● More information 

○ https://coloradocovidplasma.org/ 

Pregnancy and breastfeeding 

Questions and answers on pregnancy and breastfeeding 

Protecting yourself and your loved ones 

Collapse All 
What can I do to protect myself/my family from getting COVID-19? 

● Frequently and thoroughly wash your hands with soap and water for at least 20 
seconds. If soap and water are not available, use hand sanitizer with at least 
60% alcohol. 

● Cover coughs and sneezes with a tissue, then throw the tissue in the trash, or 
use your inner elbow or sleeve. 
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● Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth with unwashed hands. 
● Stay home and self-isolate if you’re sick, and keep your children home if they 

are sick. 
● To protect others, wear a cloth face covering when outside your home and 

yard. 
● Aim to keep 6 feet of distance between yourself and non-household members. 
● Limit social interactions. The smallest group in the largest space poses the 

least risk. 

Social/physical distancing 
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What is social distancing? 

● To socially distance simply means to increase physical distance between people 
in schools and workplaces, community events, and other places where people 
gather. The purpose is to limit disease spread. Examples include: 

● Giving no hugs or handshakes. 
● Increasing the physical distance between people to at least 6 feet. 
● Limiting social interactions and the size of group gatherings. 
● Staying home. 

Why are we social distancing? 

We need to limit in-person interactions to slow the spread of disease enough to keep 
our health care system from being overwhelmed. That means keeping enough beds 
and equipment in place so that hospitals can treat the sickest COVID-19 patients and 
continue to treat everyone else who has life-threatening conditions.  

Symptom Support Tool 

Collapse All 
Why should I use the symptom support tool? 

The Symptom Support Tool can connect you with resources that can help with any 
physical or behavioral health symptoms you may experience during this time. 
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Why does the symptom support tool ask for my personal health 
information? 

Collecting contact information along with your reported symptoms allows the 
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) to provide follow-up 
support -- text messages that point people toward the right resources to help them 
manage their symptoms, understand testing recommendations, access telehealth 
services, and get help for other needs. Additionally, by providing your location, 
CDPHE will be able to map symptom reports across the state.  

How do you use my data? 

We care about your privacy. CDPHE is responsible for protecting the health 
information of Colorado residents. We collect specific personal health information 
from individuals in the community and put that information together to measure the 
public's overall health and well-being. Your information will be protected and 
analyzed only by CDPHE, their authorized users (such as the Colorado School of Public 
Health, which uses data to model disease outbreaks), and your local public health 
agency. 

Testing 
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Who should get tested for COVID-19 in Colorado? 

● Anyone with symptoms should get tested, stay away from others, and follow 
the instructions on how to isolate. If you think you have been exposed to 
COVID-19 you should follow the instructions on how to quarantine for 14 days 
after exposure to prevent potential disease spread. If you’d like to receive text 
messages with information about support available during isolation and/or 
quarantine, report your symptoms to Colorado COVID Symptom Support tool. In 
general, you do not need a test if you do not have symptoms. 

● Read the most current information about testing. 
● Patients can be tested through commercial labs that conduct COVID-19 testing. 

First CALL your provider to see if you need to be tested and to get instructions.  

Where can I get tested? 

A map of community testing sites is available here. 
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Where can I find a physician? What if I can't find one that offers testing? 

Health care providers themselves don't do the tests for COVID-19; they are done at 
medical laboratories. A health care provider or nurseline can help you by discussing 
with you whether you need to be tested and giving information about where to go to 
get tested. Remember to always contact a health care provider first before just going 
to an office, clinic, or emergency room. Work with your health insurer to find a 
provider. If you don’t have insurance, visit the Department of Health Care Policy and 
Financing website. 

Will I have to pay to be tested for COVID-19? 

On March 9, Colorado Gov. Jared Polis instructed the Colorado Division of Insurance to 
take action to help ensure Coloradans would not be price-gouged for COVID-19 care by 
requiring most insurance companies to provide free care for COVID-19. 

Where do I find out my test results for COVID-19? 

The person who requested the test for you will receive the results. If your health care 
provider requested the test, that provider will receive your results and communicate 
those results to you. 

Do I need to report my positive or negative COVID-19 test results to state 
or local public health? 

No. COVID-19 is an immediately reportable condition in Colorado. That means that 
the lab that processed your test or the health care provider who ordered it must 
report the results to public health. 

Can a person test negative and later test positive for COVID-19? 

● Using a PCR diagnostic test, a negative result means that the virus that causes 
COVID-19 was not found in the person’s sample. This can happen when a person 
is tested too early in their incubation period, and there isn’t enough viral 
material for the test to detect. 

● False negative PCR results can also occur if a sample was collected improperly 
or not handled or stored at proper temperatures. 
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● For COVID-19, a negative PCR test result for a sample collected while a person 
has symptoms likely means that the COVID-19 virus is not causing their current 
illness. 

What is an antibody (serological) test? 

Antibody tests, antibody blood tests, and serologic tests refer to the same thing. It is 
a test to check your blood to look for antibodies, which are proteins that help fight 
off infections. Antibody tests can show if you had a previous infection with a virus.  

Do you recommend antibody testing? Why not? 

● According to the CDC, the test may not find antibodies in someone with a 
current COVID-19 infection. It depends on when someone was infected and the 
timing of the test. 

● Antibody tests cannot be used as the only way to diagnose someone as 
currently being sick with COVID-19. 

● We don’t yet know if a positive antibody test means you are immune to COVID-
19. 

● Antibody tests may react with other seasonal viruses and result in false positive 
results.  

What do the results of a COVID-19 antibody test mean? 

● If you get an antibody test, and it is positive, that means you have antibodies 
that likely resulted from a COVID-19 infection or possibly a related coronavirus 
infection. 

● If you get an antibody test, and it is negative, you probably have not been 
previously infected with COVID-19. You still could have a current infection and 
still could get sick, or spread the virus to others, if recently exposed. 
Antibodies don’t show up for 1 to 3 weeks after infection. Some people may 
take even longer to develop antibodies, and some people may not develop 
them at all. 

Who should get an antibody test? 

● If you have symptoms, you would need a viral or swab test to confirm whether 
you have COVID-19. An antibody test alone cannot tell. 
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● If you have no symptoms, you likely do not have an active infection, and no 
testing is needed. 

● Currently, these tests should only be used for research or surveillance 
purposes.  

Where can I get an antibody test? 

Antibody tests are slowly becoming available through healthcare providers. Many 
companies are distributing rapid antibody tests, and some are being marketed as 
rapid, point-of-care tests.  

Travel 

Collapse All 
Is it OK to travel during the COVID-19 pandemic? 

● Non-essential travel is not recommended, and some kinds of travel may pose 
higher risks. 

● Airline travel may be riskier because of time spent in lines and terminals can 
make distancing difficult, and you may have to sit near others for long periods 
of time. Masking may be inconsistent. The virus does not spread easily on 
flights because of the way air is circulated and filtered, but viruses on high-
touch surfaces in terminals and on airplanes can increase the risk of exposure 
via those surfaces. 

● A carefully planned driving trip to a hotel or vacation home is a less risky 
option because you should limit the amount of time spent interacting with 
people from other households.  

● For any trip, consider what you will do if you become ill while away, and 
always check restrictions in the area to which you are traveling. 

● CDC’s travel website has more information. 

Water & COVID-19 

COVID-19 in Drinking Water and Wastewater 
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Outbreak Definition 
Changes

May 27th, 2021



Current Outbreak Definitions 

For all settings: 

● Two or more Confirmed cases of COVID-19 in a facility or (non-household) group 

with onset in a 14 day period.

[or]

● One Confirmed case and two or more Probable cases of COVID-19 in a facility or 

(non-household) group with onset in a 14 day period.



New Outbreak Definitions-Beginning June 1st

No change in Residential Health care and Corrections. 

● Outbreaks in these settings may have more severe outcomes
● Outbreak definition will remain 

○ 2 confirmed 
[or]

○ 1 confirmed and 2 probable. 

For all other settings:

● Five or more confirmed or probable cases of COVID-19, of which at least one case has had a positive 
molecular amplification test or antigen test, in a facility or (non-household) group with onset in a 14 
day period.

○ Schools, childcare, workplaces, events, dorms, parties/gatherings, camps
○ Non-residential care settings that provide inpatient and outpatient services



The Fine Print

● Antigen tests must be in a respiratory specimen.

● No more than 14 days between the earliest and latest onsets (or test dates if asymptomatic) of all cases. 

● The 5+ cases that are used to meet outbreak definition must be from at least 5 different households. Residence halls, camp 

cabins, employer-provided housing, and cells in a correctional facility are not considered households. 

FAQs

● How do we apply the epi-linkage criteria to 5 or more cases? In order to meet the minimum of 5 epi-linked cases:

○ Each case would need to be linked to at least one of the other cases

○ All cases in the group must be connected by epi linkage

● Does timing matter when epi-linking cases? The order of epi-linking cases does not matter, as it is often a result of 
testing practices. For example, if 7 students in a classroom have symptoms compatible with COVID-19 one week and an 8th 
student gets tested the following week (and tests positive), the previous 7 kids are epi-linked probable cases. 





Schools

Confirmed outbreak definition

● Five or more cases of COVID-19, of which at least one case has had a positive molecular amplification test or 
antigen test, among students/teachers/staff from separate households with onset within 14 days in a single 
classroom/activity or other close contact in the school setting (including transportation to- from- school and 
affiliated events).

Higher Education outbreaks

● Outbreaks can be named for specific groups or teams, or if there is a university-wide outbreak, all cases will 

be included in the university-wide outbreak. 

Still require 
an epi-link

Removed 
“cohort”

Add Higher 
Ed note



Why are we making this change?

● Increased vaccination in Colorado (more immunity, less risk of disease 

transmission).

● Changing testing landscape: more antigen tests, especially in school and camps.

● Data show ~50% of outbreaks reported with 2, 3 or 4 cases had no additional 

reported transmission. Resources would be better utilized for managing outbreaks 

in priority populations which tend to see larger case numbers. 
● This will increase state and local public health resources to thoroughly investigate 

and support outbreaks where we have the opportunity to have the most impact.



Implementation

● Starting June 1st, outbreaks will be classified using the new outbreak definition.
○ All outbreaks will be defined by the outbreak definition at the time they were 

determined to be an outbreak. 

● Case/Outbreak definition document will be updated the morning of June 1. 
○ Website language will be updated
○ CDPHE Comms will have talking points (if requested by media)



Example 1

● Six coworkers at Bob’s Burgers are antigen + for COVID-19
○ All specimens were respiratory

○ They are from 5 separate households (since two of them are roommates)

● Their onset/specimen collection dates range from May 25-June 4

Meets outbreak definition on the date of the last case’s onset/specimen collection. 

Report and investigate as an outbreak. 

 



Example 2

● Three kids and 2 staff members at Mrs. Doubtfire’s Childcare are cases of COVID-19
○ Mrs. Doubtfire is antigen + from a respiratory specimen 
○ The other staff member and kids have not been tested, but meet probable case definition because of 

their symptoms and epi-link to Mrs. Doubtfire
○ They are from 5 separate households

● Their onset/specimen collection dates range from June 2-June 11
○ Mrs. Doubtfire’s symptom onset and antigen positive were on June 10. 

One case had a positive test (antigen or molecular) from a respiratory sample. The order of cases 
does not impact epi-linkage. 

Report and investigate as an outbreak. 

 



Questions?



*

*This graph includes deaths among people with COVID-19. COVID-19 may or may not be listed as the cause of death on the death certificate.



Deaths Among Cases

*

*This graph includes deaths among people with COVID-19. COVID-19 may or may not be listed as the cause of death on the death certificate.



*

*This graph includes deaths among people with COVID-19. COVID-19 may or may not be listed as the cause of death on the death certificate.

*



Deaths 
Among 
Cases**

Deaths due to 
COVID-19***

*Suppressed values
**Deaths among cases based on 
county of residence.
***Deaths due to COVID-19 based on 
county where death occured. Counts 
of fewer than 10 are suppressed by 
the CDC in these published data.
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From: TC Smythe on behalf of TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com>
To: "Colorado State Joint Information Center"
Subject: completely different request
Date: Friday, August 6, 2021 9:27:00 PM

Noticed that CDPHE is reporting clinics in the state administered over 100,000 1st doses and 100,000 2nd
doses since 8/2?
This kind of jump has happened more than once.   Is it a typo, or newly discovered records?
When I publish the line graph, the questions are going to get asked anyway…
 
Assuming you won't see this until Monday, I might as well combine this with my weekly request for the # of
total deaths from any cause and deaths 'due to' COVID for Custer County since 4/1/20.
 
I know it's thankless, but thanks anyway..
 
TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 
"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll be a
mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Tuesday, August 3, 2021 4:41 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Has the ArcGIS database been decommissioned for Custer County?
 
Moving forward, we can provide updates weekly on Mondays. 
 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention requires the suppression of death data if
there are fewer than 10 deaths in a jurisdiction. This is a CDC/NCHS policy, described
further on their website, and is intended to accommodate all of the various state-level data
release policies concerning vital statistics data. Colorado’s data release policy concerning
vital statistics is to suppress death counts of fewer than three. However, because we link
directly to the CDC/NCHS for “deaths due to COVID,” which affords greater timeliness and
automation, CDPHE’s website also suppresses counts of fewer than 10.  We can release
counts of fewer than 10 upon request. 
 
All deaths meeting the definition of a “death due to COVID-19” which means COVID-19 is
recorded as the cause of death, as the underlying cause of death or a significant contribution
factor, will ultimately be counted appropriately in our data. There is a lag of up to several
weeks between when a death occurs and when that death would be included. This is driven
by the time required to fully register a death certificate, as well as for CDC to conduct the
cause of death coding on the information provided by the medical certifier (coroner or
physician), on which these statistics are based.  
 
Colorado’s vital records statutes and Board of Health regulations prohibit the public release
of identifiable vital records data, which includes publicly confirming information about
individual events.  Thus CDPHE implements the suppression of counts or statistics based on
fewer than three in publicly-released data products from our office.  As a result, we cannot
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confirm when a specific death was/would be added to the counts of deaths due to COVID-
19.  
 
We have a robust amount of information on our website, and we are committed to
transparency. We receive data from a host of sources and have worked to develop a system
that allows us to release as much information as quickly as possible without infringing on
others’ data release policies. 
 
Let us know if you need anything else.
 
Gabi
 
 
On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 8:15 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

I've been emailing since 7/20, but no data has arrived until now.  My segment is published Tuesady
mornings so anything I get form you would be a week old by the time it gets out.
Got word of a new death that does not show up in either category. The family published COVID as the
cause of death in the decedent's obituary. 
Decedent passed on 7/23 but it is unclear if CDPHE will add this one to the 2 amongs we have or add it to
the 5 due-to's.  Maybe they already have and I can't tell.
This is what makes that asterisk / suppression so frustrating.  Custer is not alone.   33 other counties
cannot see their actual COVID deaths.  In Custer's case it turned out to be 250% more than  the number of
deaths we were aware of. Literally 1 in 13 deaths are directly due to COVID.
It makes it appear as if CDPHE is hiding all the deaths that are actually caused by COVID and only reporting
the ones that can be made to appear coincidental.
 
Any guidance on how to frame this story would be appreciated.
 
 
TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 
"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll be a
mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, August 2, 2021 3:30 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Has the ArcGIS database been decommissioned for Custer County?
 
Hi there  - 
 
We already were gathering the data you requested when you filed your CORA. This
should satisfy that request, and as I’ve said previously, if you want weekly updates, just
email us on Tuesdays, and we will pull the numbers for you. 
 
Based on all death certificates registered with CDPHE year-to-date, since April 1, 2020,
there have been 71 deaths among Custer County residents (irrespective of where deaths

mailto:tc@tcsmythe.com
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occurred. There have been five deaths among Custer County residents due to COVID-19
(as the underlying cause of death or as a significant contributing condition.)
 
Let us know if you need anything else.
 
Gabi
 
 
On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 9:48 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

Good morning -
 
Looking for the latest update for Custer County in the "Deaths DUE to COVID" category as well as the
number of total deaths from any cause.
Our last request for this data on 7/23 went unanswered.
Are we still at 5 and 69?
 
TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 
"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll be
a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Tuesday, July 27, 2021 7:22 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Has the ArcGIS database been decommissioned for Custer County?
 
The website is now updated Monday-Friday. 
 
Gabi 
 
On Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 8:03 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

https://data-cdphe.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/cdphe-covid19-county-level-open-data-
repository/explore?
filters=eyJDT1VOVFkiOlsiQ1VTVEVSIl0sIkRlc2NfIjpbIlRvdGFsIENPVklELTE5IFRlc3RzIFBlcmZvcm1lZCBp
biBDb2xvcmFkbyBieSBDb3VudHkiLCJDYXNlcyBvZiBDT1ZJRC0xOSBpbiBDb2xvcmFkbyBieSBDb3VudHki
LCJEZWF0aHMgQW1vbmcgQ09WSUQtMTkgQ2FzZXMgaW4gQ29sb3JhZG8gYnkgQ291bnR5IiwiRGVh
dGhzIEFtb25nIENPVklELTE5IENhc2VzIFJhdGVzIFBlciAxMDAsMDAwIFBlb3BsZSBpbiBDb2xvcmFkbyBieS
BDb3VudHkiXX0%3D&showTable=true
 
The County-level open data repository stopped showing data updates for Custer County on
7/23/2021.  Any reason for that?
We have depended upon that resource for our daily COVID reporting on cases, testing and 'deaths
among' for the last 481 days.
 
If this database link is no longer maintained by CDPHE, could you please provide an address to similar
data or a statement about why that data is no longer available?  Either will do.
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Many thanks,
 
TC Smythe
KLZR 91.7 FM in Westcliffe, Colorado
 
832-715-5226
 
"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll
be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:10 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
 
That is the latest information I have. If you would like weekly updates, we can
provide those on Tuesdays. 
 
Gabi 
 
On Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 8:59 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

To confirm, you're stating that our 'deaths due to' stands at 5 and has not changed since our first
email..?
(I have been on the state website for the other category every day for the last 481 days :)  )
 TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, July 26, 2021 7:19 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
 That's correct.  In case it's helpful, the website is updated Monday - Friday around
4 p.m. 
 Gabi 
 
On Sat, Jul 24, 2021 at 8:57 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

In the absence of other detail, I take it to mean that there have been no other changes since our
'deaths among' total stands at 2, and that as of 7/23/21 our 'deaths due to' total stood at 5 as
previously stated by Ms. Johnston?
 TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2021 5:22 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
 TC,
As we explained in our previous email, Colorado’s data release policy
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concerning vital statistics is to suppress death counts of fewer than three, and
that is data we generate. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is the
source of the “deaths due to” data. 
We are not permitted to release exact dates of deaths, per the confidentiality
provisions in statute and Board of Health rules, which prohibit the public
release of identifiable vital records data and the confirmation of details of
individual events.
 - Brian
 On Fri, Jul 23, 2021 at 3:04 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

Thanks for responding..
The dates for the "among cases" are visible - why not for this category? Can we at
least get a date range for each one?  (ex: week 3, week 6,)
 TC Smythe 832-715-5226
 "Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you
criticize them you'll be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2021 2:40 PM
To: TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org>
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
Hi there - 
Since April 1, 2020, there have been five deaths due to COVID-19 among
Custer County residents. Deaths due to COVID-19 include those for which
COVID-19 was the underlying cause of death or was recorded on the death
certificate as a significant contributing condition. We are not permitted to
release exact dates of deaths, per the confidentiality provisions in statute and
Board of Health rules, which prohibit the public release of identifiable vital
records data and the confirmation of details of individual events.

If you would like weekly updates, you may contact us on Tuesdays, and we
will check the data for you. 

Let us know if you need anything else. Gabi 
 
 
On Fri, Jul 23, 2021 at 5:01 AM TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org> wrote:

Hello Ms. Johnston:
As mentioned in our conversation below, I'd like to begin my weekly requests for
the latest figures regarding deaths specifically 'due to' COVID in Custer County. 
(The "Deaths among" are already visible to me on the CDPHE dashboard).   Also,
I'd like the dates of the 5 deaths disclosed by CDPHE last week.
 If this request format is not sufficient to release the data, please let me know
what other elements you need.
Thank you,
TC Smythe, KLZR 91.7FM News Westcliffe, Colorado 832-715-5226
 
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Sent: Wednesday, July 21, 2021 4:50 PM
To: TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org>
Subject: Re: Request to Gabi Johnston, Joint Information Officer
Here is some information. Let us know if you have any questions. Gabi 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention requires the suppression of death
data if there are fewer than 10 deaths in a jurisdiction. This is a CDC/NCHS
policy, described further on their website, and is intended to accommodate all
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of the various state-level data release policies concerning vital statistics data.
Colorado’s data release policy concerning vital statistics is to suppress death
counts of fewer than three. However, because we link directly to the CDC/NCHS
for “deaths due to COVID,” which affords greater timeliness and automation,
CDPHE’s website also suppresses counts of fewer than 10.  We can release
counts of fewer than 10 upon request. Regarding “deaths among cases,” local
public health agencies have access to all death data in their counties through the
Colorado Electronic Disease Reporting System. That system is not available
publicly. 
 
On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 2:38 PM TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org> wrote:
Thank you sir -
I'd like to add a request to Ms. Johnston that she arrange for someone to have
the "Due To" figures (currently asterisks) to appear as numeric values in the
column already reserved for that category in the public-facing COVID 19
dashboard.
This will preclude the need for me to make individual queries each week to Dr.
Brown or to her office for the same information that was readily provided to me
when I first asked. 
If this is not possible, a good alternative would be to provide me with the source
link to the website where she got it and I can check it myself going forward. 
Many thanks,
TC Smythe KLZR Radio 832-715-5226
 
On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 12:50 PM Dr Clifford Brown
<clifford@custercountygov.com> wrote:
Ms. Johnston_
Please see attached request and respond directly.
Note to Custer County officials and individuals important to public awareness:
This is the request for accurate, complete, and accurate information in the
future from the state concerning the COVID-related death data among Custer
County residents. The basis for this request is the incomplete data previously
reported to us.
Since we are counting upon this data to allow individuals to make informed
decisions concerning their own health, the lack of complete information
provided previously is unacceptable.
From Ms. Johnston we were able to learn that there have been five deaths due
to COVID-19.
Respectfully,
Clifford Brown, OD, MPH, FAAO(D)
CAPT/USPHS (Ret)
Director of Public Health
Custer County
719.783.3369

 
--
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: Newman, Zack on behalf of Newman, Zack <zack.newman@9news.com>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: FW: CORA Request Response - CO Exposure Notification app
Date: Tuesday, July 6, 2021 1:17:11 PM
Attachments: Colorado EN Metrics_Cumulative Daily Metrics_061421.xlsx

Hi there,
 
I hope you had a good weekend. I am analyzing this data and noticed a weird wrinkle: 53.9 million codes have been issued and 4.3 million have been claimed. As of
June 11th CDPHE data, there have been 550,014 confirmed COVID-19 cases in Colorado.
 
Why were so many codes issued when there were so few cases in comparison? I thought the codes were only issued for a positive case.

Thanks,
Zack
 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/17MWRnHYUhlv19CnoFxbRj3OTGBqlPaar
 

 

From: CDPHE Records Liaison <cdphe.recordsrequests@state.co.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2021 9:36 AM
To: Newman, Zack <zack.newman@9news.com>
Subject: Re: CORA Request Response - CO Exposure Notification app
 

CAUTION - EXTERNAL EMAIL - Please use caution opening attachments and never share your password.
Send suspicious email to infosec@tegna.com.

Good Morning Mr. Newman,
 
The Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment is responding to your request for: "updated data on the number of activated codes for the CO
Exposure Notification app."
 
Please find the responsive record attached in Excel format. This concludes the Department's good faith response to your request.
 
Thank you,
--
CDPHE Records Liaison

  
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
cdphe.recordsrequests@state.co.us  |  colorado.gov/cdphe
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Cumulative Daily EN Metrics

		Date (UTC)		Cumulative Codes Issued		Cumulative Codes Claimed		Cumulative iOS Activations		Cumulative Android Installs		Cumulative Activations
(iOS activations + Android installs)		% CO population that activated EN

		10-22-2020		6		4		0		314		314		0.0%

		10-23-2020		7		5		8		1,521		1,529		0.0%

		10-24-2020		7		5		11		3,441		3,452		0.1%

		10-25-2020		7		6		290,280		39,116		329,396		5.7%

		10-26-2020		7		10		521,558		52,107		573,665		9.9%

		10-27-2020		61		23		601,717		57,717		659,434		11.4%

		10-28-2020		80		27		670,689		62,029		732,718		12.6%

		10-29-2020		104		37		709,674		67,952		777,626		13.4%

		10-30-2020		126		42		738,677		73,425		812,102		14.0%

		10-31-2020		135		47		758,636		75,322		833,958		14.4%

		11-01-2020		148		50		775,917		77,212		853,129		14.7%

		11-02-2020		154		53		794,310		81,526		875,836		15.1%

		11-03-2020		192		64		811,208		91,058		902,266		15.5%

		11-04-2020		219		73		824,964		97,938		922,902		15.9%

		11-05-2020		241		79		839,975		106,462		946,437		16.3%

		11-06-2020		295		97		854,371		112,641		967,012		16.7%

		11-07-2020		323		108		866,650		117,222		983,872		16.9%

		11-08-2020		349		121		877,305		130,793		1,008,098		17.4%

		11-09-2020		863		190		886,966		135,629		1,022,595		17.6%

		11-10-2020		5,554		730		896,176		139,551		1,035,727		17.8%

		11-11-2020		13,394		1,389		905,698		143,363		1,049,061		18.1%

		11-12-2020		16,172		1,629		914,849		147,153		1,062,002		18.3%

		11-13-2020		23,068		2,250		927,378		151,502		1,078,880		18.6%

		11-14-2020		28,051		2,672		938,601		155,330		1,093,931		18.8%

		11-15-2020		30,977		2,963		947,540		158,226		1,105,766		19.0%

		11-16-2020		34,821		3,328		956,341		161,357		1,117,698		19.2%

		11-17-2020		38,759		3,708		964,719		164,240		1,128,959		19.4%

		11-18-2020		43,791		4,117		974,750		168,189		1,142,939		19.7%

		11-19-2020		49,320		4,603		982,879		171,079		1,153,958		19.9%

		11-20-2020		55,748		5,132		991,349		173,500		1,164,849		20.1%

		11-21-2020		60,853		5,589		1,000,603		175,544		1,176,147		20.3%

		11-22-2020		64,526		5,902		1,013,014		178,374		1,191,388		20.5%

		11-23-2020		67,805		6,183		1,024,605		180,393		1,204,998		20.7%

		11-24-2020		71,574		6,397		1,034,916		182,177		1,217,093		21.0%

		11-25-2020		76,001		6,737		1,045,987		183,715		1,229,702		21.2%

		11-26-2020		81,931		7,250		1,055,732		185,631		1,241,363		21.4%

		11-27-2020		86,222		7,621		1,067,136		187,540		1,254,676		21.6%

		11-28-2020		90,408		7,957		1,076,988		188,968		1,265,956		21.8%

		11-29-2020		93,802		8,278		1,085,990		190,326		1,276,316		22.0%

		11-30-2020		97,281		8,542		1,098,509		191,675		1,290,184		22.2%

		12-01-2020		100,778		8,805		1,107,641		192,914		1,300,555		22.4%

		12-02-2020		106,253		9,267		1,114,569		194,043		1,308,612		22.5%

		12-03-2020		111,513		9,695		1,121,056		195,081		1,316,137		22.7%

		12-04-2020		114,468		9,975		1,127,391		196,078		1,323,469		22.8%

		12-05-2020		120,838		10,470		1,133,950		197,108		1,331,058		22.9%

		12-06-2020		124,072		10,742		1,140,070		198,044		1,338,114		23.0%

		12-07-2020		127,871		11,060		1,146,864		199,120		1,345,984		23.2%

		12-08-2020		131,378		11,386		1,153,100		200,078		1,353,178		23.3%

		12-09-2020		135,437		11,706		1,158,698		201,008		1,359,706		23.4%

		12-10-2020		140,289		12,116		1,164,656		202,028		1,366,684		23.5%

		12-11-2020		143,916		12,404		1,170,723		202,873		1,373,596		23.7%

		12-12-2020		148,157		12,683		1,176,951		203,740		1,380,691		23.8%

		12-13-2020		148,911		12,745		1,182,829		204,476		1,387,305		23.9%

		12-14-2020		152,816		13,027		1,188,975		205,281		1,394,256		24.0%

		12-15-2020		154,452		13,137		1,194,541		206,022		1,400,563		24.1%

		12-16-2020		159,086		13,429		1,200,035		206,973		1,407,008		24.2%

		12-17-2020		161,966		13,626		1,205,402		234,630		1,440,032		24.8%

		12-18-2020		165,293		13,862		1,211,385		240,420		1,451,805		25.0%

		12-19-2020		167,789		14,041		1,218,486		241,310		1,459,796		25.1%

		12-20-2020		170,029		14,188		1,226,638		242,070		1,468,708		25.3%

		12-21-2020		171,711		14,306		1,235,716		242,928		1,478,644		25.5%

		12-22-2020		176,136		14,518		1,244,256		243,690		1,487,946		25.6%

		12-23-2020		178,787		14,683		1,252,053		244,344		1,496,397		25.8%

		12-24-2020		181,575		14,879		1,260,122		245,038		1,505,160		25.9%

		12-25-2020		183,740		15,011		1,267,890		245,935		1,513,825		26.1%

		12-26-2020		184,950		15,103		1,277,271		246,579		1,523,850		26.2%

		12-27-2020		185,925		15,165		1,287,298		247,290		1,534,588		26.4%

		12-28-2020		187,536		15,302		1,297,341		248,024		1,545,365		26.6%

		12-29-2020		188,924		15,408		1,307,175		248,742		1,555,917		26.8%

		12-30-2020		191,503		15,591		1,316,875		249,497		1,566,372		27.0%

		12-31-2020		194,584		15,827		1,326,210		250,220		1,576,430		27.1%

		01-01-2021		196,879		16,010		1,334,131		250,848		1,584,979		27.3%

		01-02-2021		198,941		16,163		1,341,485		251,377		1,592,862		27.4%

		01-03-2021		200,226		16,253		1,348,135		251,975		1,600,110		27.6%

		01-04-2021		202,465		16,474		1,355,029		252,533		1,607,562		27.7%

		01-05-2021		206,093		16,647		1,361,390		253,084		1,614,474		27.8%

		01-06-2021		207,660		16,730		1,366,880		253,600		1,620,480		27.9%

		01-07-2021		212,755		17,153		1,372,207		254,162		1,626,369		28.0%

		01-08-2021		216,079		17,453		1,377,880		254,710		1,632,590		28.1%

		01-09-2021		218,311		17,664		1,383,537		255,368		1,638,905		28.2%

		01-10-2021		220,228		17,835		1,389,059		255,961		1,645,020		28.3%

		01-11-2021		221,774		17,955		1,394,244		256,421		1,650,665		28.4%

		01-12-2021		223,333		18,063		1,399,074		256,870		1,655,944		28.5%

		01-13-2021		225,921		18,279		1,403,581		257,245		1,660,826		28.6%

		01-14-2021		227,974		18,444		1,408,107		257,715		1,665,822		28.7%

		01-15-2021		229,948		18,598		1,413,580		258,099		1,671,679		28.8%

		01-16-2021		231,597		18,704		1,419,905		258,485		1,678,390		28.9%

		01-17-2021		232,982		18,816		1,426,015		258,919		1,684,934		29.0%

		01-18-2021		233,904		18,899		1,431,265		259,242		1,690,507		29.1%

		01-19-2021		235,172		18,995		1,435,952		259,597		1,695,549		29.2%

		01-20-2021		236,647		19,092		1,439,980		259,937		1,699,917		29.3%

		01-21-2021		236,697		19,121		1,444,006		260,267		1,704,273		29.3%

		01-22-2021		240,419		19,355		1,448,862		260,614		1,709,476		29.4%

		01-23-2021		241,690		19,456		1,454,015		260,949		1,714,964		29.5%

		01-24-2021		242,928		19,559		1,458,954		261,308		1,720,262		29.6%

		01-25-2021		243,838		19,640		1,463,574		261,658		1,725,232		29.7%

		01-26-2021		244,705		19,698		1,467,449		261,961		1,729,410		29.8%

		01-27-2021		246,359		19,853		1,471,400		262,374		1,733,774		29.9%

		01-28-2021		247,626		19,952		1,475,595		262,774		1,738,369		29.9%

		01-29-2021		249,087		20,071		1,480,517		263,218		1,743,735		30.0%

		01-30-2021		250,374		20,182		1,485,501		263,620		1,749,121		30.1%

		01-31-2021		251,426		20,260		1,490,317		263,998		1,754,315		30.2%

		02-01-2021		252,272		20,336		1,494,785		264,378		1,759,163		30.3%

		02-02-2021		252,913		20,380		1,498,737		264,718		1,763,455		30.4%

		02-03-2021		254,222		20,480		1,559,832		265,070		1,824,902		31.4%

		02-04-2021		255,322		20,583		1,595,767		265,412		1,861,179		32.0%

		02-05-2021		256,833		20,711		1,604,680		265,704		1,870,384		32.2%

		02-06-2021		257,880		20,801		1,611,761		265,944		1,877,705		32.3%

		02-07-2021		258,634		20,861		1,618,058		266,170		1,884,228		32.4%

		02-08-2021		259,372		20,930		1,624,089		266,389		1,890,478		32.6%

		02-09-2021		260,044		20,994		1,629,025		266,638		1,895,663		32.6%

		02-10-2021		260,436		21,026		1,633,312		266,874		1,900,186		32.7%

		02-11-2021		262,162		21,163		1,637,577		267,122		1,904,699		32.8%

		02-12-2021		263,294		21,262		1,642,932		267,350		1,910,282		32.9%

		02-13-2021		264,217		21,360		1,649,361		267,564		1,916,925		33.0%

		02-14-2021		264,900		21,429		1,655,603		267,739		1,923,342		33.1%

		02-15-2021		265,251		21,467		1,661,511		267,977		1,929,488		33.2%

		02-16-2021		265,677		21,505		1,666,688		268,164		1,934,852		33.3%

		02-17-2021		266,606		21,595		1,670,977		268,404		1,939,381		33.4%

		02-18-2021		267,476		21,672		1,675,026		268,599		1,943,625		33.5%

		02-19-2021		268,515		21,774		1,679,728		268,811		1,948,539		33.6%

		02-20-2021		269,368		21,846		1,684,933		269,055		1,953,988		33.6%

		02-21-2021		270,011		21,922		1,690,121		269,295		1,959,416		33.7%

		02-22-2021		270,598		21,974		1,694,933		269,515		1,964,448		33.8%

		02-23-2021		271,399		22,060		1,699,175		269,777		1,968,952		33.9%

		02-24-2021		272,510		22,167		1,703,249		270,034		1,973,283		34.0%

		02-25-2021		273,349		22,226		1,707,399		270,283		1,977,682		34.1%

		02-26-2021		274,528		22,334		1,712,611		270,540		1,983,151		34.1%

		02-27-2021		275,399		22,418		1,718,299		270,806		1,989,105		34.2%

		02-28-2021		276,201		22,492		1,723,573		271,022		1,994,595		34.3%

		03-01-2021		276,661		22,539		1,728,499		271,268		1,999,767		34.4%

		03-02-2021		277,237		22,585		1,732,756		271,531		2,004,287		34.5%

		03-03-2021		278,202		22,675		1,736,517		271,761		2,008,278		34.6%

		03-04-2021		279,277		22,763		1,740,260		271,982		2,012,242		34.6%

		03-05-2021		280,169		22,837		1,744,870		272,199		2,017,069		34.7%

		03-06-2021		280,959		22,900		1,750,394		272,422		2,022,816		34.8%

		03-07-2021		281,610		22,963		1,756,028		272,628		2,028,656		34.9%

		03-08-2021		281,957		22,997		1,761,450		272,821		2,034,271		35.0%

		03-09-2021		282,532		23,034		1,766,173		273,009		2,039,182		35.1%

		03-10-2021		283,548		23,123		1,770,183		273,207		2,043,390		35.2%

		03-11-2021		285,324		23,254		1,774,300		273,440		2,047,740		35.3%

		03-12-2021		286,113		23,323		1,779,146		273,647		2,052,793		35.3%

		03-13-2021		287,129		23,416		1,784,426		273,876		2,058,302		35.4%

		03-14-2021		288,024		23,500		1,789,534		274,078		2,063,612		35.5%

		03-15-2021		288,222		23,514		1,795,086		274,272		2,069,358		35.6%

		03-16-2021		288,439		23,534		1,800,841		274,475		2,075,316		35.7%

		03-17-2021		289,061		23,589		1,806,802		274,716		2,081,518		35.8%

		03-18-2021		289,093		23,605		1,812,610		274,955		2,087,565		35.9%

		03-19-2021		291,839		23,845		1,818,925		275,206		2,094,131		36.1%

		03-20-2021		292,721		23,934		1,825,424		275,414		2,100,838		36.2%

		03-21-2021		293,225		23,971		1,831,390		275,599		2,106,989		36.3%

		03-22-2021		293,499		23,998		1,836,821		275,855		2,112,676		36.4%

		03-23-2021		294,503		24,085		1,841,621		276,197		2,117,818		36.5%

		03-24-2021		295,543		24,187		1,845,897		276,475		2,122,372		36.5%

		03-25-2021		296,544		24,276		1,850,248		276,717		2,126,965		36.6%

		03-26-2021		297,610		24,359		1,855,204		276,940		2,132,144		36.7%

		03-27-2021		298,668		24,477		1,860,843		277,131		2,137,974		36.8%

		03-28-2021		299,475		24,557		1,866,967		277,343		2,144,310		36.9%

		03-29-2021		300,076		24,631		1,872,554		277,537		2,150,091		37.0%

		03-30-2021		300,875		24,702		1,877,149		277,807		2,154,956		37.1%

		03-31-2021		302,204		24,820		1,881,316		278,020		2,159,336		37.2%

		04-01-2021		303,423		24,920		1,885,580		278,276		2,163,856		37.3%

		04-02-2021		304,791		25,023		1,890,827		278,515		2,169,342		37.4%

		04-03-2021		306,015		25,138		1,896,185		278,703		2,174,888		37.4%

		04-04-2021		306,991		25,228		1,901,018		278,887		2,179,905		37.5%

		04-05-2021		307,764		25,299		1,905,453		279,105		2,184,558		37.6%

		04-06-2021		308,638		25,358		1,909,390		279,358		2,188,748		37.7%

		04-07-2021		310,488		25,513		1,912,957		279,625		2,192,582		37.8%

		04-08-2021		312,038		25,651		1,916,641		279,896		2,196,537		37.8%

		04-09-2021		313,643		25,785		1,920,764		280,154		2,200,918		37.9%

		04-10-2021		314,647		25,872		1,925,168		280,411		2,205,579		38.0%

		04-11-2021		315,710		25,964		1,929,251		280,679		2,209,930		38.1%

		04-12-2021		316,520		26,025		1,932,703		280,914		2,213,617		38.1%

		04-13-2021		317,853		26,130		1,935,633		281,176		2,216,809		38.2%

		04-14-2021		319,601		26,255		1,938,407		281,466		2,219,873		38.2%

		04-15-2021		321,074		26,353		1,941,033		281,755		2,222,788		38.3%

		04-16-2021		322,723		26,465		1,944,311		282,060		2,226,371		38.3%

		04-17-2021		323,908		26,545		1,948,284		282,323		2,230,607		38.4%

		04-18-2021		324,849		26,640		1,952,209		282,560		2,234,769		38.5%

		04-19-2021		325,915		26,712		1,955,516		282,823		2,238,339		38.5%

		04-20-2021		327,226		26,797		1,958,834		283,072		2,241,906		38.6%

		04-21-2021		328,847		26,907		1,961,835		283,337		2,245,172		38.7%

		04-22-2021		330,491		27,014		1,964,627		283,576		2,248,203		38.7%

		04-23-2021		332,087		27,108		1,968,188		283,807		2,251,995		38.8%

		04-24-2021		333,412		27,198		1,972,209		284,048		2,256,257		38.8%

		04-25-2021		334,711		27,266		1,975,921		284,282		2,260,203		38.9%

		04-26-2021		335,745		27,339		1,979,130		284,537		2,263,667		39.0%

		04-27-2021		337,242		27,424		1,982,050		284,772		2,266,822		39.0%

		04-28-2021		337,590		27,443		1,984,541		285,020		2,269,561		39.1%

		04-29-2021		337,814		27,466		1,987,207		285,258		2,272,465		39.1%

		04-30-2021		341,900		27,627		1,988,266		285,459		2,273,725		39.2%

		05-01-2021		343,094		27,706		1,991,979		285,538		2,277,517		39.2%

		05-02-2021		343,946		27,745		1,995,476		285,608		2,281,084		39.3%

		05-03-2021		344,930		27,801		1,998,617		285,690		2,284,307		39.3%

		05-04-2021		346,312		27,869		2,001,561		285,773		2,287,334		39.4%

		05-05-2021		347,820		27,952		2,004,307		285,850		2,290,157		39.4%

		05-06-2021		349,061		28,013		2,007,071		285,923		2,292,994		39.5%

		05-07-2021		350,648		28,092		2,010,501		286,004		2,296,505		39.5%

		05-08-2021		352,089		28,160		2,014,295		286,071		2,300,366		39.6%

		05-09-2021		353,099		28,200		2,017,870		286,170		2,304,040		39.7%

		05-10-2021		353,990		28,256		2,021,185		286,268		2,307,453		39.7%

		05-11-2021		355,139		28,314		2,024,240		286,375		2,310,615		39.8%

		05-12-2021		356,866		28,398		2,027,078		286,473		2,313,551		39.8%

		05-13-2021		358,088		28,459		2,030,035		286,556		2,316,591		39.9%

		05-14-2021		359,434		28,512		2,033,714		286,633		2,320,347		40.0%

		05-15-2021		360,204		28,540		2,037,863		286,712		2,324,575		40.0%

		05-16-2021		360,895		28,568		2,041,795		286,758		2,328,553		40.1%

		05-17-2021		361,545		28,602		2,045,456		286,836		2,332,292		40.2%

		05-18-2021		362,148		28,637		2,048,893		286,929		2,335,822		40.2%

		05-19-2021		363,302		28,679		2,051,970		287,002		2,338,972		40.3%

		05-20-2021		364,064		28,705		2,055,159		287,059		2,342,218		40.3%

		05-21-2021		364,945		28,735		2,059,030		287,141		2,346,171		40.4%

		05-22-2021		365,463		28,762		2,063,495		287,209		2,350,704		40.5%

		05-23-2021		365,912		28,783		2,067,706		287,274		2,354,980		40.5%

		05-24-2021		367,239		28,849		2,071,418		287,359		2,358,777		40.6%

		05-25-2021		368,573		28,891		2,074,889		287,437		2,362,326		40.7%

		05-26-2021		369,360		28,935		2,078,085		287,587		2,365,672		40.7%

		05-27-2021		370,490		28,963		2,081,375		287,798		2,369,173		40.8%

		05-28-2021		371,271		29,003		2,085,615		288,034		2,373,649		40.9%

		05-29-2021		371,824		29,024		2,091,110		288,279		2,379,389		41.0%

		05-30-2021		372,228		29,037		2,096,688		288,528		2,385,216		41.1%

		05-31-2021		372,550		29,049		2,100,208		288,692		2,388,900		41.1%

		06-01-2021		372,816		29,060		2,100,208		288,895		2,389,103		41.1%

		06-02-2021		373,199		29,069		2,100,208		289,106		2,389,314		41.1%

		06-03-2021		373,722		29,087		2,100,208		289,381		2,389,589		41.1%

		06-04-2021		374,109		29,097		2,100,208		289,609		2,389,817		41.1%

		06-05-2021		374,460		29,108		2,100,208		289,840		2,390,048		41.2%

		06-06-2021		374,771		29,117		2,100,208		290,066		2,390,274		41.2%

		06-07-2021		375,032		29,123		2,100,208		290,239		2,390,447		41.2%

		06-08-2021		375,316		29,129		2,100,208		290,439		2,390,647		41.2%

		06-09-2021		375,679		29,141		2,100,208		290,654		2,390,862		41.2%

		06-10-2021		376,041		29,147		2,100,208		290,868		2,391,076		41.2%





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































►
 
 
On Mon, Jun 21, 2021 at 11:14 AM Newman, Zack <zack.newman@9news.com> wrote:

Hi again,
 
I hope you had a great weekend! Could you please tell me why the response to this CORA request is behind by 17 days? CORA has a statutory requirement to
respond within three (3) business days. As a reminder, I issued an addendum to my initial CORA.
 
Please send me updated data on the number of activated codes. I attached what you sent me previously. I want data from 10/15/20 to date (06/21/21). Please
send it as an Excel or CSV this time. I’ve attached an old version of what I would like sent to me (but as an Excel or CSV).
 
This is what was in my original request:

1. Number of verification codes sent, number of notifications sent and number of codes activated, per day.

a. I am using the term “activated codes” to search for the number of times a code has actually been used to assert that they have a positive case and
input it in the system.

b. The term “notifications” refers to the number of alerts the state has sent using the app to let someone know about a possible exposure.
c. The term “verification codes” refers to “a one-time verification code directly to all people with confirmed positive test results when they are

reported to the Colorado Electronic Disease Reporting System (CEDRS).”
d. I believe this app launched on October 25, 2020, but it may be sooner. Please send me data from the beginning of the application’s

implementation.
e. https://covid19.colorado.gov/press-release/co-exposure-notifications-enabled-by-1-million-coloradans
f. I know this data is collected because of prior news coverage: https://coloradonewsline.com/2020/11/18/3400-coloradans-have-submitted-positive-

covid-19-tests-a-fraction-of-total-to-notification-system/
 
Please sequester each aspect of my records request. Do not deny the entire request because of one aspect. Provide a written explanation of any denial. If it will
come at a cost, please inform me before work begins. I am requesting a fee waiver because of my role as a journalist and the public’s interest in the topic. The
responsive public records should be provided in a searchable digital format (preferably Excel or CSV files).
 
Please give me a call (303-548-9044) when you get the chance so we can further discuss this request. Thank you for your help.
 
Best,
Zack
 
https://www.sos.state.co.us/pubs/info_center/files/CORA_Act.pdf
24-72-203. Public records open to inspection: 2(b) The date and hour set for the inspection of records not readily available at the time of the request shall be
within a reasonable time after the request. As used in this subsection (3), a "reasonable time" shall be presumed to be three working days or less. Such period
may be extended if extenuating circumstances exist. However, such period of extension shall not exceed seven working days
 

From: Newman, Zack 
Sent: Monday, June 14, 2021 2:32 PM
To: 'Newman, Zack' <zack.newman@9news.com>; 'Colorado State Joint Information Center' <media_info@state.co.us>
Cc: 'CDPHE Records Liaison' <cdphe.recordsrequests@state.co.us>; 'serena.woods@state.co.us' <serena.woods@state.co.us>
Subject: RE: CORA Request Response - CO Exposure Notification app
 
Hi there,
 
Could you please tell me where things stand on this?
 
Thanks,
Zack
 

From: Newman, Zack <zack.newman@9news.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 4, 2021 4:54 PM
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Cc: CDPHE Records Liaison <cdphe.recordsrequests@state.co.us>
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Subject: Re: CORA Request Response - CO Exposure Notification app
 
Hey there,
 
Happy Friday! Could you please send me updated data on the number of activated codes? I attached what you sent me previously. Please send it as an Excel or
CSV this time.

Thanks,

Zack

Sent from my iPhone
 

On Feb 25, 2021, at 14:36, Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us> wrote:



CAUTION - EXTERNAL EMAIL - Please use caution opening attachments and never share your password.
Send suspicious email to infosec@tegna.com.

Hi Zack,
 
The first column represents the number of codes that were issued to positive cases. Every positive case that is reported
into CEDRSs is sent a positive verification code embedded in a hyperlink, regardless of if they have the service installed.
The second column represents the number of people who opted to use the service to enter the code and notify people
they exchanged tokens that met CDC guidelines for a close contact. The last two columns represent the number of
individuals who activated or enabled the service on their mobile devices, separated out by iOS (Apple) and Android. 
 
We don’t have data on the amount of time it takes from positive diagnosis to sending a positive verification code
hyperlink. If Coloradans haven’t received a code within 72 hours they should contact
cdphe_co_exposure_notifications@state.co.us.
 

Thanks,
 
On Wed, Feb 24, 2021 at 12:46 PM Newman, Zack <zack.newman@9news.com> wrote:

Hi there,
 
Apologies for the delay, I had two investigations air on Monday so I am playing a bit of catch-up. Could you please define what each column
stands for? What is the difference between a code being “claimed” and “activated”? I want to make sure I am interpreting the data correctly.
Please clarify this question first so I can confidently conduct my analysis promptly.
 
I just emailed Kevin Fisher back about the contract. Could you please tell me the cost of creating and maintaining the application? It was not
included in the contract which I didn’t anticipate.
 
So to be clear, data is not collected on the amount of time it takes to go from a positive diagnosis to the code being sent out?

Thanks,
Zack
 

UTC
# Codes
Issued

# Codes
Claimed

iOS est.
activations

Android est.
Activiations

 
 

From: CDPHE Records Liaison <cdphe.recordsrequests@state.co.us> 
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2021 11:47 AM
To: Newman, Zack <zack.newman@9news.com>
Cc: Media Info - CDPHE <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: CORA Request Response
 

CAUTION - EXTERNAL EMAIL - Please use caution opening attachments and never share your password.
Send suspicious email to infosec@tegna.com.

Good Morning,
 
The Department is following up on its previous response to your request received on 02-12-21 and then revised on 02-15-
21 pertaining to the following: 
 

1.  
2. Scope and contract for the

development and maintenance of the CO Exposure Notification app

mailto:media_info@state.co.us
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mailto:zack.newman@9news.com
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3. 
4.  

1.  
2. This should include, but
3. is not limited to, the partnership agreement/contract between the state of Colorado and Apple.
4.  
5.  
6. This should include, but
7. is not limited to, the partnership agreement/contract between the state of Colorado and Google.
8.  

5.  
6. Number of verification codes
7. sent, number of notifications sent and number of codes activated, per day from the beginning of the application’s activation.
8.  

1.  
2. I am using the term “activated
3. codes” to search for the number of times a code has actually been used to assert that they have a positive case and

input it in the system.
4.  
5.  
6. The term “notifications”
7. refers to the number of alerts the state has sent using the app to let someone know about a possible exposure.
8.  
9.  

10. The term “verification codes”
11. refers to “a one-time verification code directly to all people with confirmed positive test results when they are reported to

the Colorado Electronic Disease Reporting System (CEDRS).”
12.  
13.  
14. I believe this app launched
15. on October 25, 2020, but it may be sooner. Please send me data from the beginning of the application’s

implementation.
16.  
17.  
18. https://covid19.colorado.gov/press-release/co-exposure-notifications-enabled-by-1-million-coloradans
19.  
20.  
21. I know this data is collected
22. because of prior news coverage: https://coloradonewsline.com/2020/11/18/3400-coloradans-have-submitted-positive-

covid-19-tests-a-fraction-of-total-to-notification-system/
23.  

9.  
10. The average amount of time
11. from diagnosis (aka positive COVID test) to the verification code getting sent out
12.  

1.  
2. The median amount of time
3. from diagnosis (aka positive COVID test) to the verification code getting sent out
4.  
5.  
6. The mode amount of time
7. from diagnosis (aka positive COVID test) to the verification code getting sent out
8.  

13.  
14. After compiling and sending

15. a statewide version of Item 2, please send me a county-by-county breakdown

16.  
We previously provided the response to your first request. In regard to item 2 of your request, the information collected by
the department has been compiled and is attached. All other requested information is not collected at this time. The state
officially launched the service on October 25th, however additional dates shown are due to early testing in iOS and the
service going live in the Android play store two days early. 
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In regard to item 3 of your request, Protected Health Information (PHI) and Personally Identifiable Information (PII) are not
exchanged through this service, therefore, there is no responsive information to provide.
 
In regard to item 4 of your request, this information is not collected by the service, therefore, there is no information to
provide.
 
This concludes the department's good faith response to your request for records. If you have questions about the
information provided please contact media_info@state.co.us, as we are unable to answer questions unrelated to records.
 
Thank you and have a nice week!
 
 
--
CDPHE Records Liaison

  
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
cdphe.recordsrequests@state.co.us  |  colorado.gov/cdphe
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: Strickler, Laura (NBCUniversal)
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FROM NBC NEWS NATIONAL - DEADLINE 3PM
Date: Thursday, July 29, 2021 7:12:09 AM

Good morning - Apologies for the delayed response. We now have 6,070 breakthrough cases. 

Gabi 

On Wed, Jul 28, 2021 at 3:56 PM Strickler, Laura (NBCUniversal) <Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com>
wrote:

Thank you Gabi, by any chance do you all have the total number of breakthrough cases
since Jan?  That’s what we are pulling from other states.  The last number I had from
Colorado for this was 4,544.  Thanks.

 

Laura Strickler, Investigative Reporter, NBC News National

Based in Washington, DC

917-499-6459

@strickdc

 

 

 

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Date: Wednesday, July 28, 2021 at 5:25 PM
To: Laura Strickler <Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FROM NBC NEWS NATIONAL - DEADLINE 3PM

 

Sorry for the delay. Here is some information. Gabi 

 

The table below shows hospitalizations and deaths among individuals who are not
vaccinated and those who are vaccinated. 

 

The vaccines are working well to prevent severe illness, hospitalization, and death even
when a fully vaccinated person contracts the virus that causes COVID-19. The large
majority of cases, and an even larger majority of hospitalizations and deaths, occur
among unvaccinated people. 
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We encourage all Coloradans over the age of 12 to get vaccinated as soon as possible to
protect themselves, their families, and their communities. Anyone who is unvaccinated
is at greater risk and should continue wearing a mask, practicing social distancing and
limiting gatherings with people outside of their household. 

 

Due to a lag in reporting of patient-level data, we do not have inclusive real-time data,
but we have provided the latest snapshot that accounts for lags in data reporting and
most accurately captures the current case/hospitalization landscape in the state. 
 
Jan 1 - July 17 unvaccinated* / total

Deaths among cases 1,612 / 1,686 = 95.6%

Deaths due to COVID-19 (COVID is the underlying cause of
death)

1,365 / 1,404 = 97.2%

Hospitalizations 10,028 / 10,396 =
96.5%

*Includes unvaccinated and partially vaccinated people (anyone not 14 days out from
their final COVID-19 vaccine dose).

 

 

On Wed, Jul 28, 2021 at 12:50 PM Strickler, Laura (NBCUniversal)
<Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com> wrote:

Thank you Gabi!

 

Laura Strickler, Investigative Reporter, NBC News National

Based in Washington, DC

917-499-6459

@strickdc
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Date: Wednesday, July 28, 2021 at 2:50 PM
To: Laura Strickler <Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FROM NBC NEWS NATIONAL - DEADLINE 3PM

 

Hi there - I'm working on getting you some numbers. 

Gabi 

 

On Wed, Jul 28, 2021 at 12:24 PM Strickler, Laura (NBCUniversal)
<Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com> wrote:

Hi Brian, checking in to see if you all have an updated tally of breakthrough cases,
thanks very much.

 

Laura

 

Laura Strickler, Investigative Reporter, NBC News National

Based in Washington, DC

917-499-6459

@strickdc

 

 

 

From: <brian.spencer@state.co.us> on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us>
Date: Thursday, July 15, 2021 at 2:31 PM
To: Laura Strickler <Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: FROM NBC NEWS NATIONAL - DEADLINE 3PM

 

Laura,
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Since January 15, we have recorded 4,544 breakthrough cases out of 183,130 total
cases in the state in that same timeframe. We have received reports of 350
hospitalizations among people who have been fully vaccinated, compared to 11,915
total COVID-19 hospitalizations in the state since January 15. We have had 70 deaths
among breakthrough cases out of 1,376 in the same timeframe in Colorado. Please
note that hospitalizations and deaths are among cases of COVID-19, not necessarily
due to COVID-19 (that means someone may have died or been hospitalized as a
result of another cause but tested positive for COVID-19).

 

Vaccination is the best protection against COVID-19, including the Delta variant. We
encourage all eligible Coloradans to get vaccinated as soon as possible. It is the
easiest way to protect our friends, families, and communities and to return to the
lives we love.

Anyone who is not fully vaccinated should continue to wear a mask, practice
physical distancing, wash their hands frequently, and limit gatherings with people
outside of their households. Anyone -- regardless of vaccination status -- who
develops symptoms should get tested immediately and isolate.

 

- Brian

 

On Thu, Jul 15, 2021 at 10:48 AM Strickler, Laura (NBCUniversal)
<Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com> wrote:

Hi there,

 

I hope you and your families are well.

 

I’m reaching out to see if Colorado is tracking breakthrough COVID cases among
individuals who have been fully vaccinated?

 

And if so can you share that data?

 

Thank you very much,

 

Sincerely,

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/covid19.colorado.gov/isolation-and-quarantine__;!!PIZeeW5wscynRQ!9VZ42h0tdpT3I-3P10jdM0vn6GksNTolNEoD9ssoABNVpRr5Cur5I9XZfwz40gk_a2h1$
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Laura Strickler

 

Laura Strickler, Investigative Reporter, NBC News National

Based in Washington, DC

917-499-6459

@strickdc
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: Strickler, Laura (NBCUniversal)
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FROM NBC NEWS NATIONAL - DEADLINE 3PM
Date: Wednesday, July 28, 2021 3:25:05 PM

Sorry for the delay. Here is some information. Gabi 

The table below shows hospitalizations and deaths among individuals who are not 
vaccinated and those who are vaccinated. 

The vaccines are working well to prevent severe illness, hospitalization, and death even 
when a fully vaccinated person contracts the virus that causes COVID-19. The large 
majority of cases, and an even larger majority of hospitalizations and deaths, occur among 
unvaccinated people. 

We encourage all Coloradans over the age of 12 to get vaccinated as soon as possible to 
protect themselves, their families, and their communities. Anyone who is unvaccinated is 
at greater risk and should continue wearing a mask, practicing social distancing and 
limiting gatherings with people outside of their household. 

Due to a lag in reporting of patient-level data, we do not have inclusive real-time data, 
but we have provided the latest snapshot that accounts for lags in data reporting and most 
accurately captures the current case/hospitalization landscape in the state. 
 

Jan 1 - July 17 unvaccinated* / total

Deaths among cases 1,612 / 1,686 = 95.6%

Deaths due to COVID-19 
(COVID is the underlying 
cause of death)

1,365 / 1,404 = 97.2%

Hospitalizations 10,028 / 10,396 = 96.5%

*Includes unvaccinated and partially vaccinated people (anyone not 14 days out from their 
final COVID-19 vaccine dose).

On Wed, Jul 28, 2021 at 12:50 PM Strickler, Laura (NBCUniversal) <Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com>
wrote:

Thank you Gabi!

 

Laura Strickler, Investigative Reporter, NBC News National
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Based in Washington, DC

917-499-6459

@strickdc

 

 

 

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Date: Wednesday, July 28, 2021 at 2:50 PM
To: Laura Strickler <Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FROM NBC NEWS NATIONAL - DEADLINE 3PM

 

Hi there - I'm working on getting you some numbers. 

Gabi 

 

On Wed, Jul 28, 2021 at 12:24 PM Strickler, Laura (NBCUniversal)
<Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com> wrote:

Hi Brian, checking in to see if you all have an updated tally of breakthrough cases,
thanks very much.

 

Laura

 

Laura Strickler, Investigative Reporter, NBC News National

Based in Washington, DC

917-499-6459

@strickdc
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From: <brian.spencer@state.co.us> on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us>
Date: Thursday, July 15, 2021 at 2:31 PM
To: Laura Strickler <Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: FROM NBC NEWS NATIONAL - DEADLINE 3PM

 

Laura,

 

Since January 15, we have recorded 4,544 breakthrough cases out of 183,130 total
cases in the state in that same timeframe. We have received reports of 350
hospitalizations among people who have been fully vaccinated, compared to 11,915
total COVID-19 hospitalizations in the state since January 15. We have had 70 deaths
among breakthrough cases out of 1,376 in the same timeframe in Colorado. Please
note that hospitalizations and deaths are among cases of COVID-19, not necessarily
due to COVID-19 (that means someone may have died or been hospitalized as a result
of another cause but tested positive for COVID-19).

 

Vaccination is the best protection against COVID-19, including the Delta variant. We
encourage all eligible Coloradans to get vaccinated as soon as possible. It is the easiest
way to protect our friends, families, and communities and to return to the lives we
love.

Anyone who is not fully vaccinated should continue to wear a mask, practice physical
distancing, wash their hands frequently, and limit gatherings with people outside of
their households. Anyone -- regardless of vaccination status -- who develops symptoms
should get tested immediately and isolate.

 

- Brian

 

On Thu, Jul 15, 2021 at 10:48 AM Strickler, Laura (NBCUniversal)
<Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com> wrote:

Hi there,

 

I hope you and your families are well.

 

I’m reaching out to see if Colorado is tracking breakthrough COVID cases among
individuals who have been fully vaccinated?
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And if so can you share that data?

 

Thank you very much,

 

Sincerely,

 

Laura Strickler

 

Laura Strickler, Investigative Reporter, NBC News National

Based in Washington, DC

917-499-6459

@strickdc
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: Strickler, Laura (NBCUniversal)
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FROM NBC NEWS NATIONAL - DEADLINE 3PM
Date: Friday, August 13, 2021 10:49:24 AM

Good morning, Laura

Since January 1 through August 3, 96.2% of COVID-19 cases reported in Colorado have been 
among the unvaccinated, which is why we strongly encourage all Coloradans ages 12 and 
up to get vaccinated without delay.

There have been a total of 8,312 breakthrough cases identified in Colorado since January 
through August 3, 3.8% of all cases during that time period.

There are delays in how quickly vaccination data, case data, hospitalization data, and 
deaths data are reported to public health. To prevent issues related to lagged reporting, 
the proportion of cases that were unvaccinated is lagged by one week, hospitalizations 
and deaths among cases are lagged by two weeks, and deaths due to COVID-19 is lagged by 
three weeks. As more people are vaccinated, the proportion of breakthrough cases is 
expected to increase.

Date range Unvaccinated* / 
total 

Breakthrough 
count 

Cases January 1 - August 
3 

208,474 / 216,786 
= 96.2%

8,312

Hospitalizations January 1 - July 27 9,817 / 10,197 = 
96.3%

380

Deaths among 
cases

January 1 - July 27 1,654 / 1,741 = 95% 87

Deaths due to 
COVID-19 (COVID is 
the underlying 
cause of death)

January 1 - July 20 1,409 / 1,455 = 
96.8%
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*Includes unvaccinated and partially vaccinated people (anyone not 14 days out from their 

final COVID-19 vaccine dose). 

State epidemiologist, Dr. Rachel Herlihy discussed additional context regarding vaccine 
breakthrough cases last week at a press conference beginning around the 11:30 mark.

Kristen 

On Fri, Aug 13, 2021 at 8:50 AM Strickler, Laura (NBCUniversal) <Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com>
wrote:
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Hi Gabi,

 

I hope you are well, thank you again for this information below, is there a current update
we can get for today for NBC News National on the following? 

 

Breakthrough cases
Breakthrough hospitalizations
Breakthrough deaths

 

Thank you very much,

 

Sincerely,

 

Laura Strickler

 

 

 

Laura Strickler, Investigative Reporter, NBC News National

Based in Washington, DC

917-499-6459

@strickdc

 

 

 

From: Laura Strickler <Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com>
Date: Wednesday, July 28, 2021 at 5:55 PM
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FROM NBC NEWS NATIONAL - DEADLINE 3PM

 

mailto:Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com
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Thank you Gabi, by any chance do you all have the total number of breakthrough cases
since Jan?  That’s what we are pulling from other states.  The last number I had from
Colorado for this was 4,544.  Thanks.

 

Laura Strickler, Investigative Reporter, NBC News National

Based in Washington, DC

917-499-6459

@strickdc

 

 

 

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Date: Wednesday, July 28, 2021 at 5:25 PM
To: Laura Strickler <Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FROM NBC NEWS NATIONAL - DEADLINE 3PM

 

Sorry for the delay. Here is some information. Gabi 

 

The table below shows hospitalizations and deaths among individuals who are not
vaccinated and those who are vaccinated. 

 

The vaccines are working well to prevent severe illness, hospitalization, and death even
when a fully vaccinated person contracts the virus that causes COVID-19. The large
majority of cases, and an even larger majority of hospitalizations and deaths, occur
among unvaccinated people. 

 

We encourage all Coloradans over the age of 12 to get vaccinated as soon as possible to
protect themselves, their families, and their communities. Anyone who is unvaccinated
is at greater risk and should continue wearing a mask, practicing social distancing and
limiting gatherings with people outside of their household. 

 

Due to a lag in reporting of patient-level data, we do not have inclusive real-time data,

mailto:media_info@state.co.us
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but we have provided the latest snapshot that accounts for lags in data reporting and
most accurately captures the current case/hospitalization landscape in the state. 
 
Jan 1 - July 17 unvaccinated* / total

Deaths among cases 1,612 / 1,686 = 95.6%

Deaths due to COVID-19 (COVID is the underlying cause of
death)

1,365 / 1,404 = 97.2%

Hospitalizations 10,028 / 10,396 =
96.5%

*Includes unvaccinated and partially vaccinated people (anyone not 14 days out from
their final COVID-19 vaccine dose).

 

 

On Wed, Jul 28, 2021 at 12:50 PM Strickler, Laura (NBCUniversal)
<Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com> wrote:

Thank you Gabi!

 

Laura Strickler, Investigative Reporter, NBC News National

Based in Washington, DC

917-499-6459

@strickdc

 

 

 

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Date: Wednesday, July 28, 2021 at 2:50 PM
To: Laura Strickler <Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FROM NBC NEWS NATIONAL - DEADLINE 3PM

 

Hi there - I'm working on getting you some numbers. 

Gabi 

mailto:Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com
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On Wed, Jul 28, 2021 at 12:24 PM Strickler, Laura (NBCUniversal)
<Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com> wrote:

Hi Brian, checking in to see if you all have an updated tally of breakthrough cases,
thanks very much.

 

Laura

 

Laura Strickler, Investigative Reporter, NBC News National

Based in Washington, DC

917-499-6459

@strickdc

 

 

 

From: <brian.spencer@state.co.us> on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us>
Date: Thursday, July 15, 2021 at 2:31 PM
To: Laura Strickler <Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: FROM NBC NEWS NATIONAL - DEADLINE 3PM

 

Laura,

 

Since January 15, we have recorded 4,544 breakthrough cases out of 183,130 total
cases in the state in that same timeframe. We have received reports of 350
hospitalizations among people who have been fully vaccinated, compared to 11,915
total COVID-19 hospitalizations in the state since January 15. We have had 70 deaths
among breakthrough cases out of 1,376 in the same timeframe in Colorado. Please
note that hospitalizations and deaths are among cases of COVID-19, not necessarily
due to COVID-19 (that means someone may have died or been hospitalized as a
result of another cause but tested positive for COVID-19).
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Vaccination is the best protection against COVID-19, including the Delta variant. We
encourage all eligible Coloradans to get vaccinated as soon as possible. It is the
easiest way to protect our friends, families, and communities and to return to the
lives we love.

Anyone who is not fully vaccinated should continue to wear a mask, practice
physical distancing, wash their hands frequently, and limit gatherings with people
outside of their households. Anyone -- regardless of vaccination status -- who
develops symptoms should get tested immediately and isolate.

 

- Brian

 

On Thu, Jul 15, 2021 at 10:48 AM Strickler, Laura (NBCUniversal)
<Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com> wrote:

Hi there,

 

I hope you and your families are well.

 

I’m reaching out to see if Colorado is tracking breakthrough COVID cases among
individuals who have been fully vaccinated?

 

And if so can you share that data?

 

Thank you very much,

 

Sincerely,

 

Laura Strickler

 

Laura Strickler, Investigative Reporter, NBC News National

Based in Washington, DC

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/covid19.colorado.gov/isolation-and-quarantine__;!!PIZeeW5wscynRQ!9VZ42h0tdpT3I-3P10jdM0vn6GksNTolNEoD9ssoABNVpRr5Cur5I9XZfwz40gk_a2h1$
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917-499-6459

@strickdc
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: Hawkins Wagner, Tess
Subject: Re: 9News - Breakthrough Cases Data Question
Date: Wednesday, August 11, 2021 5:15:40 PM
Attachments: Outlook-_Users_eme.png

HI Tess - 

Here is the latest update regarding breakthrough cases:

Because breakthrough cases can only occur in vaccinated individuals, we would expect to 
see higher numbers of breakthrough cases as more Coloradans complete their vaccination 
series.  The vast majority of cases, and an even larger majority of hospitalizations and 
deaths, occur among unvaccinated people. Vaccination is the number one way to protect 
yourself from COVID-19, including the delta variant. The authorized vaccines greatly 
reduce people’s risk of getting severly sick or being hospitalized because of COVID and its 
highly contagious variant-- the delta variant. 

Since January 1 through August 3, 96.2% of COVID-19 cases reported in Colorado have been 
among the unvaccinated, which is why we strongly encourage all Coloradans ages 12 and 
up to get vaccinated without delay.

There have been a total of 8,312 breakthrough cases identified in Colorado since January 
through August 3, 3.8% of all cases during that time period.

There are delays in how quickly vaccination data, case data, hospitalization data, and 
deaths data are reported to public health. To prevent issues related to lagged reporting, 
the proportion of cases that were unvaccinated is lagged by one week, hospitalizations 
and deaths among cases are lagged by two weeks, and deaths due to COVID-19 is lagged by 
three weeks.

Date range Unvaccinated* / total Breakthrough count 

Cases January 1 - August 3 208,474 / 216,786 = 
96.2%

8,312

Hospitalizations January 1 - July 27 9,817 / 10,197 = 
96.3%

380

Deaths among cases January 1 - July 27 1,654 / 1,741 = 95% 87

Deaths due to 
COVID-19 (COVID is 
the underlying cause 
of death)

January 1 - July 20 1,409 / 1,455 = 
96.8%
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*Includes unvaccinated and partially vaccinated people (anyone not 14 days out from their 

final COVID-19 vaccine dose). 
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State epidemiologist, Dr. Rachel Herlihy discussed additional context regarding vaccine 
breakthrough cases last week at a press conference beginning around the 11:30 mark.

On Wed, Aug 11, 2021 at 4:37 PM Hawkins Wagner, Tess <tess.wagner@9news.com> wrote:
Hello,

Last week CDPHE released some data on breakthrough cases in Colorado. I am not finding it on the
website and was hoping to get the most current data on the topic related to breakthrough cases
and each vaccine. I've attached a couple pictures from the presentation.

I appreciate your help!

TESS WAGNER
Executive Producer

500 E Speer Blvd., Denver, CO 80203
tess.wagner@9news.com   |   C. 303-501-0284

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: John Daley
Subject: Re: A couple of questions?
Date: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 3:39:35 PM

Hi John, 

1)  I saw a daily update from Elbert County that said they had a 60+ resident die from COVID and 
that it was from a variant. I was wondering if you data for other deaths in the state?
We don’t have comprehensive data on deaths specific to the variants because we are not 
sequencing all cases. It is also unlikely we would receive this information from death certificate 
data. 
 
2)  My editor and I have another question about the difference between “deaths among cases” and 
“deaths due to covid 19” on the dashboard? It still shows more deaths “due to covid 19” which just 
doesn’t make sense to us.

The vital records data is based on CDC coding of death certificates, and the deaths could 
have occured at any time after diagnosis. The physician, medical examiner, or coroner 
rules COVID-19 as a cause of death on the death certificate, according to guidance from 
CDC/National Center for Health Statistics on how cause of death certification of a death 
involving COVID-19 should be completed. The epidemiological data only counts deaths as 
‘death among cases’ if the death occurred within 30 days of diagnosis. 
We continue to anticipate these two numbers -- ‘deaths due to COVID-19’ and ‘deaths 
among cases of COVID-19’ -- to remain different because of differing data sources and 
case definitions; however, there remains significant overlap between the two, and we do 
not expect that difference to be large in the long run as all data are compiled.

 
 
3)  Do you know where the Vaccine Bus will be headed next week?

Information is posted here on the registration website: 
https://www.boxcarvax.com/colorado-vaccines  

 
For planning purposes, we also have these dates and locations scheduled:
Please let us know when you plan on going so we can meet you there.

NE Bus

4/20/21 Tuesday Limon/Siebert

Peak Vista Clinic, 820 
1st. St., Limon, CO 
80828 10am-4pm

4/22/21 Thursday Windsor
Vestas Windsor 
Blades,  1pm-3pm

SE Bus
 

St Francis de Sales & 
Our Lady of Guadalupe 
Catholic Church
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4/24/21 Saturday Prowers County
600 E Parmenter St, 
Lamar, CO 81052 11am-7pm

4/25/21 Sunday Otero County

Our Lady of Guadalupe 
& St Patrick Catholic 
Church
202 Lincoln Ave, La 
Junta, CO 81050 10am-6pm

Thanks,

On Mon, Apr 19, 2021 at 2:12 PM John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org> wrote:
Hi CDPHE Media,

Hope you had a nice weekend.

I have a couple of questions for you.

1)  I saw a daily update from Elbert County that said they had a 60+ resident die from COVID and
that it was from a variant.  I was wondering if you data for other deaths in the state?

2)  My editor and I have another question about the difference between “deaths among cases” and
“deaths due to covid 19” on the dashboard? It still shows more deaths “due to covid 19” which just
doesn’t make sense to us.

3)  Do you know where the Vaccine Bus will be headed next week?

Thanks!

John

  
 John Daley

Health Reporter, CPR News
Colorado Public Radio
303 E 17th Avenue, Suite 200 | Denver, CO 80203
(303) 871-9191, ext. 4459
Mobile: 801-824-0306
Let's connect: @CODaleyNews | Facebook | Twitter
www.cpr.org
 

...

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: Albert Sun
Subject: Re: Cases/hospitalizations/deaths by vaccination status, CO
Date: Thursday, August 5, 2021 6:21:54 PM
Attachments: updated observed expected plot 080521.png

observed_pcv_ppv.csv
expected_ve.csv
Screen Shot 2021-08-05 at 4.30.48 PM.png

Albert,

Here is an updated plot and the associated raw data. These graphs use vaccine effectiveness data 
analysis methods described in more detail in the following WHO guidance and field evaluation 
publication.
 

On Thu, Aug 5, 2021 at 3:44 PM Albert Sun <Albert.Sun@nytimes.com> wrote:
Thanks Brian!

By mid-day Monday would be great if possible.

On Thu, Aug 5, 2021 at 5:11 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us> wrote:
Albert, 

I'll get this over to our data team to request this info. What's your deadline? - Brian

On Thu, Aug 5, 2021 at 2:32 PM Albert Sun <Albert.Sun@nytimes.com> wrote:
Hi Brian,

I'm a co-worker of Danielle's and she shared me this thread. That briefing by Dr. Herlihy is so incredibly
insightful and clear about what is happening. I would love to be able to track down some of the specific
data points she presented. In particular, the data underlying this chart on the weekly percent of cases
vaccinated. Is that available for download anywhere on your site? Or is there a data file that you could
share that has by date the percent of cases vaccinated, or even better the raw numbers of vaccinated and
unvaccinated cases?
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		week_starting		pcv		ppv

		2021-01-24		0.00093753662252431735		0.0062317113915684235

		2021-01-31		0.001441866561803644		0.010444631092785638

		2021-02-07		0.0026423957721667646		0.017092261244653555

		2021-02-14		0.0065319763025976		0.02785423491754143

		2021-02-21		0.0073777064955894145		0.044980836224968616

		2021-02-28		0.007324787747627768		0.0649473607237754

		2021-03-07		0.00628099173553719		0.08129585660882588

		2021-03-14		0.012411626080125688		0.10160638773647679

		2021-03-21		0.014090520922288642		0.12466008387863332

		2021-03-28		0.01506677319940646		0.15915225293031834

		2021-04-04		0.01605120630231413		0.18163570203006332

		2021-04-11		0.02096265391268953		0.20533115334534832

		2021-04-18		0.03321320736339729		0.23309630610004756

		2021-04-25		0.048721562311254275		0.27280634669000176

		2021-05-02		0.041016824266240946		0.3088222045269899

		2021-05-09		0.040145382454981005		0.35592970063949275

		2021-05-16		0.05044136191677175		0.40083418072488236

		2021-05-23		0.06974063400576369		0.44971948208721324

		2021-05-30		0.07723880597014926		0.4874600190769149

		2021-06-06		0.08903467666354264		0.515501306336388

		2021-06-13		0.11563044741429401		0.5348519317093312

		2021-06-20		0.13833157338965152		0.549735318916163

		2021-06-27		0.17285714285714285		0.5703250145541267

		2021-07-04		0.19085570469798657		0.5856360365426748

		2021-07-11		0.22047519217330538		0.5957306009955387




		percent_vaccinated		p9		p95		p7		p8

		0		0		0		0		0

		0.001		1.0009008107296561e-4		5.004754516790954e-5		3.0021014710297214e-4		2.0016012810248197e-4

		0.002		2.0036064916850317e-4		1.0019036168720574e-4		6.008411776487082e-4		0.00040064102564102563

		0.003		3.008121929208863e-4		1.5042872185729324e-4		9.018939773524403e-4		6.014434643143542e-4

		0.004		4.014452027298271e-4		2.0076289901626188e-4		0.0012033694344163659		8.025682182985553e-4

		0.005		5.022601707684576e-4		2.51193167545843e-4		0.0015052684395383848		0.0010040160642570282

		0.006		6.032575909913531e-4		3.017198028763954e-4		0.001807591885920868		0.001205787781350482

		0.007		7.044379591425985e-4		3.523430814919218e-4		0.0021103406692794696		0.0014078841512469825

		0.008		8.058017727638995e-4		4.03063280935107e-4		0.0024135156878519713		0.0016103059581320449

		0.009000000000000001		9.07349531202742e-4		4.5388067981239674e-4		0.002717117842407166		0.0018130539887187746

		0.01		0.0010090817356205844		5.047955577990918e-4		0.0030211480362537773		0.0020161290322580645

		0.011		0.0011109988890011112		5.55808195644485e-4		0.003325607175249421		0.0022195318805488286

		0.012		0.0012131014961585117		6.069188751770178e-4		0.0036304961678096013		0.002423263327948303

		0.013000000000000001		0.0013153900637458253		6.581278793094732e-4		0.003935815924916743		0.0026273241713823765

		0.014		0.001417865100263318		7.094354920441886e-4		0.0042415673601292675		0.0028317152103559855

		0.015		0.0015205271160669026		7.608419984783167e-4		0.004547751389590703		0.003036437246963562

		0.016		0.0016233766233766224		8.123476848090987e-4		0.004854368932038835		0.0032414910858995136

		0.017		0.0017264141362851632		8.639528383391778e-4		0.005161420908814897		0.0034468775344687758

		0.018000000000000002		0.0018296401707664153		9.156577474819427e-4		0.005468908243872799		0.0036525974025974016

		0.019		0.001933055244684097		9.674627017668919e-4		0.005776831863788386		0.0038586515028432166

		0.02		0.002036659877800406		0.001019367991845057		0.006085192697768764		0.0040650406504065045

		0.021		0.0021404545917847327		0.001071373909494416		0.006393991677661628		0.004271765663140764

		0.022		0.0022444399102224044		0.0011234807476253705		0.006703229737964655		0.004478827361563516

		0.023		0.0023486163586235067		0.0011756888002862564		0.007012907815834943		0.004686226568867156

		0.024		0.0024529844644317245		0.0012279983626688495		0.0073230268510984554		0.004893964110929852

		0.025		0.0025575447570332466		0.0012804097311139577		0.007633587786259545		0.0051020408163265285

		0.026000000000000002		0.0026622977677657157		0.0013329232031169922		0.007944591566510492		0.0053104575163398695

		0.027		0.002767244029927233		0.0013855390773336075		0.008256039139741107		0.00551921504497138

		0.028		0.0028723840787853922		0.0014382576535853727		0.008567931456548349		0.005728314238952534

		0.029		0.002977718451586405		0.0014910792328654428		0.008880269470245996		0.005937755937755937

		0.03		0.0030832476875642337		0.0015440041173443142		0.009193054136874363		0.0061475409836065555

		0.031		0.003188972327949798		0.001597032610375563		0.009506286415210062		0.006357670221493025

		0.032		0.0032948929159802285		0.0016501650165016508		0.009819967266775777		0.006568144499178981

		0.033		0.0034010099969081736		0.0017034016414597623		0.010134097655850141		0.00677896466721446

		0.034		0.003507324118011141		0.0017567427921876615		0.010448678549477567		0.006990131578947369

		0.035		0.0036138358286009254		0.0018101887768295854		0.010763710917478218		0.007201646090534979

		0.036000000000000004		0.0037205456800330707		0.0018637399047421858		0.011079195732457945		0.007413509060955517

		0.037		0.0038274542257163567		0.0019173964865004968		0.011395133969818297		0.0076257213520197825

		0.038		0.003934562021122383		0.001971158833903931		0.01171152660776659		0.007838283828382838

		0.039		0.0040418696237952126		0.0020250272599823464		0.012028374627326002		0.008051197357555736

		0.04		0.004149377593360992		0.002079002079002081		0.012345679012345684		0.008264462809917356

		0.041		0.004257086491537742		0.0021330836064720913		0.012663440749510965		0.00847808105872622

		0.042		0.0043649968821450865		0.0021872721591500934		0.012981660828353598		0.008692052980132448

		0.043000000000000003		0.004473109331114115		0.00224156805504874		0.013300340241261989		0.008906379453189723

		0.044		0.004581424406497294		0.0022959716134418706		0.01361947998349154		0.009121061359867325

		0.045		0.004689942678478371		0.0023504831548707256		0.01393908105317501		0.009336099585062242

		0.046		0.004798664719382432		0.00240510300115027		0.01425914445133292		0.009551495016611296

		0.047		0.00490759110368591		0.002459831475375522		0.014579671181883986		0.009767248545303406

		0.048		0.005016722408026754		0.002514668901927912		0.014900662251655632		0.009983361064891845

		0.049		0.005126059211214564		0.002569615606481725		0.015222118670394537		0.010199833472106574

		0.05		0.005235602094240835		0.002624671916010501		0.015544041450777209		0.010416666666666663

		0.051000000000000004		0.005345351640289278		0.002679838158793551		0.015866431608420616		0.010633861551292744

		0.052000000000000005		0.005455308434746114		0.0027351146644224752		0.016189290161892904		0.010851419031719533

		0.053		0.005565473065210541		0.0027905017638077184		0.016512618132724068		0.011069340016708435

		0.054		0.005675846121505152		0.002845999789185202		0.016836416545416753		0.011287625418060198

		0.055		0.005786428195686479		0.0029016090741229256		0.0171606864274571		0.01150627615062761

		0.056		0.0058972198820556035		0.0029573299535276764		0.017485428809325566		0.011725293132328302

		0.057		0.006008221777168754		0.0030131627636517475		0.017810644724507867		0.011944677284157585

		0.058		0.006119434479848069		0.003069107842099693		0.018136335209505947		0.012164429530201342

		0.059000000000000004		0.006230858591192314		0.0031251655278351624		0.018462501303848963		0.012384550797649033

		0.06		0.006342494714587737		0.0031813361611877015		0.018789144050104387		0.01260504201680672

		0.061		0.0064543434557189725		0.003237620083859672		0.019116264493889066		0.012825904121110171

		0.062		0.006566405422579959		0.003294017638933169		0.019443863683880416		0.013047138047138042

		0.063		0.006678681225484999		0.0033505291708769876		0.019771942671827598		0.013268744734625106

		0.064		0.006791171477079792		0.003407155025553664		0.020100502512562814		0.013490725126475547

		0.065		0.006903876792352628		0.0034638955502264883		0.020429544264012577		0.01371308016877637

		0.066		0.007016797788645547		0.003520751093566625		0.020759068987209063		0.013935810810810807

		0.067		0.007129935085665636		0.0035777220056602828		0.02108907774630155		0.014158918005071845

		0.068		0.007243289305496379		0.0036348086380158223		0.02141957160856783		0.014382402707275805

		0.069		0.007356861072609017		0.0036920113435710937		0.02175055164442577		0.014606265876375953

		0.07		0.007470651013874058		0.0037493304767005926		0.0220820189274448		0.01483050847457627

		0.07100000000000001		0.007584659758572797		0.003806766393222881		0.02241397453435758		0.015055131467345204

		0.07200000000000001		0.007698887938408894		0.003864319450407907		0.022746419545071617		0.015280135823429537

		0.073		0.00781333618752007		0.003921990006984366		0.023079355042681004		0.015505522514868303

		0.074		0.007928005142489826		0.003979778423147262		0.02341278211347817		0.015731292517006796

		0.075		0.00804289544235924		0.004037685060565279		0.023746701846965697		0.015957446808510637

		0.076		0.008158007728638896		0.004095710282388444		0.024081115335868188		0.016183986371379896

		0.077		0.008273342645320725		0.004153854453255658		0.02441602367614417		0.01641091219096334

		0.078		0.008388900838890085		0.004212117939302301		0.0247514279669981		0.01663822525597269

		0.079		0.008504682958337824		0.004270501108168018		0.025087329310892352		0.016865926558497005

		0.08		0.008620689655172407		0.0043290043290043325		0.02542372881355933		0.017094017094017096

		0.081		0.008736921583432204		0.004387627972482528		0.02576062758401357		0.017322497861420007

		0.082		0.008853379399697688		0.0044463724108014385		0.026098026734563975		0.017551369863013696

		0.083		0.00897006376310386		0.004505238017695273		0.026435927380825997		0.017780634104541563

		0.084		0.009086975335352666		0.004564225168441653		0.026774330641733964		0.01801029159519725

		0.085		0.009204114780725494		0.004623334239869463		0.02711323763955344		0.018240343347639486

		0.08600000000000001		0.009321482766095813		0.0046825656103669806		0.027452649499893598		0.018470790378006866

		0.08700000000000001		0.009439079960941737		0.004741919659889907		0.027792567351719737		0.018701633705932932

		0.088		0.00955690703735882		0.004801396769969447		0.028132992327365727		0.01893287435456109

		0.089		0.009674964670072825		0.004860997323720585		0.02847392556254666		0.01916451335055986

		0.09		0.009793253536452658		0.004920721705850195		0.028815368196371392		0.01939655172413793

		0.091		0.00991177431652325		0.004980570302665425		0.02915732137135534		0.019628990509059526

		0.092		0.01003052769297863		0.005040543502081971		0.029499786233433092		0.019861830742659757

		0.093		0.010149514351195026		0.005100641693632426		0.02984276393197134		0.020095073465859974

		0.094		0.010268734979244038		0.00516086526847481		0.030186255619781634		0.02032871972318339

		0.095		0.010388190267905955		0.005221214619400939		0.03053026245313338		0.020562770562770553

		0.096		0.01050788091068301		0.005281690140845069		0.03087478559176673		0.020797227036395142

		0.097		0.010627807603812864		0.005342292228892446		0.031219826198905697		0.02103209019947962

		0.098		0.010747971046282084		0.005403021281287905		0.031565385441271215		0.021267361111111105

		0.099		0.01086837193983971		0.0054638776974446825		0.03191146448909424		0.02150304083405734

		0.1		0.010989010989010983		0.005524861878453044		0.032258064516129045		0.0217391304347826

		0.101		0.011109888901110986		0.005585974227089208		0.03260518669966642		0.021975630983463876

		0.10200000000000001		0.011231006386258534		0.005647215147824169		0.03295283222054706		0.02221254355400697

		0.10300000000000001		0.011352364157390063		0.005708585046832569		0.03330100226317492		0.022449869224062766

		0.10400000000000001		0.011473962930273602		0.005770084332001786		0.03364969801553064		0.022687609075043632

		0.105		0.011595803423522911		0.005831713412940855		0.033998920669185105		0.022925764192139726

		0.106		0.01171788635861154		0.005893472700989658		0.03434867141931304		0.02316433566433566

		0.107		0.011840212459887133		0.0059553626092280374		0.03469895146470652		0.023403324584426934

		0.108		0.011962782454585737		0.006017383552484959		0.03504976200778884		0.02364273204903677

		0.109		0.012085597072846205		0.006079535947347884		0.035401104254628134		0.023882559158632778

		0.11		0.012208657047724746		0.006141820212171976		0.035752979414951244		0.02412280701754385

		0.111		0.01233196311520942		0.006204236767089598		0.03610538870215766		0.02436347673397717

		0.112		0.012455516014234877		0.0062667860340197045		0.03645833333333334		0.02460456942003514

		0.113		0.0125793164866971		0.006329468436677312		0.036811814529264845		0.024846086191732626

		0.114		0.012703365277468235		0.006392284400583167		0.037165833514453385		0.025088028169014082

		0.115		0.012827663134411598		0.006455234353073258		0.03752039151712888		0.025330396475770917

		0.116		0.012952210808396605		0.006518318723308608		0.03787548976926427		0.025573192239858905

		0.117		0.013077009053313961		0.006581537942284984		0.0382311295065897		0.02581641659311561

		0.11800000000000001		0.013202058626090854		0.006644892442842665		0.03858731196860694		0.02606007067137809

		0.11900000000000001		0.013327360286706232		0.006708382659676431		0.0389440383986037		0.026304155614500443

		0.12		0.013452914798206273		0.006772009029345378		0.039301310043668124		0.026548672566371674

		0.121		0.013578722926719784		0.006835771990283034		0.03965912815470338		0.026793622674933567

		0.122		0.013704785441473829		0.006899671982807384		0.04001749398644217		0.027039007092198572

		0.123		0.013831103114809392		0.006963709449130955		0.04037640879746143		0.027284826974267967

		0.124		0.013957676722197202		0.007027884833371131		0.04073587385019712		0.0275310834813499

		0.125		0.014084507042253518		0.0070921985815602905		0.04109589041095891		0.02777777777777777

		0.126		0.014211594856756146		0.0071566511416562536		0.04145645974994517		0.02802491103202847

		0.127		0.014338940950660498		0.007221242963552634		0.04181758314125783		0.028272484416740865

		0.128		0.014466546112115723		0.007285974499089257		0.04217926186291741		0.0285204991087344

		0.129		0.014594411132481043		0.007350846202062808		0.04254149719687811		0.02876895628902764

		0.13		0.014722536806342014		0.007415858528237313		0.04290429042904291		0.029017857142857137

		0.131		0.014850923931527038		0.0074810119353549195		0.04326764284927887		0.029267202859696157

		0.132		0.014979573309123926		0.007546306883146575		0.04363155575143236		0.029516994633273695

		0.133		0.015108485743496528		0.007611743833342891		0.043996030433344366		0.029767233661593555

		0.134		0.015237662042301564		0.007677323249684899		0.04436106819686605		0.030017921146953393

		0.135		0.015367103016505406		0.007743045597935195		0.044726670347874115		0.03026905829596412

		0.136		0.015496809480401096		0.007808911345888838		0.045092838196286476		0.030520646319569123

		0.137		0.015626782251625417		0.007874920963384486		0.04545957305607788		0.030772686433063787

		0.138		0.01575702215117606		0.007941074922315591		0.04582687624529556		0.03102517985611511

		0.139		0.01588753000342896		0.008007373696641526		0.04619474908607512		0.03127812781278127

		0.14		0.01601830663615559		0.008073817762399085		0.046563192904656325		0.03153153153153153

		0.14100000000000001		0.016149352880540604		0.00814040759771376		0.046932209031399094		0.03178539224526601

		0.14200000000000002		0.016280669571199256		0.00820714368281123		0.04730179880079948		0.03203971119133574

		0.14300000000000002		0.01641225754619535		0.00827402650002895		0.04767196355150573		0.03229448961156278

		0.14400000000000002		0.01654411764705882		0.008341056533827633		0.04804270462633454		0.032549728752260386

		0.145		0.016676250718803895		0.00840823427080314		0.048414023372287146		0.03280542986425339

		0.146		0.016808657609947042		0.008475560199698133		0.04878592114056583		0.03306159420289854

		0.147		0.016941339172525056		0.008543034811413955		0.049158399286590125		0.033318223028105165

		0.148		0.017074296262113528		0.008610658599022594		0.0495314591700134		0.033575317604355705

		0.149		0.017207529737845013		0.008678432057778568		0.04990510215473931		0.033832879200726605

		0.15		0.01734104046242773		0.008746355685131203		0.05027932960893854		0.03409090909090909

		0.151		0.017474829302164104		0.008814429980736678		0.050654142905065425		0.0343494085532302

		0.152		0.017608897126969406		0.008882655446470308		0.051029543419874666		0.03460837887067395

		0.153		0.017743244810390822		0.008951032586438914		0.05140553253443836		0.03486782133090245

		0.154		0.01787787322962619		0.009019561906993103		0.05178211163416275		0.035127737226277364

		0.155		0.018012783265543272		0.009088243916739966		0.05215928210880539		0.03538812785388128

		0.156		0.018147975802698932		0.00915707912655553		0.05253704535249215		0.035648994515539295

		0.157		0.018283451729358323		0.009226068049597457		0.052915402763734416		0.03591033851784079

		0.158		0.01841921193751458		0.009295211201317823		0.05329435574544638		0.03617216117216116

		0.159		0.018555257322908154		0.009364509099475837		0.05367390570496231		0.03643446379468377

		0.16		0.018691588785046714		0.009433962264150952		0.05405405405405407		0.03669724770642202

		0.161		0.01882820722722489		0.009503571217755743		0.05443480220894851		0.036960514233241516

		0.162		0.018965113556544125		0.009573336485049044		0.05481615159034514		0.03722426470588234

		0.163		0.019102308683932978		0.009643258593149165		0.05519810362343381		0.037488500459981595

		0.164		0.019239793524167055		0.009713338071547041		0.05558065973791235		0.03775322283609576

		0.165		0.019377568995889594		0.009783575452119784		0.055963821368004533		0.038018433179723504

		0.166		0.019515636021631793		0.009853971269144012		0.05634758995247795		0.03828413284132842

		0.167		0.019653995527833343		0.009924526059309439		0.056731966934661995		0.03855032317636194

		0.168		0.019792648444863347		0.00999524036173253		0.05711695376246602		0.0388170055452865

		0.169		0.019931595707040922		0.010066114717970115		0.057502551888397424		0.03908418131359852

		0.17		0.02007083825265642		0.010137149672033401		0.05788876276958004		0.03935185185185185

		0.171		0.02021037702399244		0.010208345770401769		0.058275587867772365		0.0396200185356812

		0.17200000000000001		0.020350212967345		0.01027970356203681		0.0586630286493861		0.03988868274582559

		0.17300000000000001		0.020490347033045135		0.01035122359839648		0.05905108658550463		0.04015784586815227

		0.17400000000000002		0.0206307801754802		0.01042290643344916		0.05943976315190163		0.040427509293680296

		0.17500000000000002		0.020771513353115712		0.010494752623688165		0.05982905982905985		0.040697674418604654

		0.176		0.020912547528517116		0.010566762728146016		0.06021897810218978		0.040968342644320276

		0.177		0.021053883668371586		0.010638937308408964		0.06060951946124873		0.04123951537744639

		0.178		0.021195522743510338		0.010711276928631627		0.06100068540095957		0.041511194029850734

		0.179		0.021337465728930742		0.010783782155551556		0.06139247742083		0.041783380018674134

		0.18		0.021479713603818604		0.010856453558504233		0.06178489702517161		0.042056074766355145

		0.181		0.021622267351570905		0.010929291709437839		0.06217794572311922		0.042329279700654796

		0.182		0.021765127959818217		0.0110022971829283		0.06257162502865002		0.042602996254681634

		0.183		0.021908296420447726		0.011075470556194419		0.06296593646060328		0.04287722586691658

		0.184		0.02205177372962608		0.011148812409112958		0.06336088154269973		0.043151969981238276

		0.185		0.022195560887822423		0.011222323324234161		0.06375646180356116		0.043427230046948366

		0.186		0.022339658899831857		0.01129600388679704		0.0641526787767303		0.04370300751879697

		0.187		0.0224840687747986		0.011369854684744935		0.06454953400069038		0.04397930385700845

		0.188		0.02262879152623975		0.011443876308741196		0.06494702901888531		0.04425612052730696

		0.189		0.022773828172068925		0.011518069352184794		0.06534516537973954		0.04453345900094251

		0.19		0.022919179734620012		0.011592434411226368		0.06574394463667822		0.04481132075471696

		0.191		0.023064847240671423		0.011666972084784073		0.06614336834814731		0.045089707271010374

		0.192		0.023210831721470013		0.011741682974559685		0.06654343807763402		0.04536862003780717

		0.193		0.023357134212755638		0.011816567685054822		0.06694415539368714		0.045648060548722794

		0.194		0.023503755754785558		0.011891626823587121		0.06734552186993752		0.045928030303030304

		0.195		0.02365069739235899		0.011966861000306854		0.06774753908511873		0.04620853080568718

		0.196		0.023797960174842165		0.012042270828213325		0.06815020862308764		0.04648956356736241

		0.197		0.02394554515619302		0.012117856923171555		0.0685535320728454		0.046771130104463425

		0.198		0.024093453394986596		0.012193619903929078		0.06895751102855817		0.04705323193916349

		0.199		0.02424168595444025		0.0122695603921327		0.06936214708957825		0.04733587059942912

		0.2		0.024390243902439015		0.012345679012345689		0.06976744186046514		0.047619047619047596

		0.201		0.02453912831156148		0.01242197639206477		0.07017339695100666		0.04790276453765489

		0.202		0.024688340259105348		0.012498453161737406		0.0705800139762404		0.04818702290076335

		0.203		0.02483788082711365		0.012575109954779186		0.07098729455647512		0.048471824259789874

		0.20400000000000001		0.024987751102400785		0.012651947407591187		0.07139524031731219		0.048757170172084134

		0.20500000000000002		0.025137952176578774		0.012728966159577781		0.07180385288966727		0.049043062200956916

		0.20600000000000002		0.025288485146083978		0.012806166853164247		0.07221313390979203		0.0493295019157088

		0.20700000000000002		0.02543935111220351		0.01288355013381465		0.07262308501929601		0.04961649089165866

		0.20800000000000002		0.025590551181102345		0.012961116650049875		0.07303370786516855		0.04990403071017274

		0.209		0.025742086463850226		0.013038867053465613		0.07344500409980087		0.05019212295869353

		0.21		0.025893958076448818		0.013116801998750793		0.0738569753810082		0.05048076923076921

		0.211		0.026046167139859286		0.01319492214370584		0.07426962337205209		0.05076997112608276

		0.212		0.026198714780029653		0.013273228149261206		0.07468294974166277		0.05105973025048169

		0.213		0.026351602127922782		0.013351720679496045		0.0750969561640616		0.051350048216007714

		0.214		0.026504830319544218		0.013430400401656854		0.07551164431898377		0.051640926640926614

		0.215		0.026658400495970232		0.013509267986176576		0.075927015891701		0.051932367149758435

		0.216		0.026812313803376377		0.013588324106693514		0.07634307257304429		0.052224371373307536

		0.217		0.026966571393065734		0.013667569440070542		0.07675981605942697		0.052516940948693115

		0.218		0.02712117442149787		0.013747004666414453		0.0771772480528676		0.05281007751937984

		0.219		0.027276124050317603		0.01382663046909529		0.07759537026101336		0.05310378273520851

		0.22		0.027431421446384028		0.013906447534766131		0.07801418439716312		0.05339805825242717

		0.221		0.027587067781800034		0.013986456553382702		0.07843369218029102		0.053692905733722054

		0.222		0.02774306423394151		0.014066658218223291		0.07885389533506988		0.05398832684824902

		0.223		0.027899411985487284		0.0141470532259088		0.07927479559189479		0.05428432327166505

		0.224		0.0280561122244489		0.014227642276422784		0.07969639468690703		0.05458089668615982

		0.225		0.028213166144200618		0.014308426073131968		0.08011869436201781		0.05487804878048779

		0.226		0.02837057494350993		0.014389405322806576		0.08054169636493229		0.05517578124999999

		0.227		0.0285283398265678		0.014470580735640975		0.08096540244917373		0.055474095796676434

		0.228		0.02868646200301961		0.014551953025274473		0.08138981437410758		0.05577299412915852

		0.229		0.02884494268799597		0.014633522908812086		0.08181493390496607		0.056072477962781565

		0.23		0.02900378310214375		0.014715291106845822		0.08224076281287247		0.05637254901960783

		0.231		0.02916298447165763		0.01479725834347576		0.0826673028748658		0.056673209028459265

		0.232		0.029322548028311423		0.014879425346331451		0.08309455587392553		0.05697445972495088

		0.233		0.029482475009490052		0.01496179284659349		0.08352252359899633		0.057276302851524095

		0.234		0.02964276665822144		0.015044361579015064		0.08395120784501317		0.057578740157480296

		0.23500000000000001		0.029803424223208617		0.01512713228194401		0.0843806104129264		0.05788177339901476

		0.23600000000000002		0.02996444895886238		0.015210105697344682		0.08481073310972688		0.05818540433925049

		0.23700000000000002		0.030125842125333674		0.015293282570820157		0.08524157774847142		0.05848963474827246

		0.23800000000000002		0.03028760498854669		0.015376663651634606		0.08567314614830815		0.05879446640316206

		0.23900000000000002		0.030449738820231886		0.015460249692735644		0.08610544013450223		0.059099901088031634

		0.24		0.030612244897959173		0.015544041450777216		0.08653846153846154		0.05940594059405939

		0.241		0.030775124505171732		0.015628039686142278		0.08697221219776254		0.05971258671952427

		0.242		0.030938378931219635		0.01571224516296585		0.08740669395617626		0.060019841269841265

		0.243		0.031102009471393816		0.01579665864915819		0.08784190866369444		0.0603277060575968

		0.244		0.03126601742696054		0.015881280916428035		0.08827785817655573		0.060636182902584476

		0.245		0.03143040410519563		0.015966112740306303		0.08871454435727219		0.060945273631840775

		0.246		0.03159517081941945		0.016051154900169652		0.08915196907465572		0.06125498007968126

		0.247		0.03176031888903176		0.01613640817926439		0.08959013420384476		0.06156530408773679

		0.248		0.031925849639546845		0.01622187336473054		0.0900290416263311		0.06187624750499

		0.249		0.03209176440262921		0.01630755124762593		0.0904686932299867		0.06218781218781217

		0.25		0.032258064516129024		0.016393442622950834		0.09090909090909093		0.062499999999999986

		0.251		0.03242475132411831		0.016479548289672387		0.09135023656435765		0.0628128128128128

		0.252		0.032591826176927054		0.01656586905074941		0.09179213210296261		0.06312625250501001

		0.253		0.03275929043117958		0.016652405713157403		0.09223477943857095		0.06344032096288864

		0.254		0.03292714544983148		0.01673915908791356		0.09267818049136464		0.06375502008032127

		0.255		0.033095392602206355		0.01682612999010229		0.09312233718807061		0.06407035175879396

		0.256		0.033264033264033245		0.016913319238900642		0.09356725146198831		0.06438631790744466

		0.257		0.03343306881748407		0.017000727657604024		0.09401292525301792		0.06470292044310172

		0.258		0.03360250065121124		0.01708835607365217		0.09445936050768858		0.06502016129032255

		0.259		0.03377233016038598		0.017176205318655106		0.09490655917918654		0.06533804238143288

		0.26		0.03394255874673629		0.01726427622841967		0.09535452322738387		0.06565656565656564

		0.261		0.034113187818585786		0.017352569642975876		0.095803254618867		0.0659757330637007

		0.262		0.03428421879089244		0.017441086406603648		0.09625275532696548		0.06629554655870445

		0.263		0.03445565308528756		0.017529827367859793		0.09670302733178088		0.06661600810536979

		0.264		0.034627492130115435		0.017618793379604897		0.09715407262021591		0.06693711967545637

		0.265		0.034799737360472746		0.017707985299031122		0.0976058931860037		0.06725888324873094

		0.266		0.03497239021824873		0.01779740398768906		0.09805849102973706		0.06758130081300813

		0.267		0.03514545215216533		0.017887050311516082		0.09851186815889806		0.06790437436419125

		0.268		0.0353189246178176		0.017976925140863995		0.09896602658788778		0.06822810590631362

		0.269		0.035492809077714745		0.01806702935052726		0.09942096833805596		0.06855249745158001

		0.27		0.035667107001320995		0.018157363819771368		0.09987669543773123		0.06887755102040816

		0.271		0.03584181986509719		0.018247929432361466		0.10033320992225103		0.06920326864147089

		0.272		0.036016949152542374		0.018338727076591156		0.10079051383399211		0.06952965235173825

		0.273		0.03619249635423571		0.018429757645311545		0.10124860922240084		0.06985670419651994

		0.274		0.03636846296787896		0.01852102203596051		0.10170749814402379		0.07018442622950818

		0.275		0.03654485049833887		0.01861252115059227		0.10216718266253873		0.0705128205128205

		0.276		0.03672166045769024		0.018704255895906796		0.10262766484878534		0.07084188911704312

		0.277		0.036898894365259095		0.01879622718328022		0.10308894678079643		0.07117163412127442

		0.278		0.03707655374766603		0.018888435928794706		0.10355103054382919		0.0715020576131687

		0.279		0.037254640138870324		0.018980883053268956		0.10401391823039645		0.07183316168898042

		0.28		0.037433155080213866		0.019073569482288846		0.10447761194029853		0.07216494845360824

		0.281		0.03761210012046582		0.01916649614623833		0.10494211378065481		0.07249742002063983

		0.28200000000000003		0.037791476815867066		0.01925966398033056		0.10540742586593572		0.0728305785123967

		0.28300000000000003		0.03797128673017576		0.019353073924639263		0.1058735503179948		0.0731644260599793

		0.28400000000000003		0.0381515314347125		0.019446726924130363		0.10634048926610087		0.07349896480331262

		0.28500000000000003		0.03833221250840615		0.01954062392869392		0.10680824484697067		0.07383419689119171

		0.28600000000000003		0.03851333153784004		0.019634765893175938		0.10727681920480123		0.0741701244813278

		0.28700000000000003		0.038694890117298104		0.019729153777411194		0.10774621449130274		0.07450674974039462

		0.28800000000000003		0.03887688984881209		0.019823788546255543		0.1082164328657315		0.07484407484407483

		0.289		0.03905933234220838		0.01991867116961888		0.10868747649492289		0.07518210197710716

		0.29		0.039242219215155576		0.020013802622498293		0.10915934755332496		0.07552083333333333

		0.291		0.03942555209321232		0.02010918388501141		0.10963204822303153		0.07586027111574553

		0.292		0.0396093326098752		0.020204815942430114		0.11010558069381599		0.07620041753653442

		0.293		0.03979356240662773		0.020300699785214434		0.11057994716316517		0.07654127481713686

		0.294		0.039978243132988825		0.020396836409046746		0.11105514983631327		0.0768828451882845

		0.295		0.04016337644656225		0.020493226814866254		0.11153119092627599		0.07722513089005235

		0.296		0.04034896401308617		0.020589872008903776		0.11200807265388497		0.07756813417190772

		0.297		0.040535007506482874		0.020686773002716485		0.11248579724782226		0.07791185729275968

		0.298		0.04072150860890953		0.020783930813223633		0.11296436694465505		0.07825630252100838

		0.299		0.040908469010808565		0.020881346462741836		0.11344378398887063		0.07860147213459515

		0.3		0.04109589041095887		0.020979020979020994		0.11392405063291139		0.07894736842105263

		0.301		0.04128377451652724		0.021076955395280452		0.11440516913721022		0.0792939936775553

		0.302		0.04147212304312003		0.021175150750245408		0.11488714177022574		0.07964135021097045

		0.303		0.04166093771483568		0.02127360808818366		0.11536997080847823		0.07998944033790917

		0.304		0.04185022026431716		0.02137232845894262		0.11585365853658537		0.080338266384778

		0.305		0.04203997243280492		0.021471312917986603		0.11633820724729815		0.08068783068783068

		0.306		0.04223019597019047		0.02157056252643456		0.11682361924153731		0.0810381355932203

		0.307		0.04242089263506979		0.021670078351097664		0.11730989682842952		0.08138918345705194

		0.308		0.042612064194798		0.021769861464517988		0.11779704232534423		0.08174097664543523

		0.309		0.042803712425543684		0.02186991294500675		0.11828505805793033		0.08209351753453771

		0.31		0.04299583911234393		0.02197023387668322		0.11877394636015325		0.08244680851063829

		0.311		0.04318844604915986		0.022070825349513885		0.11926370957433213		0.08280085197018101

		0.312		0.04338153503893215		0.02217168845935191		0.11975435005117709		0.08315565031982941

		0.313		0.04357510789363775		0.02227282430797694		0.12024587014982713		0.08351120597652079

		0.314		0.043769166434346224		0.02237423400313523		0.12073827223788773		0.08386752136752133

		0.315		0.04396371249127701		0.022475918658580153		0.12123155869146891		0.08422459893048129

		0.316		0.044158747903856925		0.022577879394112658		0.12172573189522344		0.08458244111349034

		0.317		0.044354274520777955		0.022680117335622856		0.12222079424238531		0.084941050375134

		0.318		0.04455029420005603		0.022782633615131144		0.12271674813480836		0.08530042918454933

		0.319		0.044746808809089614		0.022885429370830074		0.12321359598300503		0.08566058002148225

		0.32		0.044943820224719065		0.022988505747126457		0.1237113402061856		0.08602150537634409

		0.321		0.045141330333286475		0.02309186389468385		0.1242099832322972		0.08638320775026909

		0.322		0.04533934103069559		0.023195504970465356		0.12470952749806355		0.08674568965517243

		0.323		0.04553785422247285		0.023299430137776814		0.12520997544902443		0.08710895361380797

		0.324		0.04573687182382833		0.023403640566310308		0.1257113295395758		0.08747300215982719

		0.325		0.04593639575971727		0.023508137432188124		0.12621359223300976		0.08783783783783784

		0.326		0.046136427964902374		0.023612921918006718		0.12671676600155482		0.08820346320346319

		0.327		0.04633697038401588		0.023717995212881746		0.12722085332641683		0.08856988082340198

		0.328		0.046538024971623154		0.023823358512492773		0.12772585669781933		0.08893709327548806

		0.329		0.046739593692285815		0.023929013019128694		0.12823177861504484		0.08930510314875133

		0.33		0.046941678520625855		0.024034959941733453		0.12873862158647598		0.08967391304347827

		0.331		0.04714428144139014		0.02414120049595217		0.1292463881296369		0.0900435255712731

		0.332		0.04734740444951512		0.024247735904177628		0.12975508077123504		0.09041394335511985

		0.333		0.04755104955019277		0.02435456739559716		0.13026470204720303		0.09078516902944382

		0.334		0.04775521875893621		0.02446169620623992		0.13077525450274083		0.09115720524017465

		0.335		0.04795991410164636		0.02456912357902463		0.13128674069235796		0.09153005464480875

		0.336		0.04816513761467893		0.024676850763807337		0.13179916317991636		0.09190371991247263

		0.337		0.04837089134491174		0.02478487901743036		0.13231252453867298		0.09227820372398689

		0.338		0.048577177349813164		0.024893209603770842		0.13282682735132306		0.09265350877192981

		0.339		0.04878399769751041		0.02500184379379013		0.1333420742100433		0.0930296377607025

		0.34		0.048991354466858754		0.025110782865583478		0.13385826771653547		0.09340659340659342

		0.341		0.049199249747511206		0.025220028104430157		0.1343754104820702		0.09378437843784376

		0.342		0.04940768563998846		0.025329580802844028		0.13489350512753093		0.0941629955947137

		0.343		0.04961666425575003		0.025439442260624487		0.13541255428345836		0.09454244762954794

		0.34400000000000003		0.04982618771726534		0.02554961378490789		0.13593256059009487		0.09492273730684324

		0.34500000000000003		0.05003625815808553		0.025660096690219476		0.1364535266974292		0.09530386740331492

		0.34600000000000003		0.05024687772291609		0.025770892298525305		0.13697545526524152		0.09568584070796458

		0.34700000000000003		0.050458048567689415		0.025882001939285495		0.1374983489631489		0.09606866002214842

		0.34800000000000003		0.050669772859638904		0.02599342694950706		0.1380222104706505		0.09645232815964522

		0.34900000000000003		0.05088205277737278		0.026105168673797623		0.1385470424771735		0.09683684794672584

		0.35000000000000003		0.05109489051094887		0.026217228464419498		0.13907284768211925		0.09722222222222224

		0.35100000000000003		0.05130828826195004		0.02632960768134425		0.13959962879490923		0.09760845383759732

		0.352		0.05152224824355973		0.0264423076923077		0.14012738853503184		0.09799554565701554

		0.353		0.05173677268063901		0.026555329872865418		0.1406561296320893		0.0983835005574136

		0.354		0.05195186380980333		0.02666867560644869		0.14118585482584423		0.0987723214285714

		0.355		0.052167523879500334		0.026782346284420958		0.14171656686626746		0.09916201117318438

		0.356		0.05238375515008824		0.02689634330613484		0.14224826851358552		0.0995525727069351

		0.357		0.05260055989391484		0.027010668078989226		0.14278096253832823		0.09994400895856659

		0.358		0.052817940395396876		0.027125322018487687		0.14331465172137708		0.10033632286995516

		0.359		0.053035898951100585		0.027240306548296563		0.14384933885401363		0.10072951739618403

		0.36		0.05325443786982246		0.027355623100303976		0.14438502673796788		0.10112359550561799

		0.361		0.05347355947267066		0.027471273114679264		0.14492171818546767		0.10151856017997747

		0.362		0.053693266093147445		0.027587258039932942		0.14545941601928747		0.10191441441441437

		0.363		0.05391356007723155		0.02770357933297718		0.14599812307279797		0.10231116121758736

		0.364		0.05413444378346221		0.027820238459186783		0.14653784219001612		0.10270880361173812

		0.365		0.05435591958302305		0.027937236892460755		0.1470785762256548		0.10310734463276838

		0.366		0.054577989859826974		0.028054576115284433		0.14762032804517344		0.10350678733031672

		0.367		0.05480065701060178		0.028172257618791788		0.14816310052482845		0.10390713476783689

		0.368		0.05502392344497607		0.028290282902829065		0.14870689655172414		0.10430839002267574

		0.369		0.05524779158556669		0.0284086534760182		0.1492517190238641		0.10471055618615208

		0.37		0.05547226386806593		0.028527370855821146		0.14979757085020243		0.10511363636363638

		0.371		0.055697342741330085		0.028646436568604754		0.15034445495069568		0.10551763367463024

		0.372		0.05592303066746845		0.028765852149706162		0.15089237425635482		0.10592255125284734

		0.373		0.056149330121932864		0.028885619143498797		0.1514413317092976		0.10632839224629419

		0.374		0.05637624359360867		0.029005739103458963		0.15199133026280146		0.10673515981735157

		0.375		0.05660377358490563		0.029126213592233077		0.15254237288135597		0.10714285714285708

		0.376		0.056831922611850015		0.0292470441817051		0.15309446254071662		0.10755148741418762

		0.377		0.0570606932041774		0.02936823245306541		0.1536476022279582		0.10796105383734246

		0.378		0.05729008790542589		0.02948977999687943		0.15420179494152841		0.10837155963302753

		0.379		0.05752010927303079		0.02961168841315731		0.1547570436913026		0.10878300803673935

		0.38		0.057750759878419426		0.029733959311424127		0.15531335149863768		0.10919540229885052

		0.381		0.057982042307106935		0.02985659431079071		0.1558707213964271		0.10960874568469503

		0.382		0.05821395915879307		0.029979595040025123		0.15642915642915647		0.11002304147465435

		0.383		0.05844651304745918		0.030102963137624776		0.15698865965295805		0.11043829296424452

		0.384		0.05867970660146698		0.03022670025188916		0.1575492341356674		0.11085450346420321

		0.385		0.0589135424636572		0.030350808040993372		0.15811088295687892		0.11127167630057798

		0.386		0.05914802329144954		0.030475288173061804		0.15867360920800222		0.1116898148148148

		0.387		0.059383151756943406		0.030600142326243432		0.15923741599231933		0.11210892236384702

		0.388		0.05961893054701905		0.03072537218878687		0.1598023064250412		0.11252900232018562

		0.389		0.05985536236344052		0.030850979459116544		0.16036828363336544		0.11295005807200927

		0.39		0.06009244992295836		0.030976965845909483		0.16093535075653376		0.11337209302325577

		0.391		0.06033019595741394		0.0311033330681728		0.16150351094589016		0.1137951105937136

		0.392		0.060568603213844274		0.031230082855321875		0.16207276736493942		0.1142191142191142

		0.393		0.06080767445458766		0.031357216947259244		0.16264312318940544		0.11464410735122521

		0.394		0.06104741245739075		0.03148473709445421		0.16321458160729085		0.1150700934579439

		0.395		0.06128782001551587		0.03161264505802328		0.1637871458189358		0.11549707602339176

		0.396		0.06152889993784955		0.0317409426098109		0.16436081903707805		0.11592505854800936

		0.397		0.061770655049012		0.03186963153247176		0.16493560448691325		0.1163540445486518

		0.398		0.06201308818946714		0.03199871361955303		0.1655115054061547		0.11678403755868545

		0.399		0.06225620221563425		0.03212819067557778		0.16608852504509508		0.11721504112808459

		0.4		0.06249999999999998		0.03225806451612906		0.16666666666666674		0.11764705882352937

		0.401		0.06274448443123137		0.03238833696793476		0.16724593354650355		0.11808009422850411

		0.402		0.06298965841429022		0.03251900986895326		0.16782632897300312		0.11851415094339621

		0.403		0.06323552487054764		0.03265008506845986		0.16840785624738824		0.11894923258559623

		0.404		0.06348208673790068		0.03278156442713404		0.16899051868377024		0.11938534278959809

		0.405		0.06372934697088904		0.03291344981714757		0.16957431960921152		0.11982248520710055

		0.406		0.06397730854081307		0.03304574312225303		0.1701592623637888		0.120260663507109

		0.40700000000000003		0.06422597443585296		0.033178446237874026		0.1707453503006573		0.12069988137603793

		0.40800000000000003		0.06447534766118837		0.033311561071195345		0.17133258678611427		0.12114014251781474

		0.40900000000000003		0.06472543123912011		0.033445089541254434		0.17192097519966376		0.12158145065398333

		0.41000000000000003		0.06497622820919173		0.03357903357903361		0.1725105189340814		0.12202380952380948

		0.41100000000000003		0.06522774162831294		0.033713395127553135		0.17310122139547948		0.12246722288438616

		0.41200000000000003		0.06547997457088368		0.033848176141965176		0.17369308600337274		0.12291169451073984

		0.41300000000000003		0.06573293012891931		0.03398337858964865		0.17428611619074413		0.12335722819593789

		0.41400000000000003		0.06598661141217724		0.03411900445030492		0.17488031540411159		0.12380382775119615

		0.41500000000000004		0.0662410215482841		0.034255055716054555		0.17547568710359415		0.12425149700598798

		0.41600000000000004		0.06649616368286441		0.03439153439153446		0.17607223476297973		0.12470023980815347

		0.417		0.06675204097967026		0.03452844249399691		0.1766699618697924		0.12515006002400958

		0.418		0.06700865662071177		0.034665782053408575		0.17726887192536048		0.12560096153846148

		0.419		0.06726601380638945		0.03480355511255092		0.1778689684448847		0.1260529482551143

		0.42		0.06752411575562699		0.034941763727121496		0.1784702549575071		0.1265060240963855

		0.421		0.06778296570600544		0.0350804099658362		0.1790727350063803		0.1269601930036188

		0.422		0.06804256691389876		0.03521949591053248		0.17967641214873686		0.12741545893719802

		0.423		0.06830292265461005		0.03535902365627352		0.18028128995595968		0.12787182587666257

		0.424		0.06856403622250969		0.035498995311453445		0.1808873720136519		0.12832929782082322

		0.425		0.06882591093117407		0.035639412997903554		0.18149466192170818		0.12878787878787876

		0.426		0.06908855011352573		0.03578027885099956		0.18210316329438592		0.12924757281553398

		0.427		0.069351957121975		0.035921595019769555		0.18271287976037653		0.12970838396111783

		0.428		0.06961613532856215		0.03606336366700376		0.18332381496287836		0.1301703163017031

		0.429		0.0698810881251018		0.036205586969364545		0.18393597255966848		0.13063337393422653

		0.43		0.07014681892332787		0.03634826711749792		0.18454935622317595		0.13109756097560973

		0.431		0.07041333115503998		0.03649140631614599		0.18516396964055568		0.13156288156288157

		0.432		0.07068062827225134		0.03663500678426053		0.18577981651376146		0.1320293398533007

		0.433		0.07094871374733737		0.036779070755117646		0.1863969005596212		0.13249694002447973

		0.434		0.07121759107318675		0.036923600476433546		0.18701522550991098		0.13296568627450978

		0.435		0.07148726376335247		0.03706859821048145		0.18763479511143064		0.13343558282208587

		0.436		0.07175773535220537		0.03721406623420969		0.18825561312607947		0.1339066339066339

		0.437		0.0720290093950882		0.037360006839360575		0.18887768333093216		0.13437884378843787

		0.438		0.07230108946847146		0.037506422332591244		0.18950100951831556		0.1348522167487684

		0.439		0.07257397917011076		0.03765331503559486		0.1901255954958857		0.1353267570900123

		0.44		0.07284768211920527		0.0378006872852234		0.19075144508670522		0.13580246913580243

		0.441		0.07312220195655775		0.037948541433611586		0.1913785621293216		0.13627935723114956

		0.442		0.07339754234473599		0.038096879848302026		0.19200695047784536		0.13675742574257424

		0.443		0.07367370696823551		0.03824570491237158		0.1926366140020293		0.13723667905824033

		0.444		0.07395069953364422		0.03839501902455897		0.1932675565873477		0.1377171215880893

		0.445		0.07422852376980815		0.038544824599393755		0.19389978213507628		0.13819875776397514

		0.446		0.07450718342799861		0.038695124067326114		0.19453329456237284		0.138681592039801

		0.447		0.07478668228208134		0.038845919874858845		0.19516809780235772		0.13916562889165626

		0.448		0.07506702412868634		0.038997214484679715		0.19580419580419584		0.13965087281795505

		0.449		0.07534821278738042		0.03914901037579566		0.19644159253317783		0.1401373283395755

		0.45		0.07563025210084032		0.03930131004366816		0.19708029197080293		0.14062499999999997

		0.451		0.07591314593502774		0.039454116000349954		0.19772029811486194		0.14111389236545682

		0.452		0.07619689817936619		0.03960743077462322		0.19836161497952018		0.14160401002506262

		0.453		0.07648151274691879		0.03976125691213904		0.19900424659540197		0.14209535759096606

		0.454		0.07676699357456883		0.03991559697555829		0.19964819700967465		0.14258793969849246

		0.455		0.07705334462320065		0.04007045354469405		0.20029347028613353		0.14308176100628928

		0.456		0.07734056987788328		0.04022582921665498		0.20094007050528792		0.14357682619647355

		0.457		0.07762867334805507		0.040381726605991056		0.20158800176444644		0.1440731399747793

		0.458		0.07791765906771012		0.040538148344839854		0.20223726817780396		0.14457070707070702

		0.459		0.07820753109558698		0.04069509708307479		0.2028878738765287		0.14506953223767383

		0.46		0.07849829351535834		0.040852575488454744		0.2035398230088496		0.14556962025316453

		0.461		0.0787899504358229		0.04101058624677523		0.20419311974014473		0.14607097591888468

		0.462		0.07908250599109896		0.04116913206202105		0.20484776825302986		0.1465736040609137

		0.463		0.0793759643408195		0.04132821565652059		0.2055037727474479		0.14707750952986018

		0.464		0.07967032967032966		0.04148783977110158		0.20616113744075837		0.1475826972010178

		0.465		0.07996560619088564		0.04164800716524863		0.20681986656782805		0.14808917197452226

		0.466		0.08026179813985528		0.041808720617261874		0.20747996438112207		0.14859693877551022

		0.467		0.0805589097809212		0.04196998292441815		0.20814143515079483		0.1491060025542784

		0.468		0.08085694540428474		0.042131796903132936		0.20880428316478292		0.14961636828644498

		0.46900000000000003		0.08115590932687317		0.04229416538912441		0.2094685127288969		0.1501280409731114

		0.47000000000000003		0.08145580589254764		0.042457091237579084		0.21013412816691507		0.15064102564102563

		0.47100000000000003		0.0817566394723138		0.042620577323319184		0.21080113382067736		0.15115532734274711

		0.47200000000000003		0.08205841446453412		0.04278462654097174		0.21146953405017924		0.1516709511568123

		0.47300000000000003		0.08236113529514193		0.04294924180513939		0.21213933323366724		0.15218790218790215

		0.47400000000000003		0.0826648064178584		0.04311442605057304		0.2128105357677343		0.1527061855670103

		0.47500000000000003		0.08296943231441045		0.04328018223234632		0.21348314606741575		0.15322580645161288

		0.47600000000000003		0.08327501749475155		0.04344651332603147		0.21415716856628678		0.1537467700258398

		0.47700000000000004		0.08358156649728407		0.04361342232787791		0.2148326077165591		0.15426908150064683

		0.47800000000000004		0.0838890838890839		0.04378091225499181		0.2155094679891795		0.1547927461139896

		0.47900000000000004		0.08419757426612762		0.04394898614551798		0.21618775387392813		0.1553177691309987

		0.48		0.0845070422535211		0.04411764705882357		0.21686746987951808		0.1558441558441558

		0.481		0.08481749250573088		0.044286898075683666		0.21754862053369523		0.15637191157347197

		0.482		0.0851289297068173		0.04445674229846893		0.21823121038333834		0.15690104166666663

		0.483		0.08544135857067045		0.04462718285133513		0.21891524399456114		0.15743155149934807

		0.484		0.08575478384124734		0.044798222880414656		0.21960072595281305		0.1579634464751958

		0.485		0.08606921029281275		0.04496986555401019		0.2202876608629826		0.15849673202614376

		0.486		0.08638464273018126		0.045142114062790346		0.22097605334949988		0.15903141361256537

		0.487		0.08670108598896202		0.04531497161998704		0.2216659080564406		0.15956749672346

		0.488		0.08701854493580602		0.045488441461595884		0.22235722964763063		0.16010498687664038

		0.489		0.0873370244686551		0.0456625268465777		0.22305002280675082		0.16064388961892245

		0.49		0.08765652951699462		0.045837231057062715		0.22374429223744294		0.16118421052631576

		0.491		0.0879770650421071		0.04601255739855687		0.22444004266341616		0.161725955204216

		0.492		0.08829863603732946		0.04618850920015023		0.22513727882855403		0.1622691292875989

		0.493		0.08862124752831207		0.04636508981472775		0.22583600549702249		0.1628137384412153

		0.494		0.08894490457328051		0.04654230261918221		0.22653622745337818		0.16335978835978834

		0.495		0.08926961226330025		0.046720151014629535		0.22723794950267792		0.1639072847682119

		0.496		0.08959537572254332		0.0468986384266264		0.22794117647058829		0.16445623342175059

		0.497		0.08992220010855793		0.04707776830538986		0.22864591320349642		0.16500664010624166

		0.498		0.09025009061254079		0.04725754412602018		0.22935216456862148		0.16555851063829785

		0.499		0.09057905245961155		0.047437969388725215		0.2300599354541263		0.16611185086551264

		0.5		0.09090909090909088		0.04761904761904766		0.23076923076923078		0.16666666666666663

		0.501		0.09124021125478052		0.04780078236809468		0.23148005544432473		0.16722296395193587

		0.502		0.0915724188252462		0.047983177212770046		0.23219241443108232		0.16778074866310158

		0.503		0.0919057189841038		0.04816623575600882		0.2329063127025776		0.1683400267737617

		0.504		0.09224011713030747		0.04834996162701458		0.23362175525339926		0.16890080428954424

		0.505		0.09257561869844178		0.04853435848149937		0.23433874709976799		0.16946308724832213

		0.506		0.09291222915901576		0.048719430001925745		0.2350572932796532		0.17002688172043004

		0.507		0.0932499540187603		0.04890517989775255		0.23577739885289103		0.17059219380888288

		0.508		0.09358879882092855		0.049091611905682314		0.23649906890130357		0.17115902964959567

		0.509		0.0939287691455988		0.04927872978991195		0.2372223085288178		0.17172739541160595

		0.51		0.09426987060998152		0.04946653734238607		0.23794712286158634		0.17229729729729726

		0.511		0.09461210886872796		0.04965503838305318		0.2386735170481084		0.1728687415426251

		0.512		0.09495548961424329		0.04984423676012463		0.23940149625935167		0.17344173441734415

		0.513		0.0953000185770017		0.050034136350336496		0.24013106568887507		0.17401628222523743

		0.514		0.09564570152586528		0.05022474105921438		0.24086223055295222		0.17459239130434784

		0.515		0.09599254426840632		0.05041605482134126		0.2415949960906959		0.17517006802721086

		0.516		0.09634055265123223		0.05060808160062778		0.2423293675641829		0.17574931880108988

		0.517		0.09668973256031414		0.05080082539058669		0.24306535025858017		0.1763301500682128

		0.518		0.09704008992131886		0.05099429021460924		0.2438029494822718		0.1769125683060109

		0.519		0.09739163069994372		0.051188480126245245		0.24454217056698602		0.1774965800273598

		0.52		0.09774436090225562		0.05138339920948621		0.24528301886792456		0.1780821917808219

		0.521		0.09809828657503293		0.05157905157905161		0.24602549976389115		0.17866941015089158

		0.522		0.09845341380611085		0.05177544138067846		0.246769618657422		0.17925824175824173

		0.523		0.0988097487247308		0.0519725727914141		0.24751538097491724		0.17984869325997246

		0.524		0.09916729750189252		0.05217045001991239		0.24826279216677197		0.18044077134986228

		0.525		0.09952606635071089		0.05236907730673327		0.24901185770750991		0.18103448275862066

		0.526		0.09988606152677551		0.05256845892464531		0.2497625830959165		0.18162983425414359

		0.527		0.10024728932851432		0.05276859917893258		0.2505149738551735		0.1822268326417704

		0.528		0.10060975609756101		0.052969502407704615		0.25126903553299496		0.1828254847645429

		0.529		0.10097346821912578		0.05317117298220922		0.2520247737017628		0.1834257975034674

		0.53		0.10133843212237094		0.05337361530715021		0.2527821939586646		0.18402777777777776

		0.531		0.10170465428078908		0.05357683382100711		0.2535413019258317		0.18463143254520162

		0.532		0.1020721412125863		0.05378083299636083		0.2543021032504781		0.1852367688022284

		0.533		0.10244089948106865		0.05398561734022093		0.25506460360504074		0.18584379358437936

		0.534		0.10281093569503275		0.054191191394357734		0.2558288086873204		0.18645251396648047

		0.535		0.10318225650916103		0.05439755973563813		0.25659472422062357		0.18706293706293706

		0.536		0.10355486862442037		0.05460472697636521		0.25736235595390533		0.18767507002801115

		0.537		0.10392877878846521		0.05481269776462191		0.2581317096619132		0.18828892005610096

		0.538		0.104303993796045		0.055021476784618606		0.25890279114533216		0.18890449438202248

		0.539		0.10468052048941545		0.05523106875704484		0.25967560623092983		0.18952180028129398

		0.54		0.10505836575875485		0.0554414784394251		0.26045016077170424		0.19014084507042253

		0.541		0.10543753654258428		0.0556527106264788		0.26122646064703053		0.19076163610719318

		0.542		0.10581803982819206		0.055864770150484466		0.2620045117628102		0.19138418079096045

		0.543		0.1061998826520634		0.05607766188164827		0.2627843200516213		0.192008486562942

		0.544		0.1065830721003135		0.05629139072847683		0.26356589147286824		0.1926345609065156

		0.545		0.10696761530912659		0.05650596163815448		0.26434923201293453		0.19326241134751773

		0.546		0.10735351946519855		0.056721379596924984		0.26513434768533517		0.19389204545454541

		0.547		0.10774079180618472		0.05693764963047775		0.26592124453087024		0.1945234708392603

		0.548		0.10812943962115237		0.057154776804338725		0.2667099286177807		0.19515669515669515

		0.549		0.10851947025103775		0.05737276622426581		0.26750040604190356		0.1957917261055635

		0.55		0.10891089108910892		0.05759162303664938		0.26829268292682934		0.19642857142857142

		0.551		0.10930370958143222		0.05781135242891632		0.26908676542405996		0.19706723891273245

		0.552		0.10969793322734496		0.05803195962994127		0.26988265971316827		0.1977077363896848

		0.553		0.11009356957993235		0.05825344991046047		0.270680372001958		0.1983500717360115

		0.554		0.1104906262465098		0.05847582858349178		0.27147990852662535		0.19899425287356326

		0.555		0.1108891108891109		0.058699101004759495		0.2722812755519216		0.19964028776978418

		0.556		0.11128903122497996		0.058923272573124304		0.2730844793713164		0.2002881844380403

		0.557		0.11169039502707034		0.05914834873101846		0.2738895263071628		0.20093795093795094

		0.558		0.11209321012454795		0.05937433496488623		0.27469642271086325		0.20158959537572255

		0.559		0.11249748440330039		0.05960123680562967		0.275505174963036		0.2022431259044863

		0.56		0.11290322580645151		0.05982905982905989		0.2763157894736843		0.2028985507246377

		0.561		0.11331044233488193		0.06005780965635375		0.2771282726823647		0.20355587808417994

		0.562		0.113719142047754		0.060287491954516235		0.2779426310583581		0.20421511627906977

		0.5630000000000001		0.11412933306304485		0.060518112436848355		0.2787588711008418		0.20487627365356623

		0.5640000000000001		0.11454102355808288		0.060749676863420955		0.2795769993390615		0.20553935860058312

		0.5650000000000001		0.11495422177009156		0.06098219104155424		0.28039702233250624		0.2062043795620438

		0.5660000000000001		0.11536893599673867		0.06121566082630326		0.2812189466710832		0.20687134502923973

		0.5670000000000001		0.11578517459669181		0.061450092120949366		0.2820427789752944		0.2075402635431918

		0.5680000000000001		0.11620294599017998		0.0616854908774978		0.2828685258964144		0.20821114369501467

		0.5690000000000001		0.11662225865956131		0.06192186309718137		0.2836961941166695		0.20888399412628492

		0.5700000000000001		0.11704312114989723		0.06215921483097073		0.2845257903494177		0.20955882352941177

		0.5710000000000001		0.11746554206953311		0.06239755218008977		0.2853573213393304		0.21023564064801176

		0.5720000000000001		0.11788953009068433		0.0626368812965398		0.2861907938625751		0.21091445427728614

		0.5730000000000001		0.11831509395003102		0.06287720838362792		0.2870262147269996		0.21159527326440178

		0.5740000000000001		0.11874224244931736		0.06311853969650331		0.287863590772317		0.2122781065088758

		0.5750000000000001		0.11917098445595856		0.06336088154269984		0.288702928870293		0.21296296296296297

		0.5760000000000001		0.11960132890365448		0.06360424028268562		0.2895442359249331		0.21364985163204747

		0.577		0.12003328479301013		0.06384862233041946		0.2903875188726724		0.21433878157503705

		0.578		0.12046686119216332		0.06409403415391446		0.2912327846825663		0.21502976190476183

		0.579		0.12090206723741899		0.06434048227580848		0.2920800403564823		0.2157228017883755

		0.58		0.1213389121338911		0.06458797327394214		0.2929292929292929		0.21641791044776115

		0.581		0.12177740515615161		0.06483651378194402		0.2937805494690713		0.21711509715994015

		0.582		0.12221755564888706		0.06508611048982334		0.2946338170772866		0.21781437125748493

		0.583		0.12265937302756157		0.06533677014457022		0.2954891028890015		0.21851574212893546

		0.584		0.12310286677908938		0.06558849955076371		0.2963464140730717		0.21921921921921916

		0.585		0.12354804646251319		0.06584130557118739		0.29720575783234543		0.21992481203007516

		0.586		0.12399492170969104		0.06609519512745317		0.2980671414038657		0.22063253012048187

		0.587		0.12444350222599104		0.06635017520063295		0.2989305720590732		0.2213423831070889

		0.588		0.12489379779099398		0.06660625283189846		0.29979605710401086		0.2220543806646525

		0.589		0.125345818259204		0.06686343512316943		0.30066360387953034		0.222768532526475

		0.59		0.12579957356076749		0.06712172923777013		0.30153321976149916		0.22348484848484845

		0.591		0.12625507370220024		0.06738114240109468		0.30240491216100973		0.22420333839150222

		0.592		0.12671232876712335		0.06764168190127985		0.30327868852459017		0.22492401215805463

		0.593		0.12717134891700624		0.06790335508988907		0.3041545563344162		0.22564687975646874

		0.594		0.12763214439192094		0.06816616938260284		0.30503252310852447		0.22637195121951215

		0.595		0.12809472551130247		0.0684301322599196		0.30591259640102825		0.22709923664122136

		0.596		0.12855910267471957		0.06869525126786548		0.3067947838023336		0.22782874617736998

		0.597		0.12902528636265392		0.06896153401871327		0.3076790929393575		0.22856049004594173

		0.598		0.1294932871372888		0.06922898819171112		0.30856553147574817		0.22929447852760731

		0.599		0.12996311564330648		0.06949762153382069		0.30945410711210614		0.2300307219662058

		0.6		0.13043478260869554		0.06976744186046517		0.31034482758620685		0.23076923076923075

		0.601		0.1309082988455673		0.07003845705628718		0.3112377006732263		0.23151001540832045

		0.602		0.13138367525098216		0.07031067507591687		0.3121327341859662		0.232253086419753

		0.603		0.13186092280778486		0.0705841039447501		0.31302993597508216		0.23299845440494585

		0.604		0.13234005258545137		0.07085875175973722		0.31392931392931395		0.2337461300309597

		0.605		0.132821075740944		0.07113462669018224		0.3148308759757155		0.23449612403100775

		0.606		0.13330400351957764		0.0714117369785529		0.31573463007988883		0.2352484472049689

		0.607		0.1337888472558959		0.071690090941301493		0.3166405842462181		0.2360031104199066

		0.608		0.13427561837455823		0.07196969696969693		0.31754874651810583		0.23676012461059184

		0.609		0.13476432839123692		0.07225056353066787		0.3184591249782116		0.23751950078003117

		0.61		0.1352549889135254		0.07253269916765749		0.3193717277486911		0.23828125

		0.611		0.13574761164185722		0.07281611250148987		0.3202865629914381		0.23904538341158055

		0.612		0.13624220837043638		0.07310081223124718		0.32120363890832754		0.23981191222570525

		0.613		0.1367387909881776		0.07338680713516116		0.3221229637414609		0.2405808477237048

		0.614		0.13723737147966028		0.07367410607151441		0.32304454577341285		0.2413522012578616

		0.615		0.13773796192609183		0.07396271797955514		0.32396839332748023		0.2421259842519685

		0.616		0.13824057450628363		0.07425265188042442		0.3248945147679325		0.2429022082018927

		0.617		0.13874522149763882		0.07454391687809603		0.32582291850026407		0.24368088467614527

		0.618		0.1392519152771518		0.07483652216032946		0.3267536129714487		0.24446202531645564

		0.619		0.13976066832242032		0.07513047699963595		0.32768660667019595		0.2452456418383518

		0.62		0.14027149321266957		0.07542579075425797		0.32862190812720843		0.24603174603174602

		0.621		0.14078440262978903		0.07572247286916235		0.32955952591544313		0.2468203497615262

		0.622		0.14129940935938215		0.07602053287704721		0.33049946865037205		0.2476114649681528

		0.623		0.14181652629182795		0.07631998039936301		0.3314417449902465		0.24840510366826152

		0.624		0.14233576642335768		0.07662082514734775		0.3323863636363637		0.24920127795527156

		0.625		0.14285714285714285		0.07692307692307693		0.3333333333333333		0.25

		0.626		0.1433806688043976		0.07722674562052799		0.3342826628693485		0.250801282051282

		0.627		0.14390635758549455		0.07753184122666004		0.335234361076457		0.25160513643659704

		0.628		0.1444342226310947		0.07783837382250863		0.33618843683083516		0.2524115755627009

		0.629		0.144964277483291		0.07814635358429614		0.33714489905306416		0.2532206119162641

		0.63		0.14549653579676664		0.0784557907845581		0.3381037567084079		0.2540322580645161

		0.631		0.14603101133996746		0.07876669579328441		0.339065018807093		0.2548465266558966

		0.632		0.14656771799628948		0.07907907907907925		0.3400286944045911		0.25566343042071193

		0.633		0.14710666976528008		0.07939295121033503		0.34099479260190346		0.25648298217179893

		0.634		0.14764788076385657		0.07970832285642458		0.3419633225458469		0.25730519480519487

		0.635		0.14819136522753792		0.08002520478891002		0.34293429342934295		0.258130081300813

		0.636		0.14873713751169315		0.08034360788276919		0.3439077144917088		0.258957654723127

		0.637		0.1492852120928052		0.08066354311763972		0.3448835950189497		0.25978792822185964

		0.638		0.149835603569751		0.08098502157908108		0.345861944344055		0.26062091503267965

		0.639		0.15038832666509758		0.08130805445985502		0.3468427718472952		0.26145662847790513

		0.64		0.15094339622641498		0.08163265306122455		0.34782608695652184		0.26229508196721313

		0.641		0.15150082722760563		0.0819588287942719		0.3488118991474697		0.26313628899835795

		0.642		0.15206063477025114		0.08228659318123563		0.34980021794406113		0.2639802631578947

		0.643		0.15262283408497512		0.08261595785686757		0.3507910529187125		0.26482701812191095

		0.644		0.1531874405328259		0.0829469345698094		0.3517844136926439		0.2656765676567657

		0.645		0.15375446960667463		0.08327953518398967		0.35278030993618975		0.2665289256198347

		0.646		0.15432393693263258		0.08361377168004142		0.3537787513691128		0.2673841059602649

		0.647		0.1548958582714867		0.0839496561567406		0.3547797477609213		0.26824212271973463

		0.648		0.1554702495201535		0.08428720083246614		0.355783308931186		0.2691029900332225

		0.649		0.15604712671315213		0.0846264180466814		0.35678944474986257		0.26996672212978373

		0.65		0.15662650602409628		0.08496732026143812		0.35779816513761475		0.27083333333333337

		0.651		0.15720840376720588		0.08530992006290151		0.35880948006614005		0.27170283806343903

		0.652		0.15779283639883843		0.08565423016290087		0.35982339955849896		0.27257525083612033

		0.653		0.1583798205190396		0.08600026340050063		0.36083993368944567		0.2734505862646565

		0.654		0.15896937287311622		0.08634803274359668		0.36185909258576177		0.2743288590604027

		0.655		0.1595615103532278		0.08669755129053622		0.36288088642659283		0.27521008403361347

		0.656		0.16015625		0.08704883227176234		0.36390532544378706		0.27609427609427606

		0.657		0.1607536090041595		0.08740188905148343		0.3649324199222367		0.27698145025295107

		0.658		0.16135360470819024		0.08775673512936794		0.36596218020022253		0.27787162162162155

		0.659		0.16195625460801172		0.0881133841422651		0.36699461666976063		0.2787648054145517

		0.66		0.16256157635467972		0.08847184986595182		0.36802973977695175		0.2796610169491526

		0.661		0.16316958775610949		0.0888321462169064		0.36906756002233393		0.2805602716468591

		0.662		0.16378030677882247		0.08919428725410945		0.37010808796123756		0.28146258503401356

		0.663		0.16439375154971492		0.08955828718087266		0.3711513342041426		0.2823679727427597

		0.664		0.16500994035785294		0.08992416034669558		0.37219730941704043		0.28327645051194544

		0.665		0.16562889165628894		0.0902919212491514		0.3732460243217962		0.28418803418803423

		0.666		0.16625062406390415		0.0906615845358018		0.37429748969651555		0.2851027397260274

		0.667		0.16687515636727543		0.09103316500614166		0.3753517163759146		0.2860205831903945

		0.668		0.16750250752256765		0.09140667761357414		0.3764087152516905		0.28694158075601367

		0.669		0.16813269665745156		0.09178213746741662		0.3774684972728983		0.2878657487091223

		0.67		0.16876574307304776		0.09215955983493833		0.3785310734463278		0.2887931034482759

		0.671		0.1694016662458974		0.0925389601434287		0.37959645483688487		0.28972366148531953

		0.672		0.17004048582995962		0.09292035398230108		0.3806646525679759		0.29065743944636674

		0.673		0.17068222165863564		0.09330375710522686		0.3817356778218946		0.2915944540727902

		0.674		0.1713268937468226		0.09368918543230487		0.38280954184021215		0.2925347222222223

		0.675		0.17197452229299365		0.09407665505226497		0.3838862559241707		0.29347826086956524

		0.676		0.17262512768130747		0.09446618222470668		0.38496583143507984		0.29442508710801396

		0.677		0.17327873048374712		0.09485778338237368		0.38604827979471595		0.2953752181500872

		0.678		0.1739353514622883		0.09525147513346457		0.38713361248572525		0.29632867132867124

		0.679		0.1745950115710979		0.09564727426398095		0.38822184105202984		0.29728546409807366

		0.68		0.1752577319587628		0.09604519774011308		0.38931297709923673		0.29824561403508776

		0.681		0.17592353397055013		0.0964452627106643		0.3904070322950507		0.29920913884007033

		0.682		0.17659243915069922		0.0968474865095144		0.3915040183696902		0.30017605633802813

		0.683		0.17726446924474443		0.09725188665812336		0.3926039471163058		0.30114638447971775

		0.684		0.1779396462018731		0.09765848086807542		0.3937068303914045		0.3021201413427563

		0.685		0.17861799217731425		0.09806728704366502		0.39481268011527393		0.3030973451327434

		0.686		0.17929952953476216		0.09847832328452484		0.3959215082724125		0.30407801418439717

		0.687		0.17998428084883417		0.0988916078882971		0.39703332691196314		0.30506216696269983

		0.6880000000000001		0.180672268907563		0.0993071593533487		0.39814814814814825		0.3060498220640569

		0.6890000000000001		0.18136351671492493		0.0997249963815313		0.3992659841607109		0.3070409982174689

		0.6900000000000001		0.18205804749340362		0.10014513788098718		0.40038684719535794		0.30803571428571436

		0.6910000000000001		0.18275588468659074		0.10056760296900037		0.40151074956420696		0.3090339892665474

		0.6920000000000001		0.18345705196182407		0.10099241097489806		0.40263770364623747		0.3100358422939068

		0.6930000000000001		0.18416157321286217		0.10141958144299743		0.40376772188774535		0.3110412926391382

		0.6940000000000001		0.18486947256259997		0.10184913413560336		0.4049008168028006		0.31205035971223033

		0.6950000000000001		0.18558077436582113		0.1022810890360561		0.4060370009737099		0.31306306306306314

		0.6960000000000001		0.18629550321199145		0.10271546635183015		0.4071762870514822		0.3140794223826715

		0.6970000000000001		0.18701368392809228		0.10315228651768552		0.4083186877562977		0.3150994575045208

		0.6980000000000001		0.1877353415814954		0.1035915701988722		0.4094642158779821		0.31612318840579706

		0.6990000000000001		0.18846050148287943		0.10403333829438917		0.4106128842764834		0.31715063520871156

		0.7000000000000001		0.18918918918918912		0.10447761194029861		0.4117647058823531		0.31818181818181823

		0.7010000000000001		0.18992143050663768		0.10492441251309693		0.4129196936972316		0.31921675774134795

		0.7020000000000001		0.1906572514937535		0.10537376163314327		0.41407786079433756		0.32025547445255476

		0.7030000000000001		0.19139667846447056		0.10582568116814699		0.4152392203189605		0.3212979890310786

		0.704		0.1921397379912664		0.10628019323671499		0.4164037854889589		0.3223443223443222

		0.705		0.19288645690834472		0.10673732021196063		0.4175715695952616		0.32339449541284404

		0.706		0.19363686231486557		0.1071970847251746		0.4187425860023725		0.32444852941176466

		0.707		0.19439098157822376		0.1076595096695599		0.41991684814888136		0.32550644567219145

		0.708		0.1951488423373759		0.10812461820403171		0.4210943695479778		0.32656826568265673

		0.709		0.1959104725062171		0.10859243375708372		0.422275163787969		0.3276340110905729

		0.71		0.19667590027700818		0.10906298003072189		0.42345924453280315		0.3287037037037037

		0.711		0.19744515412385433		0.10953628100446794		0.4246466255225961		0.32977736549165115

		0.712		0.19821826280623592		0.11001236093943159		0.4258373205741627		0.33085501858736055

		0.713		0.19899525537259286		0.11049124438245796		0.42703134358155315		0.3319366852886405

		0.714		0.19977616116396196		0.11097295617034521		0.4282287085165934		0.33302238805970136

		0.715		0.2005610098176718		0.1114575214341389		0.4294294294294294		0.3341121495327103

		0.716		0.2013498312710911		0.11194496560350232		0.43063352044907777		0.3352059925093633

		0.717		0.20214265576543552		0.11243531441116525		0.43184099578397916		0.3363039399624765

		0.718		0.2029395138496325		0.11292859389745213		0.4330518697225573		0.3374060150375939

		0.719		0.20374043638424474		0.11342483041489203		0.43426615663378293		0.3385122410546138

		0.72		0.20454545454545442		0.11392405063291147		0.4354838709677419		0.33962264150943394

		0.721		0.20535459982910836		0.11442628154261235		0.4367050272562084		0.34073724007561434

		0.722		0.20616790405482563		0.11493155046163647		0.4379296401132228		0.34185606060606055

		0.723		0.20698539937016897		0.11543988503911867		0.4391577242356752		0.3429791271347248

		0.724		0.2078071182548795		0.11595131326073033		0.440389294403893		0.3441064638783269

		0.725		0.20863309352517986		0.11646586345381527		0.4416243654822335		0.34523809523809523

		0.726		0.20946335833814192		0.11698356429262004		0.44286295241968276		0.3463740458015267

		0.727		0.21029794619612377		0.11750444480362046		0.4441050702504582		0.3475143403441682

		0.728		0.21113689095127602		0.11802853437094678		0.4453507340946167		0.3486590038314175

		0.729		0.21198022681011913		0.1185558627419092		0.44659995915866857		0.3498080614203454

		0.73		0.2128279883381923		0.11908646003262635		0.4478527607361963		0.3509615384615385

		0.731		0.21368021046477623		0.11962035673375902		0.4491091542084784		0.3521194605009634

		0.732		0.21453692848769035		0.12015758371634952		0.45036915504511893		0.35328185328185324

		0.733		0.21539817807816639		0.12069817223777396		0.45163277880468267		0.354448742746615

		0.734		0.2162639952857985		0.12124215394780329		0.45290004113533533		0.35562015503875954

		0.735		0.2171344165435746		0.12178956089478062		0.4541709577754892		0.3567961165048544

		0.736		0.21800947867298578		0.12234042553191504		0.4554455445544554		0.35797665369649806

		0.737		0.21888921888921886		0.12289478072369532		0.4567238173931007		0.3591617933723196

		0.738		0.21977367480643234		0.12345265975242568		0.4580057923045098		0.36035156249999994

		0.739		0.22066288444311727		0.12401409632488683		0.4592914853946551		0.3615459882583169

		0.74		0.2215568862275448		0.12457912457912468		0.4605809128630705		0.36274509803921573

		0.741		0.2224557190033022		0.1251477790913698		0.46187409100353216		0.36394891944990176

		0.742		0.22335942203491857		0.12572009488309055		0.4631710362047441		0.3651574803149606

		0.743		0.22426803501358292		0.12629610742818295		0.46447176495103143		0.3663708086785009

		0.744		0.22518159806295404		0.12687585266030016		0.4657762938230385		0.367588932806324

		0.745		0.2261001517450683		0.1274593669803251		0.46708463949843265		0.36881188118811886

		0.746		0.22702373706634205		0.12804668726398902		0.46839681875261613		0.37003968253968256

		0.747		0.22795239548367408		0.12863785086964008		0.46971284845944256		0.3712723658051689

		0.748		0.22888616891064867		0.12923289564616444		0.4710327455919396		0.3725099601593625

		0.749		0.2298250997238416		0.12983185994106425		0.4723565272230397		0.3737524950099799

		0.75		0.23076923076923067		0.13043478260869593		0.4736842105263159		0.37499999999999983






Thanks so much,

Albert

On Thu, Aug 5, 2021 at 4:16 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Date: Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 5:34 PM
Subject: Re: Cases/hospitalizations/deaths by vaccination status, CO
To: Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com>

Hi there  - Here's some information. Let us know if you need anything else. Gabi 

Dr. Rachel Herlihy, state epidemiologist, discussed additional context regarding vaccine 
breakthrough cases, including a look at more recent data, in today’s press conference 
beginning around the 11:30 mark.

On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 3:06 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
I'm sorry, I'm seeing that we wrongly added up the breakthrough deaths that you provided for us. So,
actually, I'm seeing 52 breakthrough deaths (where covid was the underlying cause or a significant
contributor) and about 1,699 total covid deaths. That would put the breakthrough death share at about
3.1 percent.

Sorry about that. We're still very interested in your perspective on these numbers. 3.1 percent is
relatively high, compared to other states (though it's still, overall, quite low.) Do you know what
might be driving that?

Thank you again. Sorry for the mix-up.

Danielle
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On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 3:36 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Hello, I wanted to first thank you for sending us this breakthrough data. It is really helpful to see it
and we appreciate your patience with all our requests.

Secondly, I wanted to bounce the numbers off you and give you a chance to comment on them
before we publish. Just a note: We have decided to focus on hospitalizations and deaths because of
the difficulty involved in diagnosing breakthrough cases. We are also using federal new admissions
data for our overall (ie. breakthrough AND non-breakthrough) hospitalization numbers. In instances
where we did not have easy access to covid death data from states, we used the death data that The
New York Times collects on a daily basis. 

You told us that, from Jan. 1, 2021, to June 30, there had been 312 breakthrough hospitalizations
and 88 breakthrough deaths. According to federal data, there were about 25,736 new admissions in
that time period, and about 3,069 deaths in that time period. So, hospitalizations among fully
vaccinated people represent about 1.2 percent of total COVID hospitalizations in the state. And
deaths among fully vaccinated people represent about 2.9 percent of total COVID deaths in the
state.

Our main takeaway is that, overall, breakthroughs represent a very small (rare) share of total
hospitalizations and deaths, which is in line with national statistics that C.D.C. has reported. 

But we know that the breakthrough share is complicated and that it reflects a number of factors (for
example, the share of breakthroughs can rise as the overall vaccination rate rises — or, conversely,
the breakthrough share may look particularly low if the vaccination rate is low) and that this time
period is large. So we wanted to ask you if you have any thoughts about the numbers — or any
context you want to add. And, in particular, we are wondering if you are seeing any rise in
breakthrough hospitalizations and deaths more recently and, if so, whether the Delta variant or low
vaccination rates or anything else is contributing to that rise. 

Thank you so much. My deadline is noon ET tomorrow (Tuesday, Aug. 3.)

Yours,

Danielle

On Thu, Jul 22, 2021 at 9:59 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Thank you so, so much for this. We really appreciate the help.

Yours,

Danielle

On Thu, Jul 22, 2021 at 4:20 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Hi Danielle, 
Here is updated information on the percentage of hospitalizations and deaths among 
unvaccinated individuals. 
 
Date ranges refer to dates of death or dates of hospital admission. Only cases with a 
positive COVID-19 test collection date are included. Percentages of those not fully 
vaccinated (not 14 days out from their final COVID-19 vaccine dose) at the time of their 
positive test collection date are shown below. 
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Jan 1 - June 30 Jan 1 - June 30

unvaccinated* / total Breakthrough count

Deaths among cases 1,545 / 1,607 = 96.1% 62

Deaths due to COVID-19 
(COVID is the underlying 
cause of death)

1,334 / 1,370 = 97.4% 36

Deaths due to COVID-19 
(COVID is the underlying 
cause of death or a 
significantly contributing 
factor) 

1,647 / 1,699 = 96.9% 52

Hospitalizations 9,614 / 9,926 = 96.9% 312

Cases 193,167 / 196,907 = 
98.1% 

3,740 

*Includes unvaccinated and partially vaccinated people (anyone not 14 days out from 
their final COVID-19 vaccine dose).  

On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 8:01 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Hi Brian, 

I am sorry to be annoying about this since you already so graciously responded to our original
request. We are actually redesigning this survey a bit to make it easier for some states to
respond (and I'm hoping it might help on your end, too!) 

Would it be possible to provide the number of breakthrough COVID cases, hospitalizations
and deaths from the beginning of the vaccination campaign (roughly Dec. 14) to the present
(or roughly the present)? And could you provide the number of total COVID cases,
hospitalizations and deaths in the same timeframe?

We are defining "breakthrough" as cases, hospitalizations or deaths involving people who
were fully vaccinated. 

If it's not possible to provide that exact timeframe, but you have something similar or you
have recent data instead, please let us know. We will take what we can get. 

Thank you so much. Our new deadline for this is Thursday, July 22, at 5pm ET. 

Yours,

Danielle

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 6:28 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Thanks, Danielle -- appreciate that. I'll work on having something to you by then!

- Brian

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 4:26 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
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Thanks, Brian. If you could get back to me before 5pm ET on Monday, that would be
great.

I’m assuming this means those people tested positive for covid but it’s not necessary true
that covid was the main cause of death. That seems fairly standard from state to state. But
I wanted to be sure.

Thanks,

Danielle 

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 6:24 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Danielle,

I'm still waiting on some information from a couple colleagues, but I wanted
to check in and see when your deadline is on this inquiry.

- Brian

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 10:45 AM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Hi Brian, I just wanted to follow up — when you said "not necessarily due to
COVID," what exactly did you mean by that? Is there a way to break out people who
did die from COVID?

Thanks,

Danielle

On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 3:41 PM John Yoon <john.yoon@nytimes.com> wrote:
Got it - thank you so much, Brian!

John

On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 3:38 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

John,

The date ranges for the data are May 1 - June 25. I have also included 
the numbers from our most recently updated data for this timeframe.

Since May 1, we have seen 1,900 vaccine breakthrough cases out of 
38,098 total cases in the state in that timeframe. We have had 162 
reported hospitalizations in fully vaccinated people since May 1 (not 
necessarily due to COVID-19), compared to 3,500 total hospitalizations.

We have had 27 reported deaths (not necessarily due to COVID-19) in 
fully vaccinated people compared to 399 overall COVID-19 deaths in the 
state since May 1.

- Brian

On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 7:24 AM John Yoon <john.yoon@nytimes.com> wrote:
Thank you so much, Brian. We really appreciate your help. Could you please
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let me know the exact dates of the time frame for the data you shared?

John

On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 5:56 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

John,

If needed, this response can be attributed to Jessica Bralish,
Director of Communications, CDPHE.

On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 3:55 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

John,

We do not currently have vaccine breakthrough data available on 
our data dashboard, but we are happy to provide it upon request.

Since May 1, we have seen 1,900 vaccine breakthrough cases out of 
36,379 total cases in the state in that timeframe. We have had 162 
reported hospitalizations in fully vaccinated people since May 1 
(not necessarily due to COVID-19), compared to 3,521 total 
hospitalizations.

We have had 27 reported deaths (not necessarily due to COVID-19) 
in fully vaccinated people compared to 366 overall COVID-19 
deaths in the state since May 1.

- Brian

On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 11:22 AM John Yoon
<john.yoon@nytimes.com> wrote:

Hello, I’m a New York Times journalist tracking coronavirus and
COVID-19 vaccinations. We are conducting a survey of all of the states
to get a sense of how COVID vaccination status is relating to COVID
infections, hospitalizations and deaths. It would be a great help if you
could complete the following survey. Our deadline is Wednesday, June
30, at 5pm ET.

(1) Do you track any of the following: the vaccination status of Covid
cases, hospitalizations and/or deaths OR the number of breakthrough
cases among Covid cases, hospitalizations and/or deaths? 

(2) Do you track any of this publicly? If so, where?

(3) What is the total number of Covid cases from May 1 to June 25 (or
the rough equivalent) and the number of those cases that occurred among
unvaccinated people?

(4) What is the total number of Covid hospitalizations from May 1 to
June 25 (or the rough equivalent) and the number of those
hospitalizations that occurred among unvaccinated people?
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(5) What is the total number of Covid deaths from May 1 to June 25 (or
the rough equivalent) and the number of those deaths that occurred
among unvaccinated people?

Thank you very much,

John

-- 
John Yoon

620 Eighth Avenue
New York, NY 10018
c: (607) 793-1188
john.yoon@nytimes.com
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-- 
Albert Sun
Graphics/Multimedia Editor, The New York Times
212-556-7552
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Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM

-- 
Albert Sun
Graphics/Multimedia Editor, The New York Times
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: Albert Sun
Subject: Re: Cases/hospitalizations/deaths by vaccination status, CO
Date: Thursday, August 5, 2021 3:10:51 PM
Attachments: Screen Shot 2021-08-05 at 4.30.48 PM.png

Albert, 

I'll get this over to our data team to request this info. What's your deadline? - Brian

On Thu, Aug 5, 2021 at 2:32 PM Albert Sun <Albert.Sun@nytimes.com> wrote:
Hi Brian,

I'm a co-worker of Danielle's and she shared me this thread. That briefing by Dr. Herlihy is so incredibly
insightful and clear about what is happening. I would love to be able to track down some of the specific
data points she presented. In particular, the data underlying this chart on the weekly percent of cases
vaccinated. Is that available for download anywhere on your site? Or is there a data file that you could
share that has by date the percent of cases vaccinated, or even better the raw numbers of vaccinated and
unvaccinated cases?

Thanks so much,

Albert

On Thu, Aug 5, 2021 at 4:16 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Date: Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 5:34 PM
Subject: Re: Cases/hospitalizations/deaths by vaccination status, CO
To: Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com>

Hi there  - Here's some information. Let us know if you need anything else. Gabi 
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Dr. Rachel Herlihy, state epidemiologist, discussed additional context regarding vaccine 
breakthrough cases, including a look at more recent data, in today’s press conference 
beginning around the 11:30 mark.

On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 3:06 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
I'm sorry, I'm seeing that we wrongly added up the breakthrough deaths that you provided for us. So,
actually, I'm seeing 52 breakthrough deaths (where covid was the underlying cause or a significant
contributor) and about 1,699 total covid deaths. That would put the breakthrough death share at about
3.1 percent.

Sorry about that. We're still very interested in your perspective on these numbers. 3.1 percent is
relatively high, compared to other states (though it's still, overall, quite low.) Do you know what
might be driving that?

Thank you again. Sorry for the mix-up.

Danielle

On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 3:36 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Hello, I wanted to first thank you for sending us this breakthrough data. It is really helpful to see it
and we appreciate your patience with all our requests.

Secondly, I wanted to bounce the numbers off you and give you a chance to comment on them
before we publish. Just a note: We have decided to focus on hospitalizations and deaths because of
the difficulty involved in diagnosing breakthrough cases. We are also using federal new admissions
data for our overall (ie. breakthrough AND non-breakthrough) hospitalization numbers. In instances
where we did not have easy access to covid death data from states, we used the death data that The
New York Times collects on a daily basis. 

You told us that, from Jan. 1, 2021, to June 30, there had been 312 breakthrough hospitalizations
and 88 breakthrough deaths. According to federal data, there were about 25,736 new admissions in
that time period, and about 3,069 deaths in that time period. So, hospitalizations among fully
vaccinated people represent about 1.2 percent of total COVID hospitalizations in the state. And
deaths among fully vaccinated people represent about 2.9 percent of total COVID deaths in the
state.

Our main takeaway is that, overall, breakthroughs represent a very small (rare) share of total
hospitalizations and deaths, which is in line with national statistics that C.D.C. has reported. 

But we know that the breakthrough share is complicated and that it reflects a number of factors (for
example, the share of breakthroughs can rise as the overall vaccination rate rises — or, conversely,
the breakthrough share may look particularly low if the vaccination rate is low) and that this time
period is large. So we wanted to ask you if you have any thoughts about the numbers — or any
context you want to add. And, in particular, we are wondering if you are seeing any rise in
breakthrough hospitalizations and deaths more recently and, if so, whether the Delta variant or low
vaccination rates or anything else is contributing to that rise. 

Thank you so much. My deadline is noon ET tomorrow (Tuesday, Aug. 3.)

Yours,
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Danielle

On Thu, Jul 22, 2021 at 9:59 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Thank you so, so much for this. We really appreciate the help.

Yours,

Danielle

On Thu, Jul 22, 2021 at 4:20 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Hi Danielle, 
Here is updated information on the percentage of hospitalizations and deaths among 
unvaccinated individuals. 
 
Date ranges refer to dates of death or dates of hospital admission. Only cases with a 
positive COVID-19 test collection date are included. Percentages of those not fully 
vaccinated (not 14 days out from their final COVID-19 vaccine dose) at the time of their 
positive test collection date are shown below. 

Jan 1 - June 30 Jan 1 - June 30

unvaccinated* / total Breakthrough count

Deaths among cases 1,545 / 1,607 = 96.1% 62

Deaths due to COVID-19 
(COVID is the underlying 
cause of death)

1,334 / 1,370 = 97.4% 36

Deaths due to COVID-19 
(COVID is the underlying 
cause of death or a 
significantly contributing 
factor) 

1,647 / 1,699 = 96.9% 52

Hospitalizations 9,614 / 9,926 = 96.9% 312

Cases 193,167 / 196,907 = 98.1% 3,740 

*Includes unvaccinated and partially vaccinated people (anyone not 14 days out from their final COVID-
19 vaccine dose).  

On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 8:01 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Hi Brian, 

I am sorry to be annoying about this since you already so graciously responded to our original
request. We are actually redesigning this survey a bit to make it easier for some states to
respond (and I'm hoping it might help on your end, too!) 

Would it be possible to provide the number of breakthrough COVID cases, hospitalizations
and deaths from the beginning of the vaccination campaign (roughly Dec. 14) to the present
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(or roughly the present)? And could you provide the number of total COVID cases,
hospitalizations and deaths in the same timeframe?

We are defining "breakthrough" as cases, hospitalizations or deaths involving people who
were fully vaccinated. 

If it's not possible to provide that exact timeframe, but you have something similar or you
have recent data instead, please let us know. We will take what we can get. 

Thank you so much. Our new deadline for this is Thursday, July 22, at 5pm ET. 

Yours,

Danielle

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 6:28 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Thanks, Danielle -- appreciate that. I'll work on having something to you by then!

- Brian

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 4:26 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Thanks, Brian. If you could get back to me before 5pm ET on Monday, that would be
great.

I’m assuming this means those people tested positive for covid but it’s not necessary true
that covid was the main cause of death. That seems fairly standard from state to state. But
I wanted to be sure.

Thanks,

Danielle 

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 6:24 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Danielle,

I'm still waiting on some information from a couple colleagues, but I wanted to check in and see
when your deadline is on this inquiry.

- Brian

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 10:45 AM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Hi Brian, I just wanted to follow up — when you said "not necessarily due to
COVID," what exactly did you mean by that? Is there a way to break out people who
did die from COVID?

Thanks,

Danielle

On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 3:41 PM John Yoon <john.yoon@nytimes.com> wrote:
Got it - thank you so much, Brian!

John
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On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 3:38 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

John,

The date ranges for the data are May 1 - June 25. I have also included 
the numbers from our most recently updated data for this timeframe.

Since May 1, we have seen 1,900 vaccine breakthrough cases out of 
38,098 total cases in the state in that timeframe. We have had 162 
reported hospitalizations in fully vaccinated people since May 1 (not 
necessarily due to COVID-19), compared to 3,500 total hospitalizations.

We have had 27 reported deaths (not necessarily due to COVID-19) in 
fully vaccinated people compared to 399 overall COVID-19 deaths in the 
state since May 1.

- Brian

On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 7:24 AM John Yoon <john.yoon@nytimes.com> wrote:
Thank you so much, Brian. We really appreciate your help. Could you please
let me know the exact dates of the time frame for the data you shared?

John

On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 5:56 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

John,

If needed, this response can be attributed to Jessica Bralish,
Director of Communications, CDPHE.

On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 3:55 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

John,

We do not currently have vaccine breakthrough data available on 
our data dashboard, but we are happy to provide it upon request.

Since May 1, we have seen 1,900 vaccine breakthrough cases out of 
36,379 total cases in the state in that timeframe. We have had 162 
reported hospitalizations in fully vaccinated people since May 1 
(not necessarily due to COVID-19), compared to 3,521 total 
hospitalizations.

We have had 27 reported deaths (not necessarily due to COVID-19) 
in fully vaccinated people compared to 366 overall COVID-19 
deaths in the state since May 1.

- Brian
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On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 11:22 AM John Yoon
<john.yoon@nytimes.com> wrote:

Hello, I’m a New York Times journalist tracking coronavirus and
COVID-19 vaccinations. We are conducting a survey of all of the states
to get a sense of how COVID vaccination status is relating to COVID
infections, hospitalizations and deaths. It would be a great help if you
could complete the following survey. Our deadline is Wednesday, June
30, at 5pm ET.

(1) Do you track any of the following: the vaccination status of Covid
cases, hospitalizations and/or deaths OR the number of breakthrough
cases among Covid cases, hospitalizations and/or deaths? 

(2) Do you track any of this publicly? If so, where?

(3) What is the total number of Covid cases from May 1 to June 25 (or
the rough equivalent) and the number of those cases that occurred among
unvaccinated people?

(4) What is the total number of Covid hospitalizations from May 1 to
June 25 (or the rough equivalent) and the number of those
hospitalizations that occurred among unvaccinated people?

(5) What is the total number of Covid deaths from May 1 to June 25 (or
the rough equivalent) and the number of those deaths that occurred
among unvaccinated people?

Thank you very much,

John

-- 
John Yoon

620 Eighth Avenue
New York, NY 10018
c: (607) 793-1188
john.yoon@nytimes.com

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: Danielle Ivory
Subject: Re: Cases/hospitalizations/deaths by vaccination status, CO
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 3:34:23 PM

Hi there  - Here's some information. Let us know if you need anything else. Gabi 

Dr. Rachel Herlihy, state epidemiologist, discussed additional context regarding vaccine 
breakthrough cases, including a look at more recent data, in today’s press conference 
beginning around the 11:30 mark.

On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 3:06 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
I'm sorry, I'm seeing that we wrongly added up the breakthrough deaths that you provided for us. So,
actually, I'm seeing 52 breakthrough deaths (where covid was the underlying cause or a significant
contributor) and about 1,699 total covid deaths. That would put the breakthrough death share at about
3.1 percent.

Sorry about that. We're still very interested in your perspective on these numbers. 3.1 percent is
relatively high, compared to other states (though it's still, overall, quite low.) Do you know what
might be driving that?

Thank you again. Sorry for the mix-up.

Danielle

On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 3:36 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Hello, I wanted to first thank you for sending us this breakthrough data. It is really helpful to see it
and we appreciate your patience with all our requests.

Secondly, I wanted to bounce the numbers off you and give you a chance to comment on them
before we publish. Just a note: We have decided to focus on hospitalizations and deaths because of
the difficulty involved in diagnosing breakthrough cases. We are also using federal new admissions
data for our overall (ie. breakthrough AND non-breakthrough) hospitalization numbers. In instances
where we did not have easy access to covid death data from states, we used the death data that The
New York Times collects on a daily basis. 

You told us that, from Jan. 1, 2021, to June 30, there had been 312 breakthrough hospitalizations
and 88 breakthrough deaths. According to federal data, there were about 25,736 new admissions in
that time period, and about 3,069 deaths in that time period. So, hospitalizations among fully
vaccinated people represent about 1.2 percent of total COVID hospitalizations in the state. And
deaths among fully vaccinated people represent about 2.9 percent of total COVID deaths in the
state.

Our main takeaway is that, overall, breakthroughs represent a very small (rare) share of total
hospitalizations and deaths, which is in line with national statistics that C.D.C. has reported. 

But we know that the breakthrough share is complicated and that it reflects a number of factors (for
example, the share of breakthroughs can rise as the overall vaccination rate rises — or, conversely,
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the breakthrough share may look particularly low if the vaccination rate is low) and that this time
period is large. So we wanted to ask you if you have any thoughts about the numbers — or any
context you want to add. And, in particular, we are wondering if you are seeing any rise in
breakthrough hospitalizations and deaths more recently and, if so, whether the Delta variant or low
vaccination rates or anything else is contributing to that rise. 

Thank you so much. My deadline is noon ET tomorrow (Tuesday, Aug. 3.)

Yours,

Danielle

On Thu, Jul 22, 2021 at 9:59 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Thank you so, so much for this. We really appreciate the help.

Yours,

Danielle

On Thu, Jul 22, 2021 at 4:20 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Hi Danielle, 
Here is updated information on the percentage of hospitalizations and deaths among 
unvaccinated individuals. 
 
Date ranges refer to dates of death or dates of hospital admission. Only cases with a 
positive COVID-19 test collection date are included. Percentages of those not fully 
vaccinated (not 14 days out from their final COVID-19 vaccine dose) at the time of their 
positive test collection date are shown below. 

Jan 1 - June 30 Jan 1 - June 30

unvaccinated* / total Breakthrough count

Deaths among cases 1,545 / 1,607 = 96.1% 62

Deaths due to COVID-19 
(COVID is the underlying 
cause of death)

1,334 / 1,370 = 97.4% 36

Deaths due to COVID-19 
(COVID is the underlying 
cause of death or a 
significantly contributing 
factor) 

1,647 / 1,699 = 96.9% 52

Hospitalizations 9,614 / 9,926 = 96.9% 312

Cases 193,167 / 196,907 = 98.1% 3,740 

*Includes unvaccinated and partially vaccinated people (anyone not 14 days out from their final COVID-
19 vaccine dose).  
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On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 8:01 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Hi Brian, 

I am sorry to be annoying about this since you already so graciously responded to our original
request. We are actually redesigning this survey a bit to make it easier for some states to
respond (and I'm hoping it might help on your end, too!) 

Would it be possible to provide the number of breakthrough COVID cases, hospitalizations
and deaths from the beginning of the vaccination campaign (roughly Dec. 14) to the present
(or roughly the present)? And could you provide the number of total COVID cases,
hospitalizations and deaths in the same timeframe?

We are defining "breakthrough" as cases, hospitalizations or deaths involving people who
were fully vaccinated. 

If it's not possible to provide that exact timeframe, but you have something similar or you
have recent data instead, please let us know. We will take what we can get. 

Thank you so much. Our new deadline for this is Thursday, July 22, at 5pm ET. 

Yours,

Danielle

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 6:28 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Thanks, Danielle -- appreciate that. I'll work on having something to you by then!

- Brian

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 4:26 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Thanks, Brian. If you could get back to me before 5pm ET on Monday, that would be
great.

I’m assuming this means those people tested positive for covid but it’s not necessary true
that covid was the main cause of death. That seems fairly standard from state to state. But
I wanted to be sure.

Thanks,

Danielle 

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 6:24 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Danielle,

I'm still waiting on some information from a couple colleagues, but I wanted to check in and see
when your deadline is on this inquiry.

- Brian
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On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 10:45 AM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Hi Brian, I just wanted to follow up — when you said "not necessarily due to
COVID," what exactly did you mean by that? Is there a way to break out people who
did die from COVID?

Thanks,

Danielle

On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 3:41 PM John Yoon <john.yoon@nytimes.com> wrote:
Got it - thank you so much, Brian!

John

On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 3:38 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

John,

The date ranges for the data are May 1 - June 25. I have also included 
the numbers from our most recently updated data for this timeframe.

Since May 1, we have seen 1,900 vaccine breakthrough cases out of 
38,098 total cases in the state in that timeframe. We have had 162 
reported hospitalizations in fully vaccinated people since May 1 (not 
necessarily due to COVID-19), compared to 3,500 total hospitalizations.

We have had 27 reported deaths (not necessarily due to COVID-19) in 
fully vaccinated people compared to 399 overall COVID-19 deaths in the 
state since May 1.

- Brian

On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 7:24 AM John Yoon <john.yoon@nytimes.com> wrote:
Thank you so much, Brian. We really appreciate your help. Could you please
let me know the exact dates of the time frame for the data you shared?

John

On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 5:56 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

John,

If needed, this response can be attributed to Jessica Bralish,
Director of Communications, CDPHE.

On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 3:55 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

John,

We do not currently have vaccine breakthrough data available on 
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our data dashboard, but we are happy to provide it upon request.

Since May 1, we have seen 1,900 vaccine breakthrough cases out of 
36,379 total cases in the state in that timeframe. We have had 162 
reported hospitalizations in fully vaccinated people since May 1 
(not necessarily due to COVID-19), compared to 3,521 total 
hospitalizations.

We have had 27 reported deaths (not necessarily due to COVID-19) 
in fully vaccinated people compared to 366 overall COVID-19 
deaths in the state since May 1.

- Brian

On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 11:22 AM John Yoon
<john.yoon@nytimes.com> wrote:

Hello, I’m a New York Times journalist tracking coronavirus and
COVID-19 vaccinations. We are conducting a survey of all of the states
to get a sense of how COVID vaccination status is relating to COVID
infections, hospitalizations and deaths. It would be a great help if you
could complete the following survey. Our deadline is Wednesday, June
30, at 5pm ET.

(1) Do you track any of the following: the vaccination status of Covid
cases, hospitalizations and/or deaths OR the number of breakthrough
cases among Covid cases, hospitalizations and/or deaths? 

(2) Do you track any of this publicly? If so, where?

(3) What is the total number of Covid cases from May 1 to June 25 (or
the rough equivalent) and the number of those cases that occurred among
unvaccinated people?

(4) What is the total number of Covid hospitalizations from May 1 to
June 25 (or the rough equivalent) and the number of those
hospitalizations that occurred among unvaccinated people?

(5) What is the total number of Covid deaths from May 1 to June 25 (or
the rough equivalent) and the number of those deaths that occurred
among unvaccinated people?

Thank you very much,

John

-- 
John Yoon
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From: Danielle Ivory on behalf of Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Cc: Amy Schoenfeld Walker
Subject: Re: Cases/hospitalizations/deaths by vaccination status, CO
Date: Monday, July 12, 2021 1:23:54 PM

Oh ok, so the numbers you've sent us reflect people who were fully vaccinated and then died within
30 days of a COVID-19 diagnosis. 

Thanks so much, Brian!

Danielle

On Mon, Jul 12, 2021 at 3:04 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
wrote:

Danielle,

“Not necessarily due to COVID” means this metric is counting any fully vaccinated 
person who is hospitalized or dies for any reason within 30 days of a positive COVID-19 
diagnosis. This gives us the ability to quickly monitor the potential outcomes of 
breakthrough cases faster than awaiting an official confirmation via death certificate.

These ‘deaths among cases of COVID-19’ reflect all deaths occurring among cases of 
COVID-19, typically irrespective of cause of death, and having occurred generally within 
30 days of the positive test.  Cases of COVID-19 are defined according to the CDC case 
definition.  These data best serve epidemiological needs--intending to provide quick 
monitoring of disease spread and severity. These ‘deaths among cases’ may be reported 
through ongoing linkages to death certificates, but also through direct reporting from 
health care providers and facilities, coroners, contact tracing, and other follow-up, 
potentially before a cause of death has been determined and a death certificate is 
registered and finalized.  This information serves as the source of the ‘deaths among 
cases’ published by the CDC.

Let us know if you have any additional questions.

- Brian

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 4:28 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Thank you!

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 6:28 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Thanks, Danielle -- appreciate that. I'll work on having something to you by then!

- Brian

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 4:26 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Thanks, Brian. If you could get back to me before 5pm ET on Monday, that would be great.
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I’m assuming this means those people tested positive for covid but it’s not necessary true that
covid was the main cause of death. That seems fairly standard from state to state. But I
wanted to be sure.

Thanks,

Danielle 

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 6:24 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Danielle,

I'm still waiting on some information from a couple colleagues, but I wanted to
check in and see when your deadline is on this inquiry.

- Brian

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 10:45 AM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Hi Brian, I just wanted to follow up — when you said "not necessarily due to COVID,"
what exactly did you mean by that? Is there a way to break out people who did die
from COVID?

Thanks,

Danielle

On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 3:41 PM John Yoon <john.yoon@nytimes.com> wrote:
Got it - thank you so much, Brian!

John

On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 3:38 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

John,

The date ranges for the data are May 1 - June 25. I have also included the 
numbers from our most recently updated data for this timeframe.

Since May 1, we have seen 1,900 vaccine breakthrough cases out of 38,098 
total cases in the state in that timeframe. We have had 162 reported 
hospitalizations in fully vaccinated people since May 1 (not necessarily due 
to COVID-19), compared to 3,500 total hospitalizations.

We have had 27 reported deaths (not necessarily due to COVID-19) in fully 
vaccinated people compared to 399 overall COVID-19 deaths in the state 
since May 1.

- Brian
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On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 7:24 AM John Yoon <john.yoon@nytimes.com> wrote:
Thank you so much, Brian. We really appreciate your help. Could you please let me
know the exact dates of the time frame for the data you shared?

John

On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 5:56 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

John,

If needed, this response can be attributed to Jessica Bralish, Director of
Communications, CDPHE.

On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 3:55 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

John,

We do not currently have vaccine breakthrough data available on our 
data dashboard, but we are happy to provide it upon request.

Since May 1, we have seen 1,900 vaccine breakthrough cases out of 
36,379 total cases in the state in that timeframe. We have had 162 
reported hospitalizations in fully vaccinated people since May 1 (not 
necessarily due to COVID-19), compared to 3,521 total 
hospitalizations.

We have had 27 reported deaths (not necessarily due to COVID-19) in 
fully vaccinated people compared to 366 overall COVID-19 deaths in 
the state since May 1.

- Brian

On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 11:22 AM John Yoon <john.yoon@nytimes.com>
wrote:

Hello, I’m a New York Times journalist tracking coronavirus and COVID-19
vaccinations. We are conducting a survey of all of the states to get a sense of
how COVID vaccination status is relating to COVID infections,
hospitalizations and deaths. It would be a great help if you could complete the
following survey. Our deadline is Wednesday, June 30, at 5pm ET.

(1) Do you track any of the following: the vaccination status of Covid cases,
hospitalizations and/or deaths OR the number of breakthrough cases among
Covid cases, hospitalizations and/or deaths? 

(2) Do you track any of this publicly? If so, where?

(3) What is the total number of Covid cases from May 1 to June 25 (or the
rough equivalent) and the number of those cases that occurred among
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unvaccinated people?

(4) What is the total number of Covid hospitalizations from May 1 to June 25
(or the rough equivalent) and the number of those hospitalizations that
occurred among unvaccinated people?

(5) What is the total number of Covid deaths from May 1 to June 25 (or the
rough equivalent) and the number of those deaths that occurred among
unvaccinated people?

Thank you very much,

John

-- 
John Yoon
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From: brian.spencer@state.co.us on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: Danielle Ivory
Cc: John Yoon
Subject: Re: Cases/hospitalizations/deaths by vaccination status, CO
Date: Friday, July 9, 2021 4:23:49 PM

Danielle,

I'm still waiting on some information from a couple colleagues, but I wanted to check in and see when your
deadline is on this inquiry.

- Brian

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 10:45 AM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Hi Brian, I just wanted to follow up — when you said "not necessarily due to COVID," what
exactly did you mean by that? Is there a way to break out people who did die from COVID?

Thanks,

Danielle

On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 3:41 PM John Yoon <john.yoon@nytimes.com> wrote:
Got it - thank you so much, Brian!

John

On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 3:38 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

John,

The date ranges for the data are May 1 - June 25. I have also included the numbers 
from our most recently updated data for this timeframe.

Since May 1, we have seen 1,900 vaccine breakthrough cases out of 38,098 total 
cases in the state in that timeframe. We have had 162 reported hospitalizations in 
fully vaccinated people since May 1 (not necessarily due to COVID-19), compared to 
3,500 total hospitalizations.

We have had 27 reported deaths (not necessarily due to COVID-19) in fully 
vaccinated people compared to 399 overall COVID-19 deaths in the state since May 1.

- Brian

On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 7:24 AM John Yoon <john.yoon@nytimes.com> wrote:
Thank you so much, Brian. We really appreciate your help. Could you please let me know the
exact dates of the time frame for the data you shared?

John

On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 5:56 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
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<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:
John,

If needed, this response can be attributed to Jessica Bralish, Director of
Communications, CDPHE.

On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 3:55 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

John,

We do not currently have vaccine breakthrough data available on our data 
dashboard, but we are happy to provide it upon request.

Since May 1, we have seen 1,900 vaccine breakthrough cases out of 36,379 total 
cases in the state in that timeframe. We have had 162 reported hospitalizations 
in fully vaccinated people since May 1 (not necessarily due to COVID-19), 
compared to 3,521 total hospitalizations.

We have had 27 reported deaths (not necessarily due to COVID-19) in fully 
vaccinated people compared to 366 overall COVID-19 deaths in the state since 
May 1.

- Brian

On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 11:22 AM John Yoon <john.yoon@nytimes.com> wrote:
Hello, I’m a New York Times journalist tracking coronavirus and COVID-19
vaccinations. We are conducting a survey of all of the states to get a sense of how
COVID vaccination status is relating to COVID infections, hospitalizations and deaths.
It would be a great help if you could complete the following survey. Our deadline is
Wednesday, June 30, at 5pm ET.

(1) Do you track any of the following: the vaccination status of Covid cases,
hospitalizations and/or deaths OR the number of breakthrough cases among Covid
cases, hospitalizations and/or deaths? 

(2) Do you track any of this publicly? If so, where?

(3) What is the total number of Covid cases from May 1 to June 25 (or the rough
equivalent) and the number of those cases that occurred among unvaccinated people?

(4) What is the total number of Covid hospitalizations from May 1 to June 25 (or the
rough equivalent) and the number of those hospitalizations that occurred among
unvaccinated people?

(5) What is the total number of Covid deaths from May 1 to June 25 (or the rough
equivalent) and the number of those deaths that occurred among unvaccinated people?

Thank you very much,
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John

-- 
John Yoon
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From: John Yoon on behalf of John Yoon <john.yoon@nytimes.com>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Cc: Danielle Ivory
Subject: Re: Cases/hospitalizations/deaths by vaccination status, CO
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 1:41:54 PM

Got it - thank you so much, Brian!

John

On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 3:38 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
wrote:

John,

The date ranges for the data are May 1 - June 25. I have also included the numbers from 
our most recently updated data for this timeframe.

Since May 1, we have seen 1,900 vaccine breakthrough cases out of 38,098 total cases in 
the state in that timeframe. We have had 162 reported hospitalizations in fully 
vaccinated people since May 1 (not necessarily due to COVID-19), compared to 3,500 
total hospitalizations.

We have had 27 reported deaths (not necessarily due to COVID-19) in fully vaccinated 
people compared to 399 overall COVID-19 deaths in the state since May 1.

- Brian

On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 7:24 AM John Yoon <john.yoon@nytimes.com> wrote:
Thank you so much, Brian. We really appreciate your help. Could you please let me know the
exact dates of the time frame for the data you shared?

John

On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 5:56 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

John,

If needed, this response can be attributed to Jessica Bralish, Director of
Communications, CDPHE.

On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 3:55 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

John,

We do not currently have vaccine breakthrough data available on our data 
dashboard, but we are happy to provide it upon request.

Since May 1, we have seen 1,900 vaccine breakthrough cases out of 36,379 total 
cases in the state in that timeframe. We have had 162 reported hospitalizations in 
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fully vaccinated people since May 1 (not necessarily due to COVID-19), compared to 
3,521 total hospitalizations.

We have had 27 reported deaths (not necessarily due to COVID-19) in fully 
vaccinated people compared to 366 overall COVID-19 deaths in the state since May 
1.

- Brian

On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 11:22 AM John Yoon <john.yoon@nytimes.com> wrote:
Hello, I’m a New York Times journalist tracking coronavirus and COVID-19 vaccinations.
We are conducting a survey of all of the states to get a sense of how COVID vaccination
status is relating to COVID infections, hospitalizations and deaths. It would be a great help
if you could complete the following survey. Our deadline is Wednesday, June 30, at 5pm
ET.

(1) Do you track any of the following: the vaccination status of Covid cases,
hospitalizations and/or deaths OR the number of breakthrough cases among Covid cases,
hospitalizations and/or deaths? 

(2) Do you track any of this publicly? If so, where?

(3) What is the total number of Covid cases from May 1 to June 25 (or the rough
equivalent) and the number of those cases that occurred among unvaccinated people?

(4) What is the total number of Covid hospitalizations from May 1 to June 25 (or the rough
equivalent) and the number of those hospitalizations that occurred among unvaccinated
people?

(5) What is the total number of Covid deaths from May 1 to June 25 (or the rough
equivalent) and the number of those deaths that occurred among unvaccinated people?

Thank you very much,

John

-- 
John Yoon

620 Eighth Avenue
New York, NY 10018
c: (607) 793-1188
john.yoon@nytimes.com

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
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From: Albert Sun on behalf of Albert Sun <Albert.Sun@nytimes.com>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: Re: Cases/hospitalizations/deaths by vaccination status, CO
Date: Thursday, August 5, 2021 8:18:36 PM
Attachments: Screen Shot 2021-08-05 at 4.30.48 PM.png

Thank you so much! Greatly appreciate it.

On Thu, Aug 5, 2021 at 8:22 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us> wrote:
Albert,

Here is an updated plot and the associated raw data. These graphs use vaccine effectiveness data 
analysis methods described in more detail in the following WHO guidance and field evaluation 
publication.
 

On Thu, Aug 5, 2021 at 3:44 PM Albert Sun <Albert.Sun@nytimes.com> wrote:
Thanks Brian!

By mid-day Monday would be great if possible.

On Thu, Aug 5, 2021 at 5:11 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us> wrote:
Albert, 

I'll get this over to our data team to request this info. What's your deadline? - Brian

On Thu, Aug 5, 2021 at 2:32 PM Albert Sun <Albert.Sun@nytimes.com> wrote:
Hi Brian,

I'm a co-worker of Danielle's and she shared me this thread. That briefing by Dr. Herlihy is so incredibly
insightful and clear about what is happening. I would love to be able to track down some of the specific
data points she presented. In particular, the data underlying this chart on the weekly percent of cases
vaccinated. Is that available for download anywhere on your site? Or is there a data file that you could
share that has by date the percent of cases vaccinated, or even better the raw numbers of vaccinated and
unvaccinated cases?
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Thanks so much,

Albert

On Thu, Aug 5, 2021 at 4:16 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Date: Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 5:34 PM
Subject: Re: Cases/hospitalizations/deaths by vaccination status, CO
To: Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com>

Hi there  - Here's some information. Let us know if you need anything else. Gabi 

Dr. Rachel Herlihy, state epidemiologist, discussed additional context regarding vaccine 
breakthrough cases, including a look at more recent data, in today’s press conference 
beginning around the 11:30 mark.

On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 3:06 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
I'm sorry, I'm seeing that we wrongly added up the breakthrough deaths that you provided for us. So,
actually, I'm seeing 52 breakthrough deaths (where covid was the underlying cause or a significant
contributor) and about 1,699 total covid deaths. That would put the breakthrough death share at about
3.1 percent.

Sorry about that. We're still very interested in your perspective on these numbers. 3.1 percent is
relatively high, compared to other states (though it's still, overall, quite low.) Do you know what
might be driving that?

Thank you again. Sorry for the mix-up.

Danielle
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On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 3:36 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Hello, I wanted to first thank you for sending us this breakthrough data. It is really helpful to see it
and we appreciate your patience with all our requests.

Secondly, I wanted to bounce the numbers off you and give you a chance to comment on them
before we publish. Just a note: We have decided to focus on hospitalizations and deaths because of
the difficulty involved in diagnosing breakthrough cases. We are also using federal new admissions
data for our overall (ie. breakthrough AND non-breakthrough) hospitalization numbers. In instances
where we did not have easy access to covid death data from states, we used the death data that The
New York Times collects on a daily basis. 

You told us that, from Jan. 1, 2021, to June 30, there had been 312 breakthrough hospitalizations
and 88 breakthrough deaths. According to federal data, there were about 25,736 new admissions in
that time period, and about 3,069 deaths in that time period. So, hospitalizations among fully
vaccinated people represent about 1.2 percent of total COVID hospitalizations in the state. And
deaths among fully vaccinated people represent about 2.9 percent of total COVID deaths in the
state.

Our main takeaway is that, overall, breakthroughs represent a very small (rare) share of total
hospitalizations and deaths, which is in line with national statistics that C.D.C. has reported. 

But we know that the breakthrough share is complicated and that it reflects a number of factors (for
example, the share of breakthroughs can rise as the overall vaccination rate rises — or, conversely,
the breakthrough share may look particularly low if the vaccination rate is low) and that this time
period is large. So we wanted to ask you if you have any thoughts about the numbers — or any
context you want to add. And, in particular, we are wondering if you are seeing any rise in
breakthrough hospitalizations and deaths more recently and, if so, whether the Delta variant or low
vaccination rates or anything else is contributing to that rise. 

Thank you so much. My deadline is noon ET tomorrow (Tuesday, Aug. 3.)

Yours,

Danielle

On Thu, Jul 22, 2021 at 9:59 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Thank you so, so much for this. We really appreciate the help.

Yours,

Danielle

On Thu, Jul 22, 2021 at 4:20 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Hi Danielle, 
Here is updated information on the percentage of hospitalizations and deaths among 
unvaccinated individuals. 
 
Date ranges refer to dates of death or dates of hospital admission. Only cases with a 
positive COVID-19 test collection date are included. Percentages of those not fully 
vaccinated (not 14 days out from their final COVID-19 vaccine dose) at the time of their 
positive test collection date are shown below. 

Jan 1 - June 30 Jan 1 - June 30
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unvaccinated* / total Breakthrough count

Deaths among cases 1,545 / 1,607 = 96.1% 62

Deaths due to COVID-19 
(COVID is the underlying 
cause of death)

1,334 / 1,370 = 97.4% 36

Deaths due to COVID-19 
(COVID is the underlying 
cause of death or a 
significantly contributing 
factor) 

1,647 / 1,699 = 96.9% 52

Hospitalizations 9,614 / 9,926 = 96.9% 312

Cases 193,167 / 196,907 = 
98.1% 

3,740 

*Includes unvaccinated and partially vaccinated people (anyone not 14 days out from 
their final COVID-19 vaccine dose).  

On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 8:01 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Hi Brian, 

I am sorry to be annoying about this since you already so graciously responded to our original
request. We are actually redesigning this survey a bit to make it easier for some states to
respond (and I'm hoping it might help on your end, too!) 

Would it be possible to provide the number of breakthrough COVID cases, hospitalizations
and deaths from the beginning of the vaccination campaign (roughly Dec. 14) to the present
(or roughly the present)? And could you provide the number of total COVID cases,
hospitalizations and deaths in the same timeframe?

We are defining "breakthrough" as cases, hospitalizations or deaths involving people who
were fully vaccinated. 

If it's not possible to provide that exact timeframe, but you have something similar or you
have recent data instead, please let us know. We will take what we can get. 

Thank you so much. Our new deadline for this is Thursday, July 22, at 5pm ET. 

Yours,

Danielle

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 6:28 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Thanks, Danielle -- appreciate that. I'll work on having something to you by then!

- Brian

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 4:26 PM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Thanks, Brian. If you could get back to me before 5pm ET on Monday, that would be
great.
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I’m assuming this means those people tested positive for covid but it’s not necessary true
that covid was the main cause of death. That seems fairly standard from state to state. But
I wanted to be sure.

Thanks,

Danielle 

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 6:24 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Danielle,

I'm still waiting on some information from a couple colleagues, but I wanted
to check in and see when your deadline is on this inquiry.

- Brian

On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 10:45 AM Danielle Ivory <danielle.ivory@nytimes.com> wrote:
Hi Brian, I just wanted to follow up — when you said "not necessarily due to
COVID," what exactly did you mean by that? Is there a way to break out people who
did die from COVID?

Thanks,

Danielle

On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 3:41 PM John Yoon <john.yoon@nytimes.com> wrote:
Got it - thank you so much, Brian!

John

On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 3:38 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

John,

The date ranges for the data are May 1 - June 25. I have also included 
the numbers from our most recently updated data for this timeframe.

Since May 1, we have seen 1,900 vaccine breakthrough cases out of 
38,098 total cases in the state in that timeframe. We have had 162 
reported hospitalizations in fully vaccinated people since May 1 (not 
necessarily due to COVID-19), compared to 3,500 total hospitalizations.

We have had 27 reported deaths (not necessarily due to COVID-19) in 
fully vaccinated people compared to 399 overall COVID-19 deaths in the 
state since May 1.

- Brian

On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 7:24 AM John Yoon <john.yoon@nytimes.com> wrote:
Thank you so much, Brian. We really appreciate your help. Could you please
let me know the exact dates of the time frame for the data you shared?

John
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On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 5:56 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

John,

If needed, this response can be attributed to Jessica Bralish,
Director of Communications, CDPHE.

On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 3:55 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

John,

We do not currently have vaccine breakthrough data available on 
our data dashboard, but we are happy to provide it upon request.

Since May 1, we have seen 1,900 vaccine breakthrough cases out of 
36,379 total cases in the state in that timeframe. We have had 162 
reported hospitalizations in fully vaccinated people since May 1 
(not necessarily due to COVID-19), compared to 3,521 total 
hospitalizations.

We have had 27 reported deaths (not necessarily due to COVID-19) 
in fully vaccinated people compared to 366 overall COVID-19 
deaths in the state since May 1.

- Brian

On Mon, Jun 28, 2021 at 11:22 AM John Yoon
<john.yoon@nytimes.com> wrote:

Hello, I’m a New York Times journalist tracking coronavirus and
COVID-19 vaccinations. We are conducting a survey of all of the states
to get a sense of how COVID vaccination status is relating to COVID
infections, hospitalizations and deaths. It would be a great help if you
could complete the following survey. Our deadline is Wednesday, June
30, at 5pm ET.

(1) Do you track any of the following: the vaccination status of Covid
cases, hospitalizations and/or deaths OR the number of breakthrough
cases among Covid cases, hospitalizations and/or deaths? 

(2) Do you track any of this publicly? If so, where?

(3) What is the total number of Covid cases from May 1 to June 25 (or
the rough equivalent) and the number of those cases that occurred among
unvaccinated people?

(4) What is the total number of Covid hospitalizations from May 1 to
June 25 (or the rough equivalent) and the number of those
hospitalizations that occurred among unvaccinated people?

(5) What is the total number of Covid deaths from May 1 to June 25 (or
the rough equivalent) and the number of those deaths that occurred
among unvaccinated people?

Thank you very much,
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John

-- 
John Yoon

620 Eighth Avenue
New York, NY 10018
c: (607) 793-1188
john.yoon@nytimes.com
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-- 
Danielle Ivory
The New York Times
Office: 212-556-1596
Cell: 917-280-2607
Fax: 646-349-2536
Signal encrypted chat: 917-280-2607
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From: brian.spencer@state.co.us on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: Streetman, Audra J
Subject: Re: CBS4 Media Question
Date: Monday, July 19, 2021 4:26:18 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hi Audra,

Since January 15, 95.3% of the 9,891 hospital admissions among COVID-19 cases were 
unvaccinated at the time of their positive COVID-19 test collection date. Due to reporting 
delays of hospitalized patient demographics and vaccination data, the most recent 
admission date included in that total is July 10. This means that 4.7% of hospitalized cases 
admitted from January 15 through July 10 were either fully or partially vaccinated at the 
time of their positive COVID-19 test collection date.  

 
Out of 207 people admitted to the hospital with a confirmed case of COVID-19 (but not 
necessarily due to COVID-19) during the week of July 4 through July 10, 2021, 188 (90.8%) 
were not known to have received any vaccine before their positive COVID-19 test 
collection date.
 
(On background: we don’t have real time data on the number of Coloradans who are 
vaccinated and currently hospitalized because hospitals report daily hospitalization 
numbers to us in aggregate. The patient level data reports from hospitals to CDPHE, 
including name and date of birth information, lags 4-7 days, so we are unable to find 
information about hospitalized patients in the Colorado immunization database in real 
time.) 
 
Since April 1, 78.7% of the 717 deaths among COVID-19 cases were unvaccinated at the 
time of their positive COVID-19 test collection date. Due to reporting delays of 
information about deaths among COVID-19 cases and vaccination data, the most recent 
date of death included in that total is July 3. This means that 21.3% of deaths among cases 
were either fully or partially vaccinated at the time of their positive COVID-19 test 
collection date. Please note that the cause of death has not been reviewed yet, so these 
are considered deaths among COVID-19 cases and not deaths due to COVID-19 at this 
time. 
 
Hospitalizations and deaths are among cases of COVID-19, not necessarily due to COVID-19 
(that means someone may have died or been hospitalized as a result of another cause but 
tested positive for COVID-19).

- Brian

On Mon, Jul 19, 2021 at 1:55 PM Streetman, Audra J <ajstreetman@cbs.com> wrote:
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Good afternoon,

 

Does CDPHE or CHA have data on the percentage of current COVID-19 hospital patients
or COVID-19 deaths who are fully vaccinated? If not, will the state begin tracking this
data?

 

Thank you,

 

Audra

 

AUDRA STREETMAN

ASSIGNMENT EDITOR/DIGITAL PRODUCER | DENVER

O: (303) 830-6464

 

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM



From: Joe Bousquin on behalf of Joe Bousquin <jbousquin@industrydive.com>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: Re: CDPHE Inquiry
Date: Tuesday, August 10, 2021 3:48:25 PM

Thanks, Brian, I appreciate it. 
-- 
Joe Bousquin
Senior Reporter, Construction Dive 
916-248-5692 (landline, no texts)
Chico, California

On Aug 10, 2021, at 2:04 PM, Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Joe,

Good talking with you yesterday. Here is some additional information and 
context on the reporting we spoke about. - Brian

---

Based on Colorado’s death certificate data, which includes data elements for 
decedent’s ‘usual occupation’ and ‘usual industry,’ we are able to break down 
the numbers of deaths by occupation and industry. ‘Usual occupation’ and 
‘usual industry’ are defined as “the type of job (occupation) or industry the 
person was engaged in for most of his or her working life. It is not necessarily 
the highest-paid job, but the one occupation, of perhaps several, that 
accounted for the greatest number of working years.” (CDC/NCHS) Information 
about a decedent's usual occupation and industry is generally collected by 
funeral home staff from the next of kin or other informant who is assisting with 
the completion of the legal and demographic information on the death 
certificate. This information for decedents age 16 or older is subsequently 
coded by the CDC/NIOSH, and returned to state vital statistics offices for 
analysis. The final codes assigned follow the US Census Bureau’s industry and 
occupation code classification scheme.

The following results are based on death certificate data for deaths among 
Colorado residents age 16+ years and occurring in Colorado between March 1, 
2020 and February 28, 2021.  Information is also presented for deaths among 
those aged 16-64, traditionally considered ‘working age,’ and for whom this is 
more likely to reflect occupation/industry at the time of death. Outcomes 
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explored include deaths due to all causes and deaths due to COVID-19 (includes 
those for which COVID-19 was the underlying cause of death, or a significant 
contributing condition). These are further broken out by the intermediate 
occupation and industry categories, and include numbers of deaths and 
percentages of death occurring within specific occupation or industry 
categories. Figures included compare this distribution of deaths for both all 
causes and due to COVID across occupation and industry categories.

There are several considerations that should be taken into account when 
exploring these results. First, again, these categories reflect ‘usual 
occupation/industry,’ which may not be the occupation/industry at the time of 
death. Also, recording a specific occupation/industry is not intended to imply a 
connection between that occupation/industry and cause or timing of death. 
Where differences between the distribution of occupations/industries for 
COVID deaths and distributions for total/all-cause deaths do appear, namely 
with disproportionate numbers of COVID deaths in specific categories, they 
seem to be among occupations/industries that were more active during the 
pandemic, and may have involved more close-quarters interactions or direct 
person-to-person contact (noting again we’re not assuming ‘current’ 
occupation/industry, but rather the ‘usual’ occupation/industry).  

Regarding the construction industry specifically, yes, during the period of the 
pandemic 12% of the deaths due to COVID-19 were among those with a ‘usual 
industry’ in life in the construction field, and this is the highest among industry 
categories used. However, this is likely more reflective of the size of the 
industry (i.e. total employment industry) and not necessarily reflective of risk. 
For all causes of death, 14% of deaths were represented by those in the 
construction industry. Thus we would not necessarily conclude that the 
construction industry as a whole was at greater risk; otherwise the proportion 
of COVID-19 deaths associated with construction would be higher than for total 
deaths (acknowledging some specific jobs within construction could be at 
greater risk of exposure to COVID-19 and mortality). Overall, the distributions 
of deaths due to COVID-19 by occupation/industry mirrored the distributions 
for total deaths, especially for those of ‘working age.’





-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM





From: Erica Meltzer on behalf of Erica Meltzer <emeltzer@chalkbeat.org>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: Re: Chalkbeat question about child deaths due to COVID
Date: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 9:24:37 AM

Thank you.

On Wed, Aug 18, 2021 at 9:11 AM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Good morning Erica - Thanks so much for your patience. Here's some information. Gabi 

There have been 16 Coloradans between the ages of 0 and 19 whose deaths are 
considered deaths among COVID-19 cases. Due to suppression requirements for public 
release of this data, we are unable to break out this number into the two requested age 
groups. If a person dies within 30 days of a positive test, they are counted as a death 
among COVID-19 cases, but their death might not be directly linked to COVID-19. 

There have been 13 ‘deaths due to COVID-19’ between the ages of 0 and 19 that 
occurred in Colorado since March 1, 2020.  These include 6 deaths for which COVID-19 
was identified as the principal/underlying cause of death; and 7 for which COVID-19 was 
identified as a significant contributing factor.  Due to suppression requirements for public 
release of vital statistics data, we are unable to present the exact number of deaths due to 
COVID for those between ages 0-9, acknowledging the number is < 3 and included in the 
13 deaths above. 

MIS-C cases would be included in these numbers if they had a positive antigen test or 
PCR test; however, some children with MIS-C might have only had a positive antibody test 
or a known exposure to COVID-19, in which case they would not be included as a death 
among cases and would only be included as a death due to COVID-19 if it was listed on 
the death certificate.

On Tue, Aug 17, 2021 at 6:00 PM Erica Meltzer <emeltzer@chalkbeat.org> wrote:
Thanks for the update.

On Tue, Aug 17, 2021 at 5:54 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Hi again, Erica - 

A quick update for you: We are doing our best and working to confirm some numbers with 
our vital records expert, but we may not have the data for you tonight. More to come.

Kristen

On Tue, Aug 17, 2021 at 1:37 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
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<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:
Hi Erica - Sorry for the delay. I'm working on getting you some information. 

Gabi 

On Tue, Aug 17, 2021 at 1:32 PM Erica Meltzer <emeltzer@chalkbeat.org> wrote:
Hi. I'm re-upping this request just in case it got lost last night. I'm hoping you can provide
an answer today.

Thank you.

Erica

On Mon, Aug 16, 2021 at 6:58 PM Erica Meltzer <emeltzer@chalkbeat.org> wrote:
Good evening,

Can you please tell me how many children ages 0-9 and how many children ages 10-19
have died of COVID in Colorado since the start of the pandemic?

Using the percentages on the website, I'm coming up with 18 or 19, but I don't want to
guess with something so sensitive.

Also, can you please tell me if the children who have died of MIS-C would be included in
those numbers?

I would appreciate an answer as soon as possible. I know I'm sending this late in the
evening, and Tuesday would be fine.

Thank you.

Erica

-- 
Erica Meltzer
Bureau Chief
Chalkbeat Colorado
co.chalkbeat.org
Cell: 720-442-2649
Twitter: @meltzere

-- 
Erica Meltzer
Bureau Chief
Chalkbeat Colorado
co.chalkbeat.org
Cell: 720-442-2649
Twitter: @meltzere
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Bureau Chief
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Twitter: @meltzere



From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE on behalf of Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
To: Seth Klamann
Cc: Info - CDPHE, Media
Subject: Re: Checking in
Date: Friday, August 6, 2021 4:02:35 PM
Attachments: co_deaths_occ_ind_by_race_20-21.xls

co_deaths_race_by_occ_ind_20-21.xls

Good Afternoon, Seth-

I had the opportunity to prepare a couple of additional spreadsheets, these expanding on the
previously-shared data by adding stratifications by race/ethnicity (using our typical vital statistics
categories).  You'll see in these spreadsheets that the counts are the same for all categories; however,
the percentages in each refer to different things.  In one spreadsheet, the percentages refer to the
proportion of deaths within that race group were among specific occupations and industries; and in
the other, the percentages refer to the proportion of deaths within that occupation/industry were
among those of the specified race/ethnicity.  Thus, in the first, the sum of the percentages across all
occupations/industries will be 100%; while in the second the sum of percentages across all
race/ethnicity categories will be 100%.

Hope this makes sense.  I invite you to review these and follow up with any questions.

Best,

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 12:13 PM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Hey Kirk --

That sounds great, let's do that and go from there.

Thanks again for your help, always appreciated!

Best,
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co_deaths_occ_ind_by_race_20-21

		Deaths by decedents' usual occupations and age group, including total/all causes, COVID-19 as underlying cause of death, and COVID-19 as underlying or contributing cause (i.e. total deaths due to COVID-19).

		Colorado resident occurrences, March 2020-February 2021.

		Percentages reflect the proportion of deaths within each occupation or indstry were among each specified race/ethnicity.

						White, non-Hispanic								Whtie, Hispanic								Black/African American								Asian/Pacific Islander								American Indian/Alaska Native

						All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing

										cause)								cause)								cause)								cause)								cause)

						N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%

				Decedent's usual occupation:		4,038		84.53		432		72.36		420		8.79		105		17.59		118		2.47		15		2.51		102		2.14		23		3.85		31		0.65		8		1.34

		Total 16+ years		Management occupations

				Business and financial operations occupations		1,326		86.38		139		78.98		89		5.8		18		10.23		50		3.26		9		5.11		26		1.69		5		2.84		15		0.98		2		1.14

				Computer and mathematical science occupations		556		85.94		50		81.97		30		4.64		4		6.56		27		4.17		3		4.92		19		2.94		2		3.28		5		0.77		2		3.28

				Architecture and engineering occupations		1,302		89.42		150		86.21		61		4.19		10		5.75		31		2.13		4		2.3		34		2.34		8		4.6		7		0.48		*		*

				Life, physical, and social science occupations		481		90.07		52		86.67		22		4.12		4		6.67		12		2.25		4		6.67		6		1.12		*		*		5		0.94		*		*

				Community and social services occupations		521		77.41		85		73.28		64		9.51		12		10.34		54		8.02		10		8.62		15		2.23		4		3.45		7		1.04		2		1.72

				Legal occupations		323		89.97		43		91.49		16		4.46		2		4.26		11		3.06		1		2.13		4		1.11		*		*		2		0.56		1		2.13

				Education, training, and library occupations		2,088		89.04		215		86		113		4.82		19		7.6		68		2.9		6		2.4		31		1.32		5		2		13		0.55		*		*

				Arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media occupations		868		85.35		85		78.7		76		7.47		14		12.96		35		3.44		3		2.78		10		0.98		*		*		10		0.98		1		0.93

				Healthcare practitioners and technical occupations		1,603		85.31		170		80.19		127		6.76		14		6.6		72		3.83		14		6.6		37		1.97		7		3.3		11		0.59		2		0.94

				Healthcare support occupations		401		66.72		45		54.22		102		16.97		21		25.3		70		11.65		13		15.66		4		0.67		*		*		12		2		1		1.2

				Protective service occupations		575		77.7		76		75.25		83		11.22		17		16.83		51		6.89		3		2.97		12		1.62		2		1.98		8		1.08		1		0.99

				Food preparation and serving related occupations		847		62.42		83		47.43		290		21.37		55		31.43		107		7.89		14		8		56		4.13		13		7.43		15		1.11		1		0.57

				Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations		603		52.89		80		41.03		354		31.05		83		42.56		93		8.16		12		6.15		32		2.81		9		4.62		16		1.4		2		1.03

				Personal care and service occupations		657		70.12		57		53.27		156		16.65		27		25.23		66		7.04		13		12.15		23		2.45		6		5.61		14		1.49		*		*

				Sales and related occupations		3,009		86.42		334		82.06		268		7.7		56		13.76		97		2.79		6		1.47		55		1.58		6		1.47		18		0.52		1		0.25

				Office and administrative support occupations		3,502		82.67		403		74.77		359		8.47		79		14.66		195		4.6		24		4.45		62		1.46		15		2.78		50		1.18		6		1.11

				Farming, fishing, and forestry occupations		103		46.82		9		18.37		106		48.18		36		73.47		2		0.91		*		*		*		*		*		*		4		1.82		2		4.08

				Construction and extraction occupations		2,236		66.89		178		46.48		820		24.53		174		45.43		102		3.05		11		2.87		27		0.81		4		1.04		70		2.09		7		1.83

				Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations		1,208		78.04		127		64.8		211		13.63		44		22.45		61		3.94		8		4.08		25		1.61		6		3.06		11		0.71		3		1.53

				Production occupations		1,501		67.22		176		50.29		476		21.32		116		33.14		80		3.58		15		4.29		81		3.63		19		5.43		31		1.39		8		2.29

				Transportation and material moving occupations		1,474		67.37		169		53.31		435		19.88		106		33.44		164		7.5		21		6.62		35		1.6		12		3.79		26		1.19		4		1.26

				Military (active duty) occupations		303		78.91		37		75.51		29		7.55		5		10.2		35		9.11		3		6.12		8		2.08		2		4.08		1		0.26		*		*

				Homemaker, volunteer, or student		4,247		74.92		474		60.54		921		16.25		210		26.82		136		2.4		19		2.43		158		2.79		36		4.6		53		0.93		10		1.28

				Retired, disabled, or non-worker		571		53.31		58		45.31		250		23.34		39		30.47		165		15.41		21		16.41		22		2.05		2		1.56		25		2.33		*		*

				Other/not coded		1,439		70.26		146		56.59		229		11.18		54		20.93		154		7.52		16		6.2		50		2.44		18		6.98		22		1.07		4		1.55

		16-64 years		Management occupations		764		76.55		37		45.12		133		13.33		30		36.59		45		4.51		4		4.88		30		3.01		8		9.76		12		1.2		1		1.22

				Business and financial operations occupations		240		77.42		8		40		36		11.61		7		35		16		5.16		3		15		7		2.26		1		5		1		0.32		*		*

				Computer and mathematical science occupations		209		81.01		7		63.64		18		6.98		2		18.18		14		5.43		1		9.09		11		4.26		1		9.09		1		0.39		*		*

				Architecture and engineering occupations		183		80.62		5		45.45		19		8.37		4		36.36		8		3.52		*		*		11		4.85		2		18.18		2		0.88		*		*

				Life, physical, and social science occupations		75		92.59		4		80		2		2.47		1		20		1		1.23		*		*		1		1.23		*		*		2		2.47		*		*

				Community and social services occupations		67		60.36		5		41.67		20		18.02		2		16.67		17		15.32		2		16.67		1		0.9		*		*		3		2.7		2		16.67

				Legal occupations		57		80.28		2		66.67		8		11.27		1		33.33		2		2.82		*		*		2		2.82		*		*		1		1.41		*		*

				Education, training, and library occupations		178		79.82		7		63.64		21		9.42		2		18.18		8		3.59		1		9.09		4		1.79		*		*		3		1.35		*		*

				Arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media occupations		211		73.01		6		60		39		13.49		2		20		20		6.92		*		*		2		0.69		*		*		10		3.46		1		10

				Healthcare practitioners and technical occupations		269		79.35		16		69.57		32		9.44		3		13.04		17		5.01		2		8.7		8		2.36		1		4.35		4		1.18		1		4.35

				Healthcare support occupations		139		60.7		4		23.53		44		19.21		7		41.18		35		15.28		5		29.41		2		0.87		*		*		6		2.62		1		5.88

				Protective service occupations		161		67.93		12		52.17		36		15.19		5		21.74		23		9.7		2		8.7		6		2.53		2		8.7		6		2.53		1		4.35

				Food preparation and serving related occupations		363		58.17		14		30.43		153		24.52		18		39.13		60		9.62		4		8.7		18		2.88		3		6.52		11		1.76		1		2.17

				Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations		204		48.92		12		26.67		154		36.93		26		57.78		30		7.19		4		8.89		9		2.16		1		2.22		8		1.92		1		2.22

				Personal care and service occupations		214		64.07		5		35.71		70		20.96		6		42.86		26		7.78		1		7.14		8		2.4		1		7.14		9		2.69		*		*

				Sales and related occupations		669		76.11		25		51.02		116		13.2		16		32.65		51		5.8		3		6.12		21		2.39		3		6.12		13		1.48		1		2.04

				Office and administrative support occupations		517		63.67		20		32.26		153		18.84		24		38.71		72		8.87		6		9.68		23		2.83		3		4.84		22		2.71		4		6.45

				Farming, fishing, and forestry occupations		24		44.44		1		12.5		29		53.7		7		87.5		1		1.85		*		*		*		*		*		*		*		*		*		*

				Construction and extraction occupations		831		56.84		28		27.18		466		31.87		67		65.05		60		4.1		4		3.88		14		0.96		*		*		47		3.21		2		1.94

				Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations		381		72.43		21		45.65		93		17.68		16		34.78		23		4.37		3		6.52		9		1.71		2		4.35		7		1.33		3		6.52

				Production occupations		309		60		8		16.33		139		26.99		29		59.18		24		4.66		3		6.12		21		4.08		4		8.16		7		1.36		*		*

				Transportation and material moving occupations		405		54.88		23		31.51		197		26.69		36		49.32		91		12.33		7		9.59		14		1.9		4		5.48		12		1.63		1		1.37

				Military (active duty) occupations		67		77.01		2		66.67		6		6.9		1		33.33		11		12.64		*		*		*		*		*		*		1		1.15		*		*

				Homemaker, volunteer, or student		531		56.13		21		26.92		274		28.96		43		55.13		61		6.45		2		2.56		20		2.11		1		1.28		27		2.85		5		6.41

				Retired, disabled, or non-worker		369		53.79		27		44.26		179		26.09		21		34.43		86		12.54		9		14.75		11		1.6		1		1.64		17		2.48		*		*

				Other/not coded		521		63.85		28		50.91		104		12.75		14		25.45		84		10.29		4		7.27		20		2.45		4		7.27		12		1.47		1		1.82

		* Indicates fewer than three events in category.

		Percentages are based on total deaths within cause-specific group.

		More information about US Census Bureau occupation and industry codes can be found at:

		    https://www.census.gov/topics/employment/industry-occupation/guidance/code-lists.html.

		Source: Vital Statistics Program, Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment.

		Deaths by decedents' usual industries and age group, including total/all causes, COVID-19 as underlying cause of death, and COVID-19 as underlying or contributing cause (i.e. total deaths due to COVID-19).

		Colorado resident occurrences, March 2020-February 2021.

						White, non-Hispanic								Whtie, Hispanic								Black/African American								Asian/Pacific Islander								American Indian/Alaska Native

						All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing

										cause)								cause)								cause)								cause)								cause)

						N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%

				Decedent's usual industry:		856		75.15		114		54.81		228		20.02		78		37.5		2		0.18		*		*		24		2.11		5		2.4		8		0.7		4		1.92

		Total 16+ years		Agriculture, forestry, fishing, hunting

				Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction		433		83.11		52		69.33		68		13.05		21		28		3		0.58		1		1.33		5		0.96		*		*		4		0.77		1		1.33

				Utilities		393		86.37		41		77.36		37		8.13		6		11.32		11		2.42		3		5.66		3		0.66		*		*		4		0.88		2		3.77

				Construction		2,760		70.73		219		53.03		830		21.27		161		38.98		112		2.87		11		2.66		35		0.9		4		0.97		76		1.95		8		1.94

				Manufacturing		2,711		75.92		354		63.67		538		15.07		134		24.1		106		2.97		20		3.6		102		2.86		25		4.5		34		0.95		9		1.62

				Wholesale trade		334		82.47		32		60.38		47		11.6		14		26.42		9		2.22		2		3.77		8		1.98		2		3.77		4		0.99		2		3.77

				Retail trade		2,778		82.41		307		77.14		350		10.38		68		17.09		111		3.29		6		1.51		53		1.57		6		1.51		26		0.77		2		0.5

				Transportation and warehousing		1,689		73.63		179		55.94		319		13.91		91		28.44		186		8.11		28		8.75		35		1.53		12		3.75		19		0.83		3		0.94

				Information		939		85.68		99		80.49		60		5.47		12		9.76		53		4.84		3		2.44		17		1.55		4		3.25		7		0.64		2		1.63

				Finance and insurance		1,312		87.64		155		82.89		82		5.48		17		9.09		42		2.81		4		2.14		28		1.87		5		2.67		10		0.67		1		0.53

				Real estate rental and leasing		698		89.49		79		84.95		44		5.64		8		8.6		18		2.31		4		4.3		8		1.03		1		1.08		4		0.51		*		*

				Professional, scientific, and technical services		2,240		89.39		237		85.56		112		4.47		20		7.22		58		2.31		6		2.17		48		1.92		8		2.89		16		0.64		*		*

				Management of companies and enterprises		118		92.19		16		94.12		3		2.34		*		*		4		3.13		*		*		1		0.78		*		*		1		0.78		1		5.88

				Administrative and support and waste management and remedication services		679		65.23		83		56.85		232		22.29		46		31.51		71		6.82		9		6.16		27		2.59		7		4.79		13		1.25		*		*

				Educational services		2,911		86.2		308		80.21		230		6.81		43		11.2		119		3.52		13		3.39		46		1.36		10		2.6		20		0.59		2		0.52

				Health care and social assistance		3,005		76.85		326		65.07		459		11.74		90		17.96		251		6.42		47		9.38		68		1.74		16		3.19		46		1.18		7		1.4

				Arts, entertainment, and recreation		648		81.2		58		68.24		77		9.65		14		16.47		31		3.88		4		4.71		13		1.63		3		3.53		14		1.75		2		2.35

				Accommodation and food services		1,148		65.56		98		47.12		354		20.22		69		33.17		105		6		14		6.73		78		4.45		16		7.69		22		1.26		2		0.96

				Other services, except public administration		1,526		73.12		168		61.31		328		15.72		61		22.26		109		5.22		21		7.66		50		2.4		12		4.38		25		1.2		4		1.46

				Public administration		1,885		76.94		212		67.52		295		12.04		64		20.38		153		6.24		15		4.78		41		1.67		9		2.87		25		1.02		4		1.27

				Military (active duty)		657		80.71		76		69.09		52		6.39		14		12.73		67		8.23		10		9.09		15		1.84		4		3.64		6		0.74		1		0.91

				Non-paid workers or non-workers		4,744		71.49		525		58.53		1,160		17.48		245		27.31		289		4.36		38		4.24		179		2.7		38		4.24		76		1.15		10		1.11

				Retired		39		66.1		5		62.5		7		11.86		2		25		10		16.95		*		*		1		1.69		*		*		*		*		*		*

				Other/not coded/unknown		1,279		69.85		130		58.82		195		10.65		46		20.81		136		7.43		9		4.07		49		2.68		17		7.69		22		1.2		1		0.45

		16-64 years		Agriculture, forestry, fishing, hunting		109		67.28		2		14.29		46		28.4		12		85.71		2		1.23		*		*		1		0.62		*		*		2		1.23		*		*

				Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction		95		76.61		6		54.55		25		20.16		5		45.45		1		0.81		*		*		2		1.61		*		*		1		0.81		*		*

				Utilities		64		76.19		2		28.57		11		13.1		2		28.57		2		2.38		*		*		1		1.19		*		*		3		3.57		2		28.57

				Construction		1,050		61.08		33		29.73		492		28.62		69		62.16		67		3.9		4		3.6		18		1.05		*		*		50		2.91		3		2.7

				Manufacturing		452		65.89		20		29.41		150		21.87		31		45.59		32		4.66		4		5.88		28		4.08		7		10.29		7		1.02		*		*

				Wholesale trade		77		70.64		3		27.27		22		20.18		5		45.45		6		5.5		2		18.18		1		0.92		*		*		2		1.83		1		9.09

				Retail trade		700		71.5		28		47.46		164		16.75		22		37.29		54		5.52		1		1.69		25		2.55		2		3.39		17		1.74		2		3.39

				Transportation and warehousing		351		56.89		13		20.97		140		22.69		34		54.84		86		13.94		8		12.9		16		2.59		4		6.45		6		0.97		1		1.61

				Information		155		76.35		4		44.44		14		6.9		1		11.11		22		10.84		1		11.11		6		2.96		2		22.22		2		0.99		1		11.11

				Finance and insurance		243		78.64		9		56.25		28		9.06		3		18.75		19		6.15		2		12.5		9		2.91		2		12.5		3		0.97		*		*

				Real estate rental and leasing		123		76.88		6		60		25		15.63		3		30		9		5.63		1		10		1		0.63		*		*		1		0.63		*		*

				Professional, scientific, and technical services		512		80.38		21		70		58		9.11		6		20		28		4.4		1		3.33		21		3.3		1		3.33		8		1.26		*		*

				Management of companies and enterprises		12		80		3		100		2		13.33		*		*		1		6.67		*		*		*		*		*		*		*		*		*		*

				Administrative and support and waste management and remedication services		256		56.89		16		38.1		133		29.56		22		52.38		31		6.89		3		7.14		12		2.67		1		2.38		9		2		*		*

				Educational services		274		74.25		16		53.33		43		11.65		6		20		27		7.32		3		10		8		2.17		2		6.67		6		1.63		1		3.33

				Health care and social assistance		615		66.06		34		43.59		159		17.08		23		29.49		94		10.1		12		15.38		18		1.93		2		2.56		21		2.26		3		3.85

				Arts, entertainment, and recreation		186		70.72		9		64.29		39		14.83		2		14.29		16		6.08		*		*		3		1.14		1		7.14		11		4.18		1		7.14

				Accommodation and food services		498		60.81		17		26.98		195		23.81		28		44.44		64		7.81		6		9.52		27		3.3		5		7.94		13		1.59		1		1.59

				Other services, except public administration		434		65.17		18		36.73		150		22.52		22		44.9		41		6.16		5		10.2		10		1.5		1		2.04		16		2.4		3		6.12

				Public administration		254		67.37		14		46.67		68		18.04		10		33.33		24		6.37		1		3.33		10		2.65		3		10		8		2.12		1		3.33

				Military (active duty)		114		77.03		4		80		9		6.08		1		20		19		12.84		*		*		*		*		*		*		3		2.03		*		*

				Non-paid workers or non-workers		887		54.99		47		34.06		452		28.02		64		46.38		146		9.05		11		7.97		31		1.92		2		1.45		42		2.6		5		3.62

				Retired		8		72.73		1		100		1		9.09		*		*		1		9.09		*		*		*		*		*		*		*		*		*		*

				Other/not coded/unknown		489		59.78		22		37.29		115		14.06		19		32.2		94		11.49		5		8.47		25		3.06		7		11.86		13		1.59		1		1.69

		* Indicates fewer than three events in category.

		Percentages are based on total deaths within cause-specific group.

		More information about US Census Bureau occupation and industry codes can be found at:

		    https://www.census.gov/topics/employment/industry-occupation/guidance/code-lists.html.

		Source: Vital Statistics Program, Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment.
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		Deaths by decedents' usual occupations and age group, including total/all causes, COVID-19 as underlying cause of death, and COVID-19 as underlying or contributing cause (i.e. total deaths due to COVID-19).

		Colorado resident occurrences, March 2020-February 2021.

		Percentages reflect the proportion of deaths within each race/ethnicity were among the specified occupation/industry

						White, non-Hispanic								Whtie, Hispanic								Black/African American								Asian/Pacific Islander								American Indian/Alaska Native

						All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing

										cause)								cause)								cause)								cause)								cause)

						N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%

				Decedent's usual occupation:		4,038		11.29		432		11.15		420		6.88		105		7.93		118		5.74		15		5.6		102		10.92		23		11.27		31		6.43		8		11.76

		Total 16+ years		Management occupations

				Business and financial operations occupations		1,326		3.71		139		3.59		89		1.46		18		1.36		50		2.43		9		3.36		26		2.78		5		2.45		15		3.11		2		2.94

				Computer and mathematical science occupations		556		1.55		50		1.29		30		0.49		4		0.3		27		1.31		3		1.12		19		2.03		2		0.98		5		1.04		2		2.94

				Architecture and engineering occupations		1,302		3.64		150		3.87		61		1		10		0.76		31		1.51		4		1.49		34		3.64		8		3.92		7		1.45		*		*

				Life, physical, and social science occupations		481		1.34		52		1.34		22		0.36		4		0.3		12		0.58		4		1.49		6		0.64		*		*		5		1.04		*		*

				Community and social services occupations		521		1.46		85		2.19		64		1.05		12		0.91		54		2.63		10		3.73		15		1.61		4		1.96		7		1.45		2		2.94

				Legal occupations		323		0.9		43		1.11		16		0.26		2		0.15		11		0.54		1		0.37		4		0.43		*		*		2		0.41		1		1.47

				Education, training, and library occupations		2,088		5.84		215		5.55		113		1.85		19		1.44		68		3.31		6		2.24		31		3.32		5		2.45		13		2.7		*		*

				Arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media occupations		868		2.43		85		2.19		76		1.24		14		1.06		35		1.7		3		1.12		10		1.07		*		*		10		2.07		1		1.47

				Healthcare practitioners and technical occupations		1,603		4.48		170		4.39		127		2.08		14		1.06		72		3.5		14		5.22		37		3.96		7		3.43		11		2.28		2		2.94

				Healthcare support occupations		401		1.12		45		1.16		102		1.67		21		1.59		70		3.4		13		4.85		4		0.43		*		*		12		2.49		1		1.47

				Protective service occupations		575		1.61		76		1.96		83		1.36		17		1.28		51		2.48		3		1.12		12		1.28		2		0.98		8		1.66		1		1.47

				Food preparation and serving related occupations		847		2.37		83		2.14		290		4.75		55		4.15		107		5.2		14		5.22		56		6		13		6.37		15		3.11		1		1.47

				Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations		603		1.69		80		2.07		354		5.8		83		6.27		93		4.52		12		4.48		32		3.43		9		4.41		16		3.32		2		2.94

				Personal care and service occupations		657		1.84		57		1.47		156		2.55		27		2.04		66		3.21		13		4.85		23		2.46		6		2.94		14		2.9		*		*

				Sales and related occupations		3,009		8.41		334		8.62		268		4.39		56		4.23		97		4.72		6		2.24		55		5.89		6		2.94		18		3.73		1		1.47

				Office and administrative support occupations		3,502		9.79		403		10.41		359		5.88		79		5.97		195		9.48		24		8.96		62		6.64		15		7.35		50		10.37		6		8.82

				Farming, fishing, and forestry occupations		103		0.29		9		0.23		106		1.74		36		2.72		2		0.1		*		*		*		*		*		*		4		0.83		2		2.94

				Construction and extraction occupations		2,236		6.25		178		4.6		820		13.43		174		13.14		102		4.96		11		4.1		27		2.89		4		1.96		70		14.52		7		10.29

				Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations		1,208		3.38		127		3.28		211		3.46		44		3.32		61		2.97		8		2.99		25		2.68		6		2.94		11		2.28		3		4.41

				Production occupations		1,501		4.19		176		4.54		476		7.79		116		8.76		80		3.89		15		5.6		81		8.67		19		9.31		31		6.43		8		11.76

				Transportation and material moving occupations		1,474		4.12		169		4.36		435		7.12		106		8.01		164		7.98		21		7.84		35		3.75		12		5.88		26		5.39		4		5.88

				Military (active duty) occupations		303		0.85		37		0.96		29		0.47		5		0.38		35		1.7		3		1.12		8		0.86		2		0.98		1		0.21		*		*

				Homemaker, volunteer, or student		4,247		11.87		474		12.24		921		15.08		210		15.86		136		6.61		19		7.09		158		16.92		36		17.65		53		11		10		14.71

				Retired, disabled, or non-worker		571		1.6		58		1.5		250		4.09		39		2.95		165		8.03		21		7.84		22		2.36		2		0.98		25		5.19		*		*

				Other/not coded		1,439		4.02		146		3.77		229		3.75		54		4.08		154		7.49		16		5.97		50		5.35		18		8.82		22		4.56		4		5.88

		16-64 years		Management occupations		764		9.6		37		10.63		133		5.23		30		7.69		45		5.08		4		5.71		30		10.99		8		19.05		12		4.92		1		3.85

				Business and financial operations occupations		240		3.02		8		2.3		36		1.42		7		1.79		16		1.81		3		4.29		7		2.56		1		2.38		1		0.41		*		*

				Computer and mathematical science occupations		209		2.63		7		2.01		18		0.71		2		0.51		14		1.58		1		1.43		11		4.03		1		2.38		1		0.41		*		*

				Architecture and engineering occupations		183		2.3		5		1.44		19		0.75		4		1.03		8		0.9		*		*		11		4.03		2		4.76		2		0.82		*		*

				Life, physical, and social science occupations		75		0.94		4		1.15		2		0.08		1		0.26		1		0.11		*		*		1		0.37		*		*		2		0.82		*		*

				Community and social services occupations		67		0.84		5		1.44		20		0.79		2		0.51		17		1.92		2		2.86		1		0.37		*		*		3		1.23		2		7.69

				Legal occupations		57		0.72		2		0.57		8		0.31		1		0.26		2		0.23		*		*		2		0.73		*		*		1		0.41		*		*

				Education, training, and library occupations		178		2.24		7		2.01		21		0.83		2		0.51		8		0.9		1		1.43		4		1.47		*		*		3		1.23		*		*

				Arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media occupations		211		2.65		6		1.72		39		1.53		2		0.51		20		2.26		*		*		2		0.73		*		*		10		4.1		1		3.85

				Healthcare practitioners and technical occupations		269		3.38		16		4.6		32		1.26		3		0.77		17		1.92		2		2.86		8		2.93		1		2.38		4		1.64		1		3.85

				Healthcare support occupations		139		1.75		4		1.15		44		1.73		7		1.79		35		3.95		5		7.14		2		0.73		*		*		6		2.46		1		3.85

				Protective service occupations		161		2.02		12		3.45		36		1.42		5		1.28		23		2.6		2		2.86		6		2.2		2		4.76		6		2.46		1		3.85

				Food preparation and serving related occupations		363		4.56		14		4.02		153		6.02		18		4.62		60		6.77		4		5.71		18		6.59		3		7.14		11		4.51		1		3.85

				Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations		204		2.56		12		3.45		154		6.06		26		6.67		30		3.39		4		5.71		9		3.3		1		2.38		8		3.28		1		3.85

				Personal care and service occupations		214		2.69		5		1.44		70		2.75		6		1.54		26		2.93		1		1.43		8		2.93		1		2.38		9		3.69		*		*

				Sales and related occupations		669		8.41		25		7.18		116		4.57		16		4.1		51		5.76		3		4.29		21		7.69		3		7.14		13		5.33		1		3.85

				Office and administrative support occupations		517		6.5		20		5.75		153		6.02		24		6.15		72		8.13		6		8.57		23		8.42		3		7.14		22		9.02		4		15.38

				Farming, fishing, and forestry occupations		24		0.3		1		0.29		29		1.14		7		1.79		1		0.11		*		*		*		*		*		*		*		*		*		*

				Construction and extraction occupations		831		10.44		28		8.05		466		18.34		67		17.18		60		6.77		4		5.71		14		5.13		*		*		47		19.26		2		7.69

				Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations		381		4.79		21		6.03		93		3.66		16		4.1		23		2.6		3		4.29		9		3.3		2		4.76		7		2.87		3		11.54

				Production occupations		309		3.88		8		2.3		139		5.47		29		7.44		24		2.71		3		4.29		21		7.69		4		9.52		7		2.87		*		*

				Transportation and material moving occupations		405		5.09		23		6.61		197		7.75		36		9.23		91		10.27		7		10		14		5.13		4		9.52		12		4.92		1		3.85

				Military (active duty) occupations		67		0.84		2		0.57		6		0.24		1		0.26		11		1.24		*		*		*		*		*		*		1		0.41		*		*

				Homemaker, volunteer, or student		531		6.67		21		6.03		274		10.78		43		11.03		61		6.88		2		2.86		20		7.33		1		2.38		27		11.07		5		19.23

				Retired, disabled, or non-worker		369		4.64		27		7.76		179		7.04		21		5.38		86		9.71		9		12.86		11		4.03		1		2.38		17		6.97		*		*

				Other/not coded		521		6.55		28		8.05		104		4.09		14		3.59		84		9.48		4		5.71		20		7.33		4		9.52		12		4.92		1		3.85

		* Indicates fewer than three events in category.

		Percentages are based on total deaths within cause-specific group.

		More information about US Census Bureau occupation and industry codes can be found at:

		    https://www.census.gov/topics/employment/industry-occupation/guidance/code-lists.html.

		Source: Vital Statistics Program, Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment.

		Deaths by decedents' usual industries and age group, including total/all causes, COVID-19 as underlying cause of death, and COVID-19 as underlying or contributing cause (i.e. total deaths due to COVID-19).

		Colorado resident occurrences, March 2020-February 2021.

						White, non-Hispanic								Whtie, Hispanic								Black/African American								Asian/Pacific Islander								American Indian/Alaska Native

						All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing

										cause)								cause)								cause)								cause)								cause)

						N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%

				Decedent's usual industry:		856		2.39		114		2.94		228		3.73		78		5.89		2		0.1		*		*		24		2.57		5		2.45		8		1.66		4		5.88

		Total 16+ years		Agriculture, forestry, fishing, hunting

				Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction		433		1.21		52		1.34		68		1.11		21		1.59		3		0.15		1		0.37		5		0.54		*		*		4		0.83		1		1.47

				Utilities		393		1.1		41		1.06		37		0.61		6		0.45		11		0.54		3		1.12		3		0.32		*		*		4		0.83		2		2.94

				Construction		2,760		7.71		219		5.65		830		13.59		161		12.16		112		5.45		11		4.1		35		3.75		4		1.96		76		15.77		8		11.76

				Manufacturing		2,711		7.58		354		9.14		538		8.81		134		10.12		106		5.16		20		7.46		102		10.92		25		12.25		34		7.05		9		13.24

				Wholesale trade		334		0.93		32		0.83		47		0.77		14		1.06		9		0.44		2		0.75		8		0.86		2		0.98		4		0.83		2		2.94

				Retail trade		2,778		7.76		307		7.93		350		5.73		68		5.14		111		5.4		6		2.24		53		5.67		6		2.94		26		5.39		2		2.94

				Transportation and warehousing		1,689		4.72		179		4.62		319		5.22		91		6.87		186		9.05		28		10.45		35		3.75		12		5.88		19		3.94		3		4.41

				Information		939		2.62		99		2.56		60		0.98		12		0.91		53		2.58		3		1.12		17		1.82		4		1.96		7		1.45		2		2.94

				Finance and insurance		1,312		3.67		155		4		82		1.34		17		1.28		42		2.04		4		1.49		28		3		5		2.45		10		2.07		1		1.47

				Real estate rental and leasing		698		1.95		79		2.04		44		0.72		8		0.6		18		0.88		4		1.49		8		0.86		1		0.49		4		0.83		*		*

				Professional, scientific, and technical services		2,240		6.26		237		6.12		112		1.83		20		1.51		58		2.82		6		2.24		48		5.14		8		3.92		16		3.32		*		*

				Management of companies and enterprises		118		0.33		16		0.41		3		0.05		*		*		4		0.19		*		*		1		0.11		*		*		1		0.21		1		1.47

				Administrative and support and waste management and remedication services		679		1.9		83		2.14		232		3.8		46		3.47		71		3.45		9		3.36		27		2.89		7		3.43		13		2.7		*		*

				Educational services		2,911		8.14		308		7.95		230		3.77		43		3.25		119		5.79		13		4.85		46		4.93		10		4.9		20		4.15		2		2.94

				Health care and social assistance		3,005		8.4		326		8.42		459		7.52		90		6.8		251		12.21		47		17.54		68		7.28		16		7.84		46		9.54		7		10.29

				Arts, entertainment, and recreation		648		1.81		58		1.5		77		1.26		14		1.06		31		1.51		4		1.49		13		1.39		3		1.47		14		2.9		2		2.94

				Accommodation and food services		1,148		3.21		98		2.53		354		5.8		69		5.21		105		5.11		14		5.22		78		8.35		16		7.84		22		4.56		2		2.94

				Other services, except public administration		1,526		4.26		168		4.34		328		5.37		61		4.61		109		5.3		21		7.84		50		5.35		12		5.88		25		5.19		4		5.88

				Public administration		1,885		5.27		212		5.47		295		4.83		64		4.83		153		7.44		15		5.6		41		4.39		9		4.41		25		5.19		4		5.88

				Military (active duty)		657		1.84		76		1.96		52		0.85		14		1.06		67		3.26		10		3.73		15		1.61		4		1.96		6		1.24		1		1.47

				Non-paid workers or non-workers		4,744		13.26		525		13.56		1,160		18.99		245		18.5		289		14.06		38		14.18		179		19.16		38		18.63		76		15.77		10		14.71

				Retired		39		0.11		5		0.13		7		0.11		2		0.15		10		0.49		*		*		1		0.11		*		*		*		*		*		*

				Other/not coded/unknown		1,279		3.57		130		3.36		195		3.19		46		3.47		136		6.61		9		3.36		49		5.25		17		8.33		22		4.56		1		1.47

		16-64 years		Agriculture, forestry, fishing, hunting		109		1.37		2		0.57		46		1.81		12		3.08		2		0.23		*		*		1		0.37		*		*		2		0.82		*		*

				Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction		95		1.19		6		1.72		25		0.98		5		1.28		1		0.11		*		*		2		0.73		*		*		1		0.41		*		*

				Utilities		64		0.8		2		0.57		11		0.43		2		0.51		2		0.23		*		*		1		0.37		*		*		3		1.23		2		7.69

				Construction		1,050		13.19		33		9.48		492		19.36		69		17.69		67		7.56		4		5.71		18		6.59		*		*		50		20.49		3		11.54

				Manufacturing		452		5.68		20		5.75		150		5.9		31		7.95		32		3.61		4		5.71		28		10.26		7		16.67		7		2.87		*		*

				Wholesale trade		77		0.97		3		0.86		22		0.87		5		1.28		6		0.68		2		2.86		1		0.37		*		*		2		0.82		1		3.85

				Retail trade		700		8.8		28		8.05		164		6.45		22		5.64		54		6.09		1		1.43		25		9.16		2		4.76		17		6.97		2		7.69

				Transportation and warehousing		351		4.41		13		3.74		140		5.51		34		8.72		86		9.71		8		11.43		16		5.86		4		9.52		6		2.46		1		3.85

				Information		155		1.95		4		1.15		14		0.55		1		0.26		22		2.48		1		1.43		6		2.2		2		4.76		2		0.82		1		3.85

				Finance and insurance		243		3.05		9		2.59		28		1.1		3		0.77		19		2.14		2		2.86		9		3.3		2		4.76		3		1.23		*		*

				Real estate rental and leasing		123		1.55		6		1.72		25		0.98		3		0.77		9		1.02		1		1.43		1		0.37		*		*		1		0.41		*		*

				Professional, scientific, and technical services		512		6.43		21		6.03		58		2.28		6		1.54		28		3.16		1		1.43		21		7.69		1		2.38		8		3.28		*		*

				Management of companies and enterprises		12		0.15		3		0.86		2		0.08		*		*		1		0.11		*		*		*		*		*		*		*		*		*		*

				Administrative and support and waste management and remedication services		256		3.22		16		4.6		133		5.23		22		5.64		31		3.5		3		4.29		12		4.4		1		2.38		9		3.69		*		*

				Educational services		274		3.44		16		4.6		43		1.69		6		1.54		27		3.05		3		4.29		8		2.93		2		4.76		6		2.46		1		3.85

				Health care and social assistance		615		7.73		34		9.77		159		6.26		23		5.9		94		10.61		12		17.14		18		6.59		2		4.76		21		8.61		3		11.54

				Arts, entertainment, and recreation		186		2.34		9		2.59		39		1.53		2		0.51		16		1.81		*		*		3		1.1		1		2.38		11		4.51		1		3.85

				Accommodation and food services		498		6.26		17		4.89		195		7.67		28		7.18		64		7.22		6		8.57		27		9.89		5		11.9		13		5.33		1		3.85

				Other services, except public administration		434		5.45		18		5.17		150		5.9		22		5.64		41		4.63		5		7.14		10		3.66		1		2.38		16		6.56		3		11.54

				Public administration		254		3.19		14		4.02		68		2.68		10		2.56		24		2.71		1		1.43		10		3.66		3		7.14		8		3.28		1		3.85

				Military (active duty)		114		1.43		4		1.15		9		0.35		1		0.26		19		2.14		*		*		*		*		*		*		3		1.23		*		*

				Non-paid workers or non-workers		887		11.15		47		13.51		452		17.79		64		16.41		146		16.48		11		15.71		31		11.36		2		4.76		42		17.21		5		19.23

				Retired		8		0.1		1		0.29		1		0.04		*		*		1		0.11		*		*		*		*		*		*		*		*		*		*

				Other/not coded/unknown		489		6.14		22		6.32		115		4.53		19		4.87		94		10.61		5		7.14		25		9.16		7		16.67		13		5.33		1		3.85

		* Indicates fewer than three events in category.

		Percentages are based on total deaths within cause-specific group.

		More information about US Census Bureau occupation and industry codes can be found at:

		    https://www.census.gov/topics/employment/industry-occupation/guidance/code-lists.html.

		Source: Vital Statistics Program, Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment.









S

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Sent: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 12:12 PM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Cc: Info - CDPHE, Media <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
Hi Seth-

I can do some more straight-forward breakouts as described sooner than Sept-likely by early next
week.

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 12:07 PM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Ah, understood, OK. Thanks Kirk. Will that analysis take until September or would that be faster?

Thanks!

S

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Sent: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 12:01 PM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Cc: Info - CDPHE, Media <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
Hello, Seth-

We aren't able to compute exact death rates as we don't have the population denominators for
those types of breakouts (some of those data from the Census may come out this Winter);
however, I can repeat the analysis with these proportional breakouts for race/ethnicity, i.e. % of
total deaths by occupation for each race/ethnicity.  Alternatively, or in addition, I can break out
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each occupation/industry by race/ethnicity, i.e. % of deaths within each occupation/industry
represented by each race/ethnicity.  The distinction between the two is just the order in which the
data are stratified, either first by race/ethnicity then occupation/industry; or first by
occupation/industry and then race/ethnicity.

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 11:52 AM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Hey Kirk -

Can you elaborate? Broadly, I'm trying to get a sense of which workers died at highest rates
from COVID, and it'd be nice to be able to look at cross-sections for those industries with racial
demographics. 

S

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Sent: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 11:06 AM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Cc: Info - CDPHE, Media <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
Hello, Seth-

I think it would be Sept. before we'd be able to devote a lot of time to this-it's not part of our
current analysis plan in the coming weeks.  If there are some specific breakouts in mind (i.e. not
an everything-by-everything comprehensive approach), let me know and we can attempt to
carve that out in the meantime as part of a specific data request.

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
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P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 10:55 AM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Do you have a sense of the time it would take to further break it down across demographics
for racial/ethnic groups?

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Sent: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 10:53 AM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Cc: Info - CDPHE, Media <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
Hello, Seth-

We are able to break these down further by demographic categories, though we haven't done
so yet, due to a number of other commitments and deadlines.  If there are some specific
breakouts you are interested in, please feel free to outline those for me and we can tackle as
soon as we are able.

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 10:48 AM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Ah, sorry - thinking more about it always comes up with more questions. Is this the enter
breadth of the data? It couldn't be broken down further by demographics?

Thanks!
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S

From: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 10:47 AM
To: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
That'd be wonderful, thanks much!

S

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Sent: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 10:46 AM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
Will be sure to keep you posted if we do acquire any of the additional years' data.

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 10:46 AM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Hey Kirk -

Ah, understood. Fair enough, thanks much!

Best,

S

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Sent: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 10:43 AM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
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Cc: Info - CDPHE, Media <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
Good Morning, Seth-

Thanks for following up.  Unfortunately, we are not able to duplicate this analysis for
previous years at this time.  These results are based on the usual occupation/industry
information collected on death certificates, which were subsequently coded by the
CDC/NIOSH as part of a special project beginning in 2020.  Thus far, they have coded
only states' 2020 and early 2021 data; they have not yet coded data for prior years.  We
are hoping to work with NIOSH to get some prior years of data coded, at least a couple;
however, there is no timeline in place for this, and we're reliant on their availability to do
this additional work.  Until then, we're limited to just the 2020-forward views into these
data.

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 10:39 AM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Hey Kirk -

Circling back with a follow up request:

Can you provide occupational death data for the past three years? Obviously, COVID-19
won't be a part of that, but I'm curious to compare deaths across
occupations/industries from previous years to get an idea of this past year's impact.

Thank ya sir!

Best,

S

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
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Sent: Monday, August 2, 2021 2:46 PM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Cc: Jessica Bralish - CDPHE <jessica.bralish@state.co.us>; Info - CDPHE, Media
<media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
Good Afternoon, Seth-

Thanks for your ongoing patience regarding your inquiry about deaths by occupating
during the pandemic.  I just received clearance from our Office of Communications to
share the results I recently prepared for COVID-19 deaths by occupation and industry,
which I've attached here.  Following is a more detailed discussion:

Based on Colorado’s death certificate data, which includes data elements for decedent’s
‘usual occupation’ and ‘usual industry’, we are able to break down the numbers of
deaths by occupation and industry.  ‘Usual occupation’ and ‘usual industry’ are defined
as “the type of job (occupation) or industry the person was engaged in for most of his or
her working life. It is not necessarily the highest-paid job nor the job considered the
most prestigious, but the one occupation, of perhaps several, that accounted for the
greatest number of working years.” (CDC/NCHS) Information about a decedent's usual
occupation and industry is generally collected by funeral home staff from the next of
kin or other informant who is assisting with the completion of the legal and
demographic information on the death certificate.  This information for decedents age
16 or older is subsequently coded by the CDC/NIOSH, and returned to state vital
statistics offices for analysis.  The final codes assigned follow the US Census Bureau’s
industry and occupation code classification scheme.

The attached results are based on death certificate data for deaths among Colorado
residents age 16+ years and occurring in Colorado between March 1, 2020 and
February 28, 2021.  Information is also presented for deaths among those aged 16-64,
traditionally considered ‘working age’, and for whom this is more likely to reflect a
current occupation/industry at the time of death (but not necessarily).   Outcomes
explored include deaths due to all causes and deaths due to COVID-19 (includes those
for which COVID-19 was the underlying cause of death, or a significant contributing
condition).  These are further broken out by the intermediate occupation and industry
categories, and include numbers of deaths and percentages of death occurring within
specific occupation or industry categories.  Figures included compare this distribution
of deaths for both all causes and due to COVID across occupation and industry
categories.

There are several considerations that should be taken into account when exploring these
results.  First, again, these categories reflect ‘usual occupation/industry’, which may not
be the occupation/industry at the time of death.  Also, recording a specific
occupation/industry is not intended to imply a connection between that
occupation/industry and cause or timing of death.

I invite you to review these results, and to follow up with us if you have questions.

Best,
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Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

On Mon, Jul 12, 2021 at 10:46 AM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Excellent, thanks Kirk. Always appreciate your help! I'll wait to hear from you, then.

All the best,

S

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Sent: Monday, July 12, 2021 10:45 AM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
Good Morning, Seth-

We continue our work on those analyses, and expect to have some results in the next
couple of weeks-I'll be sure to reach out once we have those first stats ready.  Thanks
again for your patience.

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov
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On Mon, Jul 12, 2021 at 10:15 AM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
wrote:

Hey Kirk --

Hope all's well. Semi-regular check in on the occupation-death data for 2020. 

Thanks man!

S

Seth Klamann
Health and enterprise reporter

The Denver Gazette
555 17th St. 
Denver, CO
(913) 221-1090  
Seth.Klamann@gazette.com
@SethKlamann
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From: Seth Klamann on behalf of Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
To: Kirk Bol - CDPHE
Cc: Jessica Bralish - CDPHE; Info - CDPHE, Media
Subject: Re: Checking in
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 3:54:31 PM

Hey Kirk --

Thanks much for this, as always. We'll dig in and let you know if we have questions.

Best,

S

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Sent: Monday, August 2, 2021 2:46 PM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Cc: Jessica Bralish - CDPHE <jessica.bralish@state.co.us>; Info - CDPHE, Media <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
Good Afternoon, Seth-

Thanks for your ongoing patience regarding your inquiry about deaths by occupating during the
pandemic.  I just received clearance from our Office of Communications to share the results I recently
prepared for COVID-19 deaths by occupation and industry, which I've attached here.  Following is a
more detailed discussion:

Based on Colorado’s death certificate data, which includes data elements for decedent’s ‘usual
occupation’ and ‘usual industry’, we are able to break down the numbers of deaths by occupation and
industry.  ‘Usual occupation’ and ‘usual industry’ are defined as “the type of job (occupation) or
industry the person was engaged in for most of his or her working life. It is not necessarily the
highest-paid job nor the job considered the most prestigious, but the one occupation, of perhaps
several, that accounted for the greatest number of working years.” (CDC/NCHS) Information about a
decedent's usual occupation and industry is generally collected by funeral home staff from the next of
kin or other informant who is assisting with the completion of the legal and demographic information
on the death certificate.  This information for decedents age 16 or older is subsequently coded by the
CDC/NIOSH, and returned to state vital statistics offices for analysis.  The final codes assigned
follow the US Census Bureau’s industry and occupation code classification scheme.

The attached results are based on death certificate data for deaths among Colorado residents age 16+
years and occurring in Colorado between March 1, 2020 and February 28, 2021.  Information is also
presented for deaths among those aged 16-64, traditionally considered ‘working age’, and for whom
this is more likely to reflect a current occupation/industry at the time of death (but not necessarily).  
Outcomes explored include deaths due to all causes and deaths due to COVID-19 (includes those for
which COVID-19 was the underlying cause of death, or a significant contributing condition).  These
are further broken out by the intermediate occupation and industry categories, and include numbers of
deaths and percentages of death occurring within specific occupation or industry categories.  Figures
included compare this distribution of deaths for both all causes and due to COVID across occupation
and industry categories.
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There are several considerations that should be taken into account when exploring these results.  First,
again, these categories reflect ‘usual occupation/industry’, which may not be the occupation/industry
at the time of death.  Also, recording a specific occupation/industry is not intended to imply a
connection between that occupation/industry and cause or timing of death.

I invite you to review these results, and to follow up with us if you have questions.

Best,

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

On Mon, Jul 12, 2021 at 10:46 AM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Excellent, thanks Kirk. Always appreciate your help! I'll wait to hear from you, then.

All the best,

S

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Sent: Monday, July 12, 2021 10:45 AM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
Good Morning, Seth-

We continue our work on those analyses, and expect to have some results in the next couple of
weeks-I'll be sure to reach out once we have those first stats ready.  Thanks again for your patience.

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
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4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

On Mon, Jul 12, 2021 at 10:15 AM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Hey Kirk --

Hope all's well. Semi-regular check in on the occupation-death data for 2020. 

Thanks man!

S

Seth Klamann
Health and enterprise reporter

The Denver Gazette
555 17th St. 
Denver, CO
(913) 221-1090  
Seth.Klamann@gazette.com
@SethKlamann
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From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE on behalf of Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
To: Seth Klamann
Cc: Jessica Bralish - CDPHE; Info - CDPHE, Media
Subject: Re: Checking in
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 2:50:12 PM
Attachments: co_deaths_occ_ind_20-21_fig.xls

Good Afternoon, Seth-

Thanks for your ongoing patience regarding your inquiry about deaths by occupating during the
pandemic.  I just received clearance from our Office of Communications to share the results I recently
prepared for COVID-19 deaths by occupation and industry, which I've attached here.  Following is a
more detailed discussion:

Based on Colorado’s death certificate data, which includes data elements for decedent’s ‘usual
occupation’ and ‘usual industry’, we are able to break down the numbers of deaths by occupation and
industry.  ‘Usual occupation’ and ‘usual industry’ are defined as “the type of job (occupation) or
industry the person was engaged in for most of his or her working life. It is not necessarily the
highest-paid job nor the job considered the most prestigious, but the one occupation, of perhaps
several, that accounted for the greatest number of working years.” (CDC/NCHS) Information about a
decedent's usual occupation and industry is generally collected by funeral home staff from the next of
kin or other informant who is assisting with the completion of the legal and demographic information
on the death certificate.  This information for decedents age 16 or older is subsequently coded by the
CDC/NIOSH, and returned to state vital statistics offices for analysis.  The final codes assigned
follow the US Census Bureau’s industry and occupation code classification scheme.

The attached results are based on death certificate data for deaths among Colorado residents age 16+
years and occurring in Colorado between March 1, 2020 and February 28, 2021.  Information is also
presented for deaths among those aged 16-64, traditionally considered ‘working age’, and for whom
this is more likely to reflect a current occupation/industry at the time of death (but not necessarily).  
Outcomes explored include deaths due to all causes and deaths due to COVID-19 (includes those for
which COVID-19 was the underlying cause of death, or a significant contributing condition).  These
are further broken out by the intermediate occupation and industry categories, and include numbers of
deaths and percentages of death occurring within specific occupation or industry categories.  Figures
included compare this distribution of deaths for both all causes and due to COVID across occupation
and industry categories.

There are several considerations that should be taken into account when exploring these results.  First,
again, these categories reflect ‘usual occupation/industry’, which may not be the occupation/industry
at the time of death.  Also, recording a specific occupation/industry is not intended to imply a
connection between that occupation/industry and cause or timing of death.

I invite you to review these results, and to follow up with us if you have questions.

Best,

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
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co_deaths_occ_ind_20-21

		Deaths by decedents' usual occupations and age group, including total/all causes and COVID-19 as underlying or contributing cause (i.e. total deaths due to COVID-19).

		Colorado resident occurrences, March 2020-February 2021.

				Total 16+ years								16-64 years

				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing

								cause)								cause)

				N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%

		Decedent's usual occupation:

		Management occupations		4,775		10.29		597		10.08		996		8.12		82		8.91

		Business and financial operations occupations		1,534		3.3		176		2.97		310		2.53		20		2.17

		Computer and mathematical science occupations		647		1.39		61		1.03		258		2.1		11		1.2

		Architecture and engineering occupations		1,456		3.14		174		2.94		227		1.85		11		1.2

		Life, physical, and social science occupations		532		1.15		60		1.01		79		0.64		5		0.54

		Community and social services occupations		673		1.45		116		1.96		111		0.9		12		1.3

		Legal occupations		359		0.77		47		0.79		71		0.58		3		0.33

		Education, training, and library occupations		2,344		5.05		250		4.22		223		1.82		11		1.2

		Arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media occupations		1,017		2.19		108		1.82		289		2.36		10		1.09

		Healthcare practitioners and technical occupations		1,879		4.05		212		3.58		339		2.76		23		2.5

		Healthcare support occupations		600		1.29		83		1.4		228		1.86		17		1.85

		Protective service occupations		739		1.59		101		1.71		236		1.92		23		2.5

		Food preparation and serving related occupations		1,357		2.92		175		2.96		624		5.09		46		5

		Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations		1,139		2.45		195		3.29		416		3.39		45		4.89

		Personal care and service occupations		936		2.02		107		1.81		334		2.72		14		1.52

		Sales and related occupations		3,482		7.5		407		6.87		879		7.16		49		5.33

		Office and administrative support occupations		4,233		9.12		539		9.1		811		6.61		62		6.74

		Farming, fishing, and forestry occupations		220		0.47		49		0.83		54		0.44		8		0.87

		Construction and extraction occupations		3,340		7.2		383		6.47		1,461		11.91		103		11.2

		Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations		1,546		3.33		196		3.31		526		4.29		46		5

		Production occupations		2,233		4.81		350		5.91		515		4.2		49		5.33

		Transportation and material moving occupations		2,185		4.71		317		5.35		737		6.01		73		7.93

		Military (active duty) occupations		384		0.83		49		0.83		87		0.71		3		0.33

		Homemaker, volunteer, or student		5,668		12.21		783		13.22		945		7.7		78		8.48

		Retired, disabled, or non-worker		1,068		2.3		128		2.16		684		5.57		61		6.63

		Other/not coded		2,075		4.47		258		4.36		830		6.76		55		5.98

				46,421		100		5,921		100		12,270		100		920		100

		* Indicates fewer than three events in category.

		Percentages are based on total deaths within cause-specific group.

		More information about US Census Bureau occupation and industry codes can be found at:

		    https://www.census.gov/topics/employment/industry-occupation/guidance/code-lists.html.

		Source: Vital Statistics Program, Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment.

		Deaths by decedents' usual industries and age group, including total/all causes and COVID-19 as underlying or contributing cause (i.e. total deaths due to COVID-19).

		Colorado resident occurrences, March 2020-February 2021.

				Total 16+ years								16-64 years

				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing

								cause)								cause)

				N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%

		Decedent's usual industry:

		Agriculture, forestry, fishing, hunting		1,139		2.45		208		3.51		162		1.32		14		1.52

		Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction		521		1.12		75		1.27		124		1.01		11		1.2

		Utilities		455		0.98		53		0.9		84		0.68		7		0.76

		Construction		3,898		8.4		413		6.98		1,718		14		111		12.07

		Manufacturing		3,570		7.69		556		9.39		685		5.58		68		7.39

		Wholesale trade		405		0.87		53		0.9		109		0.89		11		1.2

		Retail trade		3,371		7.26		398		6.72		979		7.98		59		6.41

		Transportation and warehousing		2,291		4.94		320		5.4		616		5.02		62		6.74

		Information		1,096		2.36		123		2.08		203		1.65		9		0.98

		Finance and insurance		1,497		3.22		187		3.16		309		2.52		16		1.74

		Real estate rental and leasing		780		1.68		93		1.57		160		1.3		10		1.09

		Professional, scientific, and technical services		2,505		5.4		277		4.68		636		5.18		30		3.26

		Management of companies and enterprises		128		0.28		17		0.29		15		0.12		3		0.33

		Administrative and support and waste management and remedication services		1,039		2.24		146		2.47		448		3.65		42		4.57

		Educational services		3,376		7.27		384		6.49		369		3.01		30		3.26

		Health care and social assistance		3,908		8.42		501		8.46		929		7.57		78		8.48

		Arts, entertainment, and recreation		798		1.72		85		1.44		263		2.14		14		1.52

		Accommodation and food services		1,751		3.77		208		3.51		819		6.67		63		6.85

		Other services, except public administration		2,085		4.49		274		4.63		666		5.43		49		5.33

		Public administration		2,446		5.27		314		5.3		376		3.06		30		3.26

		Military (active duty)		814		1.75		110		1.86		148		1.21		5		0.54

		Non-paid workers or non-workers		6,632		14.29		897		15.15		1,610		13.12		138		15

		Retired		59		0.13		8		0.14		11		0.09		*		*

		Other/not coded/unknown		1,857		4		221		3.73		831		6.77		59		6.41

				46,421		100		5,921		100		12,270		100		919		100

		* Indicates fewer than three events in category.

		Percentages are based on total deaths within cause-specific group.

		More information about US Census Bureau occupation and industry codes can be found at:

		    https://www.census.gov/topics/employment/industry-occupation/guidance/code-lists.html.

		Source: Vital Statistics Program, Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment.
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Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

On Mon, Jul 12, 2021 at 10:46 AM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Excellent, thanks Kirk. Always appreciate your help! I'll wait to hear from you, then.

All the best,

S

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Sent: Monday, July 12, 2021 10:45 AM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
Good Morning, Seth-

We continue our work on those analyses, and expect to have some results in the next couple of
weeks-I'll be sure to reach out once we have those first stats ready.  Thanks again for your patience.

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

On Mon, Jul 12, 2021 at 10:15 AM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Hey Kirk --

Hope all's well. Semi-regular check in on the occupation-death data for 2020. 
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Thanks man!

S

Seth Klamann
Health and enterprise reporter

The Denver Gazette
555 17th St. 
Denver, CO
(913) 221-1090  
Seth.Klamann@gazette.com
@SethKlamann
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From: Seth Klamann on behalf of Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
To: Kirk Bol - CDPHE
Cc: Info - CDPHE, Media
Subject: Re: Checking in
Date: Monday, August 9, 2021 9:59:51 AM

Hey Kirk -

Sorry I missed this Friday. Jumping in now. Thanks, as always!

Best,

S

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Sent: Friday, August 6, 2021 3:59 PM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Cc: Info - CDPHE, Media <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
Good Afternoon, Seth-

I had the opportunity to prepare a couple of additional spreadsheets, these expanding on the
previously-shared data by adding stratifications by race/ethnicity (using our typical vital statistics
categories).  You'll see in these spreadsheets that the counts are the same for all categories; however,
the percentages in each refer to different things.  In one spreadsheet, the percentages refer to the
proportion of deaths within that race group were among specific occupations and industries; and in
the other, the percentages refer to the proportion of deaths within that occupation/industry were
among those of the specified race/ethnicity.  Thus, in the first, the sum of the percentages across all
occupations/industries will be 100%; while in the second the sum of percentages across all
race/ethnicity categories will be 100%.

Hope this makes sense.  I invite you to review these and follow up with any questions.

Best,

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov
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On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 12:13 PM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Hey Kirk --

That sounds great, let's do that and go from there.

Thanks again for your help, always appreciated!

Best,

S

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Sent: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 12:12 PM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Cc: Info - CDPHE, Media <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
Hi Seth-

I can do some more straight-forward breakouts as described sooner than Sept-likely by early next
week.

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 12:07 PM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Ah, understood, OK. Thanks Kirk. Will that analysis take until September or would that be faster?

Thanks!

S
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From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Sent: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 12:01 PM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Cc: Info - CDPHE, Media <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
Hello, Seth-

We aren't able to compute exact death rates as we don't have the population denominators for
those types of breakouts (some of those data from the Census may come out this Winter);
however, I can repeat the analysis with these proportional breakouts for race/ethnicity, i.e. % of
total deaths by occupation for each race/ethnicity.  Alternatively, or in addition, I can break out
each occupation/industry by race/ethnicity, i.e. % of deaths within each occupation/industry
represented by each race/ethnicity.  The distinction between the two is just the order in which the
data are stratified, either first by race/ethnicity then occupation/industry; or first by
occupation/industry and then race/ethnicity.

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 11:52 AM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Hey Kirk -

Can you elaborate? Broadly, I'm trying to get a sense of which workers died at highest rates
from COVID, and it'd be nice to be able to look at cross-sections for those industries with racial
demographics. 

S

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Sent: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 11:06 AM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Cc: Info - CDPHE, Media <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: Checking in
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Hello, Seth-

I think it would be Sept. before we'd be able to devote a lot of time to this-it's not part of our
current analysis plan in the coming weeks.  If there are some specific breakouts in mind (i.e. not
an everything-by-everything comprehensive approach), let me know and we can attempt to
carve that out in the meantime as part of a specific data request.

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 10:55 AM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Do you have a sense of the time it would take to further break it down across demographics
for racial/ethnic groups?

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Sent: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 10:53 AM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Cc: Info - CDPHE, Media <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
Hello, Seth-

We are able to break these down further by demographic categories, though we haven't done
so yet, due to a number of other commitments and deadlines.  If there are some specific
breakouts you are interested in, please feel free to outline those for me and we can tackle as
soon as we are able.

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov
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On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 10:48 AM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Ah, sorry - thinking more about it always comes up with more questions. Is this the enter
breadth of the data? It couldn't be broken down further by demographics?

Thanks!

S

From: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 10:47 AM
To: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
That'd be wonderful, thanks much!

S

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Sent: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 10:46 AM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
Will be sure to keep you posted if we do acquire any of the additional years' data.

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov
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On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 10:46 AM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Hey Kirk -

Ah, understood. Fair enough, thanks much!

Best,

S

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Sent: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 10:43 AM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Cc: Info - CDPHE, Media <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
Good Morning, Seth-

Thanks for following up.  Unfortunately, we are not able to duplicate this analysis for
previous years at this time.  These results are based on the usual occupation/industry
information collected on death certificates, which were subsequently coded by the
CDC/NIOSH as part of a special project beginning in 2020.  Thus far, they have coded
only states' 2020 and early 2021 data; they have not yet coded data for prior years.  We
are hoping to work with NIOSH to get some prior years of data coded, at least a couple;
however, there is no timeline in place for this, and we're reliant on their availability to do
this additional work.  Until then, we're limited to just the 2020-forward views into these
data.

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 10:39 AM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Hey Kirk -

Circling back with a follow up request:
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Can you provide occupational death data for the past three years? Obviously, COVID-19
won't be a part of that, but I'm curious to compare deaths across
occupations/industries from previous years to get an idea of this past year's impact.

Thank ya sir!

Best,

S

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Sent: Monday, August 2, 2021 2:46 PM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Cc: Jessica Bralish - CDPHE <jessica.bralish@state.co.us>; Info - CDPHE, Media
<media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
Good Afternoon, Seth-

Thanks for your ongoing patience regarding your inquiry about deaths by occupating
during the pandemic.  I just received clearance from our Office of Communications to
share the results I recently prepared for COVID-19 deaths by occupation and industry,
which I've attached here.  Following is a more detailed discussion:

Based on Colorado’s death certificate data, which includes data elements for decedent’s
‘usual occupation’ and ‘usual industry’, we are able to break down the numbers of
deaths by occupation and industry.  ‘Usual occupation’ and ‘usual industry’ are defined
as “the type of job (occupation) or industry the person was engaged in for most of his or
her working life. It is not necessarily the highest-paid job nor the job considered the
most prestigious, but the one occupation, of perhaps several, that accounted for the
greatest number of working years.” (CDC/NCHS) Information about a decedent's usual
occupation and industry is generally collected by funeral home staff from the next of
kin or other informant who is assisting with the completion of the legal and
demographic information on the death certificate.  This information for decedents age
16 or older is subsequently coded by the CDC/NIOSH, and returned to state vital
statistics offices for analysis.  The final codes assigned follow the US Census Bureau’s
industry and occupation code classification scheme.

The attached results are based on death certificate data for deaths among Colorado
residents age 16+ years and occurring in Colorado between March 1, 2020 and
February 28, 2021.  Information is also presented for deaths among those aged 16-64,
traditionally considered ‘working age’, and for whom this is more likely to reflect a
current occupation/industry at the time of death (but not necessarily).   Outcomes
explored include deaths due to all causes and deaths due to COVID-19 (includes those
for which COVID-19 was the underlying cause of death, or a significant contributing
condition).  These are further broken out by the intermediate occupation and industry
categories, and include numbers of deaths and percentages of death occurring within
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specific occupation or industry categories.  Figures included compare this distribution
of deaths for both all causes and due to COVID across occupation and industry
categories.

There are several considerations that should be taken into account when exploring these
results.  First, again, these categories reflect ‘usual occupation/industry’, which may not
be the occupation/industry at the time of death.  Also, recording a specific
occupation/industry is not intended to imply a connection between that
occupation/industry and cause or timing of death.

I invite you to review these results, and to follow up with us if you have questions.

Best,

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

On Mon, Jul 12, 2021 at 10:46 AM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Excellent, thanks Kirk. Always appreciate your help! I'll wait to hear from you, then.

All the best,

S

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Sent: Monday, July 12, 2021 10:45 AM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Subject: Re: Checking in
 
Good Morning, Seth-

We continue our work on those analyses, and expect to have some results in the next
couple of weeks-I'll be sure to reach out once we have those first stats ready.  Thanks
again for your patience.

Kirk
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__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

On Mon, Jul 12, 2021 at 10:15 AM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
wrote:

Hey Kirk --

Hope all's well. Semi-regular check in on the occupation-death data for 2020. 

Thanks man!

S

Seth Klamann
Health and enterprise reporter

The Denver Gazette
555 17th St. 
Denver, CO
(913) 221-1090  
Seth.Klamann@gazette.com
@SethKlamann
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: Guajardo, Adi
Subject: Re: Children and Covid Data Update
Date: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 9:31:12 AM

Hi there - Sorry for the delay. Here's some information for you. Gabi 

Our latest data shows that 28,749 children between the ages of 0 and 9 have had COVID-19 
during the pandemic. Children between the ages of 0 and 9 make up 11.61% of the 
population.

Our latest data shows that 73,179 children between the ages of 10 and 19 have had COVID-
19 during the pandemic. Children between the ages of 10 and 19 account for 13.01% of the 
population.

There have been 16 Coloradans between the ages of 0 and 19 whose deaths are 
considered deaths among COVID-19 cases. Due to suppression requirements for public 
release of this data, we are unable to breakout  this number into the two requested age 
groups. If a person dies within 30 days of a positive test, they are counted as a death among 
COVID-19 cases, but their death might not be directly linked to COVID-19. 

There have been 13 ‘deaths due to COVID-19’ between the ages of 0 and 19 that occurred 
in Colorado since March 1, 2020.  These include 6 deaths for which COVID-19 was 
identified as the principal/underlying cause of death; and 7 for which COVID-19 was 
identified as a significant contributing factor.  Due to suppression requirements for public 
release of vital statistics data, we are unable to present the exact number of deaths due to 
COVID for those between ages 0-9, acknowledging the number is < 3 and included in the 13 
deaths above. 

On Tue, Aug 17, 2021 at 6:21 PM Guajardo, Adi <adi.guajardo@thedenverchannel.com> wrote:

Could you confirm that no one under the age of 18 has died of covid in Denver ?

 

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 6:19 PM
To: Guajardo, Adi <adi.guajardo@thedenverchannel.com>
Subject: Children and Covid Data Update

 

[EXTERNAL SENDER]
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Hi Adi - 

 

Per your request to Jessica, we are doing our best and working to confirm some numbers
with our vital records expert, but it doesn't look like we will get it tonight. We will be
able to get you data in the morning.

 
Kristen

 

--

Colorado State Joint Information Center 

Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM

 

Scripps Media, Inc., certifies that its advertising sales agreements do not discriminate on the basis
of race or ethnicity. All advertising sales agreements contain nondiscrimination clauses.

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM



From: Kevin Hamm on behalf of Kevin Hamm <khamm@denverpost.com>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: Re: Clarity on deaths among cases
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 6:18:08 PM

Brian ... That makes sense -- thanks for the explanation ... Kevin

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 5:57 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Kevin,

“Deaths due to” COVID-19 is vital records data based on CDC coding of death 
certificates, and the deaths could have occured at any time after diagnosis. The 
physician, medical examiner, or coroner rules COVID-19 as a cause of death on the death 
certificate, according to guidance from CDC/National Center for Health Statistics on how 
cause of death certification of a death involving COVID-19 should be completed. 

“Deaths among cases” is epidemiological data that counts deaths that occurred within 
30 days of a positive COVID-19 diagnosis. Deaths among cases are not necessarily due to 
COVID-19, but any death that occurs in an individual within 30 days of a positive COVID-
19 test. These data best epidemiological needs-- providing quick monitoring of disease 
spread and severity. These ‘deaths among cases’ may be reported  through direct 
reporting from health care providers and facilities, coroners, contact tracing, and other 
follow-up, potentially before a cause of death has been determined and a death 
certificate is registered and finalized.  This information serves as the source of the 
‘deaths among cases’ published by the CDC.

- Brian

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 5:04 PM Kevin Hamm <khamm@denverpost.com> wrote:
Hello ... Just a quick question: I was hoping someone could explain how the following
data points relate to each other:

7,056 deaths among cases
7,327 deaths due to COVID-19

It seems like the latter would be a subset of the former, but I guess not?

Thanks!

Kevin Hamm

-- 
Interactive Designer
Digital Strategist
The Denver Post
Twitter @kevinmhamm
khamm@denverpost.com
303-954-5315 office
720-908-9427 mobile
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-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM

-- 
Interactive Designer
Digital Strategist
The Denver Post
Twitter @kevinmhamm
khamm@denverpost.com
303-954-5315 office
720-908-9427 mobile
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From: brian.spencer@state.co.us on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: completely different request
Date: Monday, August 9, 2021 12:58:27 PM

TC,

We recently updated our data dashboard, and this jump in administration numbers is a 
result of the inclusion of federal doses in the 1+ and up-to-date vaccination numbers at 
the statewide and county level.

Based on all death certificates registered with CDPHE year-to-date, since April 1, 2020, 
there have been 78 deaths among Custer County residents (irrespective of where deaths 
occurred). There have been five deaths among Custer County residents due to COVID-19 
(as the underlying cause of death or as a significant contributing condition).

- Brian

On Fri, Aug 6, 2021 at 9:27 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

Noticed that CDPHE is reporting clinics in the state administered over 100,000 1st doses and
100,000 2nd doses since 8/2?

This kind of jump has happened more than once.   Is it a typo, or newly discovered records?

When I publish the line graph, the questions are going to get asked anyway…

 

Assuming you won't see this until Monday, I might as well combine this with my weekly request
for the # of total deaths from any cause and deaths 'due to' COVID for Custer County since 4/1/20.

 

I know it's thankless, but thanks anyway..

 

TC Smythe

832-715-5226

 

"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize
them you'll be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Tuesday, August 3, 2021 4:41 PM
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To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Has the ArcGIS database been decommissioned for Custer County?

 

Moving forward, we can provide updates weekly on Mondays. 

 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention requires the suppression of death data if
there are fewer than 10 deaths in a jurisdiction. This is a CDC/NCHS policy, described
further on their website, and is intended to accommodate all of the various state-level data
release policies concerning vital statistics data. Colorado’s data release policy concerning
vital statistics is to suppress death counts of fewer than three. However, because we link
directly to the CDC/NCHS for “deaths due to COVID,” which affords greater timeliness and
automation, CDPHE’s website also suppresses counts of fewer than 10.  We can release
counts of fewer than 10 upon request. 

 

All deaths meeting the definition of a “death due to COVID-19” which means COVID-19 is
recorded as the cause of death, as the underlying cause of death or a significant
contribution factor, will ultimately be counted appropriately in our data. There is a lag of up
to several weeks between when a death occurs and when that death would be included.
This is driven by the time required to fully register a death certificate, as well as for CDC to
conduct the cause of death coding on the information provided by the medical certifier
(coroner or physician), on which these statistics are based.  

 

Colorado’s vital records statutes and Board of Health regulations prohibit the public
release of identifiable vital records data, which includes publicly confirming information
about individual events.  Thus CDPHE implements the suppression of counts or statistics
based on fewer than three in publicly-released data products from our office.  As a result,
we cannot confirm when a specific death was/would be added to the counts of deaths due
to COVID-19.  

 

We have a robust amount of information on our website, and we are committed to
transparency. We receive data from a host of sources and have worked to develop a
system that allows us to release as much information as quickly as possible without
infringing on others’ data release policies. 
 
Let us know if you need anything else.
 
Gabi
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On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 8:15 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

I've been emailing since 7/20, but no data has arrived until now.  My segment is published
Tuesady mornings so anything I get form you would be a week old by the time it gets out.

Got word of a new death that does not show up in either category. The family published COVID
as the cause of death in the decedent's obituary. 

Decedent passed on 7/23 but it is unclear if CDPHE will add this one to the 2 amongs we have or
add it to the 5 due-to's.  Maybe they already have and I can't tell.

This is what makes that asterisk / suppression so frustrating.  Custer is not alone.   33 other
counties cannot see their actual COVID deaths.  In Custer's case it turned out to be 250% more
than  the number of deaths we were aware of. Literally 1 in 13 deaths are directly due to COVID.

It makes it appear as if CDPHE is hiding all the deaths that are actually caused by COVID and
only reporting the ones that can be made to appear coincidental.

 

Any guidance on how to frame this story would be appreciated.

 

 

TC Smythe

832-715-5226

 

"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize
them you'll be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, August 2, 2021 3:30 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Has the ArcGIS database been decommissioned for Custer County?

 

Hi there  - 

 

We already were gathering the data you requested when you filed your CORA. This
should satisfy that request, and as I’ve said previously, if you want weekly updates, just
email us on Tuesdays, and we will pull the numbers for you. 
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Based on all death certificates registered with CDPHE year-to-date, since April 1, 2020,
there have been 71 deaths among Custer County residents (irrespective of where
deaths occurred. There have been five deaths among Custer County residents due to
COVID-19 (as the underlying cause of death or as a significant contributing condition.)
 
Let us know if you need anything else.
 
Gabi

 

 

On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 9:48 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

Good morning -

 

Looking for the latest update for Custer County in the "Deaths DUE to COVID" category as
well as the number of total deaths from any cause.

Our last request for this data on 7/23 went unanswered.

Are we still at 5 and 69?

 

TC Smythe

832-715-5226

 

"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize
them you'll be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Tuesday, July 27, 2021 7:22 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Has the ArcGIS database been decommissioned for Custer County?

 

The website is now updated Monday-Friday. 

 

Gabi 

mailto:tc@tcsmythe.com
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On Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 8:03 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

https://data-cdphe.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/cdphe-covid19-county-level-open-data-
repository/explore?
filters=eyJDT1VOVFkiOlsiQ1VTVEVSIl0sIkRlc2NfIjpbIlRvdGFsIENPVklELTE5IFRlc3R
zIFBlcmZvcm1lZCBpbiBDb2xvcmFkbyBieSBDb3VudHkiLCJDYXNlcyBvZiBDT1ZJRC0
xOSBpbiBDb2xvcmFkbyBieSBDb3VudHkiLCJEZWF0aHMgQW1vbmcgQ09WSUQtMTk
gQ2FzZXMgaW4gQ29sb3JhZG8gYnkgQ291bnR5IiwiRGVhdGhzIEFtb25nIENPVklELTE
5IENhc2VzIFJhdGVzIFBlciAxMDAsMDAwIFBlb3BsZSBpbiBDb2xvcmFkbyBieSBDb3V
udHkiXX0%3D&showTable=true

 

The County-level open data repository stopped showing data updates for Custer County on
7/23/2021.  Any reason for that?

We have depended upon that resource for our daily COVID reporting on cases, testing and
'deaths among' for the last 481 days.

 

If this database link is no longer maintained by CDPHE, could you please provide an address
to similar data or a statement about why that data is no longer available?  Either will do.

 

Many thanks,

 

TC Smythe

KLZR 91.7 FM in Westcliffe, Colorado

 

832-715-5226

 

"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you
criticize them you'll be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:10 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
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That is the latest information I have. If you would like weekly updates, we can
provide those on Tuesdays. 

 

Gabi 

 

On Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 8:59 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

To confirm, you're stating that our 'deaths due to' stands at 5 and has not changed since our
first email..?

(I have been on the state website for the other category every day for the last 481 days :)  )

 TC Smythe

832-715-5226

 From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, July 26, 2021 7:19 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID

 That's correct.  In case it's helpful, the website is updated Monday - Friday
around 4 p.m. 

 Gabi 

 

On Sat, Jul 24, 2021 at 8:57 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

In the absence of other detail, I take it to mean that there have been no other changes
since our 'deaths among' total stands at 2, and that as of 7/23/21 our 'deaths due to' total
stood at 5 as previously stated by Ms. Johnston?

 TC Smythe

832-715-5226

 From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2021 5:22 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID

 TC,

mailto:tc@tcsmythe.com
mailto:tc@tcsmythe.com
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As we explained in our previous email, Colorado’s data release policy
concerning vital statistics is to suppress death counts of fewer than three, and
that is data we generate. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is
the source of the “deaths due to” data. 
We are not permitted to release exact dates of deaths, per the confidentiality
provisions in statute and Board of Health rules, which prohibit the public
release of identifiable vital records data and the confirmation of details of
individual events.

 - Brian

 On Fri, Jul 23, 2021 at 3:04 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

Thanks for responding..

The dates for the "among cases" are visible - why not for this category? Can
we at least get a date range for each one?  (ex: week 3, week 6,)

 TC Smythe 832-715-5226

 "Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when
you criticize them you'll be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack
Handey

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2021 2:40 PM
To: TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org>
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID

Hi there - 

Since April 1, 2020, there have been five deaths due to COVID-19 among
Custer County residents. Deaths due to COVID-19 include those for which
COVID-19 was the underlying cause of death or was recorded on the death
certificate as a significant contributing condition. We are not permitted to
release exact dates of deaths, per the confidentiality provisions in statute
and Board of Health rules, which prohibit the public release of identifiable
vital records data and the confirmation of details of individual events.

If you would like weekly updates, you may contact us on Tuesdays, and we
will check the data for you. 

Let us know if you need anything else. Gabi 

 

 

On Fri, Jul 23, 2021 at 5:01 AM TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org> wrote:

Hello Ms. Johnston:

As mentioned in our conversation below, I'd like to begin my weekly

mailto:tc@tcsmythe.com
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requests for the latest figures regarding deaths specifically 'due to' COVID
in Custer County.  (The "Deaths among" are already visible to me on the
CDPHE dashboard).   Also, I'd like the dates of the 5 deaths disclosed by
CDPHE last week.

 If this request format is not sufficient to release the data, please let me
know what other elements you need.

Thank you,

TC Smythe, KLZR 91.7FM News Westcliffe, Colorado 832-715-5226

 

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center

Sent: Wednesday, July 21, 2021 4:50 PM
To: TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org>
Subject: Re: Request to Gabi Johnston, Joint Information Officer

Here is some information. Let us know if you have any questions. Gabi 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention requires the suppression
of death data if there are fewer than 10 deaths in a jurisdiction. This is a
CDC/NCHS policy, described further on their website, and is intended to
accommodate all of the various state-level data release policies
concerning vital statistics data. Colorado’s data release policy concerning
vital statistics is to suppress death counts of fewer than three. However,
because we link directly to the CDC/NCHS for “deaths due to COVID,”
which affords greater timeliness and automation, CDPHE’s website also
suppresses counts of fewer than 10.  We can release counts of fewer
than 10 upon request. Regarding “deaths among cases,” local public
health agencies have access to all death data in their counties through the
Colorado Electronic Disease Reporting System. That system is not
available publicly. 

 

On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 2:38 PM TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org> wrote:

Thank you sir -

I'd like to add a request to Ms. Johnston that she arrange for someone to
have the "Due To" figures (currently asterisks) to appear as numeric values
in the column already reserved for that category in the public-facing
COVID 19 dashboard.

This will preclude the need for me to make individual queries each week
to Dr. Brown or to her office for the same information that was readily
provided to me when I first asked. 

If this is not possible, a good alternative would be to provide me with the
source link to the website where she got it and I can check it myself going
forward. 

mailto:tc.smythe@klzr.org
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Many thanks,

TC Smythe KLZR Radio 832-715-5226

 

On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 12:50 PM Dr Clifford Brown
<clifford@custercountygov.com> wrote:

Ms. Johnston_

Please see attached request and respond directly.

Note to Custer County officials and individuals important to public
awareness:

This is the request for accurate, complete, and accurate information in
the future from the state concerning the COVID-related death data among
Custer County residents. The basis for this request is the incomplete data
previously reported to us.

Since we are counting upon this data to allow individuals to make
informed decisions concerning their own health, the lack of complete
information provided previously is unacceptable.

From Ms. Johnston we were able to learn that there have been five deaths
due to COVID-19.

Respectfully,

Clifford Brown, OD, MPH, FAAO(D)

CAPT/USPHS (Ret)

Director of Public Health

Custer County

719.783.3369

 

--

Colorado State Joint Information Center 

Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: completely new question
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:09:25 PM

Hi there -

The hospital data we receive is aggregated and reported out several ways on the data 
dashboard (click on the hospital data tab) and also on the county-level metric page for the 
purposes of monitoring disease spread. 
 
We do not break out individual hospital numbers in this data because of the potential for 
personally identifiable information. However, the Colorado Hospital Association might be 
able to provide additional details. 

Let us know if you need anything else. 

Gabi 
 

On Wed, Aug 18, 2021 at 10:53 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

Hello again

Is there a resource to find out how many of our county's residents have been hospitalized for
COVID since 4/1/2020?

Our health department has posted 18 of those events on their facebook feed over the last months,
but they do not reference how they came by that data or if they post all of them..

I asked the health director but he does not track it on a regular basis.

 

 

TC Smythe

832-715-5226

 

"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll be a
mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 7:11 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
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Subject: Re: variant totals gone from the dashboard because Delta is the only type left?

 

Good morning - We updated our website, so it's just in a different location. If you scroll
down past the Variant Sentinel Surveillance graph, you can find the variants of concern
by county. 

 

Hope that helps. Let us know if you have any other questions. 

 

Gabi 

 

On Wed, Aug 18, 2021 at 12:02 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

It would be a legitimate reason for a change to thepublic reacord, but noticed the other 4 variants
no longer appear at all on the dashboard..

I used to get it at this link under the header "Variants of Concern by County" : 
https://covid19.colorado.gov/data

 

 

TC Smythe

832-715-5226

 

"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll be
a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, August 16, 2021 3:49 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: standing by for the total deaths *from any cause* and "Deaths Due to" COVID
update since 4/1/20 for Custer County

 

I'm working on getting you some information on the variant data. In the meantime,
here are updated numbers. Gabi 
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Based on all death certificates registered with CDPHE year-to-date, since March 1,
2020, there have been 79 deaths among Custer County residents (irrespective of where
deaths occurred.) There have been six deaths among Custer County residents due to
COVID-19 (as the underlying cause of death or as a significant contributing condition).
The death that has been recently added is the most recent of the six that have occurred
to date. It could not be added until the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
completed the registration and coding, for which there is typically a 2-3 week lag.

 

On Mon, Aug 16, 2021 at 3:12 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

Also curious to know why cumulative case numbers for variants went down for Chaffee,
Fremont, Huerfano, and Pueblo counties?

Cumulative numbers are historical - they can only go up or stop - but they can't go down.

Is there a footnoite you'd like to share?

 

TC Smythe

832-715-5226

 

"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll
be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey

From: TC Smythe 
Sent: Monday, August 16, 2021 12:26 AM
To: 'Colorado State Joint Information Center' <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: standing by for the total deaths *from any cause* and "Deaths Due to" COVID
update since 4/1/20 for Custer County

 

…and the data marches on…

 

thanks,

TC Smythe

832-715-5226

 

"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll
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be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Tuesday, August 3, 2021 4:41 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Has the ArcGIS database been decommissioned for Custer County?

 

Moving forward, we can provide updates weekly on Mondays. 

 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention requires the suppression of death
data if there are fewer than 10 deaths in a jurisdiction. This is a CDC/NCHS policy,
described further on their website, and is intended to accommodate all of the various
state-level data release policies concerning vital statistics data. Colorado’s data
release policy concerning vital statistics is to suppress death counts of fewer than
three. However, because we link directly to the CDC/NCHS for “deaths due to
COVID,” which affords greater timeliness and automation, CDPHE’s website also
suppresses counts of fewer than 10.  We can release counts of fewer than 10 upon
request. 

 

All deaths meeting the definition of a “death due to COVID-19” which means COVID-
19 is recorded as the cause of death, as the underlying cause of death or a significant
contribution factor, will ultimately be counted appropriately in our data. There is a lag
of up to several weeks between when a death occurs and when that death would be
included. This is driven by the time required to fully register a death certificate, as well
as for CDC to conduct the cause of death coding on the information provided by the
medical certifier (coroner or physician), on which these statistics are based.  

 

Colorado’s vital records statutes and Board of Health regulations prohibit the public
release of identifiable vital records data, which includes publicly confirming information
about individual events.  Thus CDPHE implements the suppression of counts or
statistics based on fewer than three in publicly-released data products from our office. 
As a result, we cannot confirm when a specific death was/would be added to the
counts of deaths due to COVID-19.  

 

We have a robust amount of information on our website, and we are committed to
transparency. We receive data from a host of sources and have worked to develop a
system that allows us to release as much information as quickly as possible without
infringing on others’ data release policies. 
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Let us know if you need anything else.
 
Gabi

 

 

On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 8:15 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

I've been emailing since 7/20, but no data has arrived until now.  My segment is published
Tuesady mornings so anything I get form you would be a week old by the time it gets out.

Got word of a new death that does not show up in either category. The family published
COVID as the cause of death in the decedent's obituary. 

Decedent passed on 7/23 but it is unclear if CDPHE will add this one to the 2 amongs we
have or add it to the 5 due-to's.  Maybe they already have and I can't tell.

This is what makes that asterisk / suppression so frustrating.  Custer is not alone.   33 other
counties cannot see their actual COVID deaths.  In Custer's case it turned out to be 250%
more than  the number of deaths we were aware of. Literally 1 in 13 deaths are directly due
to COVID.

It makes it appear as if CDPHE is hiding all the deaths that are actually caused by COVID
and only reporting the ones that can be made to appear coincidental.

 

Any guidance on how to frame this story would be appreciated.

 

 

TC Smythe

832-715-5226

 

"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them
you'll be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, August 2, 2021 3:30 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Has the ArcGIS database been decommissioned for Custer County?
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Hi there  - 

 

We already were gathering the data you requested when you filed your CORA. This
should satisfy that request, and as I’ve said previously, if you want weekly updates,
just email us on Tuesdays, and we will pull the numbers for you. 
 
Based on all death certificates registered with CDPHE year-to-date, since April 1,
2020, there have been 71 deaths among Custer County residents (irrespective of
where deaths occurred. There have been five deaths among Custer County
residents due to COVID-19 (as the underlying cause of death or as a significant
contributing condition.)
 
Let us know if you need anything else.
 
Gabi

 

 

On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 9:48 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

Good morning -

 

Looking for the latest update for Custer County in the "Deaths DUE to COVID" category
as well as the number of total deaths from any cause.

Our last request for this data on 7/23 went unanswered.

Are we still at 5 and 69?

 

TC Smythe

832-715-5226

 

"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them
you'll be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Tuesday, July 27, 2021 7:22 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Has the ArcGIS database been decommissioned for Custer County?
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The website is now updated Monday-Friday. 

 

Gabi 

 

On Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 8:03 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

https://data-cdphe.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/cdphe-covid19-county-level-open-data-
repository/explore?
filters=eyJDT1VOVFkiOlsiQ1VTVEVSIl0sIkRlc2NfIjpbIlRvdGFsIENPVklELTE5IFR
lc3RzIFBlcmZvcm1lZCBpbiBDb2xvcmFkbyBieSBDb3VudHkiLCJDYXNlcyBvZiBD
T1ZJRC0xOSBpbiBDb2xvcmFkbyBieSBDb3VudHkiLCJEZWF0aHMgQW1vbmcgQ0
9WSUQtMTkgQ2FzZXMgaW4gQ29sb3JhZG8gYnkgQ291bnR5IiwiRGVhdGhzIEFtb
25nIENPVklELTE5IENhc2VzIFJhdGVzIFBlciAxMDAsMDAwIFBlb3BsZSBpbiBDb
2xvcmFkbyBieSBDb3VudHkiXX0%3D&showTable=true

 

The County-level open data repository stopped showing data updates for Custer County
on 7/23/2021.  Any reason for that?

We have depended upon that resource for our daily COVID reporting on cases, testing
and 'deaths among' for the last 481 days.

 

If this database link is no longer maintained by CDPHE, could you please provide an
address to similar data or a statement about why that data is no longer available?  Either
will do.

 

Many thanks,

 

TC Smythe

KLZR 91.7 FM in Westcliffe, Colorado

 

832-715-5226

 

"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them
you'll be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:10 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID

 

That is the latest information I have. If you would like weekly updates, we can
provide those on Tuesdays. 

 

Gabi 

 

On Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 8:59 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

To confirm, you're stating that our 'deaths due to' stands at 5 and has not changed
since our first email..?

(I have been on the state website for the other category every day for the last 481 days
:)  )

 TC Smythe

832-715-5226

 From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, July 26, 2021 7:19 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID

 That's correct.  In case it's helpful, the website is updated Monday - Friday
around 4 p.m. 

 Gabi 

 

On Sat, Jul 24, 2021 at 8:57 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

In the absence of other detail, I take it to mean that there have been no other
changes since our 'deaths among' total stands at 2, and that as of 7/23/21 our 'deaths
due to' total stood at 5 as previously stated by Ms. Johnston?

 TC Smythe

832-715-5226
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 From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2021 5:22 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID

 TC,

As we explained in our previous email, Colorado’s data release policy
concerning vital statistics is to suppress death counts of fewer than three,
and that is data we generate. The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention is the source of the “deaths due to” data. 
We are not permitted to release exact dates of deaths, per the
confidentiality provisions in statute and Board of Health rules, which
prohibit the public release of identifiable vital records data and the
confirmation of details of individual events.

 - Brian

 On Fri, Jul 23, 2021 at 3:04 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

Thanks for responding..

The dates for the "among cases" are visible - why not for this category?
Can we at least get a date range for each one?  (ex: week 3, week 6,)

 TC Smythe 832-715-5226

 "Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way,
when you criticize them you'll be a mile away, and you'll have their
shoes." - Jack Handey

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2021 2:40 PM
To: TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org>
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID

Hi there - 

Since April 1, 2020, there have been five deaths due to COVID-19 among
Custer County residents. Deaths due to COVID-19 include those for
which COVID-19 was the underlying cause of death or was recorded on
the death certificate as a significant contributing condition. We are not
permitted to release exact dates of deaths, per the confidentiality
provisions in statute and Board of Health rules, which prohibit the
public release of identifiable vital records data and the confirmation of
details of individual events.

If you would like weekly updates, you may contact us on Tuesdays, and
we will check the data for you. 

Let us know if you need anything else. Gabi 
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On Fri, Jul 23, 2021 at 5:01 AM TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org> wrote:

Hello Ms. Johnston:

As mentioned in our conversation below, I'd like to begin my weekly
requests for the latest figures regarding deaths specifically 'due to'
COVID in Custer County.  (The "Deaths among" are already visible to
me on the CDPHE dashboard).   Also, I'd like the dates of the 5 deaths
disclosed by CDPHE last week.

 If this request format is not sufficient to release the data, please
let me know what other elements you need.

Thank you,

TC Smythe, KLZR 91.7FM News Westcliffe, Colorado 832-715-5226

 

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center

Sent: Wednesday, July 21, 2021 4:50 PM
To: TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org>
Subject: Re: Request to Gabi Johnston, Joint Information Officer

Here is some information. Let us know if you have any questions.
Gabi 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention requires the
suppression of death data if there are fewer than 10 deaths in a
jurisdiction. This is a CDC/NCHS policy, described further on their
website, and is intended to accommodate all of the various state-
level data release policies concerning vital statistics data. Colorado’s
data release policy concerning vital statistics is to suppress death
counts of fewer than three. However, because we link directly to the
CDC/NCHS for “deaths due to COVID,” which affords greater
timeliness and automation, CDPHE’s website also suppresses counts of
fewer than 10.  We can release counts of fewer than 10 upon
request. Regarding “deaths among cases,” local public health
agencies have access to all death data in their counties through the
Colorado Electronic Disease Reporting System. That system is not
available publicly. 

 

On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 2:38 PM TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org>
wrote:

Thank you sir -
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I'd like to add a request to Ms. Johnston that she arrange for someone
to have the "Due To" figures (currently asterisks) to appear as numeric
values in the column already reserved for that category in the public-
facing COVID 19 dashboard.

This will preclude the need for me to make individual queries each
week to Dr. Brown or to her office for the same information that was
readily provided to me when I first asked. 

If this is not possible, a good alternative would be to provide me with
the source link to the website where she got it and I can check it
myself going forward. 

Many thanks,

TC Smythe KLZR Radio 832-715-5226

 

On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 12:50 PM Dr Clifford Brown
<clifford@custercountygov.com> wrote:

Ms. Johnston_

Please see attached request and respond directly.

Note to Custer County officials and individuals important to public
awareness:

This is the request for accurate, complete, and accurate information
in the future from the state concerning the COVID-related death data
among Custer County residents. The basis for this request is the
incomplete data previously reported to us.

Since we are counting upon this data to allow individuals to make
informed decisions concerning their own health, the lack of complete
information provided previously is unacceptable.

From Ms. Johnston we were able to learn that there have been five
deaths due to COVID-19.

Respectfully,

Clifford Brown, OD, MPH, FAAO(D)

CAPT/USPHS (Ret)

Director of Public Health

Custer County

719.783.3369

mailto:clifford@custercountygov.com
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From: Newman, Zack on behalf of Newman, Zack <zack.newman@9news.com>
To: Newman, Zack; Colorado State Joint Information Center
Cc: CDPHE Records Liaison; serena.woods@state.co.us
Subject: RE: CORA Request Response - CO Exposure Notification app
Date: Monday, June 14, 2021 2:32:29 PM

Hi there,
 
Could you please tell me where things stand on this?
 
Thanks,
Zack
 

From: Newman, Zack <zack.newman@9news.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 4, 2021 4:54 PM
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Cc: CDPHE Records Liaison <cdphe.recordsrequests@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: CORA Request Response - CO Exposure Notification app
 
Hey there,
 
Happy Friday! Could you please send me updated data on the number of activated codes? I attached what you sent
me previously. Please send it as an Excel or CSV this time.

Thanks,

Zack

Sent from my iPhone
 

On Feb 25, 2021, at 14:36, Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us> wrote:



CAUTION - EXTERNAL EMAIL - Please use caution opening attachments and never share your
password. Send suspicious email to infosec@tegna.com.

Hi Zack,
 
The first column represents the number of codes that were issued to positive cases.
Every positive case that is reported into CEDRSs is sent a positive verification code
embedded in a hyperlink, regardless of if they have the service installed. The second
column represents the number of people who opted to use the service to enter the
code and notify people they exchanged tokens that met CDC guidelines for a close
contact. The last two columns represent the number of individuals who activated or
enabled the service on their mobile devices, separated out by iOS (Apple) and
Android. 
 
We don’t have data on the amount of time it takes from positive diagnosis to sending a
positive verification code hyperlink. If Coloradans haven’t received a code within 72
hours they should contact cdphe_co_exposure_notifications@state.co.us.
 

Thanks,

mailto:zack.newman@9news.com
mailto:zack.newman@9news.com
mailto:zack.newman@9news.com
mailto:media_info@state.co.us
mailto:cdphe.recordsrequests@state.co.us
mailto:serena.woods@state.co.us
mailto:media_info@state.co.us
mailto:infosec@tegna.com
mailto:cdphe_co_exposure_notifications@state.co.us


 
On Wed, Feb 24, 2021 at 12:46 PM Newman, Zack <zack.newman@9news.com> wrote:

Hi there,
 
Apologies for the delay, I had two investigations air on Monday so I am playing a bit of catch-up. Could
you please define what each column stands for? What is the difference between a code being
“claimed” and “activated”? I want to make sure I am interpreting the data correctly. Please clarify this
question first so I can confidently conduct my analysis promptly.
 
I just emailed Kevin Fisher back about the contract. Could you please tell me the cost of creating and
maintaining the application? It was not included in the contract which I didn’t anticipate.
 
So to be clear, data is not collected on the amount of time it takes to go from a positive diagnosis to
the code being sent out?

Thanks,
Zack
 

UTC
# Codes
Issued

# Codes
Claimed

iOS est.
activations

Android est.
Activiations

 
 

From: CDPHE Records Liaison <cdphe.recordsrequests@state.co.us> 
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2021 11:47 AM
To: Newman, Zack <zack.newman@9news.com>
Cc: Media Info - CDPHE <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: CORA Request Response
 

CAUTION - EXTERNAL EMAIL - Please use caution opening attachments and never share your
password. Send suspicious email to infosec@tegna.com.

Good Morning,
 
The Department is following up on its previous response to your request received on
02-12-21 and then revised on 02-15-21 pertaining to the following: 
 

1.  
2. Scope and contract for the
3. development and maintenance of the CO Exposure Notification app
4.  

1.  
2. This should include, but
3. is not limited to, the partnership agreement/contract between the state of

Colorado and Apple.
4.  
5.  
6. This should include, but

is not limited to, the partnership agreement/contract between the state of

mailto:zack.newman@9news.com
mailto:cdphe.recordsrequests@state.co.us
mailto:zack.newman@9news.com
mailto:media_info@state.co.us
mailto:infosec@tegna.com


7. 
Colorado and Google.

8.  

5.  
6. Number of verification codes
7. sent, number of notifications sent and number of codes activated, per day from the

beginning of the application’s activation.
8.  

1.  
2. I am using the term “activated
3. codes” to search for the number of times a code has actually been used to

assert that they have a positive case and input it in the system.
4.  
5.  
6. The term “notifications”
7. refers to the number of alerts the state has sent using the app to let someone

know about a possible exposure.
8.  
9.  

10. The term “verification codes”
11. refers to “a one-time verification code directly to all people with confirmed

positive test results when they are reported to the Colorado Electronic Disease
Reporting System (CEDRS).”

12.  
13.  
14. I believe this app launched
15. on October 25, 2020, but it may be sooner. Please send me data from the

beginning of the application’s implementation.
16.  
17.  
18. https://covid19.colorado.gov/press-release/co-exposure-notifications-enabled-by-

1-million-coloradans
19.  
20.  
21. I know this data is collected
22. because of prior news coverage: https://coloradonewsline.com/2020/11/18/3400-

coloradans-have-submitted-positive-covid-19-tests-a-fraction-of-total-to-
notification-system/

23.  

9.  
10. The average amount of time
11. from diagnosis (aka positive COVID test) to the verification code getting sent out
12.  

1.  
2. The median amount of time
3. from diagnosis (aka positive COVID test) to the verification code getting sent out
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4.  
5.  
6. The mode amount of time
7. from diagnosis (aka positive COVID test) to the verification code getting sent out
8.  

13.  
14. After compiling and sending

15. a statewide version of Item 2, please send me a county-by-county breakdown

16.  
We previously provided the response to your first request. In regard to item 2 of your
request, the information collected by the department has been compiled and is
attached. All other requested information is not collected at this time. The state
officially launched the service on October 25th, however additional dates shown are
due to early testing in iOS and the service going live in the Android play store two days
early. 
 
In regard to item 3 of your request, Protected Health Information (PHI) and Personally
Identifiable Information (PII) are not exchanged through this service, therefore, there is
no responsive information to provide.
 
In regard to item 4 of your request, this information is not collected by the service,
therefore, there is no information to provide.
 
This concludes the department's good faith response to your request for records. If you
have questions about the information provided please contact media_info@state.co.us,
as we are unable to answer questions unrelated to records.
 
Thank you and have a nice week!
 
 
--
CDPHE Records Liaison

  
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
cdphe.recordsrequests@state.co.us  |  colorado.gov/cdphe
<image001.png>

 
--
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: Newman, Zack on behalf of Newman, Zack <zack.newman@9news.com>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Cc: CDPHE Records Liaison
Subject: Re: CORA Request Response - CO Exposure Notification app
Date: Friday, June 4, 2021 4:54:09 PM
Attachments: ENx- Compiled Available Data Fields.pdf

Hey there,
 
Happy Friday! Could you please send me updated data on the number of activated codes? I attached what you sent
me previously. Please send it as an Excel or CSV this time.

Thanks,

Zack

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 25, 2021, at 14:36, Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us> wrote:



CAUTION - EXTERNAL EMAIL - Please use caution opening attachments and never share your
password. Send suspicious email to infosec@tegna.com.

Hi Zack,
 
The first column represents the number of codes that were issued to positive cases.
Every positive case that is reported into CEDRSs is sent a positive verification code
embedded in a hyperlink, regardless of if they have the service installed. The second
column represents the number of people who opted to use the service to enter the
code and notify people they exchanged tokens that met CDC guidelines for a close
contact. The last two columns represent the number of individuals who activated or
enabled the service on their mobile devices, separated out by iOS (Apple) and
Android. 
 
We don’t have data on the amount of time it takes from positive diagnosis to sending a
positive verification code hyperlink. If Coloradans haven’t received a code within 72
hours they should contact cdphe_co_exposure_notifications@state.co.us.

Thanks,
 
On Wed, Feb 24, 2021 at 12:46 PM Newman, Zack <zack.newman@9news.com> wrote:

Hi there,
 
Apologies for the delay, I had two investigations air on Monday so I am playing a bit of catch-up. Could
you please define what each column stands for? What is the difference between a code being
“claimed” and “activated”? I want to make sure I am interpreting the data correctly. Please clarify this
question first so I can confidently conduct my analysis promptly.
 
I just emailed Kevin Fisher back about the contract. Could you please tell me the cost of creating and
maintaining the application? It was not included in the contract which I didn’t anticipate.
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UTC
# Codes 
Issued


# Codes 
Claimed


iOS est. 
activations


Android est. 
Activiations


10-22-2020 2 2 0 301
10-23-2020 1 1 8 1,173
10-24-2020 0 0 3 1,856
10-25-2020 0 1 290,269 35,052
10-26-2020 0 4 231,278 12,367
10-27-2020 54 13 80,159 5,354
10-28-2020 19 4 68,972 4,071
10-29-2020 24 10 38,985 5,714
10-30-2020 22 5 29,003 5,341
10-31-2020 9 5 19,959 1,762
11-01-2020 13 3 17,281 1,702
11-02-2020 6 3 18,393 3,931
11-03-2020 38 11 16,898 9,111
11-04-2020 27 9 13,756 6,459
11-05-2020 22 6 15,011 8,145
11-06-2020 54 18 14,396 5,731
11-07-2020 28 11 12,279 4,077
11-08-2020 26 13 10,655 12,619
11-09-2020 514 69 9,661 4,056
11-10-2020 4,691 540 9,210 3,338
11-11-2020 7,840 659 9,522 3,234
11-12-2020 2,778 240 9,151 2,893
11-13-2020 6,896 621 12,529 4,391
11-14-2020 4,983 422 11,223 3,463
11-15-2020 2,926 291 8,939 2,412
11-16-2020 3,844 365 8,801 2,688
11-17-2020 3,938 380 8,378 2,537
11-18-2020 5,032 409 10,031 3,706
11-19-2020 5,529 486 8,129 2,629
11-20-2020 6,428 529 8,470 2,270
11-21-2020 5,105 457 9,254 1,828
11-22-2020 3,673 313 12,411 2,603
11-23-2020 3,279 281 11,591 1,743
11-24-2020 3,769 214 10,311 1,427
11-25-2020 4,427 340 11,071 1,291
11-26-2020 5,930 513 9,745 1,581
11-27-2020 4,291 371 11,404 1,748
11-28-2020 4,186 336 9,852 1,118
11-29-2020 3,394 321 9,002 1,036
11-30-2020 3,479 264 12,519 1,113
12-01-2020 3,497 263 9,132 1,007







12-02-2020 5,475 462 6,928 908
12-03-2020 5,260 428 6,487 477
12-04-2020 2,955 280 6,335 824
12-05-2020 6,370 495 6,559 771
12-06-2020 3,234 272 6,120 619
12-07-2020 3,799 318 6,794 548
12-08-2020 3,507 326 6,236 749
12-09-2020 4,059 320 5,598 713
12-10-2020 4,852 410 5,958 685
12-11-2020 3,627 288 6,067 618
12-12-2020 4,241 279 6,228 563
12-13-2020 754 62 5,878 324
12-14-2020 3,905 282 6,146 336
12-15-2020 1,636 110 5,566 375
12-16-2020 4,634 292 5,494 682
12-17-2020 2,880 197 5,367 27,882
12-18-2020 3,327 236 5,983 5,243
12-19-2020 2,496 179 7,101 308
12-20-2020 2,240 147 8,152 273
12-21-2020 1,682 118 9,078 323
12-22-2020 4,425 212 8,540 322
12-23-2020 2,651 165 7,797 289
12-24-2020 2,788 196 8,069 388
12-25-2020 2,165 132 7,768 735
12-26-2020 1,210 92 9,381 298
12-27-2020 975 62 10,027 231
12-28-2020 1,611 137 10,043 375
12-29-2020 1,388 106 9,834 386
12-30-2020 2,579 183 9,700 469
12-31-2020 3,081 236 9,335 472
01-01-2021 2,295 183 7,921 227
01-02-2021 2,062 153 7,354 121
01-03-2021 1,285 90 6,650 153
01-04-2021 2,239 221 6,894 254
01-05-2021 3,628 173 6,361 213
01-06-2021 1,567 83 5,490 164
01-07-2021 5,095 423 5,327 242
01-08-2021 3,324 300 5,673 289
01-09-2021 2,232 211 5,657 224
01-10-2021 1,917 171 5,522 299
01-11-2021 1,546 120 5,185 210
01-12-2021 1,559 108 4,830 121
01-13-2021 2,588 216 4,507 184







01-14-2021 2,053 165 4,526 315
01-15-2021 1,974 154 5,473 186
01-16-2021 1,649 106 6,325 176
01-17-2021 1,385 112 6,110 95
01-18-2021 922 83 5,250 108
01-19-2021 1,268 96 4,687 165
01-20-2021 1,475 97 4,028 59
01-21-2021 50 29 4,026 47
01-22-2021 3,722 234 4,856 -10
01-23-2021 1,271 101 5,153 -164
01-24-2021 1,238 103 4,939 -3,030
01-25-2021 910 81 4,620 -989
01-26-2021 867 58 3,875 -523
01-27-2021 1,654 155 3,951 113
01-28-2021 1,267 99 4,195 -133
01-29-2021 1,461 119 4,922 57
01-30-2021 1,287 111 4,984 100
01-31-2021 1,052 78 4,816 -2
02-01-2021 846 76 4,468 -132
02-02-2021 641 44 3,952 -314
02-03-2021 1,309 100 61,095 -153
02-04-2021 1,100 103 35,935 -430
02-05-2021 1,511 128 8,913 -158
02-06-2021 1,047 90 7,081 -401
02-07-2021 754 60 6,297 -819
02-08-2021 738 69 6,031 -270
02-09-2021 672 64 4,936 -112
02-10-2021 392 32 4,287 -213
02-11-2021 1,726 137 402 -237


Totals 262,158 21,161 1,633,714 222,096
Total Activations 1,855,810







 
So to be clear, data is not collected on the amount of time it takes to go from a positive diagnosis to
the code being sent out?

Thanks,
Zack
 

UTC
# Codes
Issued

# Codes
Claimed

iOS est.
activations

Android est.
Activiations

 
 

From: CDPHE Records Liaison <cdphe.recordsrequests@state.co.us> 
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2021 11:47 AM
To: Newman, Zack <zack.newman@9news.com>
Cc: Media Info - CDPHE <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: CORA Request Response
 

CAUTION - EXTERNAL EMAIL - Please use caution opening attachments and never share your
password. Send suspicious email to infosec@tegna.com.

Good Morning,
 
The Department is following up on its previous response to your request received on
02-12-21 and then revised on 02-15-21 pertaining to the following: 
 

1.  
2. Scope and contract for the
3. development and maintenance of the CO Exposure Notification app
4.  

1.  
2. This should include, but
3. is not limited to, the partnership agreement/contract between the state of

Colorado and Apple.
4.  
5.  
6. This should include, but
7. is not limited to, the partnership agreement/contract between the state of

Colorado and Google.
8.  

5.  
6. Number of verification codes
7. sent, number of notifications sent and number of codes activated, per day from the

beginning of the application’s activation.
8.  

1.  
2. I am using the term “activated

mailto:cdphe.recordsrequests@state.co.us
mailto:zack.newman@9news.com
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mailto:infosec@tegna.com


3. codes” to search for the number of times a code has actually been used to
assert that they have a positive case and input it in the system.

4.  
5.  
6. The term “notifications”
7. refers to the number of alerts the state has sent using the app to let someone

know about a possible exposure.
8.  
9.  

10. The term “verification codes”
11. refers to “a one-time verification code directly to all people with confirmed

positive test results when they are reported to the Colorado Electronic Disease
Reporting System (CEDRS).”

12.  
13.  
14. I believe this app launched
15. on October 25, 2020, but it may be sooner. Please send me data from the

beginning of the application’s implementation.
16.  
17.  
18. https://covid19.colorado.gov/press-release/co-exposure-notifications-enabled-by-

1-million-coloradans
19.  
20.  
21. I know this data is collected
22. because of prior news coverage: https://coloradonewsline.com/2020/11/18/3400-

coloradans-have-submitted-positive-covid-19-tests-a-fraction-of-total-to-
notification-system/

23.  

9.  
10. The average amount of time
11. from diagnosis (aka positive COVID test) to the verification code getting sent out
12.  

1.  
2. The median amount of time
3. from diagnosis (aka positive COVID test) to the verification code getting sent out
4.  
5.  
6. The mode amount of time
7. from diagnosis (aka positive COVID test) to the verification code getting sent out
8.  

13.  
14. After compiling and sending

15. a statewide version of Item 2, please send me a county-by-county breakdown

16.  
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We previously provided the response to your first request. In regard to item 2 of your
request, the information collected by the department has been compiled and is
attached. All other requested information is not collected at this time. The state
officially launched the service on October 25th, however additional dates shown are
due to early testing in iOS and the service going live in the Android play store two days
early. 
 
In regard to item 3 of your request, Protected Health Information (PHI) and Personally
Identifiable Information (PII) are not exchanged through this service, therefore, there is
no responsive information to provide.
 
In regard to item 4 of your request, this information is not collected by the service,
therefore, there is no information to provide.
 
This concludes the department's good faith response to your request for records. If you
have questions about the information provided please contact media_info@state.co.us,
as we are unable to answer questions unrelated to records.
 
Thank you and have a nice week!
 
 
--
CDPHE Records Liaison

  
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
cdphe.recordsrequests@state.co.us  |  colorado.gov/cdphe
<image001.png>

 
--
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: Newman, Zack on behalf of Newman, Zack <zack.newman@9news.com>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Cc: CDPHE Records Liaison; serena.woods@state.co.us; Fisher - CDPHE, Kevin
Subject: RE: CORA Request Response - CO Exposure Notification app
Date: Monday, June 21, 2021 11:15:03 AM
Attachments: ENx- Compiled Available Data Fields.pdf

Hi again,
 
I hope you had a great weekend! Could you please tell me why the response to this CORA request is behind by 17
days? CORA has a statutory requirement to respond within three (3) business days. As a reminder, I issued an
addendum to my initial CORA.
 
Please send me updated data on the number of activated codes. I attached what you sent me previously. I want data
from 10/15/20 to date (06/21/21). Please send it as an Excel or CSV this time. I’ve attached an old version of what I
would like sent to me (but as an Excel or CSV).
 
This is what was in my original request:

1. Number of verification codes sent, number of notifications sent and number of codes activated, per day.
a. I am using the term “activated codes” to search for the number of times a code has actually been used

to assert that they have a positive case and input it in the system.
b. The term “notifications” refers to the number of alerts the state has sent using the app to let someone

know about a possible exposure.
c. The term “verification codes” refers to “a one-time verification code directly to all people with

confirmed positive test results when they are reported to the Colorado Electronic Disease Reporting
System (CEDRS).”

d. I believe this app launched on October 25, 2020, but it may be sooner. Please send me data from the
beginning of the application’s implementation.

e. https://covid19.colorado.gov/press-release/co-exposure-notifications-enabled-by-1-million-coloradans
f. I know this data is collected because of prior news coverage:

https://coloradonewsline.com/2020/11/18/3400-coloradans-have-submitted-positive-covid-19-tests-a-
fraction-of-total-to-notification-system/

 
Please sequester each aspect of my records request. Do not deny the entire request because of one aspect. Provide a
written explanation of any denial. If it will come at a cost, please inform me before work begins. I am requesting a fee
waiver because of my role as a journalist and the public’s interest in the topic. The responsive public records should
be provided in a searchable digital format (preferably Excel or CSV files).
 
Please give me a call (303-548-9044) when you get the chance so we can further discuss this request. Thank you for
your help.
 
Best,
Zack
 
https://www.sos.state.co.us/pubs/info_center/files/CORA_Act.pdf
24-72-203. Public records open to inspection: 2(b) The date and hour set for the inspection of records not readily
available at the time of the request shall be within a reasonable time after the request. As used in this subsection (3),
a "reasonable time" shall be presumed to be three working days or less. Such period may be extended if
extenuating circumstances exist. However, such period of extension shall not exceed seven working days
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UTC
# Codes 
Issued


# Codes 
Claimed


iOS est. 
activations


Android est. 
Activiations


10-22-2020 2 2 0 301
10-23-2020 1 1 8 1,173
10-24-2020 0 0 3 1,856
10-25-2020 0 1 290,269 35,052
10-26-2020 0 4 231,278 12,367
10-27-2020 54 13 80,159 5,354
10-28-2020 19 4 68,972 4,071
10-29-2020 24 10 38,985 5,714
10-30-2020 22 5 29,003 5,341
10-31-2020 9 5 19,959 1,762
11-01-2020 13 3 17,281 1,702
11-02-2020 6 3 18,393 3,931
11-03-2020 38 11 16,898 9,111
11-04-2020 27 9 13,756 6,459
11-05-2020 22 6 15,011 8,145
11-06-2020 54 18 14,396 5,731
11-07-2020 28 11 12,279 4,077
11-08-2020 26 13 10,655 12,619
11-09-2020 514 69 9,661 4,056
11-10-2020 4,691 540 9,210 3,338
11-11-2020 7,840 659 9,522 3,234
11-12-2020 2,778 240 9,151 2,893
11-13-2020 6,896 621 12,529 4,391
11-14-2020 4,983 422 11,223 3,463
11-15-2020 2,926 291 8,939 2,412
11-16-2020 3,844 365 8,801 2,688
11-17-2020 3,938 380 8,378 2,537
11-18-2020 5,032 409 10,031 3,706
11-19-2020 5,529 486 8,129 2,629
11-20-2020 6,428 529 8,470 2,270
11-21-2020 5,105 457 9,254 1,828
11-22-2020 3,673 313 12,411 2,603
11-23-2020 3,279 281 11,591 1,743
11-24-2020 3,769 214 10,311 1,427
11-25-2020 4,427 340 11,071 1,291
11-26-2020 5,930 513 9,745 1,581
11-27-2020 4,291 371 11,404 1,748
11-28-2020 4,186 336 9,852 1,118
11-29-2020 3,394 321 9,002 1,036
11-30-2020 3,479 264 12,519 1,113
12-01-2020 3,497 263 9,132 1,007







12-02-2020 5,475 462 6,928 908
12-03-2020 5,260 428 6,487 477
12-04-2020 2,955 280 6,335 824
12-05-2020 6,370 495 6,559 771
12-06-2020 3,234 272 6,120 619
12-07-2020 3,799 318 6,794 548
12-08-2020 3,507 326 6,236 749
12-09-2020 4,059 320 5,598 713
12-10-2020 4,852 410 5,958 685
12-11-2020 3,627 288 6,067 618
12-12-2020 4,241 279 6,228 563
12-13-2020 754 62 5,878 324
12-14-2020 3,905 282 6,146 336
12-15-2020 1,636 110 5,566 375
12-16-2020 4,634 292 5,494 682
12-17-2020 2,880 197 5,367 27,882
12-18-2020 3,327 236 5,983 5,243
12-19-2020 2,496 179 7,101 308
12-20-2020 2,240 147 8,152 273
12-21-2020 1,682 118 9,078 323
12-22-2020 4,425 212 8,540 322
12-23-2020 2,651 165 7,797 289
12-24-2020 2,788 196 8,069 388
12-25-2020 2,165 132 7,768 735
12-26-2020 1,210 92 9,381 298
12-27-2020 975 62 10,027 231
12-28-2020 1,611 137 10,043 375
12-29-2020 1,388 106 9,834 386
12-30-2020 2,579 183 9,700 469
12-31-2020 3,081 236 9,335 472
01-01-2021 2,295 183 7,921 227
01-02-2021 2,062 153 7,354 121
01-03-2021 1,285 90 6,650 153
01-04-2021 2,239 221 6,894 254
01-05-2021 3,628 173 6,361 213
01-06-2021 1,567 83 5,490 164
01-07-2021 5,095 423 5,327 242
01-08-2021 3,324 300 5,673 289
01-09-2021 2,232 211 5,657 224
01-10-2021 1,917 171 5,522 299
01-11-2021 1,546 120 5,185 210
01-12-2021 1,559 108 4,830 121
01-13-2021 2,588 216 4,507 184







01-14-2021 2,053 165 4,526 315
01-15-2021 1,974 154 5,473 186
01-16-2021 1,649 106 6,325 176
01-17-2021 1,385 112 6,110 95
01-18-2021 922 83 5,250 108
01-19-2021 1,268 96 4,687 165
01-20-2021 1,475 97 4,028 59
01-21-2021 50 29 4,026 47
01-22-2021 3,722 234 4,856 -10
01-23-2021 1,271 101 5,153 -164
01-24-2021 1,238 103 4,939 -3,030
01-25-2021 910 81 4,620 -989
01-26-2021 867 58 3,875 -523
01-27-2021 1,654 155 3,951 113
01-28-2021 1,267 99 4,195 -133
01-29-2021 1,461 119 4,922 57
01-30-2021 1,287 111 4,984 100
01-31-2021 1,052 78 4,816 -2
02-01-2021 846 76 4,468 -132
02-02-2021 641 44 3,952 -314
02-03-2021 1,309 100 61,095 -153
02-04-2021 1,100 103 35,935 -430
02-05-2021 1,511 128 8,913 -158
02-06-2021 1,047 90 7,081 -401
02-07-2021 754 60 6,297 -819
02-08-2021 738 69 6,031 -270
02-09-2021 672 64 4,936 -112
02-10-2021 392 32 4,287 -213
02-11-2021 1,726 137 402 -237


Totals 262,158 21,161 1,633,714 222,096
Total Activations 1,855,810







From: Newman, Zack 
Sent: Monday, June 14, 2021 2:32 PM
To: 'Newman, Zack' <zack.newman@9news.com>; 'Colorado State Joint Information Center'
<media_info@state.co.us>
Cc: 'CDPHE Records Liaison' <cdphe.recordsrequests@state.co.us>; 'serena.woods@state.co.us'
<serena.woods@state.co.us>
Subject: RE: CORA Request Response - CO Exposure Notification app
 
Hi there,
 
Could you please tell me where things stand on this?
 
Thanks,
Zack
 

From: Newman, Zack <zack.newman@9news.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 4, 2021 4:54 PM
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Cc: CDPHE Records Liaison <cdphe.recordsrequests@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: CORA Request Response - CO Exposure Notification app
 
Hey there,
 
Happy Friday! Could you please send me updated data on the number of activated codes? I attached what you sent
me previously. Please send it as an Excel or CSV this time.

Thanks,

Zack

Sent from my iPhone
 

On Feb 25, 2021, at 14:36, Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us> wrote:



CAUTION - EXTERNAL EMAIL - Please use caution opening attachments and never share your
password. Send suspicious email to infosec@tegna.com.

Hi Zack,
 
The first column represents the number of codes that were issued to positive cases.
Every positive case that is reported into CEDRSs is sent a positive verification code
embedded in a hyperlink, regardless of if they have the service installed. The second
column represents the number of people who opted to use the service to enter the
code and notify people they exchanged tokens that met CDC guidelines for a close
contact. The last two columns represent the number of individuals who activated or
enabled the service on their mobile devices, separated out by iOS (Apple) and
Android. 
 
We don’t have data on the amount of time it takes from positive diagnosis to sending a
positive verification code hyperlink. If Coloradans haven’t received a code within 72
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hours they should contact cdphe_co_exposure_notifications@state.co.us.
 

Thanks,
 
On Wed, Feb 24, 2021 at 12:46 PM Newman, Zack <zack.newman@9news.com> wrote:

Hi there,
 
Apologies for the delay, I had two investigations air on Monday so I am playing a bit of catch-up. Could
you please define what each column stands for? What is the difference between a code being
“claimed” and “activated”? I want to make sure I am interpreting the data correctly. Please clarify this
question first so I can confidently conduct my analysis promptly.
 
I just emailed Kevin Fisher back about the contract. Could you please tell me the cost of creating and
maintaining the application? It was not included in the contract which I didn’t anticipate.
 
So to be clear, data is not collected on the amount of time it takes to go from a positive diagnosis to
the code being sent out?

Thanks,
Zack
 

UTC
# Codes
Issued

# Codes
Claimed

iOS est.
activations

Android est.
Activiations

 
 

From: CDPHE Records Liaison <cdphe.recordsrequests@state.co.us> 
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2021 11:47 AM
To: Newman, Zack <zack.newman@9news.com>
Cc: Media Info - CDPHE <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: CORA Request Response
 

CAUTION - EXTERNAL EMAIL - Please use caution opening attachments and never share your
password. Send suspicious email to infosec@tegna.com.

Good Morning,
 
The Department is following up on its previous response to your request received on
02-12-21 and then revised on 02-15-21 pertaining to the following: 
 

1.  
2. Scope and contract for the
3. development and maintenance of the CO Exposure Notification app
4.  

1.  
2. This should include, but
3. is not limited to, the partnership agreement/contract between the state of

Colorado and Apple.
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4.  
5.  
6. This should include, but
7. is not limited to, the partnership agreement/contract between the state of

Colorado and Google.
8.  

5.  
6. Number of verification codes
7. sent, number of notifications sent and number of codes activated, per day from the

beginning of the application’s activation.
8.  

1.  
2. I am using the term “activated
3. codes” to search for the number of times a code has actually been used to

assert that they have a positive case and input it in the system.
4.  
5.  
6. The term “notifications”
7. refers to the number of alerts the state has sent using the app to let someone

know about a possible exposure.
8.  
9.  

10. The term “verification codes”
11. refers to “a one-time verification code directly to all people with confirmed

positive test results when they are reported to the Colorado Electronic Disease
Reporting System (CEDRS).”

12.  
13.  
14. I believe this app launched
15. on October 25, 2020, but it may be sooner. Please send me data from the

beginning of the application’s implementation.
16.  
17.  
18. https://covid19.colorado.gov/press-release/co-exposure-notifications-enabled-by-

1-million-coloradans
19.  
20.  
21. I know this data is collected
22. because of prior news coverage: https://coloradonewsline.com/2020/11/18/3400-

coloradans-have-submitted-positive-covid-19-tests-a-fraction-of-total-to-
notification-system/

23.  

9.  
10. The average amount of time
11. from diagnosis (aka positive COVID test) to the verification code getting sent out
12.  
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1.  
2. The median amount of time
3. from diagnosis (aka positive COVID test) to the verification code getting sent out
4.  
5.  
6. The mode amount of time
7. from diagnosis (aka positive COVID test) to the verification code getting sent out
8.  

13.  
14. After compiling and sending

15. a statewide version of Item 2, please send me a county-by-county breakdown

16.  
We previously provided the response to your first request. In regard to item 2 of your
request, the information collected by the department has been compiled and is
attached. All other requested information is not collected at this time. The state
officially launched the service on October 25th, however additional dates shown are
due to early testing in iOS and the service going live in the Android play store two days
early. 
 
In regard to item 3 of your request, Protected Health Information (PHI) and Personally
Identifiable Information (PII) are not exchanged through this service, therefore, there is
no responsive information to provide.
 
In regard to item 4 of your request, this information is not collected by the service,
therefore, there is no information to provide.
 
This concludes the department's good faith response to your request for records. If you
have questions about the information provided please contact media_info@state.co.us,
as we are unable to answer questions unrelated to records.
 
Thank you and have a nice week!
 
 
--
CDPHE Records Liaison

  
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
cdphe.recordsrequests@state.co.us  |  colorado.gov/cdphe
<image001.png>
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Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: John Daley on behalf of John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: Re: Data on 4th wave?
Date: Wednesday, May 5, 2021 11:20:20 AM

You bet thank you!

On Wed, May 5, 2021 at 10:32 AM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Thanks for the information. 

Gabi 

On Wed, May 5, 2021 at 10:29 AM John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org> wrote:
Hi Gabi,

Sounds good, no rush.  I think the story likely won't run until next week.

Thanks!

John

On Wed, May 5, 2021 at 10:19 AM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Hey John - I hope all is well with you. I'm working on getting you some information. What's your
deadline? 

Also, Julie Lonborg at the Colorado Hospital Association would be better able to answer your staffing
questions. I let her know you might be reaching out to her: Julie.Lonborg@cha.com. 

Gabi 

On Tue, May 4, 2021 at 4:36 PM John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org> wrote:
Hi CDPHE Media,

Hope you're all doing well.

I'm working on a story about the 4th wave of the pandemic in Colorado.  I was wondering if
you have some data to share about how the 4th wave looks compared to the earlier waves.

1)  Demographically who is hospitalized now compared to earlier?

2)  Do you have statewide vaccination data about those who've been hospitalized? What's the
proportion of those now hospitalized with COVID who've been vaccinated vs those who
haven't?

3) Do you have any data about the co-morbidities of those now hospitalized, and how they
compare to earlier phases?

4)  Do you have data about hospital staffing now compared to earlier phases of the
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pandemic?  We know it's been a tough year for frontline providers and I was just wondering if
there's any data capturing that.

Thanks!

John

  
 John Daley

Health Reporter, CPR News
Colorado Public Radio
303 E 17th Avenue, Suite 200 | Denver, CO 80203
(303) 871-9191, ext. 4459
Mobile: 801-824-0306
Let's connect: @CODaleyNews | Facebook | Twitter
www.cpr.org
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Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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 John Daley
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From: John Daley on behalf of John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: Re: Data on 4th wave?
Date: Thursday, May 27, 2021 2:21:24 PM

Great thank you!

On Thu, May 27, 2021 at 1:34 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Hi John,

CDPHE provided these figures to LPHAs, but similar data for cases has been previously 
shared during press conferences. These figures were prepared on 5/25 and shown to 
LPHA directors on 5/26. Here is an updated figure with more completed labeling, though 
some labels do overlap. We agree that the missing label was El Paso. 

On Wed, May 26, 2021 at 2:30 PM John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org> wrote:
Hi Gabi/CDPHE Media,

Hope you're doing well.

I have a follow up question for you on this story I'm still working on.  Jeff Kuhr in Mesa County
shared these graphs with me.  (Attached.)  He says they came from CDPHE.  I wanted to check
on a couple of things.  What's the date for these?  Also, on the hospitalizations vs. vaccinations
chart there's a red dot in the middle on the left near Mesa County and I'm assuming that's for El
Paso County, but it's unidentified.  I wanted to see if you can confirm that?

Thanks!

John

On Wed, May 5, 2021 at 4:12 PM John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org> wrote:
Great, thanks Gabi!

On Wed, May 5, 2021 at 4:08 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Hi there - Here's some information. Let us know if you need anything else. Gabi 

 
1)  Demographically who is hospitalized now compared to earlier?
 
 Our website provides information on the ages of those who are hospitalized and 
illustrates how that has changed over time. 
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2)  Do you have statewide vaccination data about those who've been 
hospitalized? What's the proportion of those now hospitalized with COVID 
who've been vaccinated vs those who haven't?
 
The Governor and Dr. Herlihy spoke about breakthrough cases more thoroughly at a 
recent press conference.

No vaccine provides 100 percent protection against infection, so breakthrough cases 
are not uncommon. Some people who are fully vaccinated against COVID-19 will still 
become infected but COVID-19 vaccines may also help keep you from getting 
seriously ill, even if you do get COVID-19. CDC continues to investigate populations 
vaccinated with all vaccine types to understand efficacy. 
 
Current hospitalizations are available on our website. There currently are 28,265 
individuals in Colorado hospitalized with COVID-19. 

There are a number of Colorado cases that meet the standard CDC criteria used to 
define persons who, for public health surveillance purposes, have become infected 
with SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19, 14 days or more after being fully 
vaccinated. Breakthrough cases are occurring at expected levels. From two different 
analyses we see a 93-95% reduction in report cases among vaccinated individuals. 
We have not identified more cases than we would expect given current vaccination 
and transmission rates. Some of these cases are asymptomatic. 

As of May 3, Colorado has reported 1,546 people with vaccine breakthrough 
infection. Of those, 101 (6.5%) have been hospitalized (among cases, but not 
necessarily due to COVID), and 16 (1.03%) have died. The cases involving 
hospitalizations and deaths currently are considered cases in which individuals were 
hospitalized or died and had COVID-19, but those occurrences have not been 
confirmed as hospitalizations and deaths due to COVID-19. This compares to an 
overall count of 139,421 cases and 852 deaths among COVID-19 cases in the same 
time period among unvaccinated Coloradans. 
 
3) Do you have any data about the co-morbidities of those now hospitalized, 
and how they compare to earlier phases?
 
There is no indication that comorbidities among hospitalized patients are changing 
over time.  
 
The highest proportion of comorbidities among hospitalized cases in Colorado have 
consistently been cardiovascular disorders (heart disease), metabolic disorders 
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(diabetes), chronic lung disease, and obesity.
 
COVID-Net  has national data on hospitalizations, including comorbidities. 
 
4)  Do you have data about hospital staffing now compared to earlier phases of 
the pandemic?  We know it's been a tough year for frontline providers and I 
was just wondering if there's any data capturing that.

The Colorado Hospital Association would be able to answer this question for you. 
You can contact Julie.Lonborg@cha.com. 
 

On Tue, May 4, 2021 at 4:36 PM John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org> wrote:
Hi CDPHE Media,

Hope you're all doing well.

I'm working on a story about the 4th wave of the pandemic in Colorado.  I was wondering if
you have some data to share about how the 4th wave looks compared to the earlier waves.

1)  Demographically who is hospitalized now compared to earlier?

2)  Do you have statewide vaccination data about those who've been hospitalized? What's
the proportion of those now hospitalized with COVID who've been vaccinated vs those who
haven't?

3) Do you have any data about the co-morbidities of those now hospitalized, and how they
compare to earlier phases?

4)  Do you have data about hospital staffing now compared to earlier phases of the
pandemic?  We know it's been a tough year for frontline providers and I was just wondering
if there's any data capturing that.

Thanks!

John

  
 John Daley

Health Reporter, CPR News
Colorado Public Radio
303 E 17th Avenue, Suite 200 | Denver, CO 80203
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: Weisfeldt, Sara
Subject: Re: death stats
Date: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 5:23:04 PM

We have different data sets that serve different purposes, and that includes deaths that 
occur in Colorado as well as deaths among Colorado residents, so it would appear in some 
of our data sets differently.

For example, our data includes deaths among COVID-19 cases, which means that the death 
occurred within 30 days of diagnosis but COVID-19 might not be the primary cause of death. 
That data is limited to individuals who were residents of Colorado at the time of death. 

Our data also includes deaths due to COVID-19. That vital records data is based on CDC 
coding of death certificates, and the deaths could have occured at any time after diagnosis. 
The physician, medical examiner, or coroner rules COVID-19 as a cause of death on the 
death certificate, according to guidance from CDC/National Center for Health Statistics on 
how cause of death certification of a death involving COVID-19 should be completed. Those 
deaths would include all deaths due to COVID-19 occurring in Colorado, regardless of 
residency. 

Let us know if you need anything else. 

Gabi 

On Wed, Jun 23, 2021 at 3:59 PM Weisfeldt, Sara <sara.weisfeldt@warnermedia.com> wrote:

One follow up question just to be clear…

 

So since a formal registration of a death certificate is done by the state where the death occurs, then
if a person died of Covid in Colorado and that is on their death certificate, then that death would be
reported as part of Colorado’s Covid death count for that day (regardless of where they live either in
state or out of state)?

 

From: Sara Weisfeldt <sara.weisfeldt@warnermedia.com>
Date: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 at 5:30 PM
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: death stats
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I received this, thank you!

 

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Date: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 at 5:29 PM
To: Sara Weisfeldt <sara.weisfeldt@warnermedia.com>
Subject: Fwd: death stats

 

Hi there - I was able to track down some information for you. Can you confirm you got
this email? It initially bounced back. 

 

Legal jurisdiction for death certificate registration lies with the state in which the death
occurred. Through some routine data exchange with other states, we'll share some limited
death data for out-of-state residents dying in Colorado, and receive some information on
deaths among Colorado residents occurring in other states. However, formal registration
and issuance of a death certificate is done by the state where the death occurred.

 

Let us know if you need anything else. 

 

Gabi 

 

--

Colorado State Joint Information Center 

Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM

 

Image removed by sender.
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From: Cotton, CB on behalf of Cotton, CB <CB.Cotton@TheDenverChannel.com>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Cc: Friedman, Alli
Subject: Re: Denver7 inquiry
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 5:56:10 PM

Hi Brian! 
Great to hear from you. 7pm? Is that ok? 

Warmly, 
CB 
Get Outlook for iOS

From: brian.spencer@state.co.us <brian.spencer@state.co.us> on behalf of Colorado State Joint
Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 5:51:48 PM
To: Cotton, CB <CB.Cotton@TheDenverChannel.com>
Subject: Re: Denver7 inquiry
 
[EXTERNAL SENDER]
CB,

What's your deadline on this? - Brian

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 2:51 PM Cotton, CB <CB.Cotton@thedenverchannel.com> wrote:
Hi CDPHE! 

CB Cotton here with Denver7. I hope you all are doing well. Thank you for your continued help -
 always. 
I wanted to ask, does CDPHE have numbers associated with the number of COVID deaths for
children under the age of 12? 

Warmly, 
CB 

Get Outlook for iOS
Scripps Media, Inc., certifies that its advertising sales agreements do not discriminate on the basis
of race or ethnicity. All advertising sales agreements contain nondiscrimination clauses.
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From: Cotton, CB on behalf of Cotton, CB <CB.Cotton@TheDenverChannel.com>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Cc: Friedman, Alli
Subject: RE: Denver7 inquiry
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 11:52:28 AM

Thank you so much, Brian!
 
I really appreciate your help with this.
 
Have a great Friday.

Warmly,
CB
 

From: brian.spencer@state.co.us <brian.spencer@state.co.us> On Behalf Of Colorado State Joint
Information Center
Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 11:45 AM
To: Cotton, CB <CB.Cotton@TheDenverChannel.com>
Cc: Friedman, Alli <Alli.Friedman@TheDenverChannel.com>
Subject: Re: Denver7 inquiry
 

[EXTERNAL SENDER]
CB -- to follow up on this, there have been three deaths among COVID-19 cases in Colorado for
those age 12 or younger.
 
- Brian
 
On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 5:58 PM Cotton, CB <CB.Cotton@thedenverchannel.com> wrote:

Thank you so much, Brian! 
 
This helps a lot. Yes, if/when you are able to obtain the other information - please feel free to send it my
way. 
 
Thank you so so much. 
 
Warmly, 
CB 
 
Get Outlook for iOS

From: brian.spencer@state.co.us <brian.spencer@state.co.us> on behalf of Colorado State Joint
Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 5:55:05 PM
To: Cotton, CB <CB.Cotton@TheDenverChannel.com>
Subject: Re: Denver7 inquiry
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[EXTERNAL SENDER]
CB,
 
Here is some info about deaths in younger people in Colorado. I am working with our data
team to see what we can do about 0-12 years old range specifically and will follow up when I
have that info.
 
There have been 13 ‘deaths due to COVID-19’ between the ages of 0 and 19 that occurred in
Colorado since March 1, 2020.  These include 6 deaths for which COVID-19 was identified as
the principal/underlying cause of death; and 7 for which COVID-19 was identified as a
significant contributing factor.  Due to suppression requirements for public release of vital
statistics data, we are unable to present the exact number of deaths due to COVID for those
between ages 0-9, acknowledging the number is < 3 and included in the 13 deaths above.
 
- Brian
 
On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 5:51 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
wrote:

CB,
 
What's your deadline on this? - Brian
 
On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 2:51 PM Cotton, CB <CB.Cotton@thedenverchannel.com> wrote:

Hi CDPHE! 
 
CB Cotton here with Denver7. I hope you all are doing well. Thank you for your continued help -
 always. 
I wanted to ask, does CDPHE have numbers associated with the number of COVID deaths for children
under the age of 12? 
 
Warmly, 
CB 
 
Get Outlook for iOS
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From: Wang, Bayan on behalf of Wang, Bayan <bayan.wang@thedenverchannel.com>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: Re: DENVER7 MEDIA REQUEST
Date: Monday, August 9, 2021 12:54:30 PM

Thank you for gathering all of this info. I really appreciate it! 
Bayan

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Sent: Monday, August 9, 2021 12:50:59 PM
To: Wang, Bayan <bayan.wang@thedenverchannel.com>
Subject: Re: DENVER7 MEDIA REQUEST
 
[EXTERNAL SENDER]
Bayan - 

Thanks for your patience with this one - our subject matter expert was able to review this
morning. Let us know if you need any additional information for your story. - Kristen

There are multiple ways to calculate the number of deaths due to COVID-19 among nursing 
home residents. The below charts show the results of two such methods. 

As of 8/2/21 there have been 2,619 outbreak associated resident deaths in nursing homes, 
assisted living residences, IDD group homes, and intermediate care facilities.

Here is a chart to show the breakdown of both cases and deaths among cases in long term 
care facility outbreaks. Outbreak data is available on our website (click on the blue “More 
Outbreak Data” tile) [covid19.colorado.gov]. 

Here is a chart that shows deaths due to COVID-19 (based on death certificate) by location 
of death. This does not account for whether a person was a resident of a LTCF, only where 
they died. In some instances, a LTCF resident with COVID-19 may be transferred to a 
hospital prior to death, and thus in the data below would be counted among deaths in 
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healthcare settings/inpatient (i.e. hospitals). This data is available on our website
[covid19.colorado.gov] (click on the blue “CDC Provisional Deaths” tile)

On Mon, Aug 9, 2021 at 11:48 AM Wang, Bayan <bayan.wang@thedenverchannel.com> wrote:
Wonderful thank you! We’re ran stories about the covid climate at nursing homes throughout the
pandemic. Depending on what the numbers show, we may run an update. If the figures are broken
down by month, that would help us with our analysis.
If that’s not available, we’ll take whatever you have so far. 
Thanks again, 
Bayan 

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Sent: Monday, August 9, 2021 11:33:29 AM
To: Wang, Bayan <bayan.wang@thedenverchannel.com>
Subject: Re: DENVER7 MEDIA REQUEST
 
[EXTERNAL SENDER]
Hi again Bayan - 

We should have that information today. Can you tell me more about the story you are working on?

Kristen

On Fri, Aug 6, 2021 at 5:52 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
wrote:

I appreciate your flexibility and have a good weekend.

Kristen
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On Fri, Aug 6, 2021 at 5:50 PM Wang, Bayan <bayan.wang@thedenverchannel.com> wrote:
No problem, will be looking forward to that. 
Thanks, 

Bayan Wang
Weekend Anchor, MMJ
Mobile   949-680-0913
 

THEDENVERCHANNEL.COM

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Sent: Friday, August 6, 2021 5:48 PM
To: Wang, Bayan <bayan.wang@thedenverchannel.com>
Subject: Re: DENVER7 MEDIA REQUEST
 
[EXTERNAL SENDER]
Hi Bayan - 

Apologies for missing your deadline. I am still waiting on one of our subject matter experts to review and
I don't think that will happen tonight. It will most likely be on Monday.

Kristen
 

On Fri, Aug 6, 2021 at 3:30 PM Wang, Bayan <bayan.wang@thedenverchannel.com> wrote:
My deadline is 4 p.m. Any estimates.. or the most recent figure would be acceptable. 

Bayan Wang
Weekend Anchor, MMJ
Mobile   949-680-0913
 

THEDENVERCHANNEL.COM

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Sent: Friday, August 6, 2021 3:11 PM
To: Wang, Bayan <bayan.wang@thedenverchannel.com>
Subject: Re: DENVER7 MEDIA REQUEST
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[EXTERNAL SENDER]
Hi Bayan - 

We have received your request and are working on it. What is your deadline?

On Fri, Aug 6, 2021 at 1:28 PM Wang, Bayan <bayan.wang@thedenverchannel.com> wrote:
Hi there, 
My name is Bayan Wang and I'm a reporter for Denver7. 
I was reaching out to see if you guys can provide the number of nursing home residents in
long term care and nursing home facilities that have died from COVID-19 since the start of
the pandemic. 
Thanks, 

Bayan Wang
Weekend Anchor, MMJ
Mobile   949-680-0913
 

THEDENVERCHANNEL.COM
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: Ortega, Mikayla
Subject: Re: Denver7 Request to Confirm
Date: Tuesday, July 20, 2021 7:45:59 AM
Attachments: image002.png

image003.png
image004.png
image005.png
image006.png
image007.png

Good morning - that information is not on our website, but here it is. Let us know if you need anything else.
Gabi 

Since January 15, 95.3% of the 9,891 hospital admissions among COVID-19 cases were unvaccinated at the time 
of their positive COVID-19 test collection date. Due to reporting delays of hospitalized patient demographics 
and vaccination data, the most recent admission date included in that total is July 10. This means that 4.7% of 
hospitalized cases admitted from January 15 through July 10 were either fully or partially vaccinated at the 
time of their positive COVID-19 test collection date.  Out of 207 people admitted to the hospital with a 
confirmed case of COVID-19 (but not necessarily due to COVID-19) during the week of July 4 through July 10, 
2021, 188 (90.8%) were not known to have received any vaccine before their positive COVID-19 test collection 
date.  (On background: we don’t have real time data on the number of Coloradans who are vaccinated and 
currently hospitalized because hospitals report daily hospitalization numbers to us in aggregate. The patient 
level data reports from hospitals to CDPHE, including name and date of birth information, lags 4-7 days, so we 
are unable to find information about hospitalized patients in the Colorado immunization database in real 
time.) 
 
Since April 1, 78.7% of the 717 deaths among COVID-19 cases were unvaccinated at the time of their positive 
COVID-19 test collection date. Due to reporting delays of information about deaths among COVID-19 cases and 
vaccination data, the most recent date of death included in that total is July 3. This means that 21.3% of 
deaths among cases were either fully or partially vaccinated at the time of their positive COVID-19 test 
collection date. Please note that the cause of death has not been reviewed yet, so these are considered deaths 
among COVID-19 cases and not deaths due to COVID-19 at this time. 
 
Hospitalizations and deaths are among cases of COVID-19, not necessarily due to COVID-19 (that means 
someone may have died or been hospitalized as a result of another cause but tested positive for COVID-19).
 
Vaccination is the best protection against COVID-19, including the Delta variant. We encourage all eligible 
Coloradans to get vaccinated as soon as possible. It is the easiest way to protect our friends, families, and 
communities and to return to the lives we love.

Anyone who is not fully vaccinated should continue to wear a mask, practice physical distancing, wash their 
hands frequently, and limit gatherings with people outside of their households. Anyone -- regardless of 
vaccination status -- who develops symptoms should get tested immediately and isolate. 

On Mon, Jul 19, 2021 at 8:34 PM Ortega, Mikayla <Mikayla.Ortega@thedenverchannel.com> wrote:

Hello!

 

Writing to see if you can confirm this report by the Denver Post: 95.3% of Colorado COVID-19
patients are unvaccinated (denverpost.com)
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Also, if this is on the CDPHE website, general guidance on where to find it would be so much
appreciated. 

 

Thank you!

 

 

 

Mikayla Ortega
Sr. Assignment Editor

Twitter @MikaylaOrtega7
o: 303-832-0200 • c: 720.413.7726
e: newstips@TheDenverChannel.com
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From: Ortega, Mikayla on behalf of Ortega, Mikayla <Mikayla.Ortega@TheDenverChannel.com>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: RE: Denver7 Request to Confirm
Date: Tuesday, July 20, 2021 5:15:26 PM

We are working on it now.
 
Mikayla Ortega (she, hers)
Sr. Assignment Editor
DENVER7 NEWS
Twitter @MikaylaOrtega7
o: 303-832-0200 • c: 720.413.7726
e: Mikayla.Ortega@TheDenverChannel.com
 

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 20, 2021 4:45 PM
To: Ortega, Mikayla <Mikayla.Ortega@TheDenverChannel.com>
Subject: Re: Denver7 Request to Confirm
 

[EXTERNAL SENDER]
I appreciate your willingness to update the numbers - thanks for that. 
 
Gabi 
 
On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 4:44 PM Ortega, Mikayla <Mikayla.Ortega@thedenverchannel.com> wrote:

Thanks Gabi! Appreciate it!
 
Mikayla Ortega
Sr. Assignment Editor
DENVER7 NEWS
Twitter @MikaylaOrtega7
o: 303-832-0200 • c: 720.413.7726
e: Mikayla.Ortega@TheDenverChannel.com
 

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 20, 2021 4:40 PM
To: Ortega, Mikayla <Mikayla.Ortega@TheDenverChannel.com>
Subject: Re: Denver7 Request to Confirm
 

[EXTERNAL SENDER]
Hi there -
 
Here is updated information on the percentage of hospitalizations and deaths among
unvaccinated individuals. The numbers we provided you yesterday included partially
vaccinated individuals as breakthrough hospitalizations and deaths. Because partially
vaccinated individuals who contract COVID-19 are not considered breakthrough cases by
the CDC, we have amended our analysis to compare individuals who are fully vaccinated
to those that are not fully vaccinated.
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Date ranges refer to dates of death or dates of hospital admission. Only cases with a
positive COVID-19 test collection date are included. Percentages of those not fully
vaccinated (not 14 days out from their final COVID-19 vaccine dose) at the time of their
positive test collection date are shown below. 
 

Jan 1 - June
30

April 1 - June
30 

unvaccinated*
/ total

unvaccinated*
/ total 

Deaths among cases 1,545 / 1,607
= 96.1% 

551 / 604 =
91.2%

Deaths due to COVID-19 (COVID is the underlying
cause of death)

1,334 / 1,370
= 97.4% 

479 / 513 =
93.4% 

Deaths due to COVID-19 
(COVID is the underlying cause of death or a
significantly contributing factor) 

1,647 / 1,699
= 96.9% 

563 / 610 =
92.3%

Hospitalizations 9,614 / 9,926
= 96.9% 

4,612 / 4,881
= 94.5% 

*Includes unvaccinated and partially vaccinated people (anyone not 14 days out from
their final COVID-19 vaccine dose).  
 
Sorry about the confusion.
 
Gabi
 
 
On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 1:39 PM Ortega, Mikayla <Mikayla.Ortega@thedenverchannel.com> wrote:

Hi again, 
 
I’m so sorry. Our digital team already took it and wrote this report on it. Please let me know what, if
anything we need to change.
 
https://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/coronavirus/colorado-data-shows-95-of-people-hospitalized-with-covid-in-
colorado-since-january-were-unvaccinated
 
Mikayla Ortega 
Denver7 News 
303-832-0200
newstips@thedenverchannel.com 
 

On Jul 20, 2021, at 12:12 PM, Ortega, Mikayla <Mikayla.Ortega@thedenverchannel.com>
wrote:
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 Hey there! 
 
Yes let me know. Would love to report in 4/5 and 6. 
 
Mikayla Ortega 
Denver7 News 
303-832-0200
newstips@thedenverchannel.com 
 

On Jul 20, 2021, at 8:52 AM, Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:



[EXTERNAL SENDER]
Hi Mikayla - Our state epidemiologist would like to double check
the figures we just sent. Can you hold off on using those until
she has a chance to review the data? 
 
Thanks in advance.
 
Gabi 
 
On Mon, Jul 19, 2021 at 8:34 PM Ortega, Mikayla
<Mikayla.Ortega@thedenverchannel.com> wrote:

Hello!
 
Writing to see if you can confirm this report by the Denver Post: 95.3% of
Colorado COVID-19 patients are unvaccinated (denverpost.com)
 
Also, if this is on the CDPHE website, general guidance on where to find it
would be so much appreciated. 
 
Thank you!
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Mikayla Ortega
Sr. Assignment Editor

Twitter @MikaylaOrtega7
o: 303-832-0200 • c: 720.413.7726
e: newstips@TheDenverChannel.com
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From: John Daley on behalf of John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: Re: Following up: quick question on breakthrough numbers
Date: Tuesday, August 3, 2021 11:26:26 AM

OK great, thanks for this information, Kristen.  Much appreciated.

On Tue, Aug 3, 2021 at 9:37 AM Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
wrote:

Good Morning, John - 

You have the data correct: The percentage of overall breakthrough cases from Jan 1- 
July 24 is 3%, and of breakthrough cases among cases from July 1-24 is 20%.  I have 
attached the slide. The article you reference above also displays data for proportion of 
cases among vaccinated people, but only includes aggregate data for other states for the 
entire available time period dating to January 1. Additionally, in the article you 
reference, some states’ breakthrough data after May 1, 2021 only includes data on 
breakthrough hospitalizations and deaths. 

Dr. Herlihy broke out the percent of breakthrough cases, hospitalizations and deaths for 
July 1-24 to show more recent disease trends and to highlight that while breakthrough 
cases are occuring, vaccines are working well to prevent severe illness, hospitalization, 
and death even when a fully vaccinated person contracts the virus that causes COVID-19.

Because breakthrough cases can only occur in vaccinated individuals, we would expect 
to see higher numbers of breakthrough cases as more Coloradans complete their 
vaccination series.  

Dr. Rachel Herlihy, discussed additional context regarding vaccine breakthrough cases, 
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including a look at this more recent data, in today’s press conference beginning around 
the 11:30 mark. Let us know if you'd like to talk to her directly for any further 
clarification.

Kristen

On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 2:50 PM John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org> wrote:
Hi CDPHE Media,

I wanted to double check this number from the slide deck Dr. Herlihy showed us today.  It looks
like the percent of breakthrough cases among all cases from July 1-24 was 20 percent, which
seems to be a big jump from the 3 percent seen from Jan. 1 through July 24.  And that seems to be
a lot higher than we've seen in other states.

https://www.kff.org/policy-watch/covid-19-vaccine-breakthrough-cases-data-from-the-states/

So, following up:

1)  Did I read that 20 figure correctly?

2)  If so, any idea of why those numbers would seem to be much higher than other states?

Thanks!

John

  
 John Daley

Health Reporter, CPR News
Colorado Public Radio
303 E 17th Avenue, Suite 200 | Denver, CO 80203
(303) 871-9191, ext. 4459
Mobile: 801-824-0306
Let's connect: @CODaleyNews | Facebook | Twitter
www.cpr.org
 

...

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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 John Daley

Health Reporter, CPR News
Colorado Public Radio
303 E 17th Avenue, Suite 200 | Denver, CO 80203
(303) 871-9191, ext. 4459
Mobile: 801-824-0306
Let's connect: @CODaleyNews | Facebook | Twitter
www.cpr.org
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From: brian.spencer@state.co.us on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: Strickler, Laura (NBCUniversal)
Subject: Re: FROM NBC NEWS NATIONAL - DEADLINE 3PM
Date: Thursday, July 15, 2021 12:31:16 PM

Laura,

Since January 15, we have recorded 4,544 breakthrough cases out of 183,130 total cases in 
the state in that same timeframe. We have received reports of 350 hospitalizations among 
people who have been fully vaccinated, compared to 11,915 total COVID-19 
hospitalizations in the state since January 15. We have had 70 deaths among breakthrough 
cases out of 1,376 in the same timeframe in Colorado. Please note that hospitalizations 
and deaths are among cases of COVID-19, not necessarily due to COVID-19 (that means 
someone may have died or been hospitalized as a result of another cause but tested 
positive for COVID-19).

Vaccination is the best protection against COVID-19, including the Delta variant. We 
encourage all eligible Coloradans to get vaccinated as soon as possible. It is the easiest 
way to protect our friends, families, and communities and to return to the lives we love.

Anyone who is not fully vaccinated should continue to wear a mask, practice physical 
distancing, wash their hands frequently, and limit gatherings with people outside of their 
households. Anyone -- regardless of vaccination status -- who develops symptoms should 
get tested immediately and isolate. 

- Brian

On Thu, Jul 15, 2021 at 10:48 AM Strickler, Laura (NBCUniversal) <Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com>
wrote:

Hi there,

 

I hope you and your families are well.

 

I’m reaching out to see if Colorado is tracking breakthrough COVID cases among
individuals who have been fully vaccinated?

 

And if so can you share that data?

 

Thank you very much,

mailto:brian.spencer@state.co.us
mailto:media_info@state.co.us
mailto:Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com
https://covid19.colorado.gov/isolation-and-quarantine
mailto:Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com


 

Sincerely,

 

Laura Strickler

 

Laura Strickler, Investigative Reporter, NBC News National

Based in Washington, DC

917-499-6459

@strickdc

 

 

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM



From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: Catherine Silver
Subject: Re: Fw: Media Request: Breakthrough Cases
Date: Wednesday, August 11, 2021 5:13:33 PM

Hi Catherine - 

Because breakthrough cases can only occur in vaccinated individuals, we would expect to 
see higher numbers of breakthrough cases as more Coloradans complete their vaccination 
series.  The vast majority of cases, and an even larger majority of hospitalizations and 
deaths, occur among unvaccinated people. Vaccination is the number one way to protect 
yourself from COVID-19, including the delta variant. 

The authorized vaccines greatly reduce people’s risk of getting severly sick or being 
hospitalized because of COVID and its highly contagious variant-- the delta variant. 

Since January 1 through August 3, 96.2% of COVID-19 cases reported in Colorado have been 
among the unvaccinated, which is why we strongly encourage all Coloradans ages 12 and 
up to get vaccinated without delay.

There have been a total of 8,312 breakthrough cases identified in Colorado since January 
through August 3, 3.8% of all cases during that time period.

There are delays in how quickly vaccination data, case data, hospitalization data, and 
deaths data are reported to public health. To prevent issues related to lagged reporting, 
the proportion of cases that were unvaccinated is lagged by one week, hospitalizations 
and deaths among cases are lagged by two weeks, and deaths due to COVID-19 is lagged by 
three weeks.

Date range  Unvaccinated* / 
total 

Breakthrough count 

Cases January 1 - August 3  208,474 / 216,786 = 
96.2%

8,312

Hospitalizations January 1 - July 27  9,817 / 10,197 = 
96.3%

380

Deaths among cases January 1 - July 27  1,654 / 1,741 = 95% 87

Deaths due to 
COVID-19 (COVID is 
the underlying cause 
of death)

January 1 - July 20  1,409 / 1,455 = 
96.8%

46

*Includes unvaccinated and partially vaccinated people (anyone not 14 days out from their 

final COVID-19 vaccine dose). 

mailto:media_info@state.co.us
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State epidemiologist, Dr. Rachel Herlihy discussed additional context regarding vaccine 
breakthrough cases last week at a press conference beginning around the 11:30 mark.

On Wed, Aug 11, 2021 at 5:03 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Hi Catherine - 

I am just waiting for our expert to give the okay.  Stand by.

Kristen

On Wed, Aug 11, 2021 at 5:01 PM Catherine Silver <CSilver@kktv.com> wrote:
Hi,

Checking in on this request before 5pm.

Thanks.

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Sent: Wednesday, August 11, 2021 10:16 AM
To: Catherine Silver <CSilver@kktv.com>
Subject: Re: Fw: Media Request: Breakthrough Cases
 
Yes, we got it and are working on it.

Thanks, Catherine - 

Kristen

On Wed, Aug 11, 2021 at 10:05 AM Catherine Silver <CSilver@kktv.com> wrote:
Just making sure this request from last night does not get buried in your inbox.

Thanks.

From: Catherine Silver

https://www.facebook.com/53481427529/videos/513947833222153
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Sent: Tuesday, August 10, 2021 10:26 PM
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Media Request: Breakthrough Cases
 
Hello,

Hope you are doing well. I was hoping you could share some data on breakthrough cases in
Colorado. 

How many breakthrough cases have been reported in Colorado? Do you believe there are more
that have not been recorded?
What percentage of current COVID cases are breakthrough?

I am not sure what specific data the state records when it comes to these types of cases, but
any information that you can share would be helpful. 

My deadline is 5pm, Wednesday August 11th.

Thank you,

Catherine

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM

CAUTION - EXTERNAL EMAIL This message originated from outside Gray Television and may contain malicious content. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the source of this email and know the content is safe.

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 

mailto:media_info@state.co.us


Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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Colorado State Joint Information Center 
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From: TC Smythe on behalf of TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com>
To: "Colorado State Joint Information Center"
Subject: RE: Has the ArcGIS database been decommissioned for Custer County?
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 8:15:24 PM

I've been emailing since 7/20, but no data has arrived until now.  My segment is published Tuesady mornings
so anything I get form you would be a week old by the time it gets out.
Got word of a new death that does not show up in either category. The family published COVID as the cause
of death in the decedent's obituary. 
Decedent passed on 7/23 but it is unclear if CDPHE will add this one to the 2 amongs we have or add it to
the 5 due-to's.  Maybe they already have and I can't tell.
This is what makes that asterisk / suppression so frustrating.  Custer is not alone.   33 other counties cannot
see their actual COVID deaths.  In Custer's case it turned out to be 250% more than  the number of deaths
we were aware of. Literally 1 in 13 deaths are directly due to COVID.
It makes it appear as if CDPHE is hiding all the deaths that are actually caused by COVID and only reporting
the ones that can be made to appear coincidental.
 
Any guidance on how to frame this story would be appreciated.
 
 
TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 
"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll be a
mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, August 2, 2021 3:30 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Has the ArcGIS database been decommissioned for Custer County?
 
Hi there  - 
 
We already were gathering the data you requested when you filed your CORA. This should
satisfy that request, and as I’ve said previously, if you want weekly updates, just email us on
Tuesdays, and we will pull the numbers for you. 
 
Based on all death certificates registered with CDPHE year-to-date, since April 1, 2020,
there have been 71 deaths among Custer County residents (irrespective of where deaths
occurred. There have been five deaths among Custer County residents due to COVID-19
(as the underlying cause of death or as a significant contributing condition.)
 
Let us know if you need anything else.
 
Gabi
 
 
On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 9:48 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:
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Good morning -
 
Looking for the latest update for Custer County in the "Deaths DUE to COVID" category as well as the
number of total deaths from any cause.
Our last request for this data on 7/23 went unanswered.
Are we still at 5 and 69?
 
TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 
"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll be a
mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Tuesday, July 27, 2021 7:22 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Has the ArcGIS database been decommissioned for Custer County?
 
The website is now updated Monday-Friday. 
 
Gabi 
 
On Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 8:03 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

https://data-cdphe.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/cdphe-covid19-county-level-open-data-
repository/explore?
filters=eyJDT1VOVFkiOlsiQ1VTVEVSIl0sIkRlc2NfIjpbIlRvdGFsIENPVklELTE5IFRlc3RzIFBlcmZvcm1lZCBpbiB
Db2xvcmFkbyBieSBDb3VudHkiLCJDYXNlcyBvZiBDT1ZJRC0xOSBpbiBDb2xvcmFkbyBieSBDb3VudHkiLCJEZ
WF0aHMgQW1vbmcgQ09WSUQtMTkgQ2FzZXMgaW4gQ29sb3JhZG8gYnkgQ291bnR5IiwiRGVhdGhzIEF
tb25nIENPVklELTE5IENhc2VzIFJhdGVzIFBlciAxMDAsMDAwIFBlb3BsZSBpbiBDb2xvcmFkbyBieSBDb3Vud
HkiXX0%3D&showTable=true
 
The County-level open data repository stopped showing data updates for Custer County on 7/23/2021. 
Any reason for that?
We have depended upon that resource for our daily COVID reporting on cases, testing and 'deaths
among' for the last 481 days.
 
If this database link is no longer maintained by CDPHE, could you please provide an address to similar
data or a statement about why that data is no longer available?  Either will do.
 
Many thanks,
 
TC Smythe
KLZR 91.7 FM in Westcliffe, Colorado
 
832-715-5226
 
"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll be
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a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:10 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
 
That is the latest information I have. If you would like weekly updates, we can provide
those on Tuesdays. 
 
Gabi 
 
On Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 8:59 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

To confirm, you're stating that our 'deaths due to' stands at 5 and has not changed since our first
email..?
(I have been on the state website for the other category every day for the last 481 days :)  )
 TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, July 26, 2021 7:19 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
 That's correct.  In case it's helpful, the website is updated Monday - Friday around 4
p.m. 
 Gabi 
 
On Sat, Jul 24, 2021 at 8:57 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

In the absence of other detail, I take it to mean that there have been no other changes since our
'deaths among' total stands at 2, and that as of 7/23/21 our 'deaths due to' total stood at 5 as
previously stated by Ms. Johnston?
 TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2021 5:22 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
 TC,
As we explained in our previous email, Colorado’s data release policy concerning
vital statistics is to suppress death counts of fewer than three, and that is data we
generate. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is the source of the
“deaths due to” data. 
We are not permitted to release exact dates of deaths, per the confidentiality
provisions in statute and Board of Health rules, which prohibit the public release
of identifiable vital records data and the confirmation of details of individual
events.
 - Brian
 On Fri, Jul 23, 2021 at 3:04 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:
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Thanks for responding..
The dates for the "among cases" are visible - why not for this category? Can we at
least get a date range for each one?  (ex: week 3, week 6,)
 TC Smythe 832-715-5226
 "Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you
criticize them you'll be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2021 2:40 PM
To: TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org>
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
Hi there - 
Since April 1, 2020, there have been five deaths due to COVID-19 among Custer
County residents. Deaths due to COVID-19 include those for which COVID-19 was
the underlying cause of death or was recorded on the death certificate as a
significant contributing condition. We are not permitted to release exact dates
of deaths, per the confidentiality provisions in statute and Board of Health
rules, which prohibit the public release of identifiable vital records data and
the confirmation of details of individual events.

If you would like weekly updates, you may contact us on Tuesdays, and we will
check the data for you. 

Let us know if you need anything else. Gabi 
 
 
On Fri, Jul 23, 2021 at 5:01 AM TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org> wrote:

Hello Ms. Johnston:
As mentioned in our conversation below, I'd like to begin my weekly requests for
the latest figures regarding deaths specifically 'due to' COVID in Custer County. 
(The "Deaths among" are already visible to me on the CDPHE dashboard).   Also, I'd
like the dates of the 5 deaths disclosed by CDPHE last week.
 If this request format is not sufficient to release the data, please let me know
what other elements you need.
Thank you,
TC Smythe, KLZR 91.7FM News Westcliffe, Colorado 832-715-5226
 
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Sent: Wednesday, July 21, 2021 4:50 PM
To: TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org>
Subject: Re: Request to Gabi Johnston, Joint Information Officer
Here is some information. Let us know if you have any questions. Gabi 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention requires the suppression of death
data if there are fewer than 10 deaths in a jurisdiction. This is a CDC/NCHS policy,
described further on their website, and is intended to accommodate all of the
various state-level data release policies concerning vital statistics data. Colorado’s
data release policy concerning vital statistics is to suppress death counts of fewer
than three. However, because we link directly to the CDC/NCHS for “deaths due to
COVID,” which affords greater timeliness and automation, CDPHE’s website also
suppresses counts of fewer than 10.  We can release counts of fewer than 10
upon request. Regarding “deaths among cases,” local public health agencies have
access to all death data in their counties through the Colorado Electronic Disease
Reporting System. That system is not available publicly. 
 
On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 2:38 PM TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org> wrote:
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Thank you sir -
I'd like to add a request to Ms. Johnston that she arrange for someone to have the
"Due To" figures (currently asterisks) to appear as numeric values in the column
already reserved for that category in the public-facing COVID 19 dashboard.
This will preclude the need for me to make individual queries each week to Dr.
Brown or to her office for the same information that was readily provided to me
when I first asked. 
If this is not possible, a good alternative would be to provide me with the source
link to the website where she got it and I can check it myself going forward. 
Many thanks,
TC Smythe KLZR Radio 832-715-5226
 
On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 12:50 PM Dr Clifford Brown
<clifford@custercountygov.com> wrote:
Ms. Johnston_
Please see attached request and respond directly.
Note to Custer County officials and individuals important to public awareness:
This is the request for accurate, complete, and accurate information in the future
from the state concerning the COVID-related death data among Custer County
residents. The basis for this request is the incomplete data previously reported to
us.
Since we are counting upon this data to allow individuals to make informed
decisions concerning their own health, the lack of complete information provided
previously is unacceptable.
From Ms. Johnston we were able to learn that there have been five deaths due to
COVID-19.
Respectfully,
Clifford Brown, OD, MPH, FAAO(D)
CAPT/USPHS (Ret)
Director of Public Health
Custer County
719.783.3369

 
--
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
 

 
--
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE on behalf of Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
To: Rob Low
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit; Info - CDPHE, Media; Jessica Bralish - CDPHE
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 2:47:44 PM
Attachments: co_deaths_occ_ind_20-21_fig.xls

Good Afternoon, Rob-

Thanks for checking in, and for your ongoing patience.  I just received clearance from our Office of
Communications to share the results I recently prepared for COVID-19 deaths by occupation and
industry, which I've attached here.  Following is a more detailed discussion:

Based on Colorado’s death certificate data, which includes data elements for decedent’s ‘usual
occupation’ and ‘usual industry’, we are able to break down the numbers of deaths by occupation and
industry.  ‘Usual occupation’ and ‘usual industry’ are defined as “the type of job (occupation) or
industry the person was engaged in for most of his or her working life. It is not necessarily the
highest-paid job nor the job considered the most prestigious, but the one occupation, of perhaps
several, that accounted for the greatest number of working years.” (CDC/NCHS) Information about a
decedent's usual occupation and industry is generally collected by funeral home staff from the next of
kin or other informant who is assisting with the completion of the legal and demographic information
on the death certificate.  This information for decedents age 16 or older is subsequently coded by the
CDC/NIOSH, and returned to state vital statistics offices for analysis.  The final codes assigned
follow the US Census Bureau’s industry and occupation code classification scheme.

The attached results are based on death certificate data for deaths among Colorado residents age 16+
years and occurring in Colorado between March 1, 2020 and February 28, 2021.  Information is also
presented for deaths among those aged 16-64, traditionally considered ‘working age’, and for whom
this is more likely to reflect a current occupation/industry at the time of death (but not necessarily).  
Outcomes explored include deaths due to all causes and deaths due to COVID-19 (includes those for
which COVID-19 was the underlying cause of death, or a significant contributing condition).  These
are further broken out by the intermediate occupation and industry categories, and include numbers of
deaths and percentages of death occurring within specific occupation or industry categories.  Figures
included compare this distribution of deaths for both all causes and due to COVID across occupation
and industry categories.

There are several considerations that should be taken into account when exploring these results.  First,
again, these categories reflect ‘usual occupation/industry’, which may not be the occupation/industry
at the time of death.  Also, recording a specific occupation/industry is not intended to imply a
connection between that occupation/industry and cause or timing of death.

I invite you to review these results, and to follow up with us if you have questions.

Best,

Kirk

__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
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co_deaths_occ_ind_20-21

		Deaths by decedents' usual occupations and age group, including total/all causes and COVID-19 as underlying or contributing cause (i.e. total deaths due to COVID-19).

		Colorado resident occurrences, March 2020-February 2021.

				Total 16+ years								16-64 years

				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing

								cause)								cause)

				N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%

		Decedent's usual occupation:

		Management occupations		4,775		10.29		597		10.08		996		8.12		82		8.91

		Business and financial operations occupations		1,534		3.3		176		2.97		310		2.53		20		2.17

		Computer and mathematical science occupations		647		1.39		61		1.03		258		2.1		11		1.2

		Architecture and engineering occupations		1,456		3.14		174		2.94		227		1.85		11		1.2

		Life, physical, and social science occupations		532		1.15		60		1.01		79		0.64		5		0.54

		Community and social services occupations		673		1.45		116		1.96		111		0.9		12		1.3

		Legal occupations		359		0.77		47		0.79		71		0.58		3		0.33

		Education, training, and library occupations		2,344		5.05		250		4.22		223		1.82		11		1.2

		Arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media occupations		1,017		2.19		108		1.82		289		2.36		10		1.09

		Healthcare practitioners and technical occupations		1,879		4.05		212		3.58		339		2.76		23		2.5

		Healthcare support occupations		600		1.29		83		1.4		228		1.86		17		1.85

		Protective service occupations		739		1.59		101		1.71		236		1.92		23		2.5

		Food preparation and serving related occupations		1,357		2.92		175		2.96		624		5.09		46		5

		Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations		1,139		2.45		195		3.29		416		3.39		45		4.89

		Personal care and service occupations		936		2.02		107		1.81		334		2.72		14		1.52

		Sales and related occupations		3,482		7.5		407		6.87		879		7.16		49		5.33

		Office and administrative support occupations		4,233		9.12		539		9.1		811		6.61		62		6.74

		Farming, fishing, and forestry occupations		220		0.47		49		0.83		54		0.44		8		0.87

		Construction and extraction occupations		3,340		7.2		383		6.47		1,461		11.91		103		11.2

		Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations		1,546		3.33		196		3.31		526		4.29		46		5

		Production occupations		2,233		4.81		350		5.91		515		4.2		49		5.33

		Transportation and material moving occupations		2,185		4.71		317		5.35		737		6.01		73		7.93

		Military (active duty) occupations		384		0.83		49		0.83		87		0.71		3		0.33

		Homemaker, volunteer, or student		5,668		12.21		783		13.22		945		7.7		78		8.48

		Retired, disabled, or non-worker		1,068		2.3		128		2.16		684		5.57		61		6.63

		Other/not coded		2,075		4.47		258		4.36		830		6.76		55		5.98

				46,421		100		5,921		100		12,270		100		920		100

		* Indicates fewer than three events in category.

		Percentages are based on total deaths within cause-specific group.

		More information about US Census Bureau occupation and industry codes can be found at:

		    https://www.census.gov/topics/employment/industry-occupation/guidance/code-lists.html.

		Source: Vital Statistics Program, Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment.

		Deaths by decedents' usual industries and age group, including total/all causes and COVID-19 as underlying or contributing cause (i.e. total deaths due to COVID-19).

		Colorado resident occurrences, March 2020-February 2021.

				Total 16+ years								16-64 years

				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing				All Causes				COVID-19 (underlying or contributing

								cause)								cause)

				N		%		N		%		N		%		N		%

		Decedent's usual industry:

		Agriculture, forestry, fishing, hunting		1,139		2.45		208		3.51		162		1.32		14		1.52

		Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction		521		1.12		75		1.27		124		1.01		11		1.2

		Utilities		455		0.98		53		0.9		84		0.68		7		0.76

		Construction		3,898		8.4		413		6.98		1,718		14		111		12.07

		Manufacturing		3,570		7.69		556		9.39		685		5.58		68		7.39

		Wholesale trade		405		0.87		53		0.9		109		0.89		11		1.2

		Retail trade		3,371		7.26		398		6.72		979		7.98		59		6.41

		Transportation and warehousing		2,291		4.94		320		5.4		616		5.02		62		6.74

		Information		1,096		2.36		123		2.08		203		1.65		9		0.98

		Finance and insurance		1,497		3.22		187		3.16		309		2.52		16		1.74

		Real estate rental and leasing		780		1.68		93		1.57		160		1.3		10		1.09

		Professional, scientific, and technical services		2,505		5.4		277		4.68		636		5.18		30		3.26

		Management of companies and enterprises		128		0.28		17		0.29		15		0.12		3		0.33

		Administrative and support and waste management and remedication services		1,039		2.24		146		2.47		448		3.65		42		4.57

		Educational services		3,376		7.27		384		6.49		369		3.01		30		3.26

		Health care and social assistance		3,908		8.42		501		8.46		929		7.57		78		8.48

		Arts, entertainment, and recreation		798		1.72		85		1.44		263		2.14		14		1.52

		Accommodation and food services		1,751		3.77		208		3.51		819		6.67		63		6.85

		Other services, except public administration		2,085		4.49		274		4.63		666		5.43		49		5.33

		Public administration		2,446		5.27		314		5.3		376		3.06		30		3.26

		Military (active duty)		814		1.75		110		1.86		148		1.21		5		0.54

		Non-paid workers or non-workers		6,632		14.29		897		15.15		1,610		13.12		138		15

		Retired		59		0.13		8		0.14		11		0.09		*		*

		Other/not coded/unknown		1,857		4		221		3.73		831		6.77		59		6.41

				46,421		100		5,921		100		12,270		100		919		100

		* Indicates fewer than three events in category.

		Percentages are based on total deaths within cause-specific group.

		More information about US Census Bureau occupation and industry codes can be found at:

		    https://www.census.gov/topics/employment/industry-occupation/guidance/code-lists.html.

		Source: Vital Statistics Program, Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment.
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4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 9:45 AM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Hi Kirk,

Checking in again on the status of HealthCare workers and Covid Deaths.

Do you have any infor/stats to share with us yet?

If not when should we check back?

 

Rob Low

Investigative Reporter

Fox 31 Denver

Cell 303-495-0108

Desk 303-566-7596

Twitter @roblowtv

 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 6, 2021 9:52 AM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>; Info - CDPHE, Media
<media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31

 

Good Morning, Rob-

 

Thanks for checking in.  We're not as far along with the analyses as original planned, due to some
other emerging commitments; however, we continue our work on this and plan to have some initial

mailto:kirk.bol@state.co.us
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__cdphe.colorado.gov&d=DwMFaQ&c=sdnEM9SRGFuMt5z5w3AhsPNahmNicq64TgF1JwNR0cs&r=A72dBL366HHDCpcwTSXbRC2ZW1xTLG0QfMkGpgfQz6k&m=Mdnv-xeN65_y9htbAIFE2M7qj7KpreZDgxhEI-14J6A&s=WhJ4i_9xyXr9ph4SK8FWB7rcAHViJip0VNpfeCgqdqU&e=
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results to share in the next couple of weeks.  Happy to let you know once we have those prepared
and ready to share.

 

Kirk

 

 

__________________________________________

Kirk Bol, MSPH

Manager, Vital Statistics Program

P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704

4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246

kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

 

 

On Fri, Jul 2, 2021 at 3:33 PM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Hi Kirk,

What’s the latest on COVID deaths among healthcare workers?

Done with the data yet and if not, when should I check back?

Thanks,

 

Rob Low

Investigative Reporter

Fox 31 Denver

Cell 303-495-0108

Desk 303-566-7596

mailto:kirk.bol@state.co.us
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Twitter @roblowtv

 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2021 11:32 AM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>; Info - CDPHE, Media
<media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31

 

Hello, Rob-

 

We are in the process of receiving and processing the occupation/industry data for Colorado
deaths in 2020 and early 2021; however, we've not had the opportunity to analyze them yet
according to specific categories of workers.  That is on our short list of analyses to take on and
complete this Spring and early Summer, and will be sure to share with you results as they are
finalized (hopefully by late June/early July).

 

Best,

 

Kirk

 

 

__________________________________________

Kirk Bol, MSPH

Manager, Vital Statistics Program

P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704

4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246

kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  www.colorado.gov/cdphe
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On Mon, May 17, 2021 at 11:10 AM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Hi Kirk,

Just touching base to see if NIOSH has coded the info on Covid deaths among Healthcare
workers yet?

I realize I may be early so let me know when would be a good time to check back if the data
isn’t ready yet?

Thanks,

 

Rob Low

Investigative Reporter

Fox 31 Denver

Cell 303-495-0108

Desk 303-566-7596

Twitter @roblowtv

 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 3, 2021 4:09 PM
To: Rob Low <RLow@nexstar.tv>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>; Info - CDPHE, Media
<media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31

 

Good Afternoon, Rob-

 

We don't yet have final 2020 death data-the process for the official 'close-out' of these data (a
collaboration between CDPHE and CDC) is expected to be completed by April 30, after which
we'll be able to report on final 2020 deaths.  That said, I've attached the latest provisional data,
including near-final 2020 data and some early 2021 data.  
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Regarding deaths among healthcare workers, these death certificate data do include reported
'usual occupation' at the time of death, which reflects the job a person had during most of their
life.  It may not be the position they held at the time of death (eg. for retired persons or
unemployed, we ask about their 'usual occupation' prior to that).  Another CDC agency,
NIOSH, will be coding this information once the final closeout of death data occurs, meaning
we won't have that additional occupation detail until likely early summer.  Given the interest in
this topic, we will be preparing data on this topic as soon as we are able once the coded
occupation data is shared with us.

 

Kirk

 

 

__________________________________________

Kirk Bol, MSPH

Manager, Vital Statistics Program

P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7821

4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246

kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  www.colorado.gov/cdphe

 

 

On Wed, Mar 3, 2021 at 3:46 PM Rob Low <RLow@nexstar.tv> wrote:

Hi Kirk,

Following up to see if you have Final stats for 2020 deaths compared to 2019 to see what the
year to year increase looks like (likely due to Covid)?

  Also, do you have the 2020 Covid mortality info on healthcare worker/covid deaths yet or
will that take another month or so?

Thanks,
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Rob Low

Fox 31 Denver

Investigative Reporter

Mobile 303-495-0108

Desk 303-566-7596

Twitter @roblowtv
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From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:18 AM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31

 

That sounds good, Rob-we should have a fair bit of complete 2020 mortality information
(COVID and otherwise) to share at that time.

 

Kirk
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__________________________________________

Kirk Bol, MSPH

Manager, Vital Statistics Program

P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7821

4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246

kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  www.colorado.gov/cdphe

 

 

On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:16 AM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Thanks Kirk,

I knew it was a long shot when I asked but sounds like you actually may have some data in
the Spring so let’s be sure to follow up in 3-4 months to see where you’re at.

Rob

 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:13 AM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>; Info - CDPHE,
Media <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31

 

Good Morning, Rob-

 

Presently, I'm not aware that this level of detail is being actively tracked or reported on. 
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I've cc'd our media response team and invite their input if they know whether this is being
done elsewhere in CDPHE.  Through the vital records/death certificate data I work with,
we do collect some basic information on occupation of decedents, which we hope to
review and ultimately be able to present some more detail about this down the road;
however, that effort will require additional time to review and code all of the data,
something we won't have complete until this Spring.

 

Kirk

 

 

__________________________________________

Kirk Bol, MSPH

Manager, Vital Statistics Program

P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7821

4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246

kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  www.colorado.gov/cdphe

 

 

On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 9:06 AM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Hi Kirk,

Is there anyone to your knowledge who tracks the number of healthcare workers in
Colorado who died from COVID?

Thanks,

 

Rob Low

Fox 31 Denver

Investigative Reporter
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Mobile 303-495-0108

Desk 303-566-7596

Twitter @roblowtv
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From: Rob Low on behalf of Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
To: Kirk Bol - CDPHE
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit; Info - CDPHE, Media
Subject: RE: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
Date: Tuesday, July 6, 2021 9:58:09 AM

Sounds good, thanks Kirk.
 
Rob Low
Investigative Reporter
Fox 31 Denver
Cell 303-495-0108
Desk 303-566-7596
Twitter @roblowtv
 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 6, 2021 9:52 AM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>; Info - CDPHE, Media
<media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
Good Morning, Rob-
 
Thanks for checking in.  We're not as far along with the analyses as original planned, due to some other
emerging commitments; however, we continue our work on this and plan to have some initial results to
share in the next couple of weeks.  Happy to let you know once we have those prepared and ready to share.
 
Kirk
 
 
__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

 
 
On Fri, Jul 2, 2021 at 3:33 PM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Hi Kirk,
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What’s the latest on COVID deaths among healthcare workers?
Done with the data yet and if not, when should I check back?
Thanks,
 
Rob Low
Investigative Reporter
Fox 31 Denver
Cell 303-495-0108
Desk 303-566-7596
Twitter @roblowtv
 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2021 11:32 AM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>; Info - CDPHE, Media
<media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
Hello, Rob-
 
We are in the process of receiving and processing the occupation/industry data for Colorado deaths in
2020 and early 2021; however, we've not had the opportunity to analyze them yet according to specific
categories of workers.  That is on our short list of analyses to take on and complete this Spring and early
Summer, and will be sure to share with you results as they are finalized (hopefully by late June/early July).
 
Best,
 
Kirk
 
 
__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  www.colorado.gov/cdphe

 
 
On Mon, May 17, 2021 at 11:10 AM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Hi Kirk,
Just touching base to see if NIOSH has coded the info on Covid deaths among Healthcare workers yet?
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I realize I may be early so let me know when would be a good time to check back if the data isn’t ready
yet?
Thanks,
 
Rob Low
Investigative Reporter
Fox 31 Denver
Cell 303-495-0108
Desk 303-566-7596
Twitter @roblowtv
 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 3, 2021 4:09 PM
To: Rob Low <RLow@nexstar.tv>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>; Info - CDPHE, Media
<media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
Good Afternoon, Rob-
 
We don't yet have final 2020 death data-the process for the official 'close-out' of these data (a
collaboration between CDPHE and CDC) is expected to be completed by April 30, after which we'll be
able to report on final 2020 deaths.  That said, I've attached the latest provisional data, including near-
final 2020 data and some early 2021 data.  

Regarding deaths among healthcare workers, these death certificate data do include reported 'usual
occupation' at the time of death, which reflects the job a person had during most of their life.  It may
not be the position they held at the time of death (eg. for retired persons or unemployed, we ask about
their 'usual occupation' prior to that).  Another CDC agency, NIOSH, will be coding this information once
the final closeout of death data occurs, meaning we won't have that additional occupation detail until
likely early summer.  Given the interest in this topic, we will be preparing data on this topic as soon as
we are able once the coded occupation data is shared with us.
 
Kirk
 
 
__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7821
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  www.colorado.gov/cdphe
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On Wed, Mar 3, 2021 at 3:46 PM Rob Low <RLow@nexstar.tv> wrote:

Hi Kirk,
Following up to see if you have Final stats for 2020 deaths compared to 2019 to see what the year to
year increase looks like (likely due to Covid)?
  Also, do you have the 2020 Covid mortality info on healthcare worker/covid deaths yet or will that
take another month or so?
Thanks,
 
Rob Low
Fox 31 Denver
Investigative Reporter
Mobile 303-495-0108
Desk 303-566-7596
Twitter @roblowtv
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From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:18 AM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
That sounds good, Rob-we should have a fair bit of complete 2020 mortality information (COVID and
otherwise) to share at that time.
 
Kirk
 
 
__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
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Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7821
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  www.colorado.gov/cdphe

 
 
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:16 AM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Thanks Kirk,
I knew it was a long shot when I asked but sounds like you actually may have some data in the
Spring so let’s be sure to follow up in 3-4 months to see where you’re at.
Rob
 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:13 AM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>; Info - CDPHE, Media
<media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
Good Morning, Rob-
 
Presently, I'm not aware that this level of detail is being actively tracked or reported on.  I've cc'd
our media response team and invite their input if they know whether this is being done elsewhere
in CDPHE.  Through the vital records/death certificate data I work with, we do collect some basic
information on occupation of decedents, which we hope to review and ultimately be able to
present some more detail about this down the road; however, that effort will require additional
time to review and code all of the data, something we won't have complete until this Spring.
 
Kirk
 
 
__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7821
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  www.colorado.gov/cdphe
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On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 9:06 AM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Hi Kirk,
Is there anyone to your knowledge who tracks the number of healthcare workers in Colorado
who died from COVID?
Thanks,
 
Rob Low
Fox 31 Denver
Investigative Reporter
Mobile 303-495-0108
Desk 303-566-7596
Twitter @roblowtv
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From: Rob Low on behalf of Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
To: Kirk Bol - CDPHE
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit; Info - CDPHE, Media
Subject: RE: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
Date: Monday, May 17, 2021 12:00:22 PM

Sounds good, appreciate the timeline.
Thanks Kirk.
 
Rob Low
Investigative Reporter
Fox 31 Denver
Cell 303-495-0108
Desk 303-566-7596
Twitter @roblowtv
 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2021 11:32 AM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>; Info - CDPHE, Media
<media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
Hello, Rob-
 
We are in the process of receiving and processing the occupation/industry data for Colorado deaths in 2020
and early 2021; however, we've not had the opportunity to analyze them yet according to specific categories
of workers.  That is on our short list of analyses to take on and complete this Spring and early Summer, and
will be sure to share with you results as they are finalized (hopefully by late June/early July).
 
Best,
 
Kirk
 
 
__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  www.colorado.gov/cdphe
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On Mon, May 17, 2021 at 11:10 AM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Hi Kirk,
Just touching base to see if NIOSH has coded the info on Covid deaths among Healthcare workers yet?
I realize I may be early so let me know when would be a good time to check back if the data isn’t ready
yet?
Thanks,
 
Rob Low
Investigative Reporter
Fox 31 Denver
Cell 303-495-0108
Desk 303-566-7596
Twitter @roblowtv
 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 3, 2021 4:09 PM
To: Rob Low <RLow@nexstar.tv>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>; Info - CDPHE, Media
<media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
Good Afternoon, Rob-
 
We don't yet have final 2020 death data-the process for the official 'close-out' of these data (a
collaboration between CDPHE and CDC) is expected to be completed by April 30, after which we'll be able
to report on final 2020 deaths.  That said, I've attached the latest provisional data, including near-final
2020 data and some early 2021 data.  

Regarding deaths among healthcare workers, these death certificate data do include reported 'usual
occupation' at the time of death, which reflects the job a person had during most of their life.  It may not
be the position they held at the time of death (eg. for retired persons or unemployed, we ask about their
'usual occupation' prior to that).  Another CDC agency, NIOSH, will be coding this information once the
final closeout of death data occurs, meaning we won't have that additional occupation detail until likely
early summer.  Given the interest in this topic, we will be preparing data on this topic as soon as we are
able once the coded occupation data is shared with us.
 
Kirk
 
 
__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7821
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  www.colorado.gov/cdphe
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On Wed, Mar 3, 2021 at 3:46 PM Rob Low <RLow@nexstar.tv> wrote:

Hi Kirk,
Following up to see if you have Final stats for 2020 deaths compared to 2019 to see what the year to
year increase looks like (likely due to Covid)?
  Also, do you have the 2020 Covid mortality info on healthcare worker/covid deaths yet or will that
take another month or so?
Thanks,
 
Rob Low
Fox 31 Denver
Investigative Reporter
Mobile 303-495-0108
Desk 303-566-7596
Twitter @roblowtv
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From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:18 AM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
That sounds good, Rob-we should have a fair bit of complete 2020 mortality information (COVID and
otherwise) to share at that time.
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Kirk
 
 
__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7821
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  www.colorado.gov/cdphe

 
 
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:16 AM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Thanks Kirk,
I knew it was a long shot when I asked but sounds like you actually may have some data in the Spring
so let’s be sure to follow up in 3-4 months to see where you’re at.
Rob
 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:13 AM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>; Info - CDPHE, Media
<media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
Good Morning, Rob-
 
Presently, I'm not aware that this level of detail is being actively tracked or reported on.  I've cc'd our
media response team and invite their input if they know whether this is being done elsewhere in
CDPHE.  Through the vital records/death certificate data I work with, we do collect some basic
information on occupation of decedents, which we hope to review and ultimately be able to present
some more detail about this down the road; however, that effort will require additional time to
review and code all of the data, something we won't have complete until this Spring.
 
Kirk
 
 
__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7821
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  www.colorado.gov/cdphe
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On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 9:06 AM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Hi Kirk,
Is there anyone to your knowledge who tracks the number of healthcare workers in Colorado who
died from COVID?
Thanks,
 
Rob Low
Fox 31 Denver
Investigative Reporter
Mobile 303-495-0108
Desk 303-566-7596
Twitter @roblowtv
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From: Rob Low on behalf of Rob Low <RLow@nexstar.tv>
To: Kirk Bol - CDPHE
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit; Info - CDPHE, Media
Subject: RE: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
Date: Wednesday, March 3, 2021 4:21:34 PM

Thanks Kirk,
We’ll try to remember to touch base in early summer then on the occupational data.
Appreciate the latest overall 2020 death data that you did share.
 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 3, 2021 4:09 PM
To: Rob Low <RLow@nexstar.tv>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>; Info - CDPHE, Media
<media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
Good Afternoon, Rob-
 
We don't yet have final 2020 death data-the process for the official 'close-out' of these data (a collaboration
between CDPHE and CDC) is expected to be completed by April 30, after which we'll be able to report on
final 2020 deaths.  That said, I've attached the latest provisional data, including near-final 2020 data and
some early 2021 data.  

Regarding deaths among healthcare workers, these death certificate data do include reported 'usual
occupation' at the time of death, which reflects the job a person had during most of their life.  It may not be
the position they held at the time of death (eg. for retired persons or unemployed, we ask about their 'usual
occupation' prior to that).  Another CDC agency, NIOSH, will be coding this information once the final
closeout of death data occurs, meaning we won't have that additional occupation detail until likely early
summer.  Given the interest in this topic, we will be preparing data on this topic as soon as we are able once
the coded occupation data is shared with us.
 
Kirk
 
 
__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7821
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  www.colorado.gov/cdphe
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On Wed, Mar 3, 2021 at 3:46 PM Rob Low <RLow@nexstar.tv> wrote:

Hi Kirk,
Following up to see if you have Final stats for 2020 deaths compared to 2019 to see what the year to year
increase looks like (likely due to Covid)?
  Also, do you have the 2020 Covid mortality info on healthcare worker/covid deaths yet or will that take
another month or so?
Thanks,
 
Rob Low
Fox 31 Denver
Investigative Reporter
Mobile 303-495-0108
Desk 303-566-7596
Twitter @roblowtv
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From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:18 AM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
That sounds good, Rob-we should have a fair bit of complete 2020 mortality information (COVID and
otherwise) to share at that time.
 
Kirk
 
 
__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7821
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4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  www.colorado.gov/cdphe

 
 
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:16 AM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Thanks Kirk,
I knew it was a long shot when I asked but sounds like you actually may have some data in the Spring so
let’s be sure to follow up in 3-4 months to see where you’re at.
Rob
 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:13 AM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>; Info - CDPHE, Media
<media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
Good Morning, Rob-
 
Presently, I'm not aware that this level of detail is being actively tracked or reported on.  I've cc'd our
media response team and invite their input if they know whether this is being done elsewhere in
CDPHE.  Through the vital records/death certificate data I work with, we do collect some basic
information on occupation of decedents, which we hope to review and ultimately be able to present
some more detail about this down the road; however, that effort will require additional time to review
and code all of the data, something we won't have complete until this Spring.
 
Kirk
 
 
__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7821
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  www.colorado.gov/cdphe
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On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 9:06 AM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Hi Kirk,
Is there anyone to your knowledge who tracks the number of healthcare workers in Colorado who
died from COVID?
Thanks,
 
Rob Low
Fox 31 Denver
Investigative Reporter
Mobile 303-495-0108
Desk 303-566-7596
Twitter @roblowtv
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From: Rob Low on behalf of Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: RE: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
Date: Thursday, August 5, 2021 4:14:20 PM

Will do, thanks Gabi.
 
Rob Low
Investigative Reporter
Fox 31 Denver
Cell 303-495-0108
Desk 303-566-7596
Twitter @roblowtv
 

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us> 
Sent: Thursday, August 5, 2021 4:09 PM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Subject: Fwd: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
Hi Rob - I hope you're having a decent week. I know your story already ran, but let us
know if you need anything else. 
 
Gabi 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us>
Date: Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 4:00 PM
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Cc: Info - CDPHE, Media <media_info@state.co.us>, Jessica Bralish - CDPHE <jessica.bralish@state.co.us>
 

Hello, Rob-
 
Regarding an interview, I need to loop in our Office of Communications-I've cc'd them here and invite their
input and instruction regarding information needed and next steps.
 
Regarding non-paid workers/non-workers, unfortunately, that ends up being a bit of a catch-all category, for
which there's not a lot of detail.  The majority of these records indicate 'homemaker' or 'disabled'. This
category may include some who are experiencing homelessness, though again, we would attempt to capture
the decedent's 'usual' occupation/industry, including that which would precede homelessness, if that
information is available.  That the figures are based on those between 16-64 years of age, I don't think it
would include a lot of residents of long term care facilities, but certainly could include some,
particularly those with disabilities or other chronic health conditions that precluded them from work for a
long period of time.
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Kirk
 

 
 
__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

 
 
On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 3:37 PM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Thanks Kirk,
Are you available for an interview (in person or zoom) to share those thoughts on cam and why CDPHE
thought it was worth collecting the data?
Also, noticed non-paid workers or non-workers ranked a little higher for Covid deaths compared to overall
deaths.
Is that largely the homeless population and/or disabled people who lived in nursing centers?
 
Rob Low
Investigative Reporter
Fox 31 Denver
Cell 303-495-0108
Desk 303-566-7596
Twitter @roblowtv
 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Monday, August 2, 2021 3:29 PM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
Hi Rob-
 
What struck me most was that the distribution of COVID deaths by industry and occupation did indeed
mirror overall deaths pretty closely:  While there are some differences, few are strikingly large.  You are
correct that other than the category 'non-paid workers or non-workers', COVID deaths among those in the
'construction' industry experienced the largest number of deaths.  As you suggest, we'd probably expect
that being outdoors would provide some protective factors, this would also include interior construction,
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including new, remodel and host of other categories, for which work did continue throughout the
pandemic.  Unfortunately, I don't have access to any data regarding mask wearing in this group (or
others), so really can't test that hypothesis.  And while those working in 'health care/special assistance'
industries, as well as 'healtcare practitioner'occupatiions would have greater exposure, I think there's no
group more attuned to using PPE, which can offset or eliminate much of that exposure risk.  Otherwise, it
seems areas where the proportion of deaths attributed to COVID were higher than for overall deaths were
those occupations and industries which continued during the pandemic (healthcare, community/social
services, building/grounds maintenance, and those involving construction, production and
transportation).
 
Kirk

 
 
__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

 
 
On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 3:15 PM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Thanks Kirk,
Anything about the stats stick out to you?
Seemed like construction has the most Covid related deaths.
Those workers not as likely to wear masks?
Just thought that’s primarily an outdoor job so I would’ve thought perhaps less risky when it comes to
Covid?
Health Care not as high as I would’ve thought but maybe that’s because healthcare workers are
generally so good about masking up?
Your thoughts?
 
Rob Low
Investigative Reporter
Fox 31 Denver
Cell 303-495-0108
Desk 303-566-7596
Twitter @roblowtv
 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
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Sent: Monday, August 2, 2021 2:44 PM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>; Info - CDPHE, Media
<media_info@state.co.us>; Jessica Bralish - CDPHE <jessica.bralish@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
Good Afternoon, Rob-
 
Thanks for checking in, and for your ongoing patience.  I just received clearance from our Office of
Communications to share the results I recently prepared for COVID-19 deaths by occupation and
industry, which I've attached here.  Following is a more detailed discussion:
 
Based on Colorado’s death certificate data, which includes data elements for decedent’s ‘usual
occupation’ and ‘usual industry’, we are able to break down the numbers of deaths by occupation and
industry.  ‘Usual occupation’ and ‘usual industry’ are defined as “the type of job (occupation) or
industry the person was engaged in for most of his or her working life. It is not necessarily the highest-
paid job nor the job considered the most prestigious, but the one occupation, of perhaps several, that
accounted for the greatest number of working years.” (CDC/NCHS) Information about a decedent's
usual occupation and industry is generally collected by funeral home staff from the next of kin or other
informant who is assisting with the completion of the legal and demographic information on the death
certificate.  This information for decedents age 16 or older is subsequently coded by the CDC/NIOSH,
and returned to state vital statistics offices for analysis.  The final codes assigned follow the US Census
Bureau’s industry and occupation code classification scheme.

The attached results are based on death certificate data for deaths among Colorado residents age 16+
years and occurring in Colorado between March 1, 2020 and February 28, 2021.  Information is also
presented for deaths among those aged 16-64, traditionally considered ‘working age’, and for whom
this is more likely to reflect a current occupation/industry at the time of death (but not necessarily).  
Outcomes explored include deaths due to all causes and deaths due to COVID-19 (includes those for
which COVID-19 was the underlying cause of death, or a significant contributing condition).  These are
further broken out by the intermediate occupation and industry categories, and include numbers of
deaths and percentages of death occurring within specific occupation or industry categories.  Figures
included compare this distribution of deaths for both all causes and due to COVID across occupation
and industry categories.

There are several considerations that should be taken into account when exploring these results.  First,
again, these categories reflect ‘usual occupation/industry’, which may not be the occupation/industry
at the time of death.  Also, recording a specific occupation/industry is not intended to imply a
connection between that occupation/industry and cause or timing of death.
 
I invite you to review these results, and to follow up with us if you have questions.
 
Best,
 
Kirk
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__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

 
 
On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 9:45 AM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Hi Kirk,
Checking in again on the status of HealthCare workers and Covid Deaths.
Do you have any infor/stats to share with us yet?
If not when should we check back?
 
Rob Low
Investigative Reporter
Fox 31 Denver
Cell 303-495-0108
Desk 303-566-7596
Twitter @roblowtv
 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 6, 2021 9:52 AM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>; Info - CDPHE, Media
<media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
Good Morning, Rob-
 
Thanks for checking in.  We're not as far along with the analyses as original planned, due to some
other emerging commitments; however, we continue our work on this and plan to have some initial
results to share in the next couple of weeks.  Happy to let you know once we have those prepared
and ready to share.
 
Kirk
 
 
__________________________________________
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Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  cdphe.colorado.gov

 
 
On Fri, Jul 2, 2021 at 3:33 PM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Hi Kirk,
What’s the latest on COVID deaths among healthcare workers?
Done with the data yet and if not, when should I check back?
Thanks,
 
Rob Low
Investigative Reporter
Fox 31 Denver
Cell 303-495-0108
Desk 303-566-7596
Twitter @roblowtv
 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2021 11:32 AM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>; Info - CDPHE, Media
<media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
Hello, Rob-
 
We are in the process of receiving and processing the occupation/industry data for Colorado
deaths in 2020 and early 2021; however, we've not had the opportunity to analyze them yet
according to specific categories of workers.  That is on our short list of analyses to take on and
complete this Spring and early Summer, and will be sure to share with you results as they are
finalized (hopefully by late June/early July).
 
Best,
 
Kirk
 
 
__________________________________________
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Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7704
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  www.colorado.gov/cdphe

 
 
On Mon, May 17, 2021 at 11:10 AM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Hi Kirk,
Just touching base to see if NIOSH has coded the info on Covid deaths among Healthcare
workers yet?
I realize I may be early so let me know when would be a good time to check back if the data isn’t
ready yet?
Thanks,
 
Rob Low
Investigative Reporter
Fox 31 Denver
Cell 303-495-0108
Desk 303-566-7596
Twitter @roblowtv
 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 3, 2021 4:09 PM
To: Rob Low <RLow@nexstar.tv>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>; Info - CDPHE, Media
<media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
Good Afternoon, Rob-
 
We don't yet have final 2020 death data-the process for the official 'close-out' of these data (a
collaboration between CDPHE and CDC) is expected to be completed by April 30, after which
we'll be able to report on final 2020 deaths.  That said, I've attached the latest provisional data,
including near-final 2020 data and some early 2021 data.  

Regarding deaths among healthcare workers, these death certificate data do include reported
'usual occupation' at the time of death, which reflects the job a person had during most of their
life.  It may not be the position they held at the time of death (eg. for retired persons or
unemployed, we ask about their 'usual occupation' prior to that).  Another CDC agency, NIOSH,
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will be coding this information once the final closeout of death data occurs, meaning we won't
have that additional occupation detail until likely early summer.  Given the interest in this topic,
we will be preparing data on this topic as soon as we are able once the coded occupation data is
shared with us.
 
Kirk
 
 
__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7821
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  www.colorado.gov/cdphe

 
 
On Wed, Mar 3, 2021 at 3:46 PM Rob Low <RLow@nexstar.tv> wrote:

Hi Kirk,
Following up to see if you have Final stats for 2020 deaths compared to 2019 to see what the
year to year increase looks like (likely due to Covid)?
  Also, do you have the 2020 Covid mortality info on healthcare worker/covid deaths yet or
will that take another month or so?
Thanks,
 
Rob Low
Fox 31 Denver
Investigative Reporter
Mobile 303-495-0108
Desk 303-566-7596
Twitter @roblowtv
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from your computer. Any other use, retention, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited.

 
 
 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:18 AM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
That sounds good, Rob-we should have a fair bit of complete 2020 mortality information
(COVID and otherwise) to share at that time.
 
Kirk
 
 
__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7821
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  www.colorado.gov/cdphe

 
 
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:16 AM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Thanks Kirk,
I knew it was a long shot when I asked but sounds like you actually may have some data in
the Spring so let’s be sure to follow up in 3-4 months to see where you’re at.
Rob
 

From: Kirk Bol - CDPHE <kirk.bol@state.co.us> 
Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:13 AM
To: Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com>
Cc: KDVR Investigative Unit <KDVRInvestigativeUnit@kdvr.com>; Info - CDPHE, Media
<media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: HealthCare Workers/Covid Deaths-Fox31
 
Good Morning, Rob-
 
Presently, I'm not aware that this level of detail is being actively tracked or reported on. 
I've cc'd our media response team and invite their input if they know whether this is being
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done elsewhere in CDPHE.  Through the vital records/death certificate data I work with, we
do collect some basic information on occupation of decedents, which we hope to review
and ultimately be able to present some more detail about this down the road; however,
that effort will require additional time to review and code all of the data, something we
won't have complete until this Spring.
 
Kirk
 
 
__________________________________________
Kirk Bol, MSPH
Manager, Vital Statistics Program
P 303.692.2170  |  F 303.691.7821
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, CO 80246
kirk.bol@state.co.us  |  www.colorado.gov/cdphe

 
 
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 9:06 AM Rob Low <Rob.Low@kdvr.com> wrote:

Hi Kirk,
Is there anyone to your knowledge who tracks the number of healthcare workers in
Colorado who died from COVID?
Thanks,
 
Rob Low
Fox 31 Denver
Investigative Reporter
Mobile 303-495-0108
Desk 303-566-7596
Twitter @roblowtv
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From: TC Smythe on behalf of TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com>
To: "Colorado State Joint Information Center"
Subject: RE: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 7:50:30 PM

Sir - I won't need exact dates - The reported date would be fine, or failing that, an estimate of what week the
'due-to' deaths were reported to you.
We are not trying to figure out who died.  Only more or less when.
 
TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 
"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll be a
mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2021 5:22 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
 
TC,
 
As we explained in our previous email, Colorado’s data release policy concerning vital
statistics is to suppress death counts of fewer than three, and that is data we generate.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is the source of the “deaths due to” data. 
 
We are not permitted to release exact dates of deaths, per the confidentiality provisions
in statute and Board of Health rules, which prohibit the public release of identifiable vital
records data and the confirmation of details of individual events.
 
- Brian
 
On Fri, Jul 23, 2021 at 3:04 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

Thanks for responding..
The dates for the "among cases" are visible - why not for this category?
Can we at least get a date range for each one?  (ex: week 3, week 6,)
 
TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 
"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them
you'll be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2021 2:40 PM
To: TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org>
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
 
Hi there - 
 
Since April 1, 2020, there have been five deaths due to COVID-19 among Custer County
residents. Deaths due to COVID-19 include those for which COVID-19 was the underlying
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cause of death or was recorded on the death certificate as a significant contributing
condition. We are not permitted to release exact dates of deaths, per the
confidentiality provisions in statute and Board of Health rules, which prohibit the public
release of identifiable vital records data and the confirmation of details of individual
events.

If you would like weekly updates, you may contact us on Tuesdays, and we will check
the data for you. 

 

Let us know if you need anything else. Gabi 
 
 
On Fri, Jul 23, 2021 at 5:01 AM TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org> wrote:

Hello Ms. Johnston:
 
As mentioned in our conversation below, I'd like to begin my weekly requests for the latest
figures regarding deaths specifically 'due to' COVID in Custer County.  (The "Deaths among"
are already visible to me on the CDPHE dashboard).   Also, I'd like the dates of the 5 deaths
disclosed by CDPHE last week.
 If this request format is not sufficient to release the data, please let me know what other
elements you need.
Thank you,
  
TC Smythe, KLZR 91.7FM News
Westcliffe, Colorado
832-715-5226
 
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Sent: Wednesday, July 21, 2021 4:50 PM
To: TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org>
Subject: Re: Request to Gabi Johnston, Joint Information Officer
 
Here is some information. Let us know if you have any questions. Gabi 
 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention requires the suppression of death data if
there are fewer than 10 deaths in a jurisdiction. This is a CDC/NCHS policy, described
further on their website, and is intended to accommodate all of the various state-level data
release policies concerning vital statistics data. Colorado’s data release policy concerning
vital statistics is to suppress death counts of fewer than three. However, because we link
directly to the CDC/NCHS for “deaths due to COVID,” which affords greater timeliness and
automation, CDPHE’s website also suppresses counts of fewer than 10.  We can release
counts of fewer than 10 upon request. Regarding “deaths among cases,” local public
health agencies have access to all death data in their counties through the Colorado
Electronic Disease Reporting System. That system is not available publicly. 
 
On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 2:38 PM TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org> wrote:
Thank you sir -
 
I'd like to add a request to Ms. Johnston that she arrange for someone to have the "Due To"
figures (currently asterisks) to appear as numeric values in the column already reserved for
that category in the public-facing COVID 19 dashboard.
This will preclude the need for me to make individual queries each week to Dr. Brown or to
her office for the same information that was readily provided to me when I first asked. 
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If this is not possible, a good alternative would be to provide me with the source link to the
website where she got it and I can check it myself going forward. 
 
Many thanks,
 
TC Smythe
KLZR Radio
832-715-5226
 
On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 12:50 PM Dr Clifford Brown <clifford@custercountygov.com> wrote:
 
Ms. Johnston_
 
Please see attached request and respond directly.
 
Note to Custer County officials and individuals important to public awareness:
This is the request for accurate, complete, and accurate information in the future from the
state concerning the COVID-related death data among Custer County residents. The basis for
this request is the incomplete data previously reported to us.
 
Since we are counting upon this data to allow individuals to make informed decisions
concerning their own health, the lack of complete information provided previously is
unacceptable.
 
From Ms. Johnston we were able to learn that there have been five deaths due to COVID-19.
 
Respectfully,
 
Clifford Brown, OD, MPH, FAAO(D)
CAPT/USPHS (Ret)
Director of Public Health
Custer County
719.783.3369

--
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: TC Smythe on behalf of TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com>
To: "Colorado State Joint Information Center"
Subject: RE: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:37:53 AM

Are the updates part of a list that you send out, or do I need to set up an automated request for each
Monday evening?
 
Happy to do either way…
 
TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 
"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll be a
mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:10 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
 
That is the latest information I have. If you would like weekly updates, we can provide
those on Tuesdays. 
 
Gabi 
 
On Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 8:59 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

To confirm, you're stating that our 'deaths due to' stands at 5 and has not changed since our first email..?
(I have been on the state website for the other category every day for the last 481 days :)  )
 
TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 
"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll be a
mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, July 26, 2021 7:19 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
 
That's correct.  In case it's helpful, the website is updated Monday - Friday around 4
p.m. 
 
Gabi 
 
On Sat, Jul 24, 2021 at 8:57 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

In the absence of other detail, I take it to mean that there have been no other changes since our
'deaths among' total stands at 2, and that as of 7/23/21 our 'deaths due to' total stood at 5 as
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previously stated by Ms. Johnston?
 
TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 
"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll be
a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2021 5:22 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
 
TC,
 
As we explained in our previous email, Colorado’s data release policy concerning vital
statistics is to suppress death counts of fewer than three, and that is data we
generate. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is the source of the “deaths
due to” data. 
 
We are not permitted to release exact dates of deaths, per the confidentiality
provisions in statute and Board of Health rules, which prohibit the public release of
identifiable vital records data and the confirmation of details of individual events.
 
- Brian
 
On Fri, Jul 23, 2021 at 3:04 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

Thanks for responding..
The dates for the "among cases" are visible - why not for this category?
Can we at least get a date range for each one?  (ex: week 3, week 6,)
 
TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 
"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize
them you'll be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2021 2:40 PM
To: TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org>
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
 
Hi there - 
 
Since April 1, 2020, there have been five deaths due to COVID-19 among Custer
County residents. Deaths due to COVID-19 include those for which COVID-19 was the
underlying cause of death or was recorded on the death certificate as a significant
contributing condition. We are not permitted to release exact dates of deaths, per
the confidentiality provisions in statute and Board of Health rules, which prohibit
the public release of identifiable vital records data and the confirmation of details
of individual events.

If you would like weekly updates, you may contact us on Tuesdays, and we will
check the data for you. 
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Let us know if you need anything else. Gabi 
 
 
On Fri, Jul 23, 2021 at 5:01 AM TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org> wrote:

Hello Ms. Johnston:
 
As mentioned in our conversation below, I'd like to begin my weekly requests for the
latest figures regarding deaths specifically 'due to' COVID in Custer County.  (The
"Deaths among" are already visible to me on the CDPHE dashboard).   Also, I'd like the
dates of the 5 deaths disclosed by CDPHE last week.
 If this request format is not sufficient to release the data, please let me know what
other elements you need.
Thank you,
  
TC Smythe, KLZR 91.7FM News
Westcliffe, Colorado
832-715-5226
 
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Sent: Wednesday, July 21, 2021 4:50 PM
To: TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org>
Subject: Re: Request to Gabi Johnston, Joint Information Officer
 
Here is some information. Let us know if you have any questions. Gabi 
 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention requires the suppression of death data
if there are fewer than 10 deaths in a jurisdiction. This is a CDC/NCHS policy, described
further on their website, and is intended to accommodate all of the various state-level
data release policies concerning vital statistics data. Colorado’s data release policy
concerning vital statistics is to suppress death counts of fewer than three. However,
because we link directly to the CDC/NCHS for “deaths due to COVID,” which affords
greater timeliness and automation, CDPHE’s website also suppresses counts of fewer
than 10.  We can release counts of fewer than 10 upon request. Regarding “deaths
among cases,” local public health agencies have access to all death data in their
counties through the Colorado Electronic Disease Reporting System. That system is not
available publicly. 
 
On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 2:38 PM TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org> wrote:
Thank you sir -
 
I'd like to add a request to Ms. Johnston that she arrange for someone to have the "Due
To" figures (currently asterisks) to appear as numeric values in the column already
reserved for that category in the public-facing COVID 19 dashboard.
This will preclude the need for me to make individual queries each week to Dr. Brown
or to her office for the same information that was readily provided to me when I first
asked. 
If this is not possible, a good alternative would be to provide me with the source link to
the website where she got it and I can check it myself going forward. 
 
Many thanks,
 
TC Smythe
KLZR Radio
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832-715-5226
 
On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 12:50 PM Dr Clifford Brown <clifford@custercountygov.com>
wrote:
 
Ms. Johnston_
 
Please see attached request and respond directly.
 
Note to Custer County officials and individuals important to public awareness:
This is the request for accurate, complete, and accurate information in the future from
the state concerning the COVID-related death data among Custer County residents. The
basis for this request is the incomplete data previously reported to us.
 
Since we are counting upon this data to allow individuals to make informed decisions
concerning their own health, the lack of complete information provided previously is
unacceptable.
 
From Ms. Johnston we were able to learn that there have been five deaths due to
COVID-19.
 
Respectfully,
 
Clifford Brown, OD, MPH, FAAO(D)
CAPT/USPHS (Ret)
Director of Public Health
Custer County
719.783.3369
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Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: Apoorva Mandavilli on behalf of Apoorva Mandavilli <apoorva.mandavilli@nytimes.com>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: Re: Info request from NYT reporter
Date: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 9:59:49 AM

This is going to press today, sorry.

On Tue, Aug 17, 2021 at 11:19 AM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Apoorva,

Would you be available for 10 minutes at 3:45 MT tomorrow to talk with our state epidemiologist, Dr. Rachel
Herlihy?

- Brian

On Mon, Aug 16, 2021 at 12:36 PM Apoorva Mandavilli <apoorva.mandavilli@nytimes.com>
wrote:

The latter, please. Thanks, Brian!

On Mon, Aug 16, 2021 at 2:30 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Apoorva,

Let me see what I can set up. For clarification, would you like to talk to a member of our data team
about the data/methodology itself, or with a representative who can discuss context?

- Brian

On Mon, Aug 16, 2021 at 12:24 PM Apoorva Mandavilli <apoorva.mandavilli@nytimes.com>
wrote:

Got it, thank you. Per these data, for the 3 weeks covering July 4-July 24, breakthrough
infections account for 20% of cases, 11% of hospitalizations and 16% of deaths. (This is
comparable to what several other states are seeing for July as well). I'd like to talk to a state
dept of health representative about what the numbers mean.

Thanks,
Apoorva

On Fri, Aug 13, 2021 at 5:09 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Apoorva,

All of the information for the week of July 18 will be listed next to July 18. 

The information provided on our data lags is to explain why we do not yet have 
complete data for certain categories for more recent weeks (i.e. hospitalizations 
for the week of 7/25) -- we lag this data as described in the previous response in 
order to ensure it is complete and reflects information that has been provided to 
public health, which may be delayed.
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I hope that helps. Let me know if it would be helpful to discuss on background 
with a member of our data team -- we’d be happy to set that up.

- Brian

On Fri, Aug 13, 2021 at 2:52 PM Apoorva Mandavilli
<apoorva.mandavilli@nytimes.com> wrote:

Hi, Thanks for this. Not sure I totally understand. So if I wanted to look at all
the numbers for the week of July 18, I should be looking at cases from the week
of July 4 and hospitalizations and deaths from the week of July 11?

On Fri, Aug 13, 2021 at 12:52 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Hi Apoorva - 

We’ve included our most recent complete data snapshots. There are delays in 
how quickly case data, hospitalization data, deaths data, and vaccination 
data are reported to public health. To mitigate issues related to lagged 
reporting and to publish more accurate data, the date range applied to fully 
vaccinated and not fully vaccinated cases is lagged by one week, the date 
range applied to hospitalizations and deaths among cases is lagged by two 
weeks, and the date range applied to deaths due to COVID-19 is lagged by 
three weeks. As more people are vaccinated, the proportion of breakthrough 
cases is expected to increase. - Kristen

Week 
starting

Group Fully 
vaccinated

Not fully 
vaccinated

Total Percent not 
fully 
vaccinated

7/4/2021 Cases 456 2163 2619 82.6

7/11/2021 Cases 638 2540 3178 79.9

7/18/2021 Cases 963 3293 4256 77.4

7/25/2021 Cases 1422 4297 5719 75.1

7/4/2021 Hospitalizations 21 168 189 88.9

7/11/2021 Hospitalizations 18 167 185 90.3

7/18/2021 Hospitalizations 28 173 201 86.1

7/4/2021 Deaths among 
cases

9 32 41 78

7/11/2021 Deaths among 5 23 28 82.1
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cases

7/18/2021 Deaths among 
cases

2 29 31 93.5

7/4/2021 Deaths due to 
COVID-19

4 25 29 86.2

7/11/2021 Deaths due to 
COVID-19

3 24 27 88.9

On Thu, Aug 12, 2021 at 1:40 PM Apoorva Mandavilli
<apoorva.mandavilli@nytimes.com> wrote:

Hello,

I'm looking for a weekly breakdown of cases, hospitalizations and deaths for
both vaccinated and unvaccinated people. I know you have helped out my
colleagues with some cumulative data, but I'm looking for weekly numbers
for July/August.

My deadline is tomorrow EOD. I'm at 646-271-4273, if you have any
questions.

Thanks so much,
Apoorva

-- 
-----------------------------------------
Reporter, Science & Global Health

Twitter: @apoorva_nyc

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: Edwin Rios on behalf of Edwin Rios <erios@motherjones.com>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: Re: Media inquiry: Colorado COVID data request by age, race
Date: Monday, August 23, 2021 10:39:55 AM

Hey Brian, thanks so much for sending this along. Much appreciated,
 
Eddie
 

From: brian.spencer@state.co.us <brian.spencer@state.co.us> on behalf of Colorado State Joint
Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 1:38 PM
To: Edwin Rios <erios@motherjones.com>
Subject: Re: Media inquiry: Colorado COVID data request by age, race

Eddie,
 
I’ve included the most recent data for your request. We are required to suppress values
under 3 in the “deaths due to COVID” column.
 
Race/Ethnicity Cases Hospitalizations

among cases
Hospitalizations
due to COVID

Deaths
among
cases

Deaths
due to
COVID

American Indian or
Alaska Native - Non
Hispanic

462 4 3 0 *

Asian - Non Hispanic 1,057 9 2 0 *

Black or African
American - Non Hispanic

1,980 40 12 1 *

Hispanic, All Races 24,522 360 75 4 6

Multiple - Non Hispanic 1,909 34 6 1 *

Native Hawaiian or Other
Pacific Islander - Non
Hispanic

361 6 2 0 *

Other 512 10 2 0 *

Unknown 10,119 14 3 1 *

White - Non Hispanic 32,873 268 45 6 5
* Indicates fewer than three deaths in category.

 
 
On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 6:29 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:
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Eddie,

Thanks for the flexibility on timing -- I'll have something over to you tomorrow. 
 
- Brian
 
On Wed, Aug 18, 2021 at 7:17 AM Edwin Rios <erios@motherjones.com> wrote:

Hey Brian and co,
 
Thanks again for providing info on this. I wanted to check in to see what the updated data
looks like for the info you sent our way. Could I request the most up-to-date data on this in
the next few days?
 
Best, 
 
Eddie 
 
 
--
 
Edwin Rios 
Reporter, Mother Jones
Office: 415-321-1763
Cell/WhatsApp/Signal: 415-692-0856
Erios@motherjones.com
Twitter: @Edwin_D_Rios 
 
 
From: Edwin Rios <erios@motherjones.com>
Date: Friday, August 6, 2021 at 12:12 PM
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Cc: Sinduja Rangarajan <srangarajan@motherjones.com>
Subject: Re: Media inquiry: Colorado COVID data request by age, race

Looping in Sinduja
 
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Date: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 at 12:40 PM
To: Edwin Rios <erios@motherjones.com>
Subject: Re: Media inquiry: Colorado COVID data request by age, race

Eddie,
 
Edwin, we wanted to share some updated information with you based on the
recommendations from our data team. We are required to suppress values under 3 in
the “deaths due to COVID” column but have provided additional available information
in the table below.
 

Race/Ethnicity Cases Hospitalizations
among cases

Hospitalizations
due to COVID

Deaths
among
cases

Deaths
due to
COVID
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American Indian or
Alaska Native - Non
Hispanic

447 4 3 0 * 

Asian - Non Hispanic 1,058 8 1 0 * 

Black or African
American - Non
Hispanic

1,855 39 4 1 * 

Hispanic, All Races 23,835 350 28 5 6

Multiple - Non
Hispanic

1,641 28 2 1 *

Native Hawaiian or
Other Pacific Islander
- Non Hispanic

356 6 0 0 *

Other 502 12 2 0 *

Unknown 9,880 15 0 1 *

White - Non Hispanic 31,582 260 16 7 5
 

“Deaths due to” COVID-19 is vital records data based on CDC coding of death
certificates, and the deaths could have occured at any time after diagnosis. The
physician, medical examiner, or coroner rules COVID-19 as a cause of death on the
death certificate, according to guidance from CDC/National Center for Health
Statistics on how cause of death certification of a death involving COVID-19 should be
completed. 
 
“Deaths among cases” is epidemiological data that counts deaths that occurred within
30 days of a positive COVID-19 diagnosis. Deaths among cases are not necessarily due
to COVID-19, but any death that occurs in an individual within 30 days of a positive
COVID-19 test. These data best epidemiological needs-- providing quick monitoring of
disease spread and severity. These ‘deaths among cases’ may be reported  through
direct reporting from health care providers and facilities, coroners, contact tracing,
and other follow-up, potentially before a cause of death has been determined and a
death certificate is registered and finalized.  This information serves as the source of
the ‘deaths among cases’ published by the CDC.
 
- Brian
 
On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 4:54 PM Edwin Rios <erios@motherjones.com> wrote:

Hey all,
 
Thanks for the swift response. Why is the data listed for “deaths among cases” and
“deaths due to COVID” excluded? That seems an important part of our inquiry, so I want to
understand why that’s excluded. And what’s the difference between “deaths among
cases” and “deaths due to COVID” for reference?
 
Thanks for clarifying,

Eddie
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--
 
Edwin Rios 
Reporter, Mother Jones
Office: 415-321-1763
Cell/WhatsApp/Signal: 415-692-0856
Erios@motherjones.com
Twitter: @Edwin_D_Rios 
 
 
 
 
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Date: Friday, July 30, 2021 at 12:10 PM
To: Edwin Rios <erios@motherjones.com>
Subject: Re: Media inquiry: Colorado COVID data request by age, race

Edwin,
 
We’ve included the data showing cases, hospitalizations, and deaths in Colorado
broken out by race/ethnicity for people aged 19 and under since March 2020.
 

Race/Ethnicity Cases Hospitalizations
among cases

Hospitalizations
due to COVID

Deaths
among
cases

Deaths
due to
COVID

American Indian or
Alaska Native - Non
Hispanic

447 4 3 0 0

Asian - Non Hispanic 1,058 8 1 0 0

Black or African
American - Non
Hispanic

1,855 39 4 * 0

Hispanic, All Races 23,835 350 28 * 0

Multiple - Non
Hispanic

1,641 28 2 * 0

Native Hawaiian or
Other Pacific Islander
- Non Hispanic

356 6 0 0 0

Other 502 12 2 0 0

Unknown 9,880 15 0 * 0

White - Non Hispanic 31,582 260 16 * *
 
Hospitalizations and deaths listed among cases of COVID-19 are not necessarily due
to COVID-19 (that means someone may have died or been hospitalized as a result of
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another cause but tested positive for COVID-19).
 
The deaths due to COVID data in the table include deaths where COVID is the
underlying cause or where COVID is a significantly contributing factor. The Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention requires the suppression of this death data if
there are fewer than 10 deaths in a jurisdiction. This is a CDC/NCHS policy,
described further on their website, and is intended to accommodate all of the
various state-level data release policies concerning vital statistics data. Suppressed
values are represented by an asterisk.
 
- Brian 
 
On Thu, Jul 29, 2021 at 7:20 PM Edwin Rios <erios@motherjones.com> wrote:

Hey Brian,
 
We’re hoping for the most recent available data. When next week is the data through
August 1 typically available? We may check in and ask for updated data through August 1
but it would be helpful to get the most recently updated available data.
 
Thanks,

Eddie
 
 
--
 
Edwin Rios 
Reporter, Mother Jones
Work/Cell: 415-321-1763
Erios@motherjones.com
Twitter: @Edwin_D_Rios
Signal/WhatsApp-friendly
 
 
 
 
 
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Date: Thursday, July 29, 2021 at 4:48 PM
To: Edwin Rios <erios@motherjones.com>
Subject: Re: Media inquiry: Colorado COVID data request by age, race

Edwin,
 
We received your inquiry. For clarification, are you requesting this data through August
1, 2021 (once that data is available to us next week)? 
 
I just wanted to make sure I know what date range you're looking for here so I can work
with our data team on it.
 
Thanks,
Brian
 
On Thu, Jul 29, 2021 at 5:13 PM Edwin Rios <erios@motherjones.com> wrote:

Hey all,
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How’s it going? My name’s Edwin Rios. My colleague Sinduja Rangarajan and I are
looking into COVID racial disparities across the country, and we want to request data
by race and age for COVID cases in Colorado. (I’ve cc’d Sinduja.) Since the beginning
of the pandemic, we’ve been writing about how communities of color have been
disproportionately afflicted by COVID (Here are just a few of our stories.)
 
Specifically, we request a breakdown by race for the following information as of the
date this request is processed, preferably as of August 1:  

COVID cases among people ages 0-19 by race 
COVID-associated hospitalizations among people ages 0-19 by race
COVID-associated deaths among people ages 0-19 by race

 
Given that a CDC study last year showed that kids of color were disproportionately
dying of COVID, we wanted to examine what those trends look like now. Please let us
know if you have any questions. We request this be processed at your earliest
convenience in a digital format, if possible. 
 
Thanks so much,
 
Eddie and Sinduja
 
 
--
 
Edwin Rios 
Reporter, Mother Jones
Work/Cell: 415-321-1763
Erios@motherjones.com
Twitter: @Edwin_D_Rios
Signal/WhatsApp-friendly
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
--
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: brian.spencer@state.co.us on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: Seth Klamann
Subject: Re: Media request
Date: Monday, July 19, 2021 5:33:04 PM

Seth,

We have recorded 4,970 vaccine breakthrough cases since January 15, compared to 
185,473 total cases in the state in that timeframe. Since January 15, 2.7% of cases have 
been in fully vaccinated individuals, and 97.3% have been among unvaccinated individuals.

- Brian

On Mon, Jul 19, 2021 at 4:48 PM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Hey Brian --

Thanks for this. Do you have similar data for case counts?

Best,

S

From: brian.spencer@state.co.us <brian.spencer@state.co.us> on behalf of Colorado State Joint
Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Sent: Monday, July 19, 2021 4:27 PM
To: Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com>
Subject: Re: Media request
 
Seth,

Since January 15, 95.3% of the 9,891 hospital admissions among COVID-19 cases were 
unvaccinated at the time of their positive COVID-19 test collection date. Due to 
reporting delays of hospitalized patient demographics and vaccination data, the most 
recent admission date included in that total is July 10. This means that 4.7% of 
hospitalized cases were either fully or partially vaccinated at the time of their positive 
COVID-19 test collection date.

(On background: we don’t have real time data on the number of Coloradans who are 
vaccinated and currently hospitalized because hospitals report daily hospitalization 
numbers to us in aggregate. The patient level data reports from hospitals to CDPHE, 
including name and date of birth information, lags 4-7 days, so we are unable to find 
information about hospitalized patients in the Colorado immunization database in real 
time.)
 

Out of 207 people admitted to the hospital with a confirmed case of COVID-19 (but not 
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necessarily due to COVID-19) during the week of July 4-July 10, 2021, 183 (88.4%) were 
not known to have received any vaccine before their hospitalization.

- Brian

On Mon, Jul 19, 2021 at 3:24 PM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Afternoon all --

Sorry to send this so late -- can you give me an updated look at how many cases since July 1 have
been among people who've been vaccinated? I don't know if you've got that granular level of
data. If not, the number of vaccinated people overall who've been infected and hospitalized
would also be great.

Thanks all -

S 

Seth Klamann
Health and enterprise reporter
The Denver Gazette
555 17th St. 
Denver, CO
(913) 221-1090  
Seth.Klamann@gazette.com
@SethKlamann

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: Seth Klamann
Subject: Re: Media request
Date: Tuesday, July 20, 2021 4:43:36 PM

Hi there - 

Here is updated information on the percentage of hospitalizations and deaths among 
unvaccinated individuals. The numbers we provided you yesterday included partially 
vaccinated individuals as breakthrough hospitalizations and deaths. Because partially 
vaccinated individuals who contract COVID-19 are not considered breakthrough cases by 
the CDC, we have amended our analysis to compare individuals who are fully vaccinated to 
those that are not fully vaccinated.
 
Date ranges refer to dates of death or dates of hospital admission. Only cases with a 
positive COVID-19 test collection date are included. Percentages of those not fully 
vaccinated (not 14 days out from their final COVID-19 vaccine dose) at the time of their 
positive test collection date are shown below. 

Jan 1 - June 30 April 1 - June 30 

unvaccinated* / total unvaccinated* / total 

Deaths among cases 1,545 / 1,607 = 96.1% 551 / 604 = 91.2%

Deaths due to COVID-19 
(COVID is the underlying 
cause of death)

1,334 / 1,370 = 97.4% 479 / 513 = 93.4% 

Deaths due to COVID-19 
(COVID is the underlying 
cause of death or a 
significantly contributing 
factor) 

1,647 / 1,699 = 96.9% 563 / 610 = 92.3%

Hospitalizations 9,614 / 9,926 = 96.9% 4,612 / 4,881 = 94.5% 
*Includes unvaccinated and partially vaccinated people (anyone not 14 days out from their 
final COVID-19 vaccine dose).  

Sorry for the confusion. 

Gabi 

On Mon, Jul 19, 2021 at 3:24 PM Seth Klamann <seth.klamann@gazette.com> wrote:
Afternoon all --
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Sorry to send this so late -- can you give me an updated look at how many cases since July 1 have
been among people who've been vaccinated? I don't know if you've got that granular level of data.
If not, the number of vaccinated people overall who've been infected and hospitalized would also
be great.

Thanks all -

S 

Seth Klamann
Health and enterprise reporter

The Denver Gazette
555 17th St. 
Denver, CO
(913) 221-1090  
Seth.Klamann@gazette.com
@SethKlamann

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: Shannon Lukens
Subject: Re: Moffat County death
Date: Thursday, July 15, 2021 5:42:02 PM

Hi Shannon - 
Our apologies for the confusion. The website auto-populates as our data is updated, and in 
order to determine the reason for the number change, we need to thoroughly review our 
data. That will take some time. I will do my best to get back to you first thing in the morning. 

Gabi 

On Thu, Jul 15, 2021 at 4:50 PM Shannon Lukens <shannonll@earthlink.net> wrote:

GABI, please call. I am leaving messages on all CDPHE lines. Please call me. Thank you. 970-846-0119

 

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center [mailto:media_info@state.co.us] 
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2021 3:51 PM
To: Shannon Lukens <shannonll@earthlink.net>
Subject: Re: Moffat County death

 

HI there - Here's some information. Let us know if you need anything else. Gabi 

 

A new death was recorded in Moffat county. At this time it is not a death due to COVID, but
a “death among cases.” “Deaths among cases,”  include any death that occurred within 30
days of the COVID-19 diagnosis, even if COVID-19 was not the primary cause of death.
Deaths among cases can get updated through information provided from multiple sources
which include but are not limited to: local public health agency investigation, hospitals,
coroners and other sources. That categorization does not depend on whether COVID was
listed on the death certificate and is something our epidemiologists use as a data point for
disease surveillance. This information was obtained through our normal channels of
reporting.

 

Vaccines are the most effective protection against COVD-19. We encourage all
Coloradans ages 12 and up to get vaccinated. It’s our ticket out of this pandemic. 
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On Thu, Jul 15, 2021 at 8:25 AM Shannon Lukens <shannonll@earthlink.net> wrote:

This is important, so thank you for getting back to me. Go to:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/17MWRnHYUhlv19CnoFxbRj3OTGBqlPaar?
fbclid=IwAR2cJUj7VkORdbGEp754Co_3WONlAab32gtz_V69fOyLEtQGJu9neAWqsMQ

 

This is the daily CDPHE update.

 

On the numbers for yesterday, July 14, go to line 7072 which is Deaths among COVID for Moffat County.
It says 28. On July 13, the number was 27. The Moffat County Coroner did not submit an updated
number and neither did Moffat County Public Health or Memorial Regional Health. Everyone is
wondering why the number went up to 28. I have reported it. I need help clarifying that this is accurate.
Any details are appreciated. Thank you.

 

 

Shannon Lukens

Steamboat Radio and KRAI – News Director and On-Air -
Shannon@SteamboatRadio.com

970-846-0119 Cell

Shannon@SteamboatRadio.com

Twitter: @ShannonLukens

www.LukensMountainMedia.com
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center [mailto:media_info@state.co.us] 
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2021 7:35 AM
To: Shannon Lukens <shannonll@earthlink.net>
Subject: Moffat County death

 

Good morning - We got your voicemail, but I wasn't quite sure what you were
referencing. Can you provide a little more detail so I can get you some information?
Gabi 

 

--

Colorado State Joint Information Center 

Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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Colorado State Joint Information Center 

Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM

 

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
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From: Shannon Lukens on behalf of Shannon Lukens <shannonll@earthlink.net>
To: "Colorado State Joint Information Center"
Subject: RE: Moffat County death
Date: Thursday, July 15, 2021 4:27:42 PM

GABI… The DEATH COUNT total has now gone BACK to 27. This is very much what I was AFRAID OF. Please
call me. This is my credibility and my reputation, and I need to know from someone WHY this was changed
to 28 and then now changed back to 27. I do not want a cut and pasted answer please.  Please call me and
have someone prepare to give me a statement for on the air about why this happened, and if it was a
mistake on the part of CDPHE so that I can explain to panicked listeners.
Link: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/17MWRnHYUhlv19CnoFxbRj3OTGBqlPaar?
fbclid=IwAR2cJUj7VkORdbGEp754Co_3WONlAab32gtz_V69fOyLEtQGJu9neAWqsMQ
Line #7092 on the document.
 
Someone has to call me about this as soon as possible please. 970-879-7757 or 970-846-0119.
 
 
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center [mailto:media_info@state.co.us] 
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2021 3:51 PM
To: Shannon Lukens <shannonll@earthlink.net>
Subject: Re: Moffat County death
 
HI there - Here's some information. Let us know if you need anything else. Gabi 
 
A new death was recorded in Moffat county. At this time it is not a death due to COVID, but
a “death among cases.” “Deaths among cases,”  include any death that occurred within 30
days of the COVID-19 diagnosis, even if COVID-19 was not the primary cause of death.
Deaths among cases can get updated through information provided from multiple sources
which include but are not limited to: local public health agency investigation, hospitals,
coroners and other sources. That categorization does not depend on whether COVID was
listed on the death certificate and is something our epidemiologists use as a data point for
disease surveillance. This information was obtained through our normal channels of
reporting.
 

Vaccines are the most effective protection against COVD-19. We encourage all Coloradans
ages 12 and up to get vaccinated. It’s our ticket out of this pandemic. 
 
 
 
 
On Thu, Jul 15, 2021 at 8:25 AM Shannon Lukens <shannonll@earthlink.net> wrote:

This is important, so thank you for getting back to me. Go to:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/17MWRnHYUhlv19CnoFxbRj3OTGBqlPaar?
fbclid=IwAR2cJUj7VkORdbGEp754Co_3WONlAab32gtz_V69fOyLEtQGJu9neAWqsMQ
 
This is the daily CDPHE update.
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On the numbers for yesterday, July 14, go to line 7072 which is Deaths among COVID for Moffat County. It
says 28. On July 13, the number was 27. The Moffat County Coroner did not submit an updated number
and neither did Moffat County Public Health or Memorial Regional Health. Everyone is wondering why the
number went up to 28. I have reported it. I need help clarifying that this is accurate. Any details are
appreciated. Thank you.
 
 
Shannon Lukens
Steamboat Radio and KRAI – News Director and On-Air - Shannon@SteamboatRadio.com
970-846-0119 Cell
Shannon@SteamboatRadio.com
Twitter: @ShannonLukens
www.LukensMountainMedia.com

 
 
 
 
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center [mailto:media_info@state.co.us] 
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2021 7:35 AM
To: Shannon Lukens <shannonll@earthlink.net>
Subject: Moffat County death
 
Good morning - We got your voicemail, but I wasn't quite sure what you were
referencing. Can you provide a little more detail so I can get you some information?
Gabi 
 
--
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
 

 
--
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: Shannon Lukens
Subject: Re: Moffat County death
Date: Thursday, July 15, 2021 4:54:25 PM

I'm looking into it. 

Gabi 

On Thu, Jul 15, 2021 at 4:50 PM Shannon Lukens <shannonll@earthlink.net> wrote:

GABI, please call. I am leaving messages on all CDPHE lines. Please call me. Thank you. 970-846-0119

 

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center [mailto:media_info@state.co.us] 
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2021 3:51 PM
To: Shannon Lukens <shannonll@earthlink.net>
Subject: Re: Moffat County death

 

HI there - Here's some information. Let us know if you need anything else. Gabi 

 

A new death was recorded in Moffat county. At this time it is not a death due to COVID, but
a “death among cases.” “Deaths among cases,”  include any death that occurred within 30
days of the COVID-19 diagnosis, even if COVID-19 was not the primary cause of death.
Deaths among cases can get updated through information provided from multiple sources
which include but are not limited to: local public health agency investigation, hospitals,
coroners and other sources. That categorization does not depend on whether COVID was
listed on the death certificate and is something our epidemiologists use as a data point for
disease surveillance. This information was obtained through our normal channels of
reporting.

 

Vaccines are the most effective protection against COVD-19. We encourage all
Coloradans ages 12 and up to get vaccinated. It’s our ticket out of this pandemic. 

 

 

 

 

On Thu, Jul 15, 2021 at 8:25 AM Shannon Lukens <shannonll@earthlink.net> wrote:
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This is important, so thank you for getting back to me. Go to:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/17MWRnHYUhlv19CnoFxbRj3OTGBqlPaar?
fbclid=IwAR2cJUj7VkORdbGEp754Co_3WONlAab32gtz_V69fOyLEtQGJu9neAWqsMQ

 

This is the daily CDPHE update.

 

On the numbers for yesterday, July 14, go to line 7072 which is Deaths among COVID for Moffat County.
It says 28. On July 13, the number was 27. The Moffat County Coroner did not submit an updated
number and neither did Moffat County Public Health or Memorial Regional Health. Everyone is
wondering why the number went up to 28. I have reported it. I need help clarifying that this is accurate.
Any details are appreciated. Thank you.

 

 

Shannon Lukens

Steamboat Radio and KRAI – News Director and On-Air -
Shannon@SteamboatRadio.com

970-846-0119 Cell

Shannon@SteamboatRadio.com

Twitter: @ShannonLukens

www.LukensMountainMedia.com

 

 

 

 

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center [mailto:media_info@state.co.us] 
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2021 7:35 AM
To: Shannon Lukens <shannonll@earthlink.net>
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Subject: Moffat County death

 

Good morning - We got your voicemail, but I wasn't quite sure what you were
referencing. Can you provide a little more detail so I can get you some information?
Gabi 

 

--

Colorado State Joint Information Center 

Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM

 

 

--

Colorado State Joint Information Center 

Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM

 

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM





From: Shannon Lukens on behalf of Shannon Lukens <shannonll@earthlink.net>
To: "Colorado State Joint Information Center"
Subject: RE: Moffat County death
Date: Friday, July 16, 2021 3:27:17 PM

Thank you. I will share with our listeners.
 
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center [mailto:media_info@state.co.us] 
Sent: Friday, July 16, 2021 2:46 PM
To: Shannon Lukens <shannonll@earthlink.net>
Subject: Re: Moffat County death
 
Hi Shannon - Here's some information. Let us know if you need anything else. Gabi 
 
We have a robust website that includes a vast amount of information that comes from
several different data sources. We review the data daily to ensure accuracy and to correct
any data entry errors. In the case of Moffat County’s death among cases data, a qualifying
death was added when the website updated on Wednesday. On Thursday, our data team
discovered a death that had been included in the Moffat County count that did not qualify, so
it was removed, leading to the change from 28 to 27 deaths. As we investigated this, we
discovered another data entry error. This correction will be reflected in the next website
update, which, depending on what, if any, other death data we receive, could bring the
number down to 26. 
 
We want to be transparent and include as much information as possible, and we want to
ensure all of the data is accurate, which will lead to occasional changes in our website data. 
 
We apologize for the confusion. 
 
 
On Thu, Jul 15, 2021 at 4:50 PM Shannon Lukens <shannonll@earthlink.net> wrote:

GABI, please call. I am leaving messages on all CDPHE lines. Please call me. Thank you. 970-846-0119
 
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center [mailto:media_info@state.co.us] 
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2021 3:51 PM
To: Shannon Lukens <shannonll@earthlink.net>
Subject: Re: Moffat County death
 
HI there - Here's some information. Let us know if you need anything else. Gabi 
 
A new death was recorded in Moffat county. At this time it is not a death due to COVID,
but a “death among cases.” “Deaths among cases,”  include any death that occurred
within 30 days of the COVID-19 diagnosis, even if COVID-19 was not the primary cause of
death. Deaths among cases can get updated through information provided from multiple
sources which include but are not limited to: local public health agency investigation,
hospitals, coroners and other sources. That categorization does not depend on whether
COVID was listed on the death certificate and is something our epidemiologists use as a
data point for disease surveillance. This information was obtained through our normal
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channels of reporting.
 

Vaccines are the most effective protection against COVD-19. We encourage all
Coloradans ages 12 and up to get vaccinated. It’s our ticket out of this pandemic. 
 
 
 
 
On Thu, Jul 15, 2021 at 8:25 AM Shannon Lukens <shannonll@earthlink.net> wrote:

This is important, so thank you for getting back to me. Go to:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/17MWRnHYUhlv19CnoFxbRj3OTGBqlPaar?
fbclid=IwAR2cJUj7VkORdbGEp754Co_3WONlAab32gtz_V69fOyLEtQGJu9neAWqsMQ
 
This is the daily CDPHE update.
 
On the numbers for yesterday, July 14, go to line 7072 which is Deaths among COVID for Moffat
County. It says 28. On July 13, the number was 27. The Moffat County Coroner did not submit an
updated number and neither did Moffat County Public Health or Memorial Regional Health. Everyone is
wondering why the number went up to 28. I have reported it. I need help clarifying that this is accurate.
Any details are appreciated. Thank you.
 
 
Shannon Lukens
Steamboat Radio and KRAI – News Director and On-Air -
Shannon@SteamboatRadio.com
970-846-0119 Cell
Shannon@SteamboatRadio.com
Twitter: @ShannonLukens
www.LukensMountainMedia.com

 
 
 
 
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center [mailto:media_info@state.co.us] 
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2021 7:35 AM
To: Shannon Lukens <shannonll@earthlink.net>
Subject: Moffat County death
 
Good morning - We got your voicemail, but I wasn't quite sure what you were
referencing. Can you provide a little more detail so I can get you some information?
Gabi 
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--
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
 



From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: Cassie Knust
Subject: Re: Montrose County info request for news story
Date: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 12:22:15 PM

Sounds good! - Brian

On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 12:20 PM Cassie Knust <cassiek@montrosepress.com> wrote:
Sorry for the confusion! I can call in about 20 if that works for you!

On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 12:06 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Cassie -- 

Apologies, I'm not seeing red/yellow zones there, just the three-column by county info. Feel free to give
me a call if it's easier! - Brian

On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 12:01 PM Cassie Knust <cassiek@montrosepress.com> wrote:
Hi Brian! I’ve attached the visual below.
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On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 10:23 AM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Cassie,

I'm working on some responses for you. Could you clarify for me which data or web visualization you're
referring to in this question? -- Brian

What does being in the orange or red zone mean? What do citizens need to 
know about this?

On Tue, Aug 3, 2021 at 4:20 PM Cassie Knust <cassiek@montrosepress.com> wrote:

Hi Brian! It was good speaking with you today, thank you in advance for your help!

How many patients in Montrose County have the delta variant right now?

The numbers on the dashboard: 

What time range do they encompass? From the beginning of the pandemic? 
March when the variant was first announced?

What do the three columns in the “by county” section refer to?

mailto:media_info@state.co.us
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How many deaths due to COVID (both from alpha strain and delta variant) since 
the last state report?

Percentage of minors who have contracted COVID? 

What is the vaccine progress for Montrose County? How many are vaccinated?

What is the average number of people getting vaccinated per week and are 
we seeing any change in that number?

Total doses given in Montrose county so far? 

Where are people most likely to contract the virus?

What does being in the orange or red zone mean? What do citizens need to know 
about this?

Are younger people more likely to contract this variant? What do parents need to 
know?

Many are concerned that the “low” numbers or recovery rate indicate that the virus 
and its variant isn’t a health concern. How would you respond to this?

Why should people trust the vaccine?

Montrose County schools have made the decision to not follow the state guidelines 
released last week. Do you foresee any mandates in the future reversing this?
As well as any other general data I may have missed.

Thank you!

-- 
Cassie Knust

Montrose Daily Press
Staff Writer



Office: 970.252.7039 
Mobile: 832.465.1251 
montrosepress.com

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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Montrose Daily Press
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Colorado State Joint Information Center 
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From: Cassie Knust on behalf of Cassie Knust <cassiek@montrosepress.com>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: Re: Montrose County info request for news story
Date: Friday, August 6, 2021 3:32:59 PM

Thank you so much, Brian. You've been incredibly helpful.

Have an awesome weekend,

Cassie

On Fri, Aug 6, 2021 at 2:56 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
wrote:

Cassie,

We have recorded the following deaths due to COVID-19 in Montrose County:

72 deaths due to COVID-19 since the beginning of the pandemic (March 1, 2020) in 
Montrose County

16 deaths due to COVID-19 since March 1, 2021 in Montrose County

<3 deaths due to COVID-19 since July 1, 2021 in Montrose County (exact number 
suppressed per vital records/statistics confidentiality provisions.)

These reflect all deaths in Montrose County for which the medical certifier (coroner or 
physician) listed COVID-19 as the underlying cause of death or a significant contributing 
condition on the death certificate.  Death certificates do not collect information on 
specific strains of COVID-19, and so we are unable to parse out strain-specific deaths 
due to COVID-19 using these data.

We have recorded 452 COVID-19 cases among minors in Montrose County since the 
beginning of the pandemic, and 69 since March 1, 2021.

You can attribute these responses to Brian Spencer, JIC spokesperson

On Thu, Aug 5, 2021 at 6:18 PM Cassie Knust <cassiek@montrosepress.com> wrote:
Hi Brian, thanks again for your help. Just wanted to clarify or expand on a couple of things!

How many deaths due to COVID (both from alpha strain and delta variant) since 
the last state report?
 
Would you provide data from the beginning of the pandemic, from March of this year 
when the variant was first discovered, and in the past month for Montrose County? 
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Percentage of minors who have contracted COVID? 
 
Thank you for this info! Could you also provide any data for Montrose County from both 
the beginning of the pandemic and from March of this year?

Would I be able to get your last name and title so I can properly attribute you?

Thank you so much,

Cassie

On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 2:40 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Cassie,

How many patients in Montrose County have the delta variant right now?

Our Variant Sentinel Surveillance program does not give us exact, real-time 
counts of variant cases, but we know from whole genome sequencing of a 
random sample of positive tests statewide that nearly all new cases in the 
state right now are a result of the delta variant. Montrose County has had 28 
total sequence-confirmed delta variant cases.

The numbers on the dashboard: What time range do they encompass? From the 
beginning of the pandemic? March when the variant was first announced?
 

Sequence-confirmed variant counts are cumulative by county since each 
variant was first identified in the state. 

What do the three columns in the “by county” section refer to?

“Cases” is the cumulative number of confirmed COVID-19 cases since the 
beginning of the pandemic. 

“Deaths among cases” is epidemiological data that counts deaths that occurred 
within 30 days of a positive COVID-19 diagnosis. Deaths among cases are not 
necessarily due to COVID-19, but any death that occurs in an individual within 30 
days of a positive COVID-19 test. These data best epidemiological needs-- providing 
quick monitoring of disease spread and severity. These ‘deaths among cases’ may be 
reported through direct reporting from health care providers and facilities, coroners, 
contact tracing, and other follow-up, potentially before a cause of death has been 
determined and a death certificate is registered and finalized.  This information 
serves as the source of the ‘deaths among cases’ published by the CDC.
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“Deaths due to COVID-19” is vital records data based on CDC coding of death 
certificates, and the deaths could have occured at any time after diagnosis. 
The physician, medical examiner, or coroner rules COVID-19 as a cause of 
death on the death certificate, according to guidance from CDC/National 
Center for Health Statistics on how cause of death certification of a death 
involving COVID-19 should be completed. 

How many deaths due to COVID (both from alpha strain and delta variant) since the 
last state report?
 

The state provides daily data updates on weekdays. Due to reporting lags, 
death data from the immediately preceding days may be incomplete. We 
would be happy to provide data for a requested range of dates.

 
Percentage of minors who have contracted COVID? 
 

Roughly 6% of all Coloradans under the age of 18 have been reported to public 
health as a COVID-19 case.

 
What is the vaccine progress for Montrose County? How many are vaccinated?
 

County level data can be found on our vaccine data dashboard by clicking the 
County-Level Data box and then selecting your preferred data filters.
 
Currently 48.8% of all vaccine-eligible Coloradans (ages 12 and up) in Montrose 
County have received at least a first dose. In Montrose County, 45.5% of all 
vaccine-eligible Coloradans are fully vaccinated.
 
We encourage all eligible Coloradans to get vaccinated as soon as possible at 
one of the  several vaccine providers in Montrose County. One of our mobile 
vaccine buses will also be stopping in Montrose County on August 14.

Total doses given in Montrose county so far? 
 
County level doses administered data can be found on our vaccine data 
dashboard by clicking the County-Level Data box and then selecting your 
“Doses Administered.”
 
Currently 31,488 doses have been administered in Montrose County.

 
Where are people most likely to contract the virus?
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People can contract the virus that causes COVID-19 whenever they are sharing 
a space with a person infected with COVID-19. While we know outdoor events 
are generally safer than indoor events, large public gatherings of any kind 
increase the risk of disease transmission.
 
Vaccination is the best protection against COVID-19, including the delta 
variant. All Coloradans ages 12 and up are eligible to get vaccinated. Anyone 
who is not fully vaccinated should continue to wear a mask, practice physical 
distancing, wash their hands frequently, and limit gatherings with people 
outside of their households. Some Coloradans may choose to be more cautious 
in public by wearing a mask even if they are vaccinated. Every Coloradan 
should feel comfortable making the right choices for themselves and weighing 
their own comfort and risk. 

What does being in the orange or red zone mean? What do citizens need to know 
about this?
 

The maps on our county dial dashboard page show county-level positivity and 
incidence rates that were formerly used as part of our Dial metrics. The 
orange and red zones are reserved for counties with the highest positivity and 
incidence rates. Additional information on the specifics of each category can 
be found under ‘Level Determinants’ on the dial dashboard page. 

 
Are younger people more likely to contract this variant? What do parents need to 
know?
 

The delta variant is more transmissible than other variants we have 
encountered, and unvaccinated individuals are at higher risk of contracting 
COVID-19. Children under the age of 12 are not currently eligible to be 
vaccinated, and we may see increased case counts in this population as a 
result.
 
Getting vaccinated, if you are eligible, not only protects yourself, but also 
your family, communities, and those who aren’t yet eligible to get vaccinated. 
We all want to get back to the things we love, and getting vaccinated helps us 
power our comeback.
 

Many are concerned that the “low” numbers or recovery rate indicate that the virus 
and its variant isn’t a health concern. How would you respond to this?
 

The COVID-19 pandemic has produced tragic, negative health outcomes for 
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thousands of individuals and their families across the state and the world since 
the start of the pandemic.  
 
In addition, we are still learning about potential long-term effects of 
contracting COVID-19, even if the patient does not experience negative health 
outcomes during the course of their active COVID-19 illness. 

 
Vaccination is the best protection against COVID-19 and its various outcomes. 
The state is working very hard to educate Coloradans on how safe and 
effective the vaccine is. We want to make sure the vaccine is free, 
convenient, and accessible to all. 

 
Why should people trust the vaccine?
 

Researchers relied on years of previous research in other viruses and vaccines 
to help inform a vaccine development process for COVID-19. All authorized 
COVID-19 vaccines have gone through  intense safety monitoring in U.S. 
history. 
 
The FDA requires that vaccines undergo a rigorous scientific process, including 
three phases of clinical trials, before they authorize or approve the vaccine. 
The COVID-19 vaccines are subject to the same safety standards as other 
vaccine trials. Tens of thousands of people volunteered in these trials to help 
make sure the vaccines are safe and work well.
 
We currently have three safe, free, life-saving vaccines available. Everyone 
age 12 and over is eligible to be vaccinated with no identification, insurance, 
or proof of residency required; there are parental consent requirements for 
youth. In Colorado, more than 3.4  million people have received a vaccine, 
and more than 192 million Americans have received a first dose -- doctors, 
nurses, faith leaders, seniors, community leaders, and more.
 
The authorized vaccines greatly reduce people’s risk of getting severly sick or 
being hospitalized because of COVID and its highly contagious variant-- the 
delta variant. As more Coloradans get vaccinated, we continue to protect our 
hospital capacity, which is key to our response to the pandemic. 
 
Getting vaccinated also protects others around you from getting COVID-19. 
Current data suggests that it reduces the spread of infection, leading to fewer 
opportunities for new variants to develop and spread. Since January 1, 97% of 
COVID-19 cases in Colorado have been among the unvaccinated, which is why 
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we strongly encourage all Coloradans  to get vaccinated without delay.
 
Montrose County schools have made the decision to not follow the state guidelines 
released last week. Do you foresee any mandates in the future reversing this? 

The state updated its school guidance last week with recommendations for 
disease control measures. This guidance includes suggested best practices but 
is not mandated. 

Local public health officials and schools are empowered to enact stricter 
requirements and/or restrictions if they believe the conditions in their 
community warrant it.

On Tue, Aug 3, 2021 at 4:20 PM Cassie Knust <cassiek@montrosepress.com> wrote:

Hi Brian! It was good speaking with you today, thank you in advance for your help!

How many patients in Montrose County have the delta variant right now?

The numbers on the dashboard: 

What time range do they encompass? From the beginning of the 
pandemic? March when the variant was first announced?

What do the three columns in the “by county” section refer to?

How many deaths due to COVID (both from alpha strain and delta variant) 
since the last state report?

Percentage of minors who have contracted COVID? 

What is the vaccine progress for Montrose County? How many are vaccinated?

What is the average number of people getting vaccinated per week and 
are we seeing any change in that number?
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Total doses given in Montrose county so far? 

Where are people most likely to contract the virus?

What does being in the orange or red zone mean? What do citizens need to 
know about this?

Are younger people more likely to contract this variant? What do parents need 
to know?

Many are concerned that the “low” numbers or recovery rate indicate that the 
virus and its variant isn’t a health concern. How would you respond to this?

Why should people trust the vaccine?

Montrose County schools have made the decision to not follow the state 
guidelines released last week. Do you foresee any mandates in the future 
reversing this?
As well as any other general data I may have missed.

Thank you!

-- 
Cassie Knust

Montrose Daily Press
Staff Writer
Office: 970.252.7039 
Mobile: 832.465.1251 
montrosepress.com

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: John Daley
Subject: Re: Question on unvaccinated hosps/deaths also breakthrough data?
Date: Tuesday, July 20, 2021 5:12:30 PM

They did - but they ran theirs before we could get them corrected information. 

Gabi 

On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 5:10 PM John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org> wrote:
Great, thanks Gabi, much appreciated.  I saw the Denver Post ran something about these, in the
paper today and online last night I believe.  I was wondering if they requested that same info we
did?

Thanks again!

John

On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 4:40 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Hi there -

Here is updated information on the percentage of hospitalizations and deaths among unvaccinated 
individuals. The numbers we provided you yesterday included partially vaccinated individuals as 
breakthrough hospitalizations and deaths. Because partially vaccinated individuals who contract COVID-19 
are not considered breakthrough cases by the CDC, we have amended our analysis to compare individuals 
who are fully vaccinated to those that are not fully vaccinated.
 
Date ranges refer to dates of death or dates of hospital admission. Only cases with a positive COVID-19 test 
collection date are included. Percentages of those not fully vaccinated (not 14 days out from their final 
COVID-19 vaccine dose) at the time of their positive test collection date are shown below. 

Jan 1 - June 30 April 1 - June 30 

unvaccinated* / total unvaccinated* / total 

Deaths among cases 1,545 / 1,607 = 96.1% 551 / 604 = 91.2%

Deaths due to COVID-19 
(COVID is the underlying 
cause of death)

1,334 / 1,370 = 97.4% 479 / 513 = 93.4% 

Deaths due to COVID-19 
(COVID is the underlying 
cause of death or a 
significantly contributing 
factor) 

1,647 / 1,699 = 96.9% 563 / 610 = 92.3%

Hospitalizations 9,614 / 9,926 = 96.9% 4,612 / 4,881 = 94.5% 
*Includes unvaccinated and partially vaccinated people (anyone not 14 days out from their final COVID-19 
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vaccine dose).  

Sorry about the confusion. 

Gabi 

On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 9:08 AM John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org> wrote:
You bet!

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 20, 2021, at 8:56 AM, Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:


Thanks for your patience John - I really appreciate it. 

Gabi 

On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 8:55 AM John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org> wrote:
Yep sounds good, we hadn’t run that yet. Thanks Gabi!

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 20, 2021, at 8:45 AM, Colorado State Joint Information
Center <media_info@state.co.us> wrote:


Morning John - I hope you're having a decent week so far. 

Rachel Herlihy wants to double check the numbers we sent you yesterday,
so if you haven't used them yet, can you hold off until we get back to you? 

Gabi 

On Mon, Jul 19, 2021 at 10:50 AM John Daley
<jdaley@cprmail.org> wrote:

Hi CDPHE Media,

Hope you had a nice weekend and thanks for all you're doing for
the rest of us.

I have some questions for you. 

Do you know what percent of people now or recently hospitalized
with COVID-19 are unvaccinated? How about for deaths?

Do you know what percentage of recent cases in Coloroado are

mailto:jdaley@cprmail.org
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breakthrough cases?

Is that information available on your website?

We're just trying to drill down about what know about these
unvaccinated and breakthrough numbers.

Thanks!

John

  
 John Daley

Health Reporter, CPR News
Colorado Public Radio
303 E 17th Avenue, Suite 200 | Denver, CO 80203
(303) 871-9191, ext. 4459
Mobile: 801-824-0306
Let's connect: @CODaleyNews | Facebook | Twitter
www.cpr.org
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Colorado State Joint Information Center 
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From: John Daley on behalf of John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: Re: Question on unvaccinated hosps/deaths also breakthrough data?
Date: Monday, July 19, 2021 5:08:36 PM

Great thanks Brian, I’ll take a look!

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 19, 2021, at 4:26 PM, Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:


John,

Do you know what percent of people now or recently hospitalized with 
COVID-19 are unvaccinated? How about for deaths?

 
Since January 15, 95.3% of the 9,891 hospital admissions among COVID-19 cases 
were unvaccinated at the time of their positive COVID-19 test collection date. 
Due to reporting delays of hospitalized patient demographics and vaccination 
data, the most recent admission date included in that total is July 10. This 
means that 4.7% of hospitalized cases admitted from January 15 through July 
10 were either fully or partially vaccinated at the time of their positive COVID-
19 test collection date.  
 
Out of 207 people admitted to the hospital with a confirmed case of COVID-19 
(but not necessarily due to COVID-19) during the week of July 4 through July 
10, 2021, 188 (90.8%) were not known to have received any vaccine before 
their positive COVID-19 test collection date.
 
(On background: we don’t have real time data on the number of Coloradans 
who are vaccinated and currently hospitalized because hospitals report daily 
hospitalization numbers to us in aggregate. The patient level data reports from 
hospitals to CDPHE, including name and date of birth information, lags 4-7 
days, so we are unable to find information about hospitalized patients in the 
Colorado immunization database in real time.) 
 
Since April 1, 78.7% of the 717 deaths among COVID-19 cases were 
unvaccinated at the time of their positive COVID-19 test collection date. Due to 
reporting delays of information about deaths among COVID-19 cases and 
vaccination data, the most recent date of death included in that total is July 3. 
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This means that 21.3% of deaths among cases were either fully or partially 
vaccinated at the time of their positive COVID-19 test collection date. Please 
note that the cause of death has not been reviewed yet, so these are 
considered deaths among COVID-19 cases and not deaths due to COVID-19 at 
this time. 
 
Hospitalizations and deaths are among cases of COVID-19, not necessarily due 
to COVID-19 (that means someone may have died or been hospitalized as a 
result of another cause but tested positive for COVID-19).
 
Vaccination is the best protection against COVID-19, including the Delta 
variant. We encourage all eligible Coloradans to get vaccinated as soon as 
possible. It is the easiest way to protect our friends, families, and communities 
and to return to the lives we love.

Do you know what percentage of recent cases in Colorado are breakthrough 
cases?

As with any vaccine, we expect some vaccinated individuals will contract 
COVID-19. The vaccines greatly reduce the likelihood of serious illness.

We have recorded 4,970 breakthrough cases, compared to 184,192 cases since 
Jan. 1, so breakthrough cases represent less than 3 percent of all COVID-19 
cases. 

Is that information available on your website?

Breakthrough case information currently is not included on our website. 

- Brian

On Mon, Jul 19, 2021 at 10:50 AM John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org> wrote:
Hi CDPHE Media,

Hope you had a nice weekend and thanks for all you're doing for the rest of
us.

I have some questions for you. 

Do you know what percent of people now or recently hospitalized with
COVID-19 are unvaccinated? How about for deaths?

Do you know what percentage of recent cases in Coloroado are breakthrough
cases?

Is that information available on your website?

We're just trying to drill down about what know about these unvaccinated
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and breakthrough numbers.

Thanks!

John

   
  John Daley

Health Reporter, CPR News
Colorado Public Radio
303 E 17th Avenue, Suite 200 | Denver, CO 80203
(303) 871-9191, ext. 4459
Mobile: 801-824-0306
Let's connect: @CODaleyNews | Facebook | Twitter
www.cpr.org
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From: John Daley on behalf of John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: Re: Question on unvaccinated hosps/deaths also breakthrough data?
Date: Wednesday, July 21, 2021 8:18:16 PM

OK no worries, thanks Gabi, much appreciated!

On Wed, Jul 21, 2021 at 5:48 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us> wrote:
Hi John. I haven't forgotten about you - our data folks are trying to pull the county information, but it might be
tomorrow morning before they can finish. 

Gabi 

On Wed, Jul 21, 2021 at 9:39 AM John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org> wrote:
Hi CDPHE Media,

Good morning.

Just following up on the numbers of unvaccinated deaths/hospitalizations. I am particularly curious about
what the thinking is about why the percentage of unvaccinated people among the universe of dying and
hospitalized patients has actually dropped in the last three months. There is disagreement about whether the
Delta variant is more severe for the vaccinated population.  Is this an indication that it actually is?

Also, if we just focus on that April 1 to June 30 period, I would love to know how many of those 4,881
hospitalizations and 610 deaths occurred in the most unvaccinated counties.

Thanks!

John

On Wed, Jul 21, 2021 at 8:01 AM John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org> wrote:
Thanks Gabi! Is there a reason for the different percentages? I was wondering if Delta and the other
variants could explain that? Or something else?

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 21, 2021, at 7:12 AM, Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:


Sorry John - You can disregard the April timeframe. We ran two sets of numbers based on some of the
requests we've gotten.  We should have just sent you the numbers since January. 

Gabi 

On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 5:22 PM John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org> wrote:
Hi Gabi,

I have a follow up question. I'm confused about the two date ranges: Jan 1-June 30 and
April 1-June 30.  What is the difference between the two, or why did you include both? Did
something change after April 1?

Thanks!
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John

On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 4:40 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Hi there -

Here is updated information on the percentage of hospitalizations and deaths among unvaccinated 
individuals. The numbers we provided you yesterday included partially vaccinated individuals as 
breakthrough hospitalizations and deaths. Because partially vaccinated individuals who contract 
COVID-19 are not considered breakthrough cases by the CDC, we have amended our analysis to 
compare individuals who are fully vaccinated to those that are not fully vaccinated.
 
Date ranges refer to dates of death or dates of hospital admission. Only cases with a positive 
COVID-19 test collection date are included. Percentages of those not fully vaccinated (not 14 days 
out from their final COVID-19 vaccine dose) at the time of their positive test collection date are 
shown below. 

Jan 1 - June 30 April 1 - June 30 

unvaccinated* / total unvaccinated* / total 

Deaths among cases 1,545 / 1,607 = 96.1% 551 / 604 = 91.2%

Deaths due to COVID-19 
(COVID is the underlying 
cause of death)

1,334 / 1,370 = 97.4% 479 / 513 = 93.4% 

Deaths due to COVID-19 
(COVID is the underlying 
cause of death or a 
significantly contributing 
factor) 

1,647 / 1,699 = 96.9% 563 / 610 = 92.3%

Hospitalizations 9,614 / 9,926 = 96.9% 4,612 / 4,881 = 94.5% 
*Includes unvaccinated and partially vaccinated people (anyone not 14 days out from their final 
COVID-19 vaccine dose).  

Sorry about the confusion. 

Gabi 

On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 9:08 AM John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org> wrote:
You bet!

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 20, 2021, at 8:56 AM, Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:
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Thanks for your patience John - I really appreciate it. 

Gabi 

On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 8:55 AM John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org>
wrote:

Yep sounds good, we hadn’t run that yet. Thanks Gabi!

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 20, 2021, at 8:45 AM, Colorado State Joint
Information Center <media_info@state.co.us> wrote:


Morning John - I hope you're having a decent week so far. 

Rachel Herlihy wants to double check the numbers we sent you
yesterday, so if you haven't used them yet, can you hold off until
we get back to you? 

Gabi 

On Mon, Jul 19, 2021 at 10:50 AM John Daley
<jdaley@cprmail.org> wrote:

Hi CDPHE Media,

Hope you had a nice weekend and thanks for all you're
doing for the rest of us.

I have some questions for you. 

Do you know what percent of people now or recently
hospitalized with COVID-19 are unvaccinated? How
about for deaths?

Do you know what percentage of recent cases in
Coloroado are breakthrough cases?

Is that information available on your website?

We're just trying to drill down about what know about
these unvaccinated and breakthrough numbers.

Thanks!

John

  
 John Daley

Health Reporter, CPR News
Colorado Public Radio
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From: John Daley on behalf of John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: Re: Questions on pediatric COVID hospitalizationss and deaths in CO?
Date: Thursday, August 5, 2021 3:41:10 PM

Thanks Brian, much appreciated.

On Thu, Aug 5, 2021 at 3:33 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
wrote:

John,

To date, there have been 15 deaths among cases of COVID-19 in Coloradans between the 
ages of 0 and 17. Three of those deaths among cases fall in the 0-9 age group, and 12 
fall into the 10-17 age group.  “Deaths among cases” is epidemiological data that counts 
deaths that occurred within 30 days of a positive COVID-19 diagnosis. Deaths among 
cases are not necessarily due to COVID-19, but any death that occurs in an individual 
within 30 days of a positive COVID-19 test. 

Since the start of the pandemic, there have been 800 COVID hospitalizations among 
children to date. Of those, 352 fall into the 0-9 age group, and 448 fall into the 10-17 
age group. 

- Brian

On Thu, Aug 5, 2021 at 1:18 PM John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org> wrote:
Hi CDPHE Media,

Hope you're having a good week.

I have some questions for you after looking at the numbers on the state's dashboard:

1)  How many children have died of COVID in CO during the pandemic?

2)  Can you give a breakdown for the two groups under 20?

On the state's website, for 0-9 it says 0.04 percent of deaths among cases for ages 0-9 and 0.22
percent for ages 10-19, so if we've had nearly 7,000 deaths that means the number of people
younger than 19 would just be a few, correct?

3) How many children have been hospitalized with COVID in CO during the pandemic?

4)  Can you give me a breakdown for the two groups under 20?

Again, doing my journalist's math, for ages 0-9 it says 1.12% and for 10-19 it says 2.21%. So if
we've had 33,000 people hospitalized with COVID during the pandemic, then that works out to
around 330 kids aged 0-9 hospitalized and maybe around 700 hospitalized for those aged 10-19?
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My deadline is 3 pm tomorrow afternoon.

Thanks!

John

  
 John Daley

Health Reporter, CPR News
Colorado Public Radio
303 E 17th Avenue, Suite 200 | Denver, CO 80203
(303) 871-9191, ext. 4459
Mobile: 801-824-0306
Let's connect: @CODaleyNews | Facebook | Twitter
www.cpr.org
 

...

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM

-- 

  
 John Daley

Health Reporter, CPR News
Colorado Public Radio
303 E 17th Avenue, Suite 200 | Denver, CO 80203
(303) 871-9191, ext. 4459
Mobile: 801-824-0306
Let's connect: @CODaleyNews | Facebook | Twitter
www.cpr.org
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From: Calise, Max on behalf of Calise, Max <Max.Calise@TheDenverChannel.com>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: RE: Quick Question
Date: Friday, August 6, 2021 4:38:35 PM
Attachments: image002.png

NEVERMIND. Looks like we were using the numbers from Wednesday to compare to today.  It has been fixed in our system.
 
 

Max Calise
Assignment Desk Manager

TEL:  303-832-0200
MOBILE: 720-400-3150

Max.Calise@thedenverchannel.com

    
 
 

From: Calise, Max 
Sent: Friday, August 6, 2021 3:48 PM
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
Cc: KMGH_ASSIGNMENTS <KMGH_ASSIGNMENTS@KMGH.com>
Subject: Quick Question
 
Hello,
 
We noticed that the covid numbers seemed to have doubled in the last 24 hours.  Is there any contributing factor (data dump or something along those lines) that is adding to these numbers or is this just a larger number then the day before?
 
 
(Most numbers have doubled from yesterday’s)
+2,326 cases
+110 hospitalized
+10,437 tested
+44,448 test encounters
+15 deaths among cases
+29 deaths due to covid
+7 outbreaks
 

 
 
Any info is appreciated.
 

Max Calise
Assignment Desk Manager

TEL:  303-832-0200
MOBILE: 720-400-3150

Max.Calise@thedenverchannel.com

 
 
Scripps Media, Inc., certifies that its advertising sales agreements do not discriminate on the basis of race or ethnicity. All advertising sales agreements contain nondiscrimination clauses.
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: DJ Summers
Subject: Re: Quick question from FOX31
Date: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:50:05 PM

Hi DJ - 

From January 1 through August 10, 95.4% of COVID-19 cases reported in Colorado have 
been among the unvaccinated, which is why we strongly encourage all Coloradans ages 12 
and up to get vaccinated without delay.

There have been a total of 10,342 breakthrough cases identified in Colorado since January 
through August 10, 4.6% of all cases during that time period.
There are delays in how quickly vaccination data, case data, hospitalization data, and 
deaths data are reported to public health. To prevent issues related to lagged reporting, 
the proportion of cases that were unvaccinated is lagged by one week, hospitalizations 
and deaths among cases are lagged by two weeks, and deaths due to COVID-19 is lagged by 
three weeks. As more people are vaccinated, the proportion of breakthrough cases is 
expected to increase.

Date range Unvaccinated* / 
total 

Breakthrough 
count 

Cases January 1 - August 
10 

214,003 / 224,345 
= 95.4%

10,342

Hospitalizations January 1 - Aug 3 10,043/ 10,467 = 
95.9%

424

Deaths among 
cases

January 1 - Aug 3 1,677 / 1,770 = 
94.7%

93

Deaths due to 
COVID-19 (COVID is 
the underlying 
cause of death)

January 1 - July 27 1,428 / 1,480 = 
96.5%

52

*Includes unvaccinated and partially vaccinated people (anyone not 14 days out from their 

final COVID-19 vaccine dose). 

Kristen

On Wed, Aug 18, 2021 at 11:43 AM DJ Summers <Daniel.Summers@kdvr.com> wrote:

Hey there,

 

mailto:media_info@state.co.us
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I had a quick question that I’m sure I already know the answer to but want to check all my boxes
anyway – does CDPHE track how many people have been both infected and vaccinated? If so, any
studies available on respective infection rates?

 

Best,

DJ

 

DJ Summers

Data reporter

FOX31/KWGN

100 East Speer Blvd.

Denver, CO 80203

315-396-5995 (cell)

 

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM



From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: TC Smythe
Subject: Re: Request for Access to Amendment requests to COVID-related deaths for Custer County
Date: Thursday, July 15, 2021 4:37:55 PM

HI there - I am working on getting you some information, but it might be tomorrow morning before I have it.
Gabi 

On Thu, Jul 15, 2021 at 8:47 AM TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org> wrote:
Good morning Sirs/Madames:

Lately I've noticed a number of downward revisions in the ArcGIS database for death totals related
to COVID in Custer County.  As a cumulative record, deaths and cases generally only rise - they
never fall, at least not without a footnote to the revision.

**For Custer County only**, I'd like to find out:  Since April 1, 2020, 
1) How many people have died of **any** cause in Custer County?;
2) How many of those deaths were COVID-related either directly or indirectly?
3) How many COVID-related deaths were amended, reclassified, or recategorized as 'indirect' or
'incidental' to COVID at the request of our Public Health Director or any other official here in
Custer County?
4) If our Public Health Director has made no requests of this type, could CDPHE please provide an
explanation for each downward revision?  

It hasn't happened often, but with our small population, the percentage swings are easy to notice but
hard to explain in the absence of a press release for each one.

Many Thanks,

TC Smythe
KLZR 91.7FM   

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: TC Smythe
Subject: Re: Request for Access to Amendment requests to COVID-related deaths for Custer County
Date: Friday, July 16, 2021 12:44:00 PM

Hi there - Here is some information. Let us know if you need anything else. Gabi 

Lately I've noticed a number of downward revisions in the ArcGIS database for death totals related to 
COVID in Custer County.  As a cumulative record, deaths and cases generally only rise - they never fall, at 
least not without a footnote to the revision.
 
**For Custer County only**, I'd like to find out:  Since April 1, 2020, 
 
1) How many people have died of **any** cause in Custer County?;
Based on all death certificates registered with CDPHE year-to-date, since April 1, 2020, 
there have been 69 deaths among Custer County residents (irrespective of where deaths 
occurred), and 48 deaths occurring in Custer County (irrespective of decedents’ locations of 
residence).
 
2) How many of those deaths were COVID-related either directly or indirectly?
 
Deaths among COVID-19 cases and deaths due to COVID-19 cases by county are listed on 
our website. 
 
Since April 1, 2020, there have been five deaths due to COVID-19. Deaths due to COVID-19 
include those for which COVID-19 was the underlying cause of death or was recorded on 
the death certificate as a significant contributing condition. Deaths among COVID-19 cases 
include those who die within 30 days of a COVID-19 diagnosis. That categorization does not 
depend on whether COVID was listed on the death certificate and is something our 
epidemiologists use as a data point for disease surveillance. Custer County has had 2 
deaths among COVID-19 cases.
 
3) How many COVID-related deaths were amended, reclassified, or recategorized as 
'indirect' or 'incidental' to COVID at the request of our Public Health Director or any 
other official here in Custer County?
 
The cause of death can only be amended by the original medical certifier (physician, coroner 
or medical examiner.) CDPHE is not permitted to unilaterally amend these causes of death.

“Deaths due to COVID” is based on death certificates registered with CDPHE, and coded for 
statistical analysis by CDC. The physician, medical examiner, or coroner records COVID-19 
as a cause of death on the death certificate, according to guidance from CDC/National 
Center for Health Statistics on how cause of death certification of a death involving COVID-
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19 should be completed, and based on their best medical judgement. 

4) If our Public Health Director has made no requests of this type, could CDPHE 
please
provide an explanation for each downward revision?  
 
We provide robust information on our website from a variety of data sources, and we are 
diligently reviewing our data every day to ensure accuracy. Data entry errors are amended 
as needed. 
 
 

On Thu, Jul 15, 2021 at 8:47 AM TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org> wrote:
Good morning Sirs/Madames:

Lately I've noticed a number of downward revisions in the ArcGIS database for death totals related
to COVID in Custer County.  As a cumulative record, deaths and cases generally only rise - they
never fall, at least not without a footnote to the revision.

**For Custer County only**, I'd like to find out:  Since April 1, 2020, 
1) How many people have died of **any** cause in Custer County?;
2) How many of those deaths were COVID-related either directly or indirectly?
3) How many COVID-related deaths were amended, reclassified, or recategorized as 'indirect' or
'incidental' to COVID at the request of our Public Health Director or any other official here in
Custer County?
4) If our Public Health Director has made no requests of this type, could CDPHE please provide an
explanation for each downward revision?  

It hasn't happened often, but with our small population, the percentage swings are easy to notice but
hard to explain in the absence of a press release for each one.

Many Thanks,

TC Smythe
KLZR 91.7FM   

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: standing by for the total deaths *from any cause* and "Deaths Due to" COVID update since 4/1/20 for Custer County
Date: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 1:35:29 PM

Hi there - 

We routinely clean our data to ensure the numbers reflected on the website are accurate. 
That process can, in some cases, result in cases being removed.  

Let us know if you need anything else. 

Gabi 

On Mon, Aug 16, 2021 at 3:12 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

Also curious to know why cumulative case numbers for variants went down for Chaffee, Fremont,
Huerfano, and Pueblo counties?

Cumulative numbers are historical - they can only go up or stop - but they can't go down.

Is there a footnoite you'd like to share?

 

TC Smythe

832-715-5226

 

"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll be a
mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey

From: TC Smythe 
Sent: Monday, August 16, 2021 12:26 AM
To: 'Colorado State Joint Information Center' <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: standing by for the total deaths *from any cause* and "Deaths Due to" COVID update
since 4/1/20 for Custer County

 

…and the data marches on…

 

thanks,

TC Smythe

832-715-5226
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"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll be a
mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Tuesday, August 3, 2021 4:41 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Has the ArcGIS database been decommissioned for Custer County?

 

Moving forward, we can provide updates weekly on Mondays. 

 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention requires the suppression of death data if
there are fewer than 10 deaths in a jurisdiction. This is a CDC/NCHS policy, described
further on their website, and is intended to accommodate all of the various state-level data
release policies concerning vital statistics data. Colorado’s data release policy concerning
vital statistics is to suppress death counts of fewer than three. However, because we link
directly to the CDC/NCHS for “deaths due to COVID,” which affords greater timeliness and
automation, CDPHE’s website also suppresses counts of fewer than 10.  We can release
counts of fewer than 10 upon request. 

 

All deaths meeting the definition of a “death due to COVID-19” which means COVID-19 is
recorded as the cause of death, as the underlying cause of death or a significant
contribution factor, will ultimately be counted appropriately in our data. There is a lag of up
to several weeks between when a death occurs and when that death would be included.
This is driven by the time required to fully register a death certificate, as well as for CDC to
conduct the cause of death coding on the information provided by the medical certifier
(coroner or physician), on which these statistics are based.  

 

Colorado’s vital records statutes and Board of Health regulations prohibit the public
release of identifiable vital records data, which includes publicly confirming information
about individual events.  Thus CDPHE implements the suppression of counts or statistics
based on fewer than three in publicly-released data products from our office.  As a result,
we cannot confirm when a specific death was/would be added to the counts of deaths due
to COVID-19.  

 

We have a robust amount of information on our website, and we are committed to
transparency. We receive data from a host of sources and have worked to develop a
system that allows us to release as much information as quickly as possible without
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infringing on others’ data release policies. 
 
Let us know if you need anything else.
 
Gabi

 

 

On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 8:15 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

I've been emailing since 7/20, but no data has arrived until now.  My segment is published
Tuesady mornings so anything I get form you would be a week old by the time it gets out.

Got word of a new death that does not show up in either category. The family published COVID
as the cause of death in the decedent's obituary. 

Decedent passed on 7/23 but it is unclear if CDPHE will add this one to the 2 amongs we have or
add it to the 5 due-to's.  Maybe they already have and I can't tell.

This is what makes that asterisk / suppression so frustrating.  Custer is not alone.   33 other
counties cannot see their actual COVID deaths.  In Custer's case it turned out to be 250% more
than  the number of deaths we were aware of. Literally 1 in 13 deaths are directly due to COVID.

It makes it appear as if CDPHE is hiding all the deaths that are actually caused by COVID and
only reporting the ones that can be made to appear coincidental.

 

Any guidance on how to frame this story would be appreciated.

 

 

TC Smythe

832-715-5226

 

"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll be
a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, August 2, 2021 3:30 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Has the ArcGIS database been decommissioned for Custer County?
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Hi there  - 

 

We already were gathering the data you requested when you filed your CORA. This
should satisfy that request, and as I’ve said previously, if you want weekly updates, just
email us on Tuesdays, and we will pull the numbers for you. 
 
Based on all death certificates registered with CDPHE year-to-date, since April 1, 2020,
there have been 71 deaths among Custer County residents (irrespective of where
deaths occurred. There have been five deaths among Custer County residents due to
COVID-19 (as the underlying cause of death or as a significant contributing condition.)
 
Let us know if you need anything else.
 
Gabi

 

 

On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 9:48 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

Good morning -

 

Looking for the latest update for Custer County in the "Deaths DUE to COVID" category as
well as the number of total deaths from any cause.

Our last request for this data on 7/23 went unanswered.

Are we still at 5 and 69?

 

TC Smythe

832-715-5226

 

"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll
be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Tuesday, July 27, 2021 7:22 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Has the ArcGIS database been decommissioned for Custer County?
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The website is now updated Monday-Friday. 

 

Gabi 

 

On Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 8:03 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

https://data-cdphe.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/cdphe-covid19-county-level-open-data-
repository/explore?
filters=eyJDT1VOVFkiOlsiQ1VTVEVSIl0sIkRlc2NfIjpbIlRvdGFsIENPVklELTE5IFRlc3R
zIFBlcmZvcm1lZCBpbiBDb2xvcmFkbyBieSBDb3VudHkiLCJDYXNlcyBvZiBDT1ZJRC0
xOSBpbiBDb2xvcmFkbyBieSBDb3VudHkiLCJEZWF0aHMgQW1vbmcgQ09WSUQtMTk
gQ2FzZXMgaW4gQ29sb3JhZG8gYnkgQ291bnR5IiwiRGVhdGhzIEFtb25nIENPVklELTE
5IENhc2VzIFJhdGVzIFBlciAxMDAsMDAwIFBlb3BsZSBpbiBDb2xvcmFkbyBieSBDb3V
udHkiXX0%3D&showTable=true

 

The County-level open data repository stopped showing data updates for Custer County on
7/23/2021.  Any reason for that?

We have depended upon that resource for our daily COVID reporting on cases, testing and
'deaths among' for the last 481 days.

 

If this database link is no longer maintained by CDPHE, could you please provide an address
to similar data or a statement about why that data is no longer available?  Either will do.

 

Many thanks,

 

TC Smythe

KLZR 91.7 FM in Westcliffe, Colorado

 

832-715-5226

 

"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them
you'll be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:10 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID

 

That is the latest information I have. If you would like weekly updates, we can
provide those on Tuesdays. 

 

Gabi 

 

On Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 8:59 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

To confirm, you're stating that our 'deaths due to' stands at 5 and has not changed since our
first email..?

(I have been on the state website for the other category every day for the last 481 days :)  )

 TC Smythe

832-715-5226

 From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, July 26, 2021 7:19 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID

 That's correct.  In case it's helpful, the website is updated Monday - Friday
around 4 p.m. 

 Gabi 

 

On Sat, Jul 24, 2021 at 8:57 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

In the absence of other detail, I take it to mean that there have been no other changes
since our 'deaths among' total stands at 2, and that as of 7/23/21 our 'deaths due to' total
stood at 5 as previously stated by Ms. Johnston?

 TC Smythe

832-715-5226

 From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
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Sent: Friday, July 23, 2021 5:22 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID

 TC,

As we explained in our previous email, Colorado’s data release policy
concerning vital statistics is to suppress death counts of fewer than three, and
that is data we generate. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is
the source of the “deaths due to” data. 
We are not permitted to release exact dates of deaths, per the confidentiality
provisions in statute and Board of Health rules, which prohibit the public
release of identifiable vital records data and the confirmation of details of
individual events.

 - Brian

 On Fri, Jul 23, 2021 at 3:04 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

Thanks for responding..

The dates for the "among cases" are visible - why not for this category? Can
we at least get a date range for each one?  (ex: week 3, week 6,)

 TC Smythe 832-715-5226

 "Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when
you criticize them you'll be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack
Handey

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2021 2:40 PM
To: TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org>
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID

Hi there - 

Since April 1, 2020, there have been five deaths due to COVID-19 among
Custer County residents. Deaths due to COVID-19 include those for which
COVID-19 was the underlying cause of death or was recorded on the death
certificate as a significant contributing condition. We are not permitted to
release exact dates of deaths, per the confidentiality provisions in statute
and Board of Health rules, which prohibit the public release of identifiable
vital records data and the confirmation of details of individual events.

If you would like weekly updates, you may contact us on Tuesdays, and we
will check the data for you. 

Let us know if you need anything else. Gabi 
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On Fri, Jul 23, 2021 at 5:01 AM TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org> wrote:

Hello Ms. Johnston:

As mentioned in our conversation below, I'd like to begin my weekly
requests for the latest figures regarding deaths specifically 'due to' COVID
in Custer County.  (The "Deaths among" are already visible to me on the
CDPHE dashboard).   Also, I'd like the dates of the 5 deaths disclosed by
CDPHE last week.

 If this request format is not sufficient to release the data, please let me
know what other elements you need.

Thank you,

TC Smythe, KLZR 91.7FM News Westcliffe, Colorado 832-715-5226

 

From: Colorado State Joint Information Center

Sent: Wednesday, July 21, 2021 4:50 PM
To: TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org>
Subject: Re: Request to Gabi Johnston, Joint Information Officer

Here is some information. Let us know if you have any questions. Gabi 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention requires the suppression
of death data if there are fewer than 10 deaths in a jurisdiction. This is a
CDC/NCHS policy, described further on their website, and is intended to
accommodate all of the various state-level data release policies
concerning vital statistics data. Colorado’s data release policy concerning
vital statistics is to suppress death counts of fewer than three. However,
because we link directly to the CDC/NCHS for “deaths due to COVID,”
which affords greater timeliness and automation, CDPHE’s website also
suppresses counts of fewer than 10.  We can release counts of fewer
than 10 upon request. Regarding “deaths among cases,” local public
health agencies have access to all death data in their counties through the
Colorado Electronic Disease Reporting System. That system is not
available publicly. 

 

On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 2:38 PM TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org> wrote:

Thank you sir -

I'd like to add a request to Ms. Johnston that she arrange for someone to
have the "Due To" figures (currently asterisks) to appear as numeric values
in the column already reserved for that category in the public-facing
COVID 19 dashboard.
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This will preclude the need for me to make individual queries each week
to Dr. Brown or to her office for the same information that was readily
provided to me when I first asked. 

If this is not possible, a good alternative would be to provide me with the
source link to the website where she got it and I can check it myself going
forward. 

Many thanks,

TC Smythe KLZR Radio 832-715-5226

 

On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 12:50 PM Dr Clifford Brown
<clifford@custercountygov.com> wrote:

Ms. Johnston_

Please see attached request and respond directly.

Note to Custer County officials and individuals important to public
awareness:

This is the request for accurate, complete, and accurate information in
the future from the state concerning the COVID-related death data among
Custer County residents. The basis for this request is the incomplete data
previously reported to us.

Since we are counting upon this data to allow individuals to make
informed decisions concerning their own health, the lack of complete
information provided previously is unacceptable.

From Ms. Johnston we were able to learn that there have been five deaths
due to COVID-19.

Respectfully,

Clifford Brown, OD, MPH, FAAO(D)

CAPT/USPHS (Ret)

Director of Public Health

Custer County

719.783.3369

 

--
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Colorado State Joint Information Center 
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From: John Daley on behalf of John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: Re: Today"s slide deck?
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 2:04:33 PM

Awesome, thanks! 

On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 1:51 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
wrote:

John,

Happy Monday to you as well! I've attached today's slide deck. 

- Brian

On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 1:28 PM John Daley <jdaley@cprmail.org> wrote:
Hi CDPHE Media,

Happy Monday to you.

I wonder if you could send me the slide deck from today's presser?

Thanks!

John

  
 John Daley

Health Reporter, CPR News
Colorado Public Radio
303 E 17th Avenue, Suite 200 | Denver, CO 80203
(303) 871-9191, ext. 4459
Mobile: 801-824-0306
Let's connect: @CODaleyNews | Facebook | Twitter
www.cpr.org
 

...
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Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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 John Daley

Health Reporter, CPR News
Colorado Public Radio
303 E 17th Avenue, Suite 200 | Denver, CO 80203
(303) 871-9191, ext. 4459
Mobile: 801-824-0306
Let's connect: @CODaleyNews | Facebook | Twitter
www.cpr.org
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From: Matt Sebastian on behalf of Matt Sebastian <msebastian@denverpost.com>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: Re: unvaccinated stats
Date: Monday, July 19, 2021 6:09:42 PM

Thank you!

On Mon, Jul 19, 2021 at 5:25 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
wrote:

Matt,

Since January 15, 95.3% of the 9,891 hospital admissions among COVID-19 cases were 
unvaccinated at the time of their positive COVID-19 test collection date. Due to 
reporting delays of hospitalized patient demographics and vaccination data, the most 
recent admission date included in that total is July 10. This means that 4.7% of 
hospitalized cases admitted from January 15 through July 10 were either fully or 
partially vaccinated at the time of their positive COVID-19 test collection date.  Out of 
207 people admitted to the hospital with a confirmed case of COVID-19 (but not 
necessarily due to COVID-19) during the week of July 4 through July 10, 2021, 188 
(90.8%) were not known to have received any vaccine before their positive COVID-19 test 
collection date.  (On background: we don’t have real time data on the number of 
Coloradans who are vaccinated and currently hospitalized because hospitals report daily 
hospitalization numbers to us in aggregate. The patient level data reports from hospitals 
to CDPHE, including name and date of birth information, lags 4-7 days, so we are unable 
to find information about hospitalized patients in the Colorado immunization database in 
real time.) 
 
Since April 1, 78.7% of the 717 deaths among COVID-19 cases were unvaccinated at the 
time of their positive COVID-19 test collection date. Due to reporting delays of 
information about deaths among COVID-19 cases and vaccination data, the most recent 
date of death included in that total is July 3. This means that 21.3% of deaths among 
cases were either fully or partially vaccinated at the time of their positive COVID-19 test 
collection date. Please note that the cause of death has not been reviewed yet, so these 
are considered deaths among COVID-19 cases and not deaths due to COVID-19 at this 
time. 
 
Hospitalizations and deaths are among cases of COVID-19, not necessarily due to COVID-
19 (that means someone may have died or been hospitalized as a result of another cause 
but tested positive for COVID-19).
 
Vaccination is the best protection against COVID-19, including the Delta variant. We 
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encourage all eligible Coloradans to get vaccinated as soon as possible. It is the easiest 
way to protect our friends, families, and communities and to return to the lives we love.

Anyone who is not fully vaccinated should continue to wear a mask, practice physical 
distancing, wash their hands frequently, and limit gatherings with people outside of 
their households. Anyone -- regardless of vaccination status -- who develops symptoms 
should get tested immediately and isolate. 

- Brian

On Mon, Jul 19, 2021 at 8:25 AM Matt Sebastian <msebastian@denverpost.com> wrote:
Hello,

I'm wondering if you could please provide the following data:

1.) Percentage of current statewide COVID hospizations where the patient is
unvaccinated

2.) Percentage of COVID deaths in Colorado since April 1 where the deceased was
unvaccianted

Thanks,

Matt Sebastian 
Managing Editor, The Denver Post
5990 Washington St., Denver, CO 80216
303-954-1241 | @mattsebastian

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM

-- 
Matt Sebastian 
Managing Editor, The Denver Post
5990 Washington St., Denver, CO 80216
303-954-1241 | @mattsebastian
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From: Colorado State Joint Information Center on behalf of Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
To: John Ingold
Subject: Re: Updated breakthrough case data -- answer needed TODAY
Date: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:50:49 PM

Hi John, 

From January 1 through August 10, 95.4% of COVID-19 cases reported in Colorado have 
been among the unvaccinated, which is why we strongly encourage all Coloradans ages 12 
and up to get vaccinated without delay.

There have been a total of 10,342 breakthrough cases identified in Colorado since January 
through August 10, 4.6% of all cases during that time period.

There are delays in how quickly vaccination data, case data, hospitalization data, and 
deaths data are reported to public health. To prevent issues related to lagged reporting, 
the proportion of cases that were unvaccinated is lagged by one week, hospitalizations 
and deaths among cases are lagged by two weeks, and deaths due to COVID-19 is lagged by 
three weeks. As more people are vaccinated, the proportion of breakthrough cases is 
expected to increase.

Date range Unvaccinated* / 
total 

Breakthrough 
count 

Cases January 1 - August 
10 

214,003 / 224,345 
= 95.4%

10,342

Hospitalizations January 1 - Aug 3 10,043/ 10,467 = 
95.9%

424

Deaths among 
cases

January 1 - Aug 3 1,677 / 1,770 = 
94.7%

93

Deaths due to 
COVID-19 (COVID is 
the underlying 
cause of death)

January 1 - July 27 1,428 / 1,480 = 
96.5%

52

*Includes unvaccinated and partially vaccinated people (anyone not 14 days out from their 

final COVID-19 vaccine dose). 

Kristen

On Wed, Aug 18, 2021 at 11:54 AM John Ingold <johningold@coloradosun.com> wrote:
Hi! I am wondering if you have updated cases on breakthrough cases, hospitalizations and deaths,
both the numbers and as a percentage of totals. The most recent data I've seen is through July 24.
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Thanks!

John

-- 
John Ingold
The Colorado Sun
www.coloradosun.com
johningold@coloradosun.com
303-517-0561
Twitter: @johningold

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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From: TC Smythe on behalf of TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com>
To: "Colorado State Joint Information Center"
Subject: RE: variant totals gone from the dashboard because Delta is the only type left?
Date: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 8:47:57 AM

Thanks
 
I really do appreciate the info you've been able to share so far..
 
TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 
"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll be a
mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 7:11 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: variant totals gone from the dashboard because Delta is the only type left?
 
Good morning - We updated our website, so it's just in a different location. If you scroll
down past the Variant Sentinel Surveillance graph, you can find the variants of concern by
county. 
 
Hope that helps. Let us know if you have any other questions. 
 
Gabi 
 
On Wed, Aug 18, 2021 at 12:02 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

It would be a legitimate reason for a change to thepublic reacord, but noticed the other 4 variants no
longer appear at all on the dashboard..
I used to get it at this link under the header "Variants of Concern by County" : 
https://covid19.colorado.gov/data
 
 
TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 
"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll be a
mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, August 16, 2021 3:49 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: standing by for the total deaths *from any cause* and "Deaths Due to" COVID update since
4/1/20 for Custer County
 
I'm working on getting you some information on the variant data. In the meantime, here
are updated numbers. Gabi 
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Based on all death certificates registered with CDPHE year-to-date, since March 1, 2020, there
have been 79 deaths among Custer County residents (irrespective of where deaths occurred.)
There have been six deaths among Custer County residents due to COVID-19 (as the
underlying cause of death or as a significant contributing condition). The death that has been
recently added is the most recent of the six that have occurred to date. It could not be added
until the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention completed the registration and coding, for
which there is typically a 2-3 week lag.
 
On Mon, Aug 16, 2021 at 3:12 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

Also curious to know why cumulative case numbers for variants went down for Chaffee, Fremont,
Huerfano, and Pueblo counties?
Cumulative numbers are historical - they can only go up or stop - but they can't go down.
Is there a footnoite you'd like to share?
 
TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 
"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll be
a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: TC Smythe 
Sent: Monday, August 16, 2021 12:26 AM
To: 'Colorado State Joint Information Center' <media_info@state.co.us>
Subject: standing by for the total deaths *from any cause* and "Deaths Due to" COVID update since
4/1/20 for Custer County
 
…and the data marches on…
 
thanks,
TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 
"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll be
a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Tuesday, August 3, 2021 4:41 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Has the ArcGIS database been decommissioned for Custer County?
 
Moving forward, we can provide updates weekly on Mondays. 
 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention requires the suppression of death data
if there are fewer than 10 deaths in a jurisdiction. This is a CDC/NCHS policy, described
further on their website, and is intended to accommodate all of the various state-level
data release policies concerning vital statistics data. Colorado’s data release policy
concerning vital statistics is to suppress death counts of fewer than three. However,
because we link directly to the CDC/NCHS for “deaths due to COVID,” which affords
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greater timeliness and automation, CDPHE’s website also suppresses counts of fewer
than 10.  We can release counts of fewer than 10 upon request. 
 
All deaths meeting the definition of a “death due to COVID-19” which means COVID-19
is recorded as the cause of death, as the underlying cause of death or a significant
contribution factor, will ultimately be counted appropriately in our data. There is a lag of
up to several weeks between when a death occurs and when that death would be
included. This is driven by the time required to fully register a death certificate, as well
as for CDC to conduct the cause of death coding on the information provided by the
medical certifier (coroner or physician), on which these statistics are based.  
 
Colorado’s vital records statutes and Board of Health regulations prohibit the public
release of identifiable vital records data, which includes publicly confirming information
about individual events.  Thus CDPHE implements the suppression of counts or
statistics based on fewer than three in publicly-released data products from our office. 
As a result, we cannot confirm when a specific death was/would be added to the counts
of deaths due to COVID-19.  
 
We have a robust amount of information on our website, and we are committed to
transparency. We receive data from a host of sources and have worked to develop a
system that allows us to release as much information as quickly as possible without
infringing on others’ data release policies. 
 
Let us know if you need anything else.
 
Gabi
 
 
On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 8:15 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

I've been emailing since 7/20, but no data has arrived until now.  My segment is published Tuesady
mornings so anything I get form you would be a week old by the time it gets out.
Got word of a new death that does not show up in either category. The family published COVID as
the cause of death in the decedent's obituary. 
Decedent passed on 7/23 but it is unclear if CDPHE will add this one to the 2 amongs we have or add
it to the 5 due-to's.  Maybe they already have and I can't tell.
This is what makes that asterisk / suppression so frustrating.  Custer is not alone.   33 other counties
cannot see their actual COVID deaths.  In Custer's case it turned out to be 250% more than  the
number of deaths we were aware of. Literally 1 in 13 deaths are directly due to COVID.
It makes it appear as if CDPHE is hiding all the deaths that are actually caused by COVID and only
reporting the ones that can be made to appear coincidental.
 
Any guidance on how to frame this story would be appreciated.
 
 
TC Smythe
832-715-5226
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"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them you'll
be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, August 2, 2021 3:30 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Has the ArcGIS database been decommissioned for Custer County?
 
Hi there  - 
 
We already were gathering the data you requested when you filed your CORA. This
should satisfy that request, and as I’ve said previously, if you want weekly updates,
just email us on Tuesdays, and we will pull the numbers for you. 
 
Based on all death certificates registered with CDPHE year-to-date, since April 1,
2020, there have been 71 deaths among Custer County residents (irrespective of
where deaths occurred. There have been five deaths among Custer County residents
due to COVID-19 (as the underlying cause of death or as a significant contributing
condition.)
 
Let us know if you need anything else.
 
Gabi
 
 
On Mon, Aug 2, 2021 at 9:48 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

Good morning -
 
Looking for the latest update for Custer County in the "Deaths DUE to COVID" category as well as
the number of total deaths from any cause.
Our last request for this data on 7/23 went unanswered.
Are we still at 5 and 69?
 
TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 
"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them
you'll be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Tuesday, July 27, 2021 7:22 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Has the ArcGIS database been decommissioned for Custer County?
 
The website is now updated Monday-Friday. 
 
Gabi 
 
On Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 8:03 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:
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https://data-cdphe.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/cdphe-covid19-county-level-open-data-
repository/explore?
filters=eyJDT1VOVFkiOlsiQ1VTVEVSIl0sIkRlc2NfIjpbIlRvdGFsIENPVklELTE5IFRlc3RzIFBlcmZvcm1lZ
CBpbiBDb2xvcmFkbyBieSBDb3VudHkiLCJDYXNlcyBvZiBDT1ZJRC0xOSBpbiBDb2xvcmFkbyBieSBDb
3VudHkiLCJEZWF0aHMgQW1vbmcgQ09WSUQtMTkgQ2FzZXMgaW4gQ29sb3JhZG8gYnkgQ291b
nR5IiwiRGVhdGhzIEFtb25nIENPVklELTE5IENhc2VzIFJhdGVzIFBlciAxMDAsMDAwIFBlb3BsZSBpbiB
Db2xvcmFkbyBieSBDb3VudHkiXX0%3D&showTable=true
 
The County-level open data repository stopped showing data updates for Custer County on
7/23/2021.  Any reason for that?
We have depended upon that resource for our daily COVID reporting on cases, testing and
'deaths among' for the last 481 days.
 
If this database link is no longer maintained by CDPHE, could you please provide an address to
similar data or a statement about why that data is no longer available?  Either will do.
 
Many thanks,
 
TC Smythe
KLZR 91.7 FM in Westcliffe, Colorado
 
832-715-5226
 
"Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you criticize them
you'll be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:10 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
 
That is the latest information I have. If you would like weekly updates, we can
provide those on Tuesdays. 
 
Gabi 
 
On Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 8:59 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

To confirm, you're stating that our 'deaths due to' stands at 5 and has not changed since our
first email..?
(I have been on the state website for the other category every day for the last 481 days :)  )
 TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Monday, July 26, 2021 7:19 AM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
 That's correct.  In case it's helpful, the website is updated Monday - Friday
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around 4 p.m. 
 Gabi 
 
On Sat, Jul 24, 2021 at 8:57 AM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

In the absence of other detail, I take it to mean that there have been no other changes
since our 'deaths among' total stands at 2, and that as of 7/23/21 our 'deaths due to' total
stood at 5 as previously stated by Ms. Johnston?
 TC Smythe
832-715-5226
 From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2021 5:22 PM
To: tc@tcsmythe.com
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
 TC,
As we explained in our previous email, Colorado’s data release policy
concerning vital statistics is to suppress death counts of fewer than three,
and that is data we generate. The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention is the source of the “deaths due to” data. 
We are not permitted to release exact dates of deaths, per the
confidentiality provisions in statute and Board of Health rules, which
prohibit the public release of identifiable vital records data and the
confirmation of details of individual events.
 - Brian
 On Fri, Jul 23, 2021 at 3:04 PM TC Smythe <tc@tcsmythe.com> wrote:

Thanks for responding..
The dates for the "among cases" are visible - why not for this category? Can we
at least get a date range for each one?  (ex: week 3, week 6,)
 TC Smythe 832-715-5226
 "Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes - that way, when you
criticize them you'll be a mile away, and you'll have their shoes." - Jack
Handey
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2021 2:40 PM
To: TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org>
Subject: Re: Info Request for Custer County Deaths "due to" COVID
Hi there - 
Since April 1, 2020, there have been five deaths due to COVID-19 among
Custer County residents. Deaths due to COVID-19 include those for which
COVID-19 was the underlying cause of death or was recorded on the death
certificate as a significant contributing condition. We are not permitted
to release exact dates of deaths, per the confidentiality provisions in
statute and Board of Health rules, which prohibit the public release of
identifiable vital records data and the confirmation of details of
individual events.

If you would like weekly updates, you may contact us on Tuesdays, and
we will check the data for you. 

Let us know if you need anything else. Gabi 
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On Fri, Jul 23, 2021 at 5:01 AM TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org> wrote:

Hello Ms. Johnston:
As mentioned in our conversation below, I'd like to begin my weekly requests
for the latest figures regarding deaths specifically 'due to' COVID in Custer
County.  (The "Deaths among" are already visible to me on the CDPHE
dashboard).   Also, I'd like the dates of the 5 deaths disclosed by CDPHE last
week.
 If this request format is not sufficient to release the data, please let me
know what other elements you need.
Thank you,
TC Smythe, KLZR 91.7FM News Westcliffe, Colorado 832-715-5226
 
From: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Sent: Wednesday, July 21, 2021 4:50 PM
To: TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org>
Subject: Re: Request to Gabi Johnston, Joint Information Officer
Here is some information. Let us know if you have any questions. Gabi 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention requires the suppression of
death data if there are fewer than 10 deaths in a jurisdiction. This is a
CDC/NCHS policy, described further on their website, and is intended to
accommodate all of the various state-level data release policies concerning
vital statistics data. Colorado’s data release policy concerning vital statistics
is to suppress death counts of fewer than three. However, because we link
directly to the CDC/NCHS for “deaths due to COVID,” which affords greater
timeliness and automation, CDPHE’s website also suppresses counts of fewer
than 10.  We can release counts of fewer than 10 upon request. Regarding
“deaths among cases,” local public health agencies have access to all death
data in their counties through the Colorado Electronic Disease Reporting
System. That system is not available publicly. 
 
On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 2:38 PM TC Smythe <tc.smythe@klzr.org> wrote:
Thank you sir -
I'd like to add a request to Ms. Johnston that she arrange for someone to
have the "Due To" figures (currently asterisks) to appear as numeric values in
the column already reserved for that category in the public-facing COVID 19
dashboard.
This will preclude the need for me to make individual queries each week to
Dr. Brown or to her office for the same information that was readily
provided to me when I first asked. 
If this is not possible, a good alternative would be to provide me with the
source link to the website where she got it and I can check it myself going
forward. 
Many thanks,
TC Smythe KLZR Radio 832-715-5226
 
On Tue, Jul 20, 2021 at 12:50 PM Dr Clifford Brown
<clifford@custercountygov.com> wrote:
Ms. Johnston_
Please see attached request and respond directly.
Note to Custer County officials and individuals important to public
awareness:
This is the request for accurate, complete, and accurate information in the
future from the state concerning the COVID-related death data among
Custer County residents. The basis for this request is the incomplete data
previously reported to us.
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Since we are counting upon this data to allow individuals to make informed
decisions concerning their own health, the lack of complete information
provided previously is unacceptable.
From Ms. Johnston we were able to learn that there have been five deaths
due to COVID-19.
Respectfully,
Clifford Brown, OD, MPH, FAAO(D)
CAPT/USPHS (Ret)
Director of Public Health
Custer County
719.783.3369
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From: Hopkins, Jared on behalf of Hopkins, Jared <jared.hopkins@wsj.com>
To: Colorado State Joint Information Center
Subject: Re: Wall Street Journal - question
Date: Monday, August 9, 2021 1:55:26 PM

Thank you very much. 

On Mon, Aug 9, 2021 at 2:54 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center <media_info@state.co.us>
wrote:

Jared,

Dr. Rachel Herlihy, state epidemiologist, provided additional context regarding rising 
cases, vaccine breakthrough cases, and recent data, in a press conference last week, 
beginning around the 11:30 mark.

I’ve included our most recent data that shows the proportion of unvaccinated people in 
Colorado’s case, death, and hospitalization data for the year as well as for the month of 
July.

Jan 1 - July 31 July 1 - July 31

unvaccinated* / total unvaccinated* / total 

Cases 206,037 / 213,242 = 96.6% 12,640 / 16,089 = 78.6%

Deaths among cases 1,669 / 1,754 = 95.2% 117 / 139 = 84.2%

Deaths due to COVID-19 
(COVID is the underlying 
cause of death)

1,409 / 1,458 = 96.6% 70 / 81 = 86.4% 

Hospitalizations 10,592 / 11,035 = 96% 894 / 1,026 = 87.1% 

- Brian

On Mon, Aug 9, 2021 at 9:33 AM Hopkins, Jared <jared.hopkins@wsj.com> wrote:
Thanks so much. 

On Mon, Aug 9, 2021 at 11:00 AM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Jared,

Yep, it's on my to-do list for this morning!

- Brian

On Mon, Aug 9, 2021 at 8:43 AM Hopkins, Jared <jared.hopkins@wsj.com> wrote:
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Good morning. I just wanted to check in on this. Is it possible for Colorado to pull that
snapshot? Thanks. - Jared 

On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 6:42 PM Hopkins, Jared <jared.hopkins@wsj.com> wrote:
Thanks, Brian. I understand. If you could provide that snapshot by the end of this week (or
early next week), I would greatly appreciate it. Have a great night. 

On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 3:43 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Jared,

Given reporting lags for hospitalizations and deaths, we likely won’t have 
complete July vaccine breakthrough data for a few more weeks, but we are 
happy to provide a point-in-time snapshot for you later this week or early next 
week based on the data we have received to that point.

- Brian

On Tue, Aug 3, 2021 at 4:32 PM Hopkins, Jared <jared.hopkins@wsj.com> wrote:
Thanks very much. I hadn't seen this video. This is very helpful -- I see where the
reference is made to breakthroughs, but being that it's only through July 24, I was
wondering if there might be information available through the course of July? Just so
we can present as thorough and consistent tracking as we can. I don't need the
information tonight, but was hoping maybe this week. Thanks. - Jared 

On Tue, Aug 3, 2021 at 6:13 PM Colorado State Joint Information Center
<media_info@state.co.us> wrote:

Hi Jared - 

Dr. Rachel Herlihy, state epidemiologist, shared these statistics and 
discussed additional context regarding vaccine breakthrough cases, in a 
press conference yesterday, beginning at the 12-minute mark. 

Please let us know if you have any questions after you have reviewed the 
information.  

Kristen

On Tue, Aug 3, 2021 at 3:38 PM Hopkins, Jared <jared.hopkins@wsj.com> wrote:
Hello. Jared Hopkins from the Wall Street Journal here. I hope you’re doing well. I
cover the drug industry and Covid-19 vaccines here in NYC. 

We're doing a story about breakthrough Covid-19 infections that will follow up
on a story we printed in April on the same topic. The idea is to get a better sense of
how many vaccinated individuals have been infected with Covid-19 since the Delta
variant became the dominant strain of the virus.

Until the end of April, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention was
collecting data on breakthrough infections, but since then they've stopped, and are
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only tracking the most serious cases.

I'm writing to you because at this point, it seems like state health departments are
the best resources to find the data we're looking for.

We have two basic questions:

(1) How many breakthrough infections -- instances of fully-vaccinated people
becoming infected with Covid-19 -- has Colorado identified among its residents
since the beginning of the pandemic?

(2) How many breakthrough infections has the state identified among its residents
since July 1st?

Any data you can share to help answer these questions is much appreciated.
Breakthrough infections are one of the most interesting topics to our readers right
now, and your help will go a long way towards helping them better understand the
Covid-19 pandemic and make decisions about how to protect themselves.

I recognize it might take some time to gather this data together, but please reply as
soon as you can so we can use the info promptly. If you have any questions or
concerns, please feel free to call me at 224-355-3027.

Thanks again and take care. 

Jared 

-- 
Jared S. Hopkins
REPORTER

M: +1 224 355 3027   O: +1 212 416 4120
E: jared.hopkins@wsj.com
T: @jaredshopkins
A: 1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036

-- 
Colorado State Joint Information Center 
Hours of Operation: Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
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Hunsaker Ryan - CDPHE, Jill <jill.hunsakerryan@state.co.us>

Interesting stuff from from the world of Colorado Coroners
5 messages

Ron Engels <rengels@gilpincounty.org> Sat, Dec 12, 2020 at 1:42 PM
To: Jill Hunsaker Ryan - CDPHE <jill.hunsakerryan@state.co.us>

Jill,

Thought you might be interested in hearing about discontent from at least one coroner about how deaths are being
classified. She may be intentionally misrepresenting the situation, but even if she's not, somebody might want to look
into the situation before it becomes a media circus.

Ron

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Colorado Coroners Association <coloradocoroners@gmail.com> 
Date: Dec 11, 2020 6:51 PM 
Subject: Fwd: Would like to hear your comments 
To: Colorado Coroners Association <Coloradocoroners@gmail.com> 
Cc:  

Good evening
I am forwarding a query from Grand County Coroner Brenda Bock. 
Please read below and send your responses directly to her. 
Thank you
jen
---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Brenda Bock <BBock@co.grand.co.us> 
Date: Fri, Dec 11, 2020 at 6:27 PM 
Subject: Would like to hear your comments 
To: Jen Vein <coloradocoroners@gmail.com>

I'm reaching out to you as County Coroners.  I would like to know your thoughts on this issue.

I feel like the numbers on COVID deaths are very high.  I'm not saying they are all false, but they aren't true either.
I had a homicide/suicide case last week in my county (they were both autopsied).  The couple did test positive for COVID
and were on the last day of being quarantined.

.   Today I looked at the number of COVID deaths for Grand County and
saw that the number had jumped
from 3 to 5 deaths.  I questioned my Public Health Nurse and was sent this response:

If they died in the 30 days of their positive test they are counted as a death among a COVID case. However, all
deaths are forwarded on to CDC to make the determination if it was a death due to COVID. 

mailto:coloradocoroners@gmail.com
mailto:Coloradocoroners@gmail.com
mailto:BBock@co.grand.co.us
mailto:coloradocoroners@gmail.com
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This usually takes about 2-3 weeks. We do separate deaths on our website as either "due to" or "among" a
COVID case.

My question is: How many counties are not paying close attention to the COVID death rates and the State is just
classifying the deaths as they see fit?  Or how many of you have had the same problem? I know in my county that the
public is not very trusting of the information given out by Public Health.  If the State doesn't take this off my COVID death
count, how would you respond?  
When do we as Coroner's or CCA stand up to get this practice stopped?
I appreciate any comments you might like to share with me.
Please send your comments to my email at:
BBock@co.grand.co.us

Thanks,
Brenda

Hunsaker Ryan - CDPHE, Jill <jill.hunsakerryan@state.co.us> Sun, Dec 13, 2020 at 8:47 AM
Reply-To: jill.ryan@state.co.us
To: Ron Engels <rengels@gilpincounty.org>

Thanks Ron, this is a very nuanced issue that has been hard to communicate to the public. There are two death
statistics kept and reported on our website: those who died WITH COVID-19 and those who died FROM COVID-19.  The
initial information that CDPHE receives (from a surveillance perspective) is on anyone who has died with COVID.  As
your email indicates, those that died from COVID are then pulled out once the death certificate has gone through the
national certification process.  This is routinely how death surveillance is conducted universally from a communicable
disease perspective, but it's the political nature of COVID that has raised eyebrows.  The initial information we get
about people who have died with COVID gives us a rapid glance of what is occuring with the virus.  We know that a
small number of cases will then be pulled from the initial list and defined as people whose actual cause of death is
something else.  This process takes 4-6 weeks and it doesn't make sense from a disease control perspective to wait that
long to consider the data.  We distinguish this as "death surveillance data" and "death certificate data,"which is the
actual cause of death. I hope this helps and happy to discuss more. Thanks!

Jill Hunsaker Ryan, MPH
Executive Director 

       
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver CO, 80246
o: 303.692.2011 | c: 720.607.7190
jill.ryan@state.co.us | www.colorado.gov/cdphe
Your feedback is important to us! Please let us know how I am doing.  

Executive Assistant: Aislinn Barnett, aislinn.barnett@state.co.us 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail. 

Due to the COVID-19 response I may be delayed in responding to your email. 

COVID-19 is soaring in Colorado. Do your part to keep our community safe and our health care system strong.
 

Avoid in-person gatherings.  
Stay at least 6 feet away from others.
Wear a mask.

mailto:BBock@co.grand.co.us
mailto:jill.ryan@state.co.us
http://www.colorado.gov/cdphe
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdkXIx5E9T8uDYkEbGq0IJrjOCBLKCq6Xfq7PxtC4yJMBehCg/viewform
mailto:aislinn.barnett@state.co.us
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Work from home if you can.
Sign up for Exposure Notifications.

For specific information, please call the CDPHE Call Center at 303-692-2130.

For general questions about COVID-19: Call CO-Help at 303-389-1687 or 1-877-462-2911 or email COHELP@RMPDC.org.   

Additional information can at any of the following resources:
CDPHE COVID-19
CDPHE Local Public Health Contacts
CDC 
WHO

[Quoted text hidden]

Ron Engels <rengels@gilpincounty.org> Sun, Dec 13, 2020 at 9:09 AM
To: "jill.ryan@state.co.us" <jill.ryan@state.co.us>

Thanks, Jill.  I get this,  but it sounds like x ok conservative Coroner Bock is thinking about  creating a media stink. Maybe
someone from CCA could make an attempt to explain what you did below before there is yet another thing the naysayers
can grab onto?

Hope you are staying healthy and warm!

Ron

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S8, an AT&T 5G Evolution capable smartphone
[Quoted text hidden]

Hunsaker Ryan - CDPHE, Jill <jill.hunsakerryan@state.co.us> Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 9:41 PM
Reply-To: jill.ryan@state.co.us
To: Ron Engels <rengels@gilpincounty.org>

Hi Ron, if you would like one of our epidemiologist to speak with your group, I would be happy to coordinate.  Nice to see
you on the call today.

My best, Jill
[Quoted text hidden]

Ron Engels <rengels@gilpincounty.org> Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 9:58 PM
To: "jill.ryan@state.co.us" <jill.ryan@state.co.us>

Thanks. I'll pass the offer on to Zane and my contact at the Coroner's association.

Good to see you too. Thanks for all your support during my political  career. 
[Quoted text hidden]
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This monthly publication is intended for the vital records community in Colorado. 

Extranet & Forms: https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411 

Death Unit: 303.692.2208 or cdphe_deathcertificates@state.co.us   

EDR Assistance: 303.692.2191 or cdphe.vitalrecords411@state.co.us  

 

COVID-19 Resources 

The State Vital Records office has created a COVID-19 resource tab on 
the Extranet at: 
https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411/covid-
19-1 

~ Completing COVIDl9 Cause of Death Guidelines 
Physicians and Coroners can use this link to find updated guidance 
on completing COVID-19 death records, and CDC link 

~ Public Health Order, Directives from NFDA 
Funeral Directors can find links to the National Funeral Directors 
Association with directives and resources surrounding COVID-19 

~ Vital Records Office Operations Options 
Local Vital Records have meeting notes on VR Operations Options 
regarding handling vital records remotely, and expectations from the State Registrar. 

List of Statewide Vital Records Closures 

The link below provides a list of county vital records office that have closed their lobbies. The list auto-
updates which means that this list will always be current. 

https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/news/ways-order-vital-records 

 

State of Colorado Activates 2-1-1 Colorado to Connect Coloradans with Human 
Services Resources During COVID-19 Pandemic 

In partnership with Mile High United Way, the Colorado State Emergency Operations Center activated 2-1-1 
Colorado to connect Coloradans with human service resources statewide. Coloradans can reach 2-1-1 Colorado 
online at 211Colorado.org, by dialing 2-1-1 or texting your Zip Code to 898-211. Do not call 911 for COVID-19 
questions unless it is a medical emergency. 

 
2-1-1 Colorado is a confidential and multilingual service connecting people across the State of Colorado to 
vital resources in their local community. 2-1-1 serves as one central location where people can access over 
7,500 health and human service resources. 
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Arapahoe Coroner – COVID-19 Deaths 

The Arapahoe County Coroner, Dr. Lear, has requested that if funeral directors receive a death certificate 
for deaths in Arapahoe County only, where the doctor has listed COVID-19 in the cause of death, to please 
“Refer to Coroner” (in EDR) or forward any drop-to-paper worksheets to the coroner for the coroners review 
and co-sign.  

Park County Vital Records Postponing Move 

Until further notice, the Park County vital records duties will continue to be performed at the Park County 
Clerk and Recorders office.  Park County Public Health office in Fairplay will not be able to take on the vital 
records responsibility until the COVID-19 heath issue crisis has passed and they have time to reassess their 
resources. 

Reporting All Deaths Within 5-Days 

Deaths must be registered within 5-days of the date of death or found on date. By statute, whomever has 
the body on day five is responsible for registration of the death, regardless of what information they have or 
do not have on the decedent.  

Coroners that have unidentified remains, or are working with public administrators, as well as funeral homes 
that are waiting on family to provide information, cannot postpone the registration of a death beyond the 5-
days by law. For questions, please call 303.692.2179 or 303.692.2191, or you may email 
cdphe.edr@state.co.us.  

Welcome to EDR 

We would like to welcome the newest EDR user group: Stride Community Center (Lakewood). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Field Unit thanks you for your time and attention! 

Michelle Cowell, Supervisor, Phone 303.692.2183, Email: michelle.cowell@state.co.us 

Pete Anguiano, Customer Support, Phone 303.692.2191, Email: pedro.anguiano@state.co.us  

Bradie Zaletel, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2233, Email: bradie.zaletel@state.co.us  

Renee Bear, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2179, Email: renee.bear@state.co.us 
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COVID-19 Resources 

The State Vital Records office has a COVID-19 resource tab on the 
Extranet at: 
https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411/covid-
19-1 

With links to: 

 County Emergency Managers for resources, PPE requests, etc. 

 COVID-19 Cause of Death Completion Guidelines 

 Disposition Permit Changes Due to COVID-19 

 FAQ from the CDC 

 …and more! 

Terms Not to Use to Report COVID-19 

With the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic surveillance, the National 
Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) is following up on certificates in 
which they have received death records reported with terms that may have been intended to convey the 
COVID-19 Disease, however, due to the terminology reported (see following terms) they will not be coded 
properly.  

Some of the terms not reported correctly include: 
 “COVID” 

o While this is close to the COVID-19 reporting, without the specified strain “19” it will not be 
coded correctly.  COVID reported by itself is the equivalent for “Coronavirus Disease.”   

 “Coronavirus” 
o Since there are multiple strains of “Coronavirus” we want to ensure accurate reporting and 

coding.  As reported, this term will not get coded correctly. 
 “Possible COVID-19 Exposure” 

o While this reporting does indicate COVID-19, just being exposed to the disease does not mean 
that it contributed to or led to death.   

 “Pending COVID-19 Tests” 
o While this reporting does indicate COVID-19, since it does not specify the death was 

“Probably,” “Suspected,” or caused by COVID-19, this term will not be coded correctly.  
o If this is the only codeable entry, a non-descript code will be applied.  
o If there are other codeable terms reported, they will be coded, and this Term will be a No 

Code.  
o When results are provided, we would need an amendment/update to the record confirming 

the disease. 
 Guidance on Certifying COVID-19 Deaths can be found at https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/covid-

19.htm 
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Funeral Home and Coroner Survey Continues 

Just a reminder to funeral homes and coroners that we continue to request your input on the mass fatality 
planning survey. This survey collects critical information on capacity, PPE, storage, transport, etc. Accurate 
data will be crucial to anticipating and meeting those needs for everyone in the state.   

The survey link below should be saved and the survey taken by each funeral home and coroner’s office every 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday for the next 60 days. This timeframe may change based on the situation and 
we will continue to assess on a regular basis. 

Survey: https://tinyurl.com/DailyColoradoCapacitySurvey 
 

Partial Re-Opening of State Vital Records 

The state vital records lobby will partially reopen to walk-in customers on May 18th. The only walk-in 
customers accepted will be for birth record modifications, corrections, etc., only and only by appointment. 
Details on setting appointments will be posted when available. 

Funeral homes needing in-person service must continue to call the Death Unit at 303.692.2208 to make 
arrangements. General requests for certified copies must continue to be submitted via postal mail or 
Internet.   

Customers also have the option to visit a local vital records office that is open to walk-ins:  

https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/news/ways-order-vital-records 
 

List of Statewide Vital Records Closures 

The link below provides a list of county vital records office that have closed their lobbies. The list auto-
updates which means that this list will always be current. 

https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/news/ways-order-vital-records 

 

Welcome to EDR 

We would like to welcome the newest EDR user group: Valley Wide Health Systems (Alamosa). 

KUDOS to Funeral Homes and Coroners 

The Colorado state vital records office is required to "close-out" death record data each year by a set 
deadline. This then provides the annual data used by statisticians and agencies at the local, state and 
federal levels. The Records and Data Integrity Unit at the state vital records office would like to give a big 
shout out to funeral homes and coroners! The 2019 data year will be 'closed' next week with only 6 pending 
death records!  This is one of the best years we have had for low numbers of pending records!  

 

 

The Field Unit thanks you for your time and attention! 

Michelle Cowell, Supervisor, Phone 303.692.2183, Email: michelle.cowell@state.co.us 

Pete Anguiano, Customer Support, Phone 303.692.2191, Email: pedro.anguiano@state.co.us  

Bradie Zaletel, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2233, Email: bradie.zaletel@state.co.us  

Renee Bear, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2179, Email: renee.bear@state.co.us 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__tinyurl.com_DailyColoradoCapacitySurvey&d=DwMFaQ&c=sdnEM9SRGFuMt5z5w3AhsPNahmNicq64TgF1JwNR0cs&r=6wVNMNFAHxVJ3TS72237FtaN7ZHf1sfq8h1g-apvP4g&m=ep93kgdGB8t9i_9551W9bDIlCCsTsElOSm0j6UI9IGE&s=DfHYaUnuso2RFcoSKt2L5aEXynCz4aQvPOOrMkDgPxw&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.colorado.gov_pacific_cdphe_news_ways-2Dorder-2Dvital-2Drecords&d=DwMFaQ&c=sdnEM9SRGFuMt5z5w3AhsPNahmNicq64TgF1JwNR0cs&r=kFXzOP9wAqWsToFayVz7z-Mtwmbic3CMeLh1ZKYu9GE&m=gR-xmjZ2zO361WhCJGGvF8TU215AjpsUTmGsDUwPjbo&s=KjjwGe4bRKyVMgY7VGDOLvHgZ6Tee2e5vpHNEjFzcSg&e=
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/news/ways-order-vital-records
mailto:michelle.cowell@state.co.us
mailto:pedro.anguiano@state.co.us
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Amending COVID-19 Death Records 

If a medical certifier registers a death record as "Pending COVID-19 
test," the State vital records office requests that the medical certifier 
update the results on the death record by submitting an Amendment 
form. This follow up step is important in recording cause of death, 
and we rely on medical certifiers to document this update. The 
Amendment form is attached, or may be found at: 
https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411/forms 

Medically Certifying COVID-19 Deaths 

Attached, please find the “how to” instructions from the CDC on 
certifying COVID-19 deaths. Further resources may be found on the 
Extranet at: 
https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411/covid-
19-1 

State Vital Records Lobby Re-Opening Schedule 

On May 18th, 2020, the State vital records office “re-opened” by appointment only to customers who needed 
to make birth certificate corrections. The appointment scheduler is on the state website at: 
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/birth-certificates. The state office is not accepting any walk-ins 
currently for other services. This phase will continue until June 8, 2020.  

Barring any unforeseen changes, beginning June 8th, 2020, customers will be able to schedule appointments 
on the state website for certification requests, and appointments for birth corrections will continue. Again, 
the state office will not be accepting any walk-ins for other services until further notice. 

Customers also have the option to visit a local vital records office that is open to walk-ins:  
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/news/ways-order-vital-records 

Funeral homes needing in-person service must continue to call the Death Unit at 303.692.2208 to make 
arrangements. General requests for certified copies must continue to be submitted via postal mail or 

Internet.  

Current List of Statewide Vital Records Opening/Closures 

The link below provides a list of county vital records offices and their opening or closures. The list auto-
updates so it will always be current. 

https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/news/ways-order-vital-records  
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Medical Certifier Help Video Now Available 

The EDR Help menu has a quick video tutorial on medical certification that may be useful in navigating the 
system. Please note that medical certifiers (physicians, coroners and medical office staff) will need to be 
logged in to the EDR system to access this tutorial.  

Welcome to EDR 

We would like to welcome the newest EDR user group: (most metro area) CPMG, CPMG Westminster, CPMG 
Broadway, KP Littleton, KP Franklin, KP Highlands Ranch, KP Wheat Ridge, CHPG Lakewood, Cottonwood Inn 
Nursing Facility Durango; Kaiser Permanente – Brighton. 

Vital Statistics Data Links 

The final 2019 vital statistics data are now available through a variety of data links: 

General birth and deaths summary tables for each county are available on the Vital Stats Program 
website.  Additionally, various HealthWatch reports and updated tables of commonly-requested statistics 
are available on this page as well. 

There are also updated, interactive data visualizations for births, deaths, and population data (the last from 
the Colorado Demography Office) on the Colorado Health Information Dataset - CoHID.   

 

 

 

 

The Field Unit thanks you for your time and attention! 

Michelle Cowell, Supervisor, Phone 303.692.2183, Email: michelle.cowell@state.co.us 

Pete Anguiano, Customer Support, Phone 303.692.2191, Email: pedro.anguiano@state.co.us  

Bradie Zaletel, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2233, Email: bradie.zaletel@state.co.us  

Renee Bear, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2179, Email: renee.bear@state.co.us 
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https://cohealthviz.dphe.state.co.us/t/HealthInformaticsPublic/views/COHIDLiveBirthsDashboard/LiveBirthStatistics?iframeSizedToWindow=true&:embed=y&:showAppBanner=false&:display_count=no&:showVizHome=no
https://cohealthviz.dphe.state.co.us/t/HealthInformaticsPublic/views/COHIDFullDeathQuery_StateDemographyPopEstimates/MortalityStatistics?iframeSizedToWindow=true&:embed=y&:showAppBanner=false&:display_count=no&:showVizHome=no
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State Holiday/Office Closures Reminders  

The Office of the State Registrar of Vital Statistics scheduled 
holiday/furlough day closures: 

Veterans Day, Wednesday, November 11 

Thanksgiving Day, Thursday, November 26 

Furlough Day, Friday, November 27 

Christmas Day, Friday, December 25 

New Year’s Day, Friday, January 1, 2021  

Vital Records Death Unit Processing 

If you sent a request such as a drop to paper, death correction, 
death amendment form and/or any document(s) to the Death Unit 
for processing and it is not completed within the standard 
processing time, please resubmit the document to our office via 
the usual fax or email. It may not have transferred correctly, to an 
internal system, via fax/email the first time. Please contact the Death Unit at 303.692.2208 to let them 
know. If you are unable to reach the Death Unit, please email the supervisor Samuel Vasquez Jr. 
at Samuel.VasquezJr@sate.co.us.    

Updated Fetal Death Certificate 

Due to numerous questions regarding the fetal death certificate "checkbox" for under 20 week gestation 
stating “Stillbirth Certificate Requested,” we believe the language is causing concerns and confusion. Since 
the form was updated 2018 with different wording, some of those completing the form are understanding it 
to read that they are ‘requesting’ a certificate. This is not the case.  

Fetal death certificates less than 20 weeks gestation are not permanent records, but if this checkbox is 
marked, our office will keep this certificate permanently should the family want a stillbirth certificate at 
some point moving forward. Again, this checkbox need only be marked if gestation is less than 20 weeks and 
the parents have indicated they might be interested in a copy of a certificate of stillbirth in the future. 
 
The Fetal Death Certificate on the Extranet has now been updated to read: 

 Parent(s) may be interested in a stillbirth certificate. 

Please find the updated Fetal Death Certificate form at: 
https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411/forms  
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Training Module Mandates for Funeral Home 

Starting in 2021, the State Vital Records office is looking to start requiring funeral directors and funeral 
home staff to complete one COTrain module, prior to submitting EDR access request forms. This training 
module may take 30 minutes to complete. We will provide further information in the coming months. If you 
have any questions or concerns, please contact michelle.cowell@state.co.us. 

Elbert County Vital Records Temporarily Referring to Tri-County 

Until further notice, Elbert County Health & Human Services, Vital Records office will be temporarily 
referring vital records duties to the Tri-County Health Department Vital Records office. When Elbert County 
reopens to vital records, we will send another notice. 

Contacts for the Tri-County Vital Records office may be found on the Extranet 
at: https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411/contacts 

  

 All Elbert County Drop-to-Paper worksheets will be sent to the Tri-County vital records office fax 
303.221.2906 or secure email DTP’s to vitalrecords@tchd.org. 

 After-hours disposition permits will be handled by Tri-County vital records office on call 303.883.7899, 
9am - 12 pm, Sat, Sun, Holidays. 

 Issuance of birth and death certificates may be handled at any vital records office in the state, excluding 
Elbert County at this time. 

Time to Update your Funeral Home Registry Listing 

After our request last month for Funeral Homes to check their Funeral Establishment Registry to ensure that 
it was up-to-date (accurate contact info and staff) you’ve done a good job on sending these update! But 
keep them coming! 

Funeral Establishment Registry LISTING: 

https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411/contacts 

Funeral Establishment Registration FORM: 

https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411/forms  

Welcome to EDR 

Welcome to these new EDR users:  New West Physicians-Golden, UCHealth Trauma-Acute Care Surgery, 
UCHealth Internal Medicine at Printers Park (name change from Colorado Springs Internal Medicine), Glover 
Family Medicine, Harris Funeral Home, Modern Legacy (cremation), Visiting Medical Clinic, Monte Vista 
Medical Clinic of Rio Grande Hospital. 

Decision Fatigue 

As the number of COVID-19 cases continues to rise in the United States and most people are operating under 
higher levels of stress than usual, many are facing decision paralysis – but few more so than frontline 
workers. There are a few factors that play into this: decision fatigue and choice overload. Both are common 
and likely affect us more than we realize. An article on Mental Health America’s website provides some 
great tips on how to give your brain a break. 

https://mhanational.org/why-it-feels-hard-make-decisions-right-now 
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The Field Unit thanks you for your time and attention! 

Michelle Cowell, Supervisor, Phone 303.692.2183, Email: michelle.cowell@state.co.us 

Pete Anguiano, Business Application Support Specialist, Phone 303.692.2191, Email: pedro.anguiano@state.co.us  

Bradie Zaletel, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2233, Email: bradie.zaletel@state.co.us  

Renee Bear, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2179, Email: renee.bear@state.co.us 
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Upcoming State Holiday Office Closures  

The Office of the State Registrar of Vital Statistics scheduled holiday closures: 

Christmas Day, Friday, December 25 

New Year’s Day, Friday, January 1, 2021 

State Vital Records Lobby Closure 

The State Vital Records office lobby is closed to walk in customers effective Monday, November 30, 
2020.  We are still processing work via mail, online, etc. and staff are still available via phone and email.   

If funeral homes need a shipper letter, a certified death record with the state seal, or other walk-in 
services, please email Samuel.VasquezJr@state.co.us.  Your office must coordinate a date and time to come 
in to pick up your request from the State office.  

Vital Records Death Unit Processing  

If you sent a request such as a drop to paper, death correction, death amendment form and/or any 
document(s) to the Death Unit for processing and it is not completed within the standard processing time, 
please resubmit the document to our office via the usual fax or email. It may not have transferred correctly, 
to an internal system, via fax/email the first time. Please contact the Death Unit at 303.692.2208 to let 
them know. If you are unable to reach the Death Unit, please email the supervisor Samuel Vasquez Jr. 
at Samuel.VasquezJr@state.co.us. 

Vaccine Priority 

State vital records staff attend a state Fatality Management group regarding COVID-19 activities.  The group 
has confirmed that coroner offices are in the 1A phase and funeral establishments are in the 1B phase of 
vaccine priority.  The draft vaccination plan is available at https://covid19.colorado.gov/colorado-interim-
covid-19 

https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411
mailto:cdphe_deathcertificates@state.co.us
mailto:cdphe.vitalrecords411@state.co.us
mailto:Samuel.VasquezJr@state.co.us
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https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__covid19.colorado.gov_colorado-2Dinterim-2Dcovid-2D19&d=DwMFaQ&c=sdnEM9SRGFuMt5z5w3AhsPNahmNicq64TgF1JwNR0cs&r=kFXzOP9wAqWsToFayVz7z-Mtwmbic3CMeLh1ZKYu9GE&m=-BqfGJEZVW1et8aFzbyla_azsKAD0aVHBSL79vco_WE&s=-rW5FU3P_bx3TgXAmxaBW1YLhYacLrBSm7srIn4_vTQ&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__covid19.colorado.gov_colorado-2Dinterim-2Dcovid-2D19&d=DwMFaQ&c=sdnEM9SRGFuMt5z5w3AhsPNahmNicq64TgF1JwNR0cs&r=kFXzOP9wAqWsToFayVz7z-Mtwmbic3CMeLh1ZKYu9GE&m=-BqfGJEZVW1et8aFzbyla_azsKAD0aVHBSL79vco_WE&s=-rW5FU3P_bx3TgXAmxaBW1YLhYacLrBSm7srIn4_vTQ&e=
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New CDPHE Public Website 

The Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment has updated their public website and it has a 
new site address https://cdphe.colorado.gov/ Please feel free to share this website with your customers, as 
needed. 

Welcome New EDR Facilities 

EDR Welcome List: Boulder Community Health-Hospital Medicine, Glover Family Medicine, Harris Funeral 
Home, Modern Legacy (cremation), Visiting Medical Clinic, Monte Vista Medical Clinic of Rio Grande 
Hospital, New West Physicians – Golden, UCHealth Trauma-Acute Care Surgery, UCHealth Pulmonology, 
Transitions Funeral Home, Kaiser Permanente Spring Creek Medical Offices, Banner Health Home Care, 
Snyder Grand Valley Funeral Home & Crematory, Sky Health Services. 

State Office Changing Phone Systems 

The State Vital Records office is working towards implementing a new phone system. We will soon be using 
Amazon Connect which should provide a number of benefits to those calling the state office. We will be 
providing updates and numbers/extensions as soon as testing is complete. Testing is due to start in early 
December. 

Time to Update your Funeral Home Registry Listing 

After our request last month for Funeral Homes to check their Funeral Establishment Registry to ensure that 
it was up-to-date (accurate contact info and staff) you’ve done a good job on sending these updates! But 
keep them coming! 

Funeral Establishment Registry LISTING: 

https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411/contacts 

Funeral Establishment Registration FORM: 

https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411/forms  

 

 

 

 

The Field Unit thanks you for your time and attention! 

Michelle Cowell, Supervisor, Phone 303.692.2183, Email: michelle.cowell@state.co.us 

Pete Anguiano, Business Application Support Specialist, Phone 303.692.2191, Email: pedro.anguiano@state.co.us  

Bradie Zaletel, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2233, Email: bradie.zaletel@state.co.us  

Renee Bear, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2179, Email: renee.bear@state.co.us 
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Disposition Permit Changes Due to COVID-19 Extended 

The memorandum addressing potential last minute changes to the place of burial or cremation in which the 
funeral establishment may write on the disposition permit the actual crematory or cemetery that will be 
used has been extended only until March 31, 2021.  Please see the updated memorandum attached.  

New Physicians on EDR 

Over the last quarter we have seen a big increase in the number of physicians signing up for EDR. In October 
we had 56 physicians sign up and, in November, 57 physicians. Overall, 2020 has seen 506 physicians signed 
up, which is the largest number of signups so far recorded in a single year. The previous high was 415 in 
2017. 

EDR Physicians Signature 

For those funeral directors who anxiously await the medical certifier to sign EDR death records, we wanted 
to provide helpful information regarding the flow of information and processes within some medical facility 
locations.  

1) Some facilities have medical or admin staff transcribing the medical information into the EDR and then 
have the physician go in to review and sign. This is sometimes why you may see that the EDR record has 
medical information, but no “Date Certifier Signed.”  

2) The Date Certifier Signed is ‘auto-populated’ when the physician enters their PIN (signature), and the 
date is not something that the physician manually enters.  

3) When you don't see a date in the "Date Certifier Signed" field on the Medical-COD page, this indicates that 
the physician simply has not PIN'd (signed) the record. When contacting the physician, rather than telling 
them that they have not entered a date in the “Date Certifier Signed” data field, simply ask them if they 
have time to PIN (sign) the death record so that you may register the record.   

4) Physician’s process to PIN a record is by going to the blue toolbar under Registration menu and selecting 
Medical Certification. 

 

 

https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411
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Quality Assurance Follow-up 

We’re sad to announce that Nicholas O’Neal, our QA analyst in the Records and Data Integrity (RDI) Unit is 
leaving us.  He and his family are moving out of state and we wish them the best.  Until the position is 
filled, you may be contacted by other state office staff regarding data questions or quality assurance follow-
up.  If you have any questions, please contact the RDI Supervisor, Tami Rodriguez, at 
tami.rodriguez@state.co.us  

 

Vital Records Lobby Closure  
The State Vital Records office lobby is closed to walk in customers at least through January 31, 2021. We are 
still processing work via mail, online, etc. and staff are still available via phone and email.  A list of 
statewide vital records offices, and their lobby open/closed status, is available under the ‘other vital 
records locations’ at https://cdphe.colorado.gov/order-certificate-now.  

If funeral homes need a shipper letter, a certified death record with the state seal, or other walk-in services 
at the state vital records office, please email Samuel.VasquezJr@state.co.us. Your office must coordinate a 
date and time to come in to pick up your request from the State office. 

 

 

The Field Unit thanks you for your time and attention! 

Michelle Cowell, Supervisor, Phone 303.692.2183, Email: michelle.cowell@state.co.us 

Pete Anguiano, Business Application Support Specialist, Phone 303.692.2191, Email: pedro.anguiano@state.co.us  

Bradie Zaletel, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2233, Email: bradie.zaletel@state.co.us  

Renee Bear, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2179, Email: renee.bear@state.co.us 

 

mailto:tami.rodriguez@state.co.us
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Partial Re-Opening of State Vital Records Office 

The state vital records lobby will partially reopen to walk-in customers on February 9th, by appointment 
only. https://cdphe.colorado.gov/order-certificate-now 

Funeral homes needing in-person service must continue to call the Death Unit at 303.692.2208 to make 
arrangements. Further detail on Death Unit Processes below.  

Vital Records Death Unit Processes  

If funeral homes need a shipper letter, a certified death record with the state seal, or other walk-in 
services, please email Samuel.VasquezJr@state.co.us.  Your office must coordinate a date and time to come 
in to pick up your request from the State office, as the office is currently closed to the public.  

If you sent a request such as a drop to paper, death correction, death amendment form and/or any 
document(s) to the Death Unit for processing and it is not completed within the standard processing time, 
please resubmit the document to our office via the usual fax or email. It may not have transferred correctly, 
to an internal system, via fax/email the first time. Please contact the Death Unit at 303.692.2208 to let 
them know. If you are unable to reach the Death Unit, please email the supervisor Samuel Vasquez Jr. 
at Samuel.VasquezJr@state.co.us. If you are not getting a response, please contact Gabriel Thorn, 
Operations Manager, at Gabriel.thorn@state.co.us. 

COVID Vaccines 

The State Vital Records office has been receiving a number of calls regarding COVID vaccines, and we are 
directing all callers to contact their local public health department to get the most up-to-date vaccine 
information for your county.  

The Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment has launched a new call center for the public to 
ask questions specifically about the COVID-19 vaccine. The vaccine call center is open Monday through 
Friday, 9 a.m. - 10 p.m., Saturday and Sunday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Beginning Feb. 1, hours will extend to 24 
hours a day, seven days a week. The new toll-free number is 1-877-CO VAX CO (1-877-268-2926). 

The Extranet: 

Have you noticed the Extranet (private website) at the footer of the Broadcast? 

 

https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411
mailto:cdphe_deathcertificates@state.co.us
mailto:cdphe.vitalrecords411@state.co.us
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__cdphe.colorado.gov_order-2Dcertificate-2Dnow&d=DwMFaQ&c=sdnEM9SRGFuMt5z5w3AhsPNahmNicq64TgF1JwNR0cs&r=kFXzOP9wAqWsToFayVz7z-Mtwmbic3CMeLh1ZKYu9GE&m=Wb8cK_C1rNLpqTBBva75IUpWnXMfsDQKveDOR8g-An8&s=ik4adPkRubnTzuDf19trjo-hPmXcSkkySiexE8-puGU&e=
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Extranet & Forms https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411 

There you will find a Wealth of knowledge for our vital records community: Funeral Directors, Local 
Registrars, Birth Registrars, Coroners, Midwives! There are Statutes/Policies, Statistics, Forms, Cheat Sheets 
of every kind, Contacts, COVIS and EDR Guides, Online Training Modules, COVID-19 Resources, and more! We 
hope you’ll check it out and continue to use the Extranet as a resource! 

COVID Survey Data 

The data that is collected via the twice-weekly COVID Survey from funeral establishments and coroner 
offices is available via a ‘map’ representation. This helps public health agencies prioritize needs for fatality 
management.  The data that is collected is available via a map at:  https://dhsem.maps.arcgis.com/.   

The login is: 
ID: FM_DHSEM 
Password:  FM_COVID-19 

Coroner Cases Auto-Referred 

The EDR system has an option for coroners to be auto-referred on all deaths that occurs in their county.  
This is something for funeral homes to be aware of, although there are no added steps for this process.   

Please note that, currently, the coroners that have chosen this option are Clear Creek, El Paso, Elbert, 
Garfield, Park, Pueblo, Saguache, and Teller. 

Check/Confirm Funeral Establishment Registry 

We would ask that you take a look at the Funeral Establishment Registry for your funeral/crematory facility, 
and in particular, staff changes and contact information. The Registry may be found on the Extranet at:  
https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411/contacts 

Provide any corrections to this Registry listing by using the attached form, and send to 
renee.bear@state.co.us  

External Survey 2020 Results 

In late 2020, a survey was sent to our external partners: coroner offices, free standing birth centers, funeral 
establishments, hospitals, medical office staff, local offices of vital records, physicians, and registered 
midwives. Overall, the feedback was very positive. The overview charts are attached.  

We greatly appreciate the time you gave as you thoughtfully provided valuable feedback for us to work 
from. We want to utilize your ideas and suggestions, even your complaints, to improve our processes and 
systems.  Please know that you are valued partners! 

Request for 2020 Death Certificates 

The state vital records office is beginning our annual data closeout season. We are requesting all 2020 
Pending death records be amended, and death and fetal death records be registered with the state vital 
records as soon as possible. We ask that you please double check your records and submit all death records 
that are available. This will be a tremendous help for our Death Unit. 

Current Forms for Customers and Families 

Please be reminded to use the most current forms when you are assisting families. To be sure you are 
disseminating the most current, up-to-date forms from both the CDPHE (public) website, as well as the 
VitalRecords411 (private) website, please refer to the website links below. Don’t Forget to discard all 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__dhsem.maps.arcgis.com_&d=DwMFaQ&c=sdnEM9SRGFuMt5z5w3AhsPNahmNicq64TgF1JwNR0cs&r=Oawhjn5KxfGABao-zhRwna8hmFr0Rywqb0RHQk8NXq4&m=QwN94WBJ9tVAJKXIpgKzac4Jf0kxxrZ80BBNZspqvJY&s=p7YGQODfEgm0vWC5WguBbOE5NPhzVxKYxlINWYBC_xQ&e=
https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411/contacts
mailto:renee.bear@state.co.us
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outdated forms on your computers and/or in your hard copy files. 
Here is the link for current forms:   
https://cdphe.colorado.gov/vitalrecords 
Here is the link to the VitalRecords411: 
https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411/forms  

Welcome to EDR 

Welcome to these new EDR users: Cheyenne Coroner, Abbey Arnold Cremation Services, Colorado Funeral 
Home – Denver/Leadville/Silverthorne, Colorado Burial & Cremation, Bristol Hospice, Colorado 
Springs/Greenwood Village/Pueblo (formerly Suncrest Hospice), Blue Sky Neurology, UCHealth Heart and 
Vascular Surgery, Life Care Centers of America – Salida, Evergreen Nursing Home – Alamosa, San Luis Care 
Center – Alamosa. 

 

 

The Field Unit thanks you for your time and attention! 

Michelle Cowell, Supervisor, Phone 303.692.2183, Email: michelle.cowell@state.co.us 

Pete Anguiano, Business Application Support Specialist, Phone 303.692.2191, Email: pedro.anguiano@state.co.us  

Bradie Zaletel, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2233, Email: bradie.zaletel@state.co.us  

Renee Bear, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2179, Email: renee.bear@state.co.us 

 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__cdphe.colorado.gov_vitalrecords&d=DwMFaQ&c=sdnEM9SRGFuMt5z5w3AhsPNahmNicq64TgF1JwNR0cs&r=kFXzOP9wAqWsToFayVz7z-Mtwmbic3CMeLh1ZKYu9GE&m=4tM1gWCu43IIqQ_n4XqfXUW3V81apQH0BPWS3HrG89A&s=-x9rIbgfQTYDQQTST4jH0asje_RHuxine0MJmj2f_gY&e=
https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411/forms
mailto:michelle.cowell@state.co.us
mailto:pedro.anguiano@state.co.us
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Request for 2020 Death Certificates 

The state vital records office is beginning our annual data closeout season. We are requesting all 2020 
Pending death records be amended, and death and fetal death records be registered with the state vital 
records as soon as possible. We ask that you please double check your EDR work queues and records and 
submit all death records that are available. This will be a tremendous help for our Death Unit. 

New Phone System Coming 

The State Vital Records office will be transitioning to a new phone system, and we currently expect to go 
live on March 31st.  We are excited for the new options this system will provide, knowing that it will greatly 
improve our customer service. We are also working on a new contact list to provide to our external 
partners, and will be providing these details prior to the go live date. 

Vital Records Death Unit Processes  

If funeral homes need a shipper letter, a certified death record with the state seal, or other walk-in 
services, please email Samuel.VasquezJr@state.co.us.  Your office must coordinate a date and time to come 
in to pick up your request from the State office. 

If you sent a request such as a drop to paper, death correction, death amendment form and/or any 
document(s) to the Death Unit for processing and it is not completed within the standard processing time, 
please resubmit the document to our office via the usual fax or email. It may not have transferred correctly, 
to an internal system, via fax/email the first time. Please contact the Death Unit at 303.692.2208 to let 
them know. If you are unable to reach the Death Unit, please email the supervisor Samuel Vasquez Jr. 
at Samuel.VasquezJr@state.co.us. If you are not getting a response, please contact Gabriel Thorn, 
Operations Manager, at Gabriel.thorn@state.co.us. 

State Encryption Web Site 

If you are sending PHI or PII to the State office, please remember you must use the State encrypted 
email portal. Our Office of Information Technology has replaced the Zix portal with a new portal called 
Proofpoint. If you have not already switched (see below) please start using the Proofpoint portal. 
The new portal web link is https://securemail.state.co.us/encrypt and instructions on how to register 
and use this portal can be found at https://techu.state.co.us/security/email-encryption 

https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411
mailto:cdphe_deathcertificates@state.co.us
mailto:cdphe.vitalrecords411@state.co.us
mailto:Samuel.VasquezJr@state.co.us
mailto:Samuel.VasquezJr@state.co.us
mailto:Gabriel.thorn@state.co.us
https://securemail.state.co.us/encrypt
https://techu.state.co.us/security/email-encryption
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Reporting Deaths within 5-Days 

To clarify the State Statute 25-2-110 regarding the reporting of deaths within 5-days of the date of death, 
this is required of both funeral homes and Coroners. Whomever has custody of the remains on day five is 
responsible for reporting (registering) the death, regardless of what information is known or available, or 
whether family/next of kin has been located. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact 
renee.bear@state.co.us.  

 

25-2-110 - Certificates of Death (1)(a) A certificate of death for each death, including a stillborn death, 
that occurs in Colorado must be filed with the state registrar or as otherwise directed by the state 
registrar, within five days after the death occurs and prior to final disposition. 
https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411/statutes-and-policies 

Shipment Letter/DTP process and flowchart 

The funeral home must attach the signed (non) communicable disease letter with the drop to paper 
worksheet when submitting the documents to the local vital records office.  Local vital records offices must 
then send the drop to paper worksheet along with the (non) communicable disease letter signed by the 
funeral director and the certifier. 

Please see complete instructions for International Shipment Flowchart on the Extranet at: 

https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411/death-disposition 

Welcome to EDR 

Welcome to these new EDR users: Unified Care Center and Funeral Services, Boondocs Medical Services, 
LLC, Charter Hospice (formerly Phoenix Hospice) and Peak to Prairie Primary Care. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Field Unit thanks you for your time and attention! 

Michelle Cowell, Supervisor, Phone 303.692.2183, Email: michelle.cowell@state.co.us 

Pete Anguiano, Business Application Support Specialist, Phone 303.692.2191, Email: pedro.anguiano@state.co.us  

Bradie Zaletel, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2233, Email: bradie.zaletel@state.co.us  

Renee Bear, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2179, Email: renee.bear@state.co.us 
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New Phone Tree Going Live May 6 

The new phone system that will be used by the State Vital Records office will be going live on Thursday, May 
6. There will be only one phone number to call, 303-692-2200, and it will then provide a phone tree that will 
get you to the correct person to handle your needs. Attached is a new phone list outlining the options.  

For Coroners and Physicians, your starting option is Option 4 
For Funeral Homes, your starting option is Option 5.  

The phone list includes a survey link to provide feedback about the new system. 

May Holiday 

The State Vital Records office will be closed on Monday, May 31st for Memorial Day. 

Thank You, Coroners! 

The State Vital Records office would like to thank the Coroners across the state for updating as many 
‘pending’ death records as possible!  With your help, the death data period for 2020 closed with only six (6) 
pending records. There were a total of 47,671 deaths (provisional number) in 2020 compared to 40,156 in 
2019. 

REMINDER: EDR Pilot for CPMG Primary Care Physicians 

The Colorado Permanente Medical Group has requested to pilot the EDR system for their primary care 
physicians. Many of the CPMG physicians currently require a Drop-to-Paper Worksheet in which to medically 
certify a death record. This pilot will alleviate the need for the Drop-to-Paper worksheets, and offer funeral 
homes the opportunity to medically designate the death record through the EDR system to the CPMG 
Primary Care Physicians. 

Initially, there will be two physicians completing the medical certification for all death records for CPMG 
physicians. Funeral Directors need only to designate one of the two physicians in the CPMG Primary Care 
Physicians location in EDR. This pilot began on Monday, March 29, 2021. The pilot will run for 10 weeks and 
will be evaluated throughout that time. 

The Funeral Director’s process for the pilot is as follows: 

1) Use the attached list of CPMG primary care physicians to locate the physician whose name you were 
provided to complete the medical certification. 

https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411
mailto:cdphe_deathcertificates@state.co.us
mailto:cdphe.vitalrecords411@state.co.us
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2) When you confirm the correct physician is on the list, you will then designate the EDR death record to 
the CPMG Primary Care Physicians location in the EDR system using either Dr. Miles Corkern or Dr. Monica 
Silvian. 

3) These records will be completed within the 48-hour time frame, Monday - Friday. 

Death Inside City Limits? 

Not sure if an address is inside city limits?  Google Maps will now show a pink or red border to indicate the 
incorporated city. Go to https://www.google.com/maps, search the address and click on the saved/starred 
icon.  Then search the city only.  The map will show the address as a starred icon and the pink/red border 
around the city.  If the star is within the border, the address is within city limits.  Google Earth has similar 
functionality and steps.  

Vital Records Death Unit Processes  

If funeral homes need a shipper letter, a certified death record with the state seal, or other walk-in 
services, please email Samuel.VasquezJr@state.co.us.  Your office must coordinate a date and time to come 
in to pick up your request from the State office. 

If you sent a request such as a drop to paper, death correction, death amendment form and/or any 
document(s) to the Death Unit for processing and it is not completed within the standard processing time, 
please resubmit the document to our office via the usual fax or email. It may not have transferred correctly, 
to an internal system, via fax/email the first time. Please contact the Death Unit at 303.692.2208 to let 
them know. If you are unable to reach the Death Unit, please email the supervisor Samuel Vasquez Jr. 
at Samuel.VasquezJr@state.co.us. If you are not getting a response, please contact Gabriel Thorn, 
Operations Manager, at Gabriel.thorn@state.co.us. 

Welcome to EDR 

Welcome to these new EDR users: Silver Linings Hospice, Saint Mary’s Family Medicine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Field Unit thanks you for your time and attention! 

Michelle Cowell, Supervisor, Phone 303.692.2183, Email: michelle.cowell@state.co.us 

Pete Anguiano, Business Application Support Specialist, Phone 303.692.2191, Email: pedro.anguiano@state.co.us  

Bradie Zaletel, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2233, Email: bradie.zaletel@state.co.us  

Renee Bear, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2179, Email: renee.bear@state.co.us 
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Disposition Permit Changes Due to COVID-19 Extended 

The Disposition Permit memorandum addressing potential last minute changes to the place of burial or 
cremation has been extended only until June 30, 2021.  Please see the updated memorandum attached.  

New Phone System Coming 

We are delaying the go live date for our new Amazon Connect phone system until May 1, 2021. We have 
found testing and training has taken a bit longer than expected and we want to go live with everything set 
for success. We will send out more details as we get closer to the go live date. 

FEMA Funeral Assistance 

Below is an informational website for FEMA funeral assistance under the Coronavirus Response and Relief 
Supplemental Appropriations Act of 2021 and the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021.  

https://www.fema.gov/disasters/coronavirus/economic/funeral-assistance.  

Please refer all questions directly to FEMA, as the state vital records is only providing this link for your 
information. 

Medical Aid in Dying Report 

The most recent report has been released and there is a great deal of information regarding this subject 
at https://cdphe.colorado.gov/center-for-health-and-environmental-data/registries-and-vital-
statistics/medical-aid-in-dying. 

 
Welcome to EDR 

Welcome to these new EDR users: The Water Crematory, IORA Primary Care, CPMG Primary Care Physicians, 
Kaiser Permanente Fort Collins Medical Office, Silver Linings Hospice and formerly UC Health General and 
Vascular Surgery is now separated into two locations: UC Health General and Trauma Surgery, and UC Health 
Vascular Surgery. 
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The Field Unit thanks you for your time and attention! 

Michelle Cowell, Supervisor, Phone 303.692.2183, Email: michelle.cowell@state.co.us 

Pete Anguiano, Business Application Support Specialist, Phone 303.692.2191, Email: pedro.anguiano@state.co.us  

Bradie Zaletel, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2233, Email: bradie.zaletel@state.co.us  

Renee Bear, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2179, Email: renee.bear@state.co.us 
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DEATH BROADCAST 
from the Office of the State Registrar of Vital Statistics         June 2021 

Extranet & Forms: https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411 

Death Unit: 303.692.2208 or cdphe_deathcertificates@state.co.us   

EDR Assistance: 303.692.2191 or cdphe.vitalrecords411@state.co.us  

This monthly publication is intended for the vital records community in Colorado. 

 

In this Broadcast  
 New Phone System and Feedback Survey 
 New Survey: Impact on Workers during COVID-19 
 Timely Reporting of Deaths 

 Welcome to EDR 
 VitalChek Handline State Vital Records Mail 
 New COTrain Module 

  

New Phone System and Feedback Survey 

The new phone system being used by the State Vital Records office went live on Thursday, May 6. There is 
only one phone number to call, 303-692-2200. This number will provide a phone tree that will guide you to 
the correct person to handle your needs. Attached is a new phone list outlining the options. 

For Funeral Homes, your starting option is Option 5. 
Physicians/Coroners, your starting option is Option 4. 

Important Survey: The phone list includes a survey link to provide feedback about the new system. We 
want your feedback and experiences with this new phone process, as we will continually be improving the 
phone system to better our customer service to you.  

Keep this User Survey link handy: https://forms.gle/xSvw5k2VmHGAqML28   

NEW Survey: Impact on Workers during COVID-19 

CDPHE, in partnership with the North Central Region Healthcare Coalitions, is launching a survey in an effort 
to provide recovery support to those who have dedicated themselves so fiercely over the past 15 months to 
fighting the pandemic. We are trying to learn about how you and your co-workers were impacted by your 
work during the pandemic, and hope to hear from anyone who supported or participated in the response 
about what changes need to happen and what services are needed to recover. Our request is that you take 
this survey and then pass on the links to everyone you know that is working to address this pandemic. 
Although this survey may not apply to all groups, we are sending it as an FYI if you may be interested in it. 

The direct link to the confidential survey is: 
https://covidimpacthcwrcolorado.questionpro.com/ 

  

 For Funeral Home employees, the first question about job role type, please select "Provide direct non-

medical (non-clinical) care and services to patients or their families" 

 ‘No’ for additional role. 

 Next will be about 4 questions about the work setting (ex. region, urban/suburban/rural). 
 Then there is the question "Do you work for/in/as." Scroll all the way down on the list and choose 

"Funeral Home Employee" 
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Timely Reporting of Deaths  

The state statutes require deaths to be registered within 5-days, regardless of what information or 
identification is known or unknown.  On the EDR system, the identity of the deceased may need to be 
recorded as “Unidentified” initially, and then amended once it is known. When the record type Unidentified 
is selected, many data items will be disabled as it is assumed they will be unknown at this point. These, too, 
may then be amended once known. 

25-2-110 - Certificates of Death (1)(a) A certificate of death for each death, including a stillborn death, that 
occurs in Colorado must be filed with the state registrar or as otherwise directed by the state registrar, 
within five days after the death occurs and prior to final disposition.   

Welcome to EDR 

Welcome to these new EDR users: Southern Colorado Family Medicine Residency (Pueblo), SCL Health 
Medical Group – Neurosurgery (Grand Junction), Craft Health (Boulder), Transitional Witness (Denver), 
Heavenly Cremations (Broomfield). 

VitalChek Handling State Vital Records Mail 

The State Vital Records office is piloting a process where VitalChek does the intake of our mail 
requests. Mail orders will be initially reviewed/processed by VitalChek and the state office will print and 
send out those requests. The applications on our website have been updated 
at https://cdphe.colorado.gov/mail-orders.  If you provide the state applications to customers, please 
update to the new version. 

New COTrain Module 

If interested, there is a new COTrain module about the history of vital records.  
 New York City Vital Records and Vital Statistics: The Backbone of Public Health in America.   

COTrain requires an account to be set up and will ask about educational credit type, if interested, and also 
has pre/post assessment. 
https://region2phtc.org/2021/03/15/vital-records-and-vital-statistics-the-backbone-of-public-health-in-
america/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Field Unit thanks you for your time and attention! 

Michelle Cowell, Supervisor, Phone 303.692.2200, options 4-1-5, Email: michelle.cowell@state.co.us 

Pete Anguiano, Business Application Support Specialist, Phone 303.692.2200, options 4-1-2, Email: 
pedro.anguiano@state.co.us  

Bradie Zaletel, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2200, options 4-1-4, Email: bradie.zaletel@state.co.us  

Renee Bear, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2200, options 4-1-3, Email: renee.bear@state.co.us 
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Extranet & Forms: https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411 

Death Unit: 303.692.2200, options 5-2 or cdphe_deathcertificates@state.co.us   

EDR Assistance: 303.692.2200, options 5-1 or cdphe.vitalrecords411@state.co.us  

This monthly publication is intended for the vital records community in Colorado. 

 

In this Broadcast  
 Upcoming Mandated Training for New EDR Users 
 County Vital Records Lobby Open/Close Status 
 Disposition Permit Process EXTENDED 

 Amazon Connect 
 Funeral Establishment Registry  
 Welcome to EDR 

  

Upcoming Mandated Training for New EDR Users 

As of August 1, 2021, all new EDR Access Requests from funeral establishments will require one mandated 
training course, Colorado Electronic Death Completion and Registration for Funeral Establishments, to be 
completed before EDR access requests may be accepted. Existing staff are welcome to take this course, but 
it is not mandated.  New funeral establishment staff requesting EDR must complete this course and send the 
certificate along with the EDR Access Request paperwork.  Course listing and COTrain New User instructions 
are available at: https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411/training.   

The required course is:  

 Colorado Electronic Death Completion and Registration for Funeral Establishments: course number 

1056027, registration code: Colorado2015  

County Vital Records Lobby Open/Close Status 

The CDPHE public website has an updated list of county vital records office lobby status, as well as the state 
vital records, whether open, closed or restrictions in place, should you need this information to order death 
certificates. You may check the public site at: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1iUT-
Cqy4wPrBimeVNUP8029Aq2lS2W7jlHfJjZsQbgw/edit?usp=sharing 

Disposition Permit Process Extended 

The memorandum addressing potential last minute changes to the place of burial or cremation in which the 
funeral establishment may write on the disposition permit the actual crematory or cemetery that will be 
used has been extended until July 31, 2021.  Please see the updated memorandum attached.  

Amazon Connect 

This is the name of the new phone system at the state office. It has been live for about 1.5 months. This 
system provides significant data and reporting features, which we hope will ultimately lead to efficient and 
effective service and responsiveness. Attached is the phone tree list and options. At the top is a link to a 
survey that will collect detailed information from callers. The survey is at: 
https://forms.gle/xSvw5k2VmHGAqML28 
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Funeral Establishment Registry 

Please be reminded to keep your Funeral Establishment Registry up-to-date with employees or partners who 
may be signing death certificates and/or applying for certified copies of a death certificate. These 
employees/partners also may have access to your facilities EDR account location and it is vital that we 
remove their access if they no longer work there.  

To check your Funeral Establishment Registry listing, please go to: 
https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411/contacts 

Should you need to add/remove staff or update any information on your Registry listing, please use the 
Funeral Establishment Registration Form found at: 
https://sites.google.com/a/state.co.us/cdphevitalrecords411/forms 

Welcome to EDR 

Welcome to these new EDR users: Envision Cremation (Denver), Hospice & Home Care of the Valley 
(Glenwood Springs), Bearing Fruit Midwifery (Briggsdale), Western Colorado Physicians Group (Grand 
Junction), Legacy Affordable Funeral Services (Silt), Sacred Passages Hospice (Littleton), and Swedish 
HealthOne Hospitalist (Englewood). 

 

The Field Unit thanks you for your time and attention! 

Michelle Cowell, Supervisor, Phone 303.692.2200 options 4-1-5, Email: michelle.cowell@state.co.us 

Pete Anguiano, Business Application Support Specialist, Phone 303.692.2200, options 4-1-2, Email: 
pedro.anguiano@state.co.us  

Bradie Zaletel, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2200, options 4-1-4, Email: bradie.zaletel@state.co.us  

Renee Bear, Field Liaison, Phone 303.692.2200, options 4-1-3, Email: renee.bear@state.co.us 
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